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INTRODUCTION

The Third invitational Conference on Elementary Education WP3
sponsored by the Department of Elementary Education, The University
of Alberta, and was held at the Banff School of Fine Arts from October
29 to November 1, 1969. The theme, Individualized Curriculum and
Instroction, was chosen because educators at all levels are becoming
increasingly aware of their responsibilities in meeting the individual
needs of the student. Teachers and administrators are interested in
plan:ling curricular programs and instructional techniques which will
allow each child to maximize his learning potential. Teacher educators
are revising their programs so that the pre-service education of teachers
may be a model which the teachers-to-be may emulate in their future
classrooms.

The plan of the Proceedings, printed here, follows the plan of the
Conference. Ralph W. Tyler, in the keynote address, outlines procedures
for attacking the educational problems which face us as we enter a
new decade. Robert Glaser reviews the research literature on individual
differences in learning and stresses the need for continued research in
.-irder to understand better the needs of learners. Philip W. Jackson
points out the dangers of recognizing our students only in the light of
research implications for anonymous individuals. He emphasizes the
need for us to give serious thought to the fact that our students are
real persons who have uniqite personalities. Theory 5s translated into
practice by John O. I3olvin and Herbert W. Klausmeier. Their presenta-
tions deal with functional curricular and instructional organization,
respectively. Subject area addresses are presented by members of the
sponsoring department. These addresses feature recent research findings,
implications for the classroom, and reports of techniques and procedures
designed to enhance individual learning. Finally, Meer Horowitz sum-
marizes the highlights of the Conference and presents important impli-
cations for teacher education.

The success of the conference can be attributed to a large group of
people. The efforts of the whole staff of the Department of Elementary
Education including the secretaries. and the graduate students were
most commendable. The assistance of Myer Horowitz, Chairman of the
Department, Herbert T. Coutts, Dean of the Faculty and Walter D.
Neal. Vice-President of the University was much appreciated. The
contributions of Bernard R. Corman, L. Doyal Nelson, and Neil M.
Purvis who were chairmen of major sessions, and Laurence 0. Wiedrick,
conference treasurer, helped to provide a smooth flow of operation.

K. Allen Neufeld
Edmonton, Alberta

June, MO.



SCHOOLS FOR THE 70's

RALPH W. TYLER

The title of my address may suggest that I am seeking to predict
tho precise structures and practices of the schools during the next
decade. This is not my intent. The rapid changes taking place in society
and the continuing invention of new technologies make efforts at this
kind of prejiction hazardous. Fortunately, the more basic matters that
schools must deal with are not the forms but the purposes, the :--oblems
and the guiding principles that aid in attacking the problems and
achieving the purposes. Hence, my comments are directed at these more
fundamental matter:: in the hope that the discussion and study that
may be stimulated by such comments will help us to plan and develop
schools in the 70's capable of performing the functions they are being
called upon to serve.

Educational Problems Faced
The profound changes taking place in post-industrial nations like

Canada and the United States are creating major problems for the
schools. The applications of science and technology to agriculture, indus-
try, business, defense and the health services have not only sharply
increased per capita production and shifted the bala.lce of the economy
in the direction of the production of non-material services, but they
have greatly modliecl the composition of the labor force and markedly
increased the demand for educated persons. The pattern of change in
Canada is like that in the United States and since 1 have easier access
to U.S. data, I shall cite them.

A century ago more than eighty per cent of the li.S. labor force
was engaged in producing and distributing material goods. This means
ef production leaned heavily on unskilled and semi-skilled workers, who
comprised three-fourths of the labor force. More than half was engaged
in agriculture.

Reaching Et-ery Child
Today, the production and distribution of material goods requires

only forty per cent of the U.S. labor force, while sixty per cent is em-
ployed in furnishing non-material services: education, health services,
recreation, the social services, science, engineering. accounting and
administration. Less than seven per cent is engaged in agriculture, less

Director Ernetehes, Centet fee Affronted Studs M the Beharfotal Sciences, Stanton,.
("anfornit.
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Ralph W. Tyler

than five por cent is unskilled. Only a kw Canadians znd Americans
without education can obtain employment. To qualify beyond the level
of unskilled requires roughly the equivalent of a fifth grade education.
Yet, heretofore. no nation has been able to reach and to educate all its
children. In the United States today and in other western nations some-
where between fifteen per cent and twenty-five per cent of the children
do not gain the equivalent of a fifth-grade education. The elementary
schools of postlildi strial liatiors are facing a very important task
to reach every child and to enable him to gain an elementary ,education.

Reaching Mn,, ! More in the Upper Grades
Beyond the fifth grade, the developing opportunities available create

the problem of effectively educating at least three-fourths of our youth
to a higher level. The new jobs developing in our technolugicat society,
are in occupations that depend heavily on intellectual and social ,kills
as in the occupational areas mentioned earlier. Heretofore, most youth
whose aspirations led to these occupations were either girls, or boys
from homes in which one or more parents wore employed in these fields.
Boys from working class homes generally aspired to jobs requiring
physical strength or manual dexterity. Now, the demand for personnel
for these new jobs is far greater than cm be supplied by youth who
come from middle-class backgrounds. To reach youth from working
class homes and to enable tl.to. to gain intellectual and social skills is
a new task for the upper elementary school and the high school.

New Educational Objectives
The rapid changes we are experiencing in the ways in which work is

performed and corresponding shifts in the labor force are caused by
or accompanied by rapid accumulations of facts and new organizations
and principles of knowledge, In the ratural sciences, for example, it
is estimated that knowledge is doubling every twelve to fifteen years.
This so- called knowledge explosion makes untenable educational objec-
tives which seek to provide the student with comprehensive knowledge
of a subject that will last him throughout life. Instead, we now perceive
the need for each of us to become life-long learners. Beginning in the
kindergarten, schools are being asked to focus attention upon new edu-
cational objectives, particularly the development among children of
interests. skills and habits that support life-long learning.

New Curricular Content
The content of the curriculum must also be greatly changed for the

schools of the n's. many years the instructional content used in
the schools has been less and less satisfactory. both from the viewpoint
of the scholar and of the students in the schools. Much of the current
content is obsolete. It has continued in the curriculum largely because
of the respect of adults for what they learned in childhood and because
of the veneration for things that played a significant role in the Me of
an earlier time. It is estimated that from one-third to one-half of the
content of current texbooks is either false and distorted or is no longer
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considered important by scholars. Our children are being misinformed
as well as educated.

A second criticism is that many textbooks are produced by rewriting
older material to improve its language or its appeal to children, but
the rewriting has commonly been done by those who are not themselves
familiar with current scholarship. The result is a dilution arid distortion
of the earlier material, which may. have zepresented sound scholarship
at the time. This leads to miseducation.

The instructional content currently in use is also unsatisfactory
because it does not speak to the concerns of students. The changes taking
place in modern society create new opportun:lies and problems. The
experiences of the past, the organized knowledge of scholarship, the
modes of inquiry developed to seek answers to vital question, can con-
tribute much to students today in helping them to seize the opportunities
available to them and to attack their problems. But for the results of
scholarship to be effectively employed by children and youth, the most
relevant aspects need to be selected and their significance made mani-
fest. In many cases this has not been done. Our children fail to perceive
the vitality of much of what they are taught.

The great importance of the quality and relevance of Instructional
content is not well understood by the public. Man's development and
survival in modern society depend in large part upon his being able to
distinguish fact from fancy, myth from reality, superstition from scien-
tific generalization, and upon his ability to employ intelligent and sys-
tematic procedures in solving new problems. Scholars devote their lives
to these problems, and a major function of the school is to bring their
contributions to bear on the activities and problems of the common
man. A school without contact with authentic, responsible scholarship
is no more sound a basis for education than street corner conversation.
For the school to accomplish its mission requiries it to provide fruits
of sound scholarship that can be made relevant and be so perceived by
the students. The school curriculum must be based on the best and
most relevant of scholarship, but every field needs critical review to
identify what is significant for children of the 70's to learn. since these
disciplines are not ends in themselves but resources on which children,
youth and adults can draw in their daily rounds of living.

Eliminating the Isoktici of the School
As modern life becomes more complex and specialized, the school

has become a somewhat isolated island apart from the rest of society.
Many children are losing the connection between the school and life
outside the school. For example, out failure to reach many children in
the early grades is not due primarily to their inherent inadequacies,
but rather to the inappropriateness of the typical school program. Experi-
mental efforts at a number of research centers have demonstrated that
almost all chiklren, including those from urban and rural slums, respond
to meaningful stimulation and learn quite complicated things, like a
language. Among the majority of children the primary school and its

9



Ralph W. Tyler

activities are an integral part of the learning begun at home, reinforced
and developed by teachers and schoolmates, and fostered by opport'mi-
ties to apply what they learn in out-of-school situations. As an exatnple,
for the majority of children learning to read is an extension of language
development begun in the home, with much conversation in standard
dialect, accompanied by the parents' reading aloud to them. The school
provides a natural continuation of these language activities and, as the
child learns to read, there are books and magazines at home on which
to practice. Usually, too, there are parents and friends with whom to
discuss what is read.

In contrast, most of the children who do not attain an education
find the school alien to earlier experiences, and a source of failure and
rejection. Many children Iron minority groups have not had extensive
experience with standard dialect, they have not had parents read to them,
they have not seen family or friends devoting major attention to reading.
They find the school work in reading foreign to their home experience
and frequently fail to carry on the tasks expected. In this way they lose
the zest of learning and have an increasing sense of failure while in
school. As they lose interest and confidence in the early months, they fall
behind the majority of children more and more, so that they finish or
drop out without reaching a level of education on which to base a con-
structive life.

As children get older, the school becomes even more isolated from
the rest of society. The upper elementary grades and the high school
are for many youth an adolescent island outside the major currents of
adult life. Modern society has increasingly isolated youth from the adult
world. Yet this is the time of life in which young people are looking
forward to being independent adults. They need opportunities to work
with adults, to learn adult skills and practices, and to feel that they are
becoming mature and independent. Hence. the restrictions on youth
employment, the limited opportunities to learn occupational skills at
home, the segregation of civic and social activities by age groupings, all
add to the difficulty of youth and increase their anxiety about attaining
adult status and competence. The schools of the 70's will need to bridge
this gap.

Changing Pli;losophy and Policies
In attacking these five fundamental problems, changes are necessary

both in the implicit philckaphy that guides school policies and practices
and in the policies and practices themselves. The most fundamental
shift in viewpoint is one from conceiving the school's job as shaping
children's behavior to fit predetermined roles to Pie view that the
school seeks to help the child acquire ae knowledge, skills, attitudes
and interests that will enable him to manipulate the system, both in
and out of school, to achieve his purposes. Too often, we talk of helping
the child to find his niche without realizing that niches often turn out to
be blind alleys. In our society, the real criterion of educational effective-
ness is the extent to which each added year increases the range of life

10
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chokes :available to each child, so that he is able to open more doors of
opportunity and development.

A second major change required in the implicit philosophy of our
schools is to substitute the educational function for the sorting function.
Schools in the past have been to a large extent sorting institutions
rather than educational ones. In a society in which most people were
unskilled laborers, only a few were needed for the occupational, social
and political ciao Schools then could be expected to be sorting and
selecting agents. Grades and tests were used to identify the elite and
to discourage with low grades those who would soon drop out and join
the ranks of the unskilled or semi-skilled workers. The schools did not
appraise what a child had learned but only how he compared with other
children. This encouraged the few to go and convinced others that
education for them was fruitless.

Now however, the structure of society is very different. Opportuni-
ties for employment in technical, professional, managerial and service
occupations have increased more than 300',; in one generation. Our
society is now seeking to identify potential talents of many sorts and
expects the schools to furnish opportunities for these talents to be
actualized through education. But, we are largely unconscious of our
anachronistic policies that have continued the sorting functions when
society now requires much more emphasis on education. We still grade
pupils in terms of relative standing rather than assessing what they have
learned. We have arranged educational programs on a hek-step basis
rather than furnishing opportunities for each student to master funda-
mentals step by step at a rate of learning that he can sustain. We have
as.sumed that "streaming" or "sectioning" pupils would facilitate their
learning, whereas it has really reinforced the sorting function. The
schools of the 70's will need to review fully and critically basic policies
and practices in terms of the educational needs of contemporary society.

The schools of the 70's will also recognize much more fully than
those of the 60's that for the pupils whose families are an integral part
of the post-industrial society the home, the peer-group, the neighborhood
associations and institutions, the occupational milieu, the mass media,
as well as he school are all stimulating, directing and guiding learning.
For the 15r; to 25'; of our children whose families are not an integral
part of the post-industrial society, schools as we have known them are
not adequate to furnish the education required because these children
do not have the relevant learning opportunities available outside the
school. New school patterns must emerge based on this recognition. The
following are ssiggestions of what such patterns might be.

Educating the rhsodrantoged
For example, In the United States., the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act of 1965 authorized approximately $1 billion annually of
federal funds to aid schools in trying to educate children of poverty. The
programs developed have been for the most part only minor and rela-
tively ineffectual modifications of ordinary programsreducing the

11
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pupil-lea(!.er ratio by four or five, providing an additional counsellor,
purchasing new audio-visual equipment. It is difficult if not impossible
for most school districts to conceive of schools and programs widely
different from the familiar ones. Comparing these ineffemive programs
with some of the successful experimental work under way suggests some
possible explanations of the inadequacy of the early effoils to educate
disadvantaged children.

First, it seems clear that the added resources were grossly inade-
quate. The average middle class family in the United States now spends
about 81300 per year per child in the time of parents and in expenditures
for books, drisic, comps and the like which is not available in homes of
poverty. By them time severely disadvantaged children enter elementary
school. their experiences with language And with systematic learning
have been so limited that a major reorganization of attitudes and habits
is essential to enable them to perceive the meaning and significance of
school learning and to gain the confidence required to engage actively
in it. For example, a majority of mothers encourage their children as
they enter school for the first time to show whas they can do in learning
to read and to deal with numbers, whereas the typical advice given by
the mottle:- of a disadvantaged child is: "Don't get into trouble! Don't
do anything to make the teacher mad!" Hence, the child avoids active
involvement in learning, trying to be as passive as a six-year-old young-
ster can be For him to acquire positive attitudes towards the work of
the school, new language habits tnd successful experience in active
intelle:tual learning demands major changes in school g.nigrams and
practices. These cannot be effected by expenditures of only 10 to 15`,
more than the ordinary school expenditures. In the early years of a new
program. the costs per pupil are likely to be from two to five times the
amo Its currently allocated. The Head Start programs in the larger
U.S. iities cost about S1000 per pupil per year for half-day sessions.
This e 'penditure provided people to read to children, to converse with
them, to stimulate their curiosity, to mist with health and nutrition, and
so on. The U.S. programs for °Orr disadvantaged youth are much more
expensive because, as the uneducated become older, their problems are
more difficult to attack.

In the second place, most of the efforts to help the disadvantaged
have focused on children from Mx to seventeen years of age. Typically,
children who are seriously deprived in their intellectual and emotional
experiences in thcir first three or four years of life keep falling farther
and farther behird the majority of their age mates as they progress
through school. They are likely to be a year behind at the time they
enter school and at least three years behind when they are in high
school. What seems to be required is the early provision for deprived
children of the kind of environment a good home and a good community
offer its children.

Related to the other two. the third factor is the failure to arrange
for the torsesaty major modifications of the school setting. the school
program, and the kinds of personnel employed. The pattern characteris-

12
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tic of most schools, in which one teacher plans and conducts all the
activities of the classroom, is not effective with children for whom the
school is the major if not the sole systematic educational agency. Most
of the earlier projects have made only minor modifications, although
experimental studies indicate the tremendous reorganization required
in the tasks, the school setting, and the personnel in order to furnish
educational environments roughly paralleling those of the homes and
neighborhoods of the majority of Canadian and American children.
Pupils must perceive the school tasks as relevant to things that are
important in their lives. For example, the oral language development
must help the normal communication involved in living and playing and
doing their part of the work at home. The formal school setting should
be changed to include activities in the school, the playground, the home,
and the neighborhood in which the children can practice oral language.
The school personnel should include mothers and other neighborhood
persons who help guarantee that the school is related to the rest of the
child's life. Free meals, at least breakfast and lunch in school, are
needed for the ill-fed who cannot learn while hungry. In rnany cases,
other children, older and younger, can be used to supply each child
with an individual helper. Rather than set expectations of uniform
achievement for all children, the program should place emphasis on
each child's mastery of the particular knowledge or skill involved in his
work so that he gains the basis for further learning and confidence in
himself. A feature that will be hard to implement but necessary is to
eliminate practices that hinder or discourage learning, such as "ability
grouping," uniform courses of study :Ind textbooks and guidance prac-
tices that characterizes individual children as "educationally incapable."

Integrating School and Community
Some of the changes needed to solve the problems of the upper grades

in the elementary school and the high school are those that reduce the
isolation of the school by bringing youth into colleague and helping
relations with adults in significant activities of the community--job
programs, community service corps experience, work in health centers,
apprentice experience in research and development, and in staff studies
conducted by public agencies. This means a redesign of the school
program and facilities in order to open the school to the community and
to utilize many kinds of persons in education. The school will need to
serve a wider range of ages and allow students to vary the amount of
time devoted to studies. To supply a substitute for grades and credits
as qualification for employment opportunities, a certification system will
need to be developed to validate the student's competence in various
major areas. This will also tend to reduce the emphasis upon purely
formal requirements such as class attendance and the completion of pre-
scribed courses.

This proposal is not simple, and it may be misunderstood. It proposes
to use work and other areas of life as a laboratory in which children and
youth find real problems and difficulties that require learning and in
which they can use and sharpen what they are learning. It does not

13
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Ralph W. Tyler

propose to substitute learning on the job for the deeper insights and
the knowledge and skills that scholars have developed. The teacher, the
books, other materials of the school, and the intellectual resources of
the community are to be employed by the student as he works on the
problems of his job and carries through projects on which he is engaged.
When he is actually doing work that he finds significant, he can see for
himself, with the aid of those who know the field, that many kinds of
learning are helpful and even necessary. Coordinators are needed to
connect education with the world of work and social action, and teachers
need to learn to select the content of school subjects and assist students
to use it in connection with the activities in which they are engaged.

The student is concerned with civic and social service activities as
well as with gainful employment, tr. these areas, he will meet problems
that involve values, ethics, aesthetics, public policy, in fact, the many
facets of real life. The opportunity is thus provided for the student to
comprehend the perenniel areas of education concern social-civic
understanding and commitment, health, personal integrity, and the arts,
as well as the skills of occupational competence.

It should also be clear that this proposal does not imply a sharp
separation in educational goals and methods between elementary and
secondary schools. Begining at the fifth or sixth grade, opportunities
should be provided all students to explore content and activities related
to vocational-technical offerings, increasing in depth through grades
eight and nine. The program seeks to integrate liberal and occupational
education by helping the student to discover that the learning fostered
by the school is relevant and helpful to all arenas of his life.

Bui Wing New Instructional Content
The schools of the 70's will also need to build new instructional con-

tent. In the United States public concern with the quality of instructional
content in the sciences was aroused by the launching of Sputnik. The
National Science Foundation instituted a series of grants to scientific
groups to improve course content in their fields and is now spending
several million dollars annually on such work. Other agencies have
supported some development in other fields. These efforts are construc-
tive and point the way toward further work. However, they are inade-
quate both in the level of support and in the range of criteria. Some of
the projects, like those supported by the National Science Foundation,
are focused primarily on bringing up to date the scholarly content of
the material; they need supplementation to make the content relevant
to the student. Some of the projects supported by other organizations
aim to make the content understandaWe to students and these have
needed assistance in judging the quality of the scholarship.

The new instructional content can best be employed by teachers who
are themselves familiar with the new materials and the ways in which
they can be effectively used by students. Without this familiarity,
teachers are treating the new content as dead material for students to
memorize rather than as something relevant to use in raising questions,

14
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in seeking answers to the questions, and in guiding the student's own
inquiry into matters of concern to him. Thus there are three problems
selecting authentic content, making it relevant to the pupils, and
educating teachers to use itthat must be dealt with simultaneously.

It is clear that this problem r! an be solved only as each generation
brings together panels of scholars and those engaged in elementary and
secondary education in order to make selections of content that meet
both criteria authenticity and relevance. These materials will then
need to be tested in a variety of school situations. On the basis of these
tryouts, further selections and revisions can be made. In order to insure
that an increasing p..oportion of teachers will be familiar with the new
content, understand its function, and be able to use it appropriately,
the preservice and inservice training of teachers will need to include
experience with it in work with pupils.

If school personnel demand authentic and relevant content, why
will not the textbook publishers and other suppliers of instructional
maters ls produce the content desired? Several factors can be noted.
In the first place, most competent scholars have not worked in the
selection of instructional content because it does not have significant
status; recognition and promotion commonly come from achievements
in research and not from working on course content. Second, since
teachers and curriculum workers have not had available the kind of
content needed, they have not demanci,:d it in their purchases. A third
factor is probably also influential: a tight budget. The pressure on the
local budget is to provide salaries for teachers and other employees.
As a result, expenditures fo.. instructional materials are a small part
of the operating expenses of a school, and the proportion is diminish-
ing. In this kind of market, producers work on low overhead and
devote small amounts to research and development of new instructional
content. Hcwever, as new content is developed which is recognized as
authentic and relevant, the free market mechanism should be adequate
to provide for efficient distribution.

Analyzing Learning Problems
The examples above of characteristics of the schools of the 70's

emphasize relevance of content, natural learning, both formal and in-
formal, in which the learner is caught up in activities that are meaning-
ful to him and shared by others. There will be cases in which students
need help in learning that is not furnished by the example of his col-
leagues and their advice. Teachers of the next decade will need to
examine learning problems in a systematic way so that constructive
help can be provided. The basis for this analysis is the recognition by
the teacher that learning is an active process on the part of the learner.
In essence, for anyone to learn something, he must carry it on find
it satisfying, and continue the practice of it until it becomes part of
his repertoire of behavior. This paradigm reminds the teacher of the
points to be considered when planning systematic instruction. (1) What
is the behavior that the student is to learn? (2) What will stimulate the

15
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student to wish to learn it? (3) How will the student know what he
is trying to learn? (4) What opportunities will be furnished for him
to practice this behavior? (5) What "feedback" will the student get
so as to know when he is practicing successfully and when he is having
difficulty? (6) What satisfactions will he obtain as he carries on the
desired behavior?

These are illustrations of questions that are important in systematic
instruction and often overlooked in planning and conducting the work
of the school. The reason they are overlooked is probably the fact that
most students find these conditions for learning with little or no help
from the teacher. The classroom for the majority of children is a place
where they carry on certain activities and receive rewards for their
work without eitl, r the teacher or student making an analysis of what
is going on. But the schools of the 70's in seeking to reach all children
and to obtain new objectives wil'. require more attention to the plan-
ning of effective systems of learning,.

In brief, as we enter the 70's, we see our schools facing serious
problems because of new purposes and new tasks. We must develop
a basic philosophy consistent with democratic aspirations in a post-
industrial society. Our policies and practices must be changed; in fact,
major transformations seem to be necessary. But, we need not be
apprehensive that we shall fail to achieve our purposes. If we study
our past experience and exneriments for the generalizations that they
afford, if we will exerci: r our imagination and boldly take the acticns
we see appropriate, we can develop effective schools for the 70's.

16
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INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN LEARNING

ROBERT GLASER*

Individual differences are a basic element in any theory of instruction
that underlies educational practice. Deep understanding is required of
the manner in which the existing performance capabilities of our stu-
dents, whatever the origin of these capabilities, interact with the condi-
tions pros ided for learning. It is a fundamental tenet of good teaching
that instruction should proceed from "where the student is." However,
carrying this out in practice is not an easy task. School organizations
generally are not flexible enough to adapt, as we would like, to individ-
ual differences. Furthermore, we are not always sure what individual
differences to observe that are useful for deciding upon different
techniques of instruction, if we could provide them. Nevertheless,
scientific evidence has firmly established facts of human variability and
individuality, in the face of which, the uniformity of much of our educa-
tional system is seriously out of joint.

In the development of individuality, environment appears to be cer-
tainly no less important than genetic endowment. A genetic endowment
must have an environment in which to develop and, in turn, the nature
of this environment influences what genetic mixtures will arise. It,
therefore, should no longer evoke surprise that tested intelligence or
most other human characteristics show sonic measurable heritability.
What is more to the point for educational practice and instructional
theory is how these individual differences interact with learning var-
iables so that the optimal educational conditions can be provided to
learners.

In this light, it is obvious that endeavors which in some way incor-
porate assumptions of uniformity may be misdirected. Nevertheless, in
order to reduce the complexity of scientific investigation or of school
practices, certain uniformities have been assumed for the practical pur-
pose of getting on with the job. These assumptions of uniformity enable
us to invoke structure and organizational mechanisms which are tidy
and efficient. Working with diversity is more complex and requires
scientific understanding of the nature of individuality and the develop-
ment of environments capable of adapting to individual differences. Such

University of Pittsburgh. This paper 'vas w,itten while the author was a Fellow
(1969-70) at the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, Stanford,
California.
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adaptive environments are difficult to construct and complex to manage.
It seems necessary, however, to proceed with the task while bearing in
mind that, given the state of present knowledge and available techniques,
appropriate educational environments can be both under- and over-
differentiated.

Intelligence and Differential Aptitudes
The development of intellectual abilities is shaped by the environ-

ment in which the organism develops; different environments will pro-
vide different sets of experiences and, hence, lead to the development of
different kinds of intellectual functioning. The abilities that are devel-
oped take on importance because they are adaptive to a particular
environment, whereas in other environments these abilities may be
less useful. In discussing common misconceptions about heritability, a
recent article by Jensen' points out the following:

"High heritability by itself does not necessarily imply that the characteristic
is immutable. Under greatly changed environmental conditions, the herit-
ability may have some other value, or it may remain the same while the
mean of the population changes. At one time tuberculosis had a very high
heritability, the reason being that the tuberculosis bacilli were extremely
widespread throughout the population, so that the main factor determining
whether an individual contracted tuberculosis was not the probability of
exposure but the individual's inherited physical constitution. Now that
tuberculosis bacilli are relatively rc-e, difference in exposure rather than
in physical predisposition is a more, important determinant of who con-
tracts tuberculosis. In the absence of exposure, individual differences in
predisposition are of no consequence."
The primary workhorse that has emerged in our environment for the

assessment of individual differences for educational assignment has been
the measurement of intelligence. Of the various attempts to measure
intellectual ability that began essentially at the turn of the century,
Binet's practical endeavor to predict school success led to the devel-
opment of the many tests of intelligence that have been used in our
society. By 1925, in addition to the Binet, there were a host of group
tests of intelligence on the market. As time went by, the concept of
general intelligence was modified and frequently discredited. McNemar'
has pointed out the following factors which tended to discredit the use
of general intelligence measures: False claims about IQ constancy; pre-
diction failures in individual cases; unfounded claims that something
innate was being measured; equally unfounded claims that nothing but
cultural effects were involved; the charge that IQ tests reflect middle-
class values; the notion that IQ measures foster undesirable expectations
regarding school achievement; the idea that IQ differences are incom-
patible with democracy and lead to educational determinism; and the
stress that the notion of general intelligence ignores differential abilities.
These influences together with the results of the work on multiple factor
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analysis assisted in a de-emphasis of the concept of general intelligence
and led to the popularity of tests of differential aptitudes. As a result,
in addition to an overall measure of "intelligence" or "general aptitude,"
schools began to employ tests which provided measures on a variety of
factors such as spatial, mechanical, and abstract reasoning aptitudes.
More than predicting overall scholastic success, these test batteries
attempted to predict differential success in school programs leading to
different vocations which appeared to require different aptitude patterns.

In 1964 a careful analysis was done of the validity coefficients of
certain widely used multitest differential aptitude batteries. As a result
of this analysis it was pointed out that "Aside from tests of numerical
ability having differential value for predicting school grades in math,
it seems safe to conclude that the worth of the multitest batteries as
differential predictors of achievement in school has not been demon-
strated."' It was further concluded that: "It is far from clear that tests
of general intelligence have been outmoded by the multitest batteries
as the more useful predictors of school achievement." In general, a
simple, unweighted combination of tests of verbal reasoning and numer-
ical ability predicted grades as well as, or better than, any other test or
combination of tests; and these tests of verbal reasoning (analogies)
and numerical ability were very similar to what was measured in group
tests of intelligence. The conclusion to be drawn is that the differential
aptitudes analyzed out by factor analysis have been found to be of
limited usefulness for educational purposes. While there is some practical
utility in predicting the outcomes of education, i.e., grades, by global
measures of intelligence, differential prediction of outcomes in various
educational programs by more specific measures of so-called aptitude
patterns in different individuals has becn less successful.

We can now make the following observation: Given the character-
istics of our present educational system, global measures of the ability
to manipulate and reason with numbers and words (the major purveyors
of instruction) predict, to a limited extent, the ability to emerge vic-
torious from the system with academic success. However, any attempt
to further differentiate and measure specific ability patterns that relate
to specific educational programs is not as, or only as, successful as the
usual intelligence measure. Why is this so and what does it mean?

One clue to answering this question is to note that tests of intelligence
and aptitude attempt to predict the outcomes of learning in our rather
uniform educational programs. They do not attempt to measure those
abilities that are related to different ways of learning or to success
with different instructional methods. The generally used intelligence
and aptitude test is designed for and validated in terms of the prediction
of the products of learning in a particular setting. It has not been devel-
oped to determine or predict the different ways by which different
student:: learn best. We now examine the research on this point.

3 ibid., P. M.
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Individual Differences and Learning Ability
We can begin with a well-known set of experiments carried out over

20 years ago by Woodrow' who investigated the relationship between
measures of intelligence and learning ability, learning ability being de-
fined essentially in terms of gain from initial to final scores on a task.
Since the correlations are moderately high between intelligence test
scores and scores on school achievement tests, and since school achieve-
ment tests nteasure learned performances, it see, ,s reasonable to say
that intelligence tests measure learning ability. However, Woodrow's
data obtained from the laboratory and the classroom showed that cor-
relations between intelligence and gain ia test score were very low and
often close to zero. He interpreted these results by saying that an
achievement score at any stage of learning practice consists of a general
ability factor and specific abilities that change as practice proceeds. As
a result, of this, there can be a high correlation between general ability
at all stages of learning, and it is also possible for the correlation between
general ability and gain to be negligible when gain is the result of
specific abilities. These specific abilities arise from specific character-
istics of the tasks to be learned and individual differences in performng
these tasks. Woodrow wrote: "In general, the statistically discovered
high degree of specificity of practice gains may be interpreted as mean-
ing that each particular activity can best be performed by methods
which to an important degree are peculiar to that activity. Improvement
with practice depends very largely upon the adoption . . to a degree
varying with the individual, of these particular methods,"3 This suggests
the hypothesis that the learning of a task consists, to some extent, of
specific processes for carrying out the subtasks at various stages of
learning for which an individual may be able to use his own particular
talents; and if the opportunity is present for the individual to use them,
these specific abilities contribute significantly to learning.

Since Woodrow's work in 1946 there have been relatively few at-
tempts to follow it up. but it is often cited. In the past few years, how-
ever, there has been an emergence of concern about the relationships
between measures of individual differences and learning variables (e.g.,
Gagne," Bracht,7 Bracht & Glass,' and Cronbach & Snows). To some
extent, this recent work was heralded by a book by Cronbach & Gleser"
which was concerned with the development of a decision-theory model
for the selection and placement of personnel into various treatments.
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Individual Differences In Learning

The word "treatment" has a broad meaning; it means what is done with
individuals in an institutional setting, e.g., for what job shall an applicant
be trained in industry, to what therapeutic method should a patient be
assigned, and in education, to what particular educational program or in-
structional method should a student be assigned or given the opportunity
to select. These authors discuss the relationship between aptitude and
treatment and point out that aptitude information is not very useful in
adapting to treatment unless aptitude and treatment interact. To explain
this: Say we have a measure of aptitude and two different instructional
methods; if the aptitude measure predicts success with both treatments,
then it has no value in deciding which method to suggest to a student.
In order to make a decision about a particular student with respect to
what method he should enter, an aptitude predictor is required which
correlates with success in one treatment and does not correlate (or
correlates negatively) with success under the other method. An im-
portant implication here is that measures of general ability like intel-
ligence measures are likely to be poor bases for differentiating and
adapting instruction because they correlate with success in most instruc-
tional methods.

This point can be made clearer by explaining the distinction between
what is called ordinal and disordinal interactions. These terms can be
used to describe relationships between aptitude measures and instruc-
tional methods for the purpose of determining whether one method can
be prescribed for all individuals in a population, or whether different
methods should be assigned to or selected by individuals who have
different aptitude scores. It is best to draw a picture.

Figure 1 shows an ordinal interaction. Aptitude measures are shown
along the horizontal axis and achievement test scores are shown along
the vertical axis. The two lines show the effects of two methods, A and

FIGURE 1Interaction of Method A and B with Three Levels of Ability

(Adapted from Bracht & Glass. 1968. p. 445)
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B. Points are plotted which show the average achievement score
obtained for three levels of aptitude. The figure shows that Method B
is consistently better at all aptitude levels so that the decision is made
to adopt only Method B. However if Method B is more expensive or
difficult than Method A, it could be used only with the low aptitude
individuals for whom Method B is distinctly superior.

A disordinal interaction is shown in Figure 2. A disordinal interaction
occurs when one of the methods is more effective at one aptitude level
and the other method is more effective at another aptitude level. In this
case, the lines showing the relationship between aptitude and treatment
outcomes cross each other. In this case, Method B would be assigned to
low aptitude students, and Method A would be assigned to high aptitude
students.

Obviously disordinal interactions are key aspects in individualizing
instruction, and there recently have been extensive searches for signif-
icant disordinal interactions between aptitude variables and the various
learning procedures. Educational psychologists have searched deeply
into the literature of their field. This line of investigation has been called
the ATI probleni, ATI standing for aptitude-treatment interaction. To
my way of thinking, and as I shall indicate in a while, the use of the
word "aptitude" is very significant here because the kind of aptitudes
that have been almost exclusively investigated are similar to the kinds
of differential aptitudes growing out of the psychometric tradition which
I previously discussed. In this previous research the emphasis was on
the relationship between these aptitudes and learning outcomes under
relatively fixed instructional programs. Now the emphasis is
more on the variable to see whether aptitudes can predict which of
different learning methods help individuals attain similar educational
outcomes. To be clearer, the earlier work assumed several different
educational programs leading to different careers and attempted to
select individuals with respect to their potential success in each pro-
gram. The recent work assumes that if each of these several programs

FIGURE 2Interaction of Method A and B with Three Levels of Ability
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had different ways of going through them, then aptitude patterns might
predict which way a student would be most successful in going through
a particular program.

Several recent comprehensive reports ( Bracht," Bracht &

Glass," Cronbach & Snow") have investigated laboratory and field
research for disordinal interactions and they both come to the con-
clusion that few or no ATI effects have been solidly demonstrated; the
empirical evidence is not very convincing in the studies that claim
to show it, and the frequency of studies in which disordinal interac-
tions have been found is quite small. So for the second time we have
been frustrated in our research attempts to find some basis for adapt-
ing educational environments to individual differences. Where have
we gone astray? Perhaps our generally accepted aptitude constructs are
not a productive way of measuring those individual differences that
interact with differential instructional methods; the general aptitude
labels like spatial, mechanical reasoning, etc., do not refer to specific
enough processes of behavior. Or perhaps, as Cronbach & Snow sug-
gest, our conceptualization of method dimensions is inadequate; gross
analyses which characterize instructional techniques in terms of diffi-
cult, highly-structured, degree of inquiry, degree of self-direction, etc.,
are not operational enough for the specific requirements of teaching
practice.

When confronted with such a dilemma, it is well to review the ques-
tion that one is trying to answer and see whether it is still a sensible
one or how it might be rephrased. The general question takes the
form of the folio ming set of questions: How can knowledge of an indi-
vidual's pattern of abilities be fitted to the method, content and timing
of his instruction? How can instruction be adjusted to the individual's
particular strengths and weaknesses, or perhaps the other way around,
how can the individual's abilities be modified to meet the demands of
available means of instruction? In order to answer these questions, we
have been searching for the interactions between instructional tech-
niques and the measured aptitudes of the learner to determine how
aptitude variables are differentially related to learner performance
under different conditions of instruction.

To press our search further, let us examine the implications of
what we have found so far. A first point, the abilities which we identify
with the words "intelligence" and "aptitudes" have emerged on the basis
of measurement and validation procedures which emphasize the pre-
diction of educational achievement at the end of a course of study in
an educational system of a particular kind. It seems significant that
these intelligence and aptitudes factors have emerged because of their
correlation with instructional outcomes and not because of their correla-
tion with instructional technique or method of learning. A second point,

n Brecht, op. cit.
12 Brecht & Glaaa, op. cit.
Is Cronbach k Snow. op. cit.
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since our educational system provides essentially a fixed educational
treatment for different individuals, these general abilities override the
influence of any more specific abilities which might be useful if alternate
paths for learning were available. If this is the state of affairs, there are
two courses open to us. One is to teach young children those general
abilities required for getting through our present educational system.
The second is to change to an individualized system of education where
learning environments are adapted to individual differences. These two
courses are not mutually exclus'.ve and both probably are required.

The significant point for research related to individualization, that
is, individualization characterized by adaptive instruction, is that we
must begin to work with measures of individual differences that are
specifically useful for this purpose. The task before us is to examine
the abilities that learners bring to school to which learning environ-
ments can be adapted. Once we have assessed an individual's talents,
we can proceed to make available educational techniques that employ
these talents to attain educational objectiles.

The Specificity of Performance us. Global Intelligence
Let us continue our research tour. We have tried to show that the

measures of general aptitude and the kind of tests generally labeled
under "intelligence" have emerged out of specific methodological and
environmental conditions in our educational system. Specifically, the
aptitudes which have taken on special importance are those that are
used to predict learning outcomes in a fixed educational environment.
This is, however, a different game from optimizing success in immediate
learning in a situation that offers adaptive alternatives, that is, the
matching of present performance and intellectual skills to learning
requirements. There may be less reason for the usual kinds of aptitudes
and intelligences to be the most relevant ones to measure for the pur-
poses of individualization. Along these lines, we should now examine
the implications of some recent studies.

It is useful to begin with an older study, frequently cited now, that
was carried out by Fleishman." " In this study, subjects were admin-
istered a large battery of tests on a wide range of psychomotor abilities
at the beginning of the study. Following this they received a period of
practice in order to learn a particular psychomotor skill. By employing
factor-analysis techniques, Fleishman compared the contribution of the
various abilities tested at the beginning of learning to performance scores
on successive learning trials during practice. In this way he was able to
determine what kinds of abilities were influential at different stages of
learning. Analyses of the data in this study and related studies showed
that the particular combinations of abilities that contribute to perform-
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ance, change as practice continues, and that the different abilities
existing prior to entering a learning task influence learning at different
learning stages. This implies that individuals with different patterns of
abilities require different learning experiences at different stages of
learning. Fleishman was able to show that certain ability measures were
good indicators of late learning but not of the early learning required
in a task.

Other recent studies have continued to emphasize the notion
of task and subject matter specificity in relation to adapting instruc-
tion to individual differences. A study by McKenna" was carried out
to determine whether there existed consistent cognitive styles, i.e., ways
of approaching learning tasks, which showed up in terms of tendencies
to make errors either by omission or commission in the learning and
retention of certain verbal tasks. The study concluded that style ap-
peared to be related to some asp:-cis of personality, but that the gener-
ality of such styles was restricted by the specific content and require-
ments of the task. particularly the requirements for how much memory
was involved.

Carver and DuBois," in a study reminiscent of Woodrow's, studied
the relationship between gain in the course of learning on a wide variety
of tasks including programmed instruction materials, and concluded
that the relationship between learning and a general measure of intelli-
gence was low and that the factors which were more significant in
influencing learning were largely specific to the requirements of the
learning tasks involved.

The situation might be male clearer if we refer to individual differ-
ences that appear to come from social background in learning to read
Chall" in her book on the great debate in reading. points out that some
experimental evidence indicates that a code emphasis, as opposed to a
meaning emphasis. method is more effective for children of lower eco-
nomic status. She poi.its out that this makes sense since a code emphasis
method which tends to give early independence in recognizing words
would be a particular help to a child who is not surrounded by books
and by adults which help him read words which ha cannot figure out
for himself. A middle-class child has more opportunity to discover
letter-sound relationships even if he is not taught this systematically
in school. Chan goes on to indicate that children with the kinds of
abilities coming out of lower socio- economic backgrounds probably
learn better in the end with a code emphasis than with a meaning
emphasis although this advantage may not show up immediately until
the coding relationships are learned and meaning cues begin to take
over. On the other hand, children who have the kinds of abilities de-
veloped in higher socio-economic backgrounds and children having those
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skills generally associated vith high IQ will appear to gain an immediate
advantage from a code emphasis, but because they can discover letter-
sound relationships for themselves, the coda, emphasis instructiwi is
not as ultimately useful for them. This analysis seems to be a straight-
forward example of the matching abilities to the specifics of the learn-
ing process.

The abilities or intellectual skills required for success in learning
vary as one gets deeper into particular subject matter and as the
content and structure of the subject matter changes. Knowledge of
letters and letter-sound relationships is essential for success in the
early stages of reading. Some children must be taught them directly
and other children have the capacity to discover them with certain
skills they have already learned, and some children may be taught these
"discovery" skills so that they can then learn the basic reading skills.
As one goes on to middle grades of reading, however, the reading con-
tent changes. and different abilities are required which play a larger
r)le in learning what is now defined as reading achievement.

Another example can be taken from Bereiter & Engelmann."
These authors talk in terms of disadvantaged and culturally
deprived groups but it is necessary to remember that these group affilia-
tions characterize environments contributing to :ndividual differences.
Bereiter & Engelmann point out that from an educational point
of view, there is an important difference between two kinds of
arithmetic learning, one in which addition is applied to numbers and
the other in which addition statements are used to work with real-life
concepts. The kind which deals only with numbers and their relation-
ships can proceed as rapidly as the child is ali,e to master those
kinds of concepts and rules involved; however, the kind that deals
with the use of arithmetic in everyday statements of reality cannot
proceed any faster than the child's mastery of real-life concepts and
everyday language. Because of the culturally deprived child's deficien-
cies in language skills and concepts, he is greatly handicapped in
reality applications of arithmetic learning, but he is relatively less
handicapped in the kind of arithmetic :earning that involves a partic-
ular set of concepts and rules.

To quote from this book:
`How ispidiy the culturally deprived child progresses in arithmetic learning

ill depend to a large extent, then, on which kind of learning is emphs-
sited most The modern trend in mathematics is to regard the kind of
learning that involves formal operations with syrnbctls and s3sribolic state-
ments as the most crucial for an understanding of arithmetic. In an atith-
net;c program based on this modern point of vie a. therefore, a culturally
dspeied child should be able to make satisfactory progress, in spite of l.is
scakriesses in other concept areas.
'Jnfortimattly. the contemporary approaches to beginning arithmetic
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instruction, including those that are identified with the new math,' are
not designed in a way that is consistent with this modern viewpoint. They
begin with concrete objects and operations inveling the objects, and only
after the child has learned (or in some rases 'discovered) some general
principles of sequencing, combining, and counting are arithmetic symbols,
statements. and statement rules introduced. Thus, these approaches begin
by emphasizing the arithmetic as it relates to reality and they use tealay
relations ns lxl.sis for teaching the more fundamental concepts about num-
bers and number relationships. In this way. all progress for a child becomes
dependent on his ability to abstract general principles from concrete
examples. to recognize contradictions and correspondences between state-
ments and examples, and to use language precisely and logfrally. These
contemporary npproache: to arithmetic. therefore, subject the culturally
deprived child to an unnecessary double handicap: they emphasize the
kind of learning that he is least equipped to handle, and tiny make
language- concept learning a prerequisite for the kind of learning that
is actually more basic and easier for him to learn.""

Differences in the kinds of processes that different children bring to
the educational setting and are related to the tasks they are required to
learn are further illustrated by studies in the language systems of dif-
ferent social class and ethnic groups."."

The conclusion that one comes to on the basis of the implications
of the lin: o! research +list described is that work on the problem of
adapting individual differences to learning procedures should begin
with analyses of the processes That are performed by students when
they are studying and learning a specific topic. Alternative instructional
methods can then be developed which relate the abilities of learners to
the processes required by the material being studied and to the possi-
bility for using these abilities and processes to learn the subject matter
in different ways. To restate this point, the individual differences im-
portant in learning are those differences related to the process and
procedural variables required to perform with the content and structure
of the tasks to be learned; these variables are intrinsic to the task.
In contrast, most of the individual differences which we have been
measuring are derived in a different framework and are extrinsic to
the subject matter tie are specifically concerned with and to the pro-
cesses required to learn this subject matter.

A Model for Indiridwaii:ing Instruction
We have come to the not-so-surprising conclusion, then, that for the

proper individualization of instruction. the abilities of the learner have
to be matched to the abilities required by the tasks they are to perform.
These two aspects, abilities of the learner and task characteristics. are
related by the processes required to perform the subtasks in a course
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of learning. Both the abilities of the learner and the task requirements
of the subject matter are related in a dynamic interchange; by dynamic
I mean a constantly changing relationship which needs to be taken into
account in providing appropriate conditions for learning. Different
abilities are required to learn different sullect matter domains; differ-
ent Abilities are required under different conditions for learning; and
different abilities are available at different time; of life. This is especi-
ally true in the elementary school where there is rapid growth of
individual abilities and many new tasks to learn.

The changing pattern of individual abilities is a complex picture.
The various abilities of an individual develop at different rates and
reach relative stability at different times.21 In particular cultural en-
vironments, some abilities develop rapidly and then remain relatively
stab/ others consistently improve slowly over a long period of time;
otht..., change only with specific training and instruction. Some abilities
may remain constant for a period of time, and then, if Piaget is cor-
rect, at a particular "developmental stage" became amenable to change
if the environment so allows. Some abilities are applicable to a wide
class of tasks to be learned and other may be quite specific to par-
ticular tasks. Depending upon he environment, both inside and outside
of school, in which an individual grows up, various abilities receive
different opportunities to dev?lop and become well- practiced.

An essential task of individualized education is to assess this chang-
ing pattern of abilities of the learner at the beginning and throughout
the course of instruction. If one is interested in providing learning con
ditions most appropriate to the student, one must have information
about individual abilities and about the abilities required to perform
the subject matter tasks being taught. Reasonable educational decisions
can proceed on the basis of this information. In some sense, the educa-
tional task is simplified because at any point in time, not all aspects of
a student's abilities are relevant to the particular educational setting
and certain abilities attain relative stability. Depending upon the sub-
ject matter and the learning conditions. the abilities of the student may
facilitate or inhibit the learning of a new task so that some learners
will be better than others. If it is possible to match ability patterns
with instructional alternatives, then we should be able to facilitate.
the learning proe...-ss for many students. Some students will learn well
under an!. conditions and some will tax our ingenuity to provide ap-
propriate conditions, but between these extremes, any knowledge we
have for individualizing instructional practice shouts improve the teach-
ing process. Certainly, ae abilities of students are related to the culture
in which they have lived, but even mote important for individualization,
is the !Id that the kinds of abilities useful for and developed for learn-
ing are a function of the kinds of educational alternatives that we make
available in our schools. Different educational settings and different
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educational objectives will both demand and produce different patterns
of abilities.

At least two things follow from all this. One is re-oriented research
and development along the lines that have been indicated, and research
is always a continuous process. What is even more urgently needed is
the design of school settings which are flexible enough to allow educators
to match abilities with learning alternatives, and while at the present
time, this will be frequently a matter of cut and try, most of our pres-
ent school environments preclude even this try. In order to facilitate
the kind of flexibility that is required, I will conclude by suggesting an
operational model for individualization which I have elaborated in
more detail elsewhere," The model is a general one into which many
specific programs based on different ideas of adaptation to individual
differences may be fit, but it does suggest the elements for the con-
tinuous adaptation between the assessment of learner abilities and
the provision of alternate instructional paths. The elements of this model
can be categorized very briefly into the following six operational re-
quirements:

1. The outcomes and subgoals of (earning are specified in terms of
observable performance and the conditions under which this
performance NJ 0 be exercised. This is the assertation of the fundamen-
tal necessity for describing the foreseeable outcomes of instruction in
terms of assessable student behavior, while at the same time keeping
in mind st what is easily observed and measured is not necessarily
synonymuus with the goals of instruction. In addition, analysis and
definition must be made of the performance domain intended to be
taught and :earned. The "structure.' of the domain is specified in terms
of its subgoal competencies and possible paths along which stu-
dents can progress to attain learning objectives. In essence a map is
provided so that both teacher and student can recognize the signs of
increasing competence and possible roads leading to it.

2. Detailed diagnosis is made of the initial state of a learner entering
a particular instructional situation. This workup of student performance
characteristics relevant to the instruction at hand is necessary to pur-
sue further instruction. As has been pointed out, without the assess-
ment of initial learner abilities, valuing out an edne-itional procedure
is a presumption. It is like prescribing medication for an illness withott
first describing the symptoms. In the early stages of a particular tele
cational sequence, instructional procedures will adapt to the findings
of the initial assessment, generally reflecting the history and activity
of the learner. The abilities that are specifically measured are rele-
vant to the next immediate educational step that is to be taken.

3. Educational alternatives are prorided which arc adaptire to the
classifications resulting from the initial student ability profiles. These
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alternative instructional procedures will be selectively assigned to the
student or made available to him for his selection. They are available
through the teacher and/or through materials or devices with which
the student works.

4. As the student learns, his performance is monitored and contin-
uously assessed at longer or shorter intervals appropriate to rchat is
being taught. At the beginning of a learning sequence, assessment may
be quite continuous. Later on, as competence grows, ind the student
becomes increasingly self-sustaining, assessment occurs less frequently.
This monitoring serves several purposes: It provides a basis for knowl-
edge of results and appropriate reinforcement to the learner and a basis
for adaptation to learner demands. This learning history accumulated in
the course of instruction is called "short-term history" and, in addition
to information from the long-term history, provides information for
assignment of the next instructional unit. The short-term history also
provides information about the effectiveness of instructional material
and procedures.

5. instruction and learning proceed in interrelated fashion, tracking
the performance and selections of the student. Assessment and per-
formance are interlinked. one determining the nature and requirement
for the other. Instruction proceeds as a function of the relationship
between measures of student performance. available instructional altern-
atives. and selected learning criteria.

The question of criteria becomes critical. Is it retention, transfer,
the magnitude of difference between pre- and post-test scores, motiva-
tion to continue learning, including the ability to do so with minimal
instructional guidance, or is it all of these? Will our instructional r'-
ternatives allow our students to reach only some of the criteria when
we profess in be interested in all of them? The criteria established to
evaluate the outcomes of learning are defined in terms of the subject-
matter competence and values we profess to teach, and not in terms
of less definitive "group norms". in addition, provision is always made
for the ability of humans to surpass expectations.

6. The instructional system collects information in order to improve
itself, and inherent in the system's design is its capability for doing this.
Perhaps a mkor defect in the Implementation of education innovations
has been the lack of the cumulative attainment of knowledge on the
basis of which the next innovation is better than the one that pre-
ceded it.

and as a concluding remark. I would like to refer back to
the quotation I read concerning the decreasing importance of herita-
bility es a factor in contracting tuberculosis. With reference to the
abilities required for educational attainment, I would paraphrase the
quotat%on as follows: at one time certain abilities called A and El were
very Influential in predicting success in school, the reason being that a
fixed eduoational system was extant which required A and 13 for sur-
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vival, so that the main factor determining success was not exposure to
different instructional environments that required A, B, C, D, and E,
but only the student's amount of A and B. Now, however, that fixed
educational environments are relatively rare, the presence of various
abilities in individuals can influence success rather than a restricted
set of abilities. In the absence of a fixed, non-individualized system, the
old A and B measures are now of much less consequence.
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IS THERE A BEST WAY
OF TEACHING HAROLD BATEMAN?

PHILIP W. JACKSON*

I suppose i should begin by saying something about Harold Bateman,
for many of you may be wondering who he is. And well you might,
for he isn't. Harold is fictitious and any resemblance to persons living
or dead is, as they say, purely coincidental. My reason for iirventing
him and for introducing his name in the title of my remarks will become
clear, I hope. before I am finished. For the time being it is sufficient
to note that many of the probk ins teachers face involve what to do for
or with particular students. As they sit in education courses or attend
professional conferences or savor a few minutes of solitude at the end
of the day teachers may well ponder some of the universal aspects of
the work in which they are engaged. But there is little time for such
thoughs when class is in session. For chissroon.st are settings in which
the abstract suddenly becomes concrete, the general gives way to the
specific. theory takes a back seat to practice. Educational reality. in
short, is peopled not by "average students" non even by the anonymous
individuals for whom the teacher is admonished to individualize instruc-
tion but, instead, by creatures of flesh and blood, persons who have
names and faces and unique identities. Harold Bateman, though created
to serve other purposes as well, is hero to remind us of that fact.

The phrasing of the question contained in the title of my remarks is
also a reminder of sorts. Its simplicity is intended to contrast sharply
with more conventionally- academic forms of the same query. thus calling
our attention to another aspect of the gulfthis is a linguistic chasm
separating those who teach from many of their friends who study
teaching and, ultimately, talk about it. This too is a reality that must
be kept in mind as we proceed.

Despite the simplicity of the language in which it is phrased, my
qiicstiln is far from simple and its answer far from obvious. One of my
goals to convince you that this is so. And how better to begin than by
pointing out that though it may look rather commonplace, mine is not
a question that many people stop to ask? When teachers for even
researchers, for that matter) are found musing over vs-1.m look to be
variants of the query before us it often turns out that they are working
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on a more "advanced" problem, having accepted, as a working assump-
tion, an affirmative answer to the prior question. Thus, teachers, for
example, commonly ask not 'Is there a best way of teaching so-andso?"
but, rather, "lVliat is the best way?" They assume, in other words, that
a "best way" does exist and their job is to find it. Researchers tco,
though they may be a bit more sophisticated in their evasive tactics,
often find it convenient, or necessary, to skip over the first step of the
argument, as it were, in order to get on with the serious business of
empirically testing the relative superiority of method A over method
B. This we will not permit ourselves to do, but instead will stick to what
we take to be a prior concern: the reasonableness of believing that
there is a best way of teaching anyone anything. In the pursuit of this
concern we will inevitably be drawn into a discussion of the broader
topic of individual differences and their pedagogical relevance. There-
fore, rather than tostponing the inevitable, it is to that favorite stamping
ground of educational debate and discussion that we now turn.

Beneath almost every educational problem of consequence there
rumbles the undeniable fact of individual differences and the question
of what to do about them At its most rudimentary folni our response to
this quandary consists of classifying people, either literally or figuratively,
on the bask of one or mere shared characteristicssuch as age or sex
or ability leveland then deciding how we should deal, educationally,
with the resultant groups. Thus, we ponder, for example, what to do
for high ability students as contiasted with their less able peers: we
wonder what kinds of special treatment should be given to youthful
victims of our urban ghettoes; we question the wisdom of grouping
practices that overlook the level of a student's knowledge or skill. And
so it goes. In essence, the vast bulk of our educational worries boil
down to the problem of how to respond to a group cf students who
are alike in certain important respects. Or, to state the issue differently,
we wonder in what way or ways out treatment of such a group should
differ from what we do to others.

But this manner of thinking about the problem does not exhaust
the limits of our concern with human variablity, for every grouping of
people on the has of a shared similarity van only he achieved by
ignoring other differences that separate them. Taking the broadest
view possible we are forced to recognire that the total combination of his
characteristics makes each person unique and this human uniqueness
often seems to create its orn set of education demands. Thus, the ques-
tion of how to deal with different groups of students seems to lead by
some process of logical reduction to the question of how to respond
differently to individual students. 'Though we may daily along the way
Harold Bateman awaits us at the end of the road.

The goals of this differential treatment within our schools, whether
focussed on a group cr an individual, would sem to be obvious. It is to
enhance or magnify the desirable outcomes of insirudi In. The Mason,
in other words, for treating group A differently from group B, or person
A horn remain 13 is so that one or both of the groups or persons will
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gain more than might have been the case if they were treated alike.
About the wisdom of this underlying rationale for action there seems,
at least at first glance, to be little room for disagreement. To differentiate
without thought of educational profit, so to speak, looks to be unnecessary
and possibly wasteful of time and energy. But such an argument, despite
its obvious appeal, may not be universally valid. Rather, its validity
depends on the level of abstraction at which the discussion is east, or so
I shall contend at a later point in my remarks. There I shall argue that
the criteria for judging the goodness of an educational action may undergo
qualitative changes as we move the focus of our concern from the group
to the individual. But I am running ahead of my story. Before turning
to my own ideas I would like to introduce the views of two well-known
American psychologists, Lee Cronbach and Richard Snow, who think
somewhat differently than do I about the issue at hand.

These two men have recently compiled a most useful and comprehen-
sive evaluation of those educational research studies that have attempted
to establish evidence of what they (Cronbach and Snow) choose to call
"aptitude-treatment interaction** (ATI) which refers, in concrete terms,
to the matching of "specific instructional methods or materials to
selected learner characteristics. "' Technically speaking, evidence of
this matching exists "when the regression of outcome under treatment
A, upon certain pre-treatment information, differs in slope from the
regression for the same variables under treatment B."' For the non-
specialist Cronbach and Snow state the problem in the form of two
questions, which they introduce as follows:

Assume that a certain set of outcordes from an educational program is
desired. Consider pny particular instructional treatment. in what meaner
do the characteristics of /corners effect the extent to which they attain the
oxteotnes from each of the treatments that might be considered? Or, con
sidering a particular learner, which treatment is beat for him?'
Unfortunately. though they wrestle with some intriguing research

problems along the way, Cronbach and Snow's search is almost in vain
(as some of you may have guessed it would he). At the end of their
labors they conclude, -We have not examined every pertinent study, but
our survey has pl. ' deeply enough to give us confidence that a truly
exhaustive sample wouor not change the general picture as of this moment.
There are so solidly established ATI relations erfil on a laboratory scale
and no real sign of any hypothesis ready for application and develop-
tient.'" (italics added)

Despite what they acknow:edge to be 'a regrettable state of affairs"
Cronbach and Snow staunchly refuse to give up hope and to recommend
the abandonment of ATI research. This, they claim, would be to adopt a
"defeatist course."

Moreover, they remain unwavering in their belief that such research
will ultimately establish the best educational procedures for both groups
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and individuals. This belief springs, apparently, from a shared article of
personal faith, which is put forward in the following bold statement. "It
is inconceivable to us." Cronbach and Snow declare. "that humans, differ-
ing in as many ways as they do. do not differ with respect to the educa-
tional treatment that fits each one best."'

The use of the word "inconceivable" in this statement by two men of
scientific bent should certainly arrest our attention, for propositions whose
falsity is inconceivable are not easily come by in the world of empirical
affairs. At the very least we are forced to pause and consider what manner
of proposition this is which is capable of commanding such tenacious
belief in the absence of evidence. Why should Cronbach and Snow, by
implication at least, offer such an emphatic "yes!" to the question posed
in the title of my remarks? Why should they be so convinced that there
is a best way of teaching Harold Bateman, while at the same time ad-
mitting that neither they ncr anyone else seems to know what this be.4
way is. nor even how to think (i.e.. construct attractive hypotheses)
about it?

At this point a reminder might be in order. Though our query is
directed at the position adopted by Cronbach and Snow it should be
obvious that it is not their views as individuals that are of concerr here.
We are choosing to consider carefully what they say only because they
seem to have given the matter a good deal of thought and their writing
provides us with a clear expression of a position that is widely held in
educational citrles, particulPrly among researchers.

First, let us ask whether the opposite amwer to our lead question
is as difficult to imagine as Cronbach and Snow would have us believe.
Is the nonexistence of a best way of teaching Harold l3atenaan really
inconceivable? If not, how strenuous a feat of the imaginatiin is required
to conceive of such a stale of affairs? Suppose we begin by imagining
tiro ways of teaching (or "educational treatments' if you like that kind of
talk) that work equally well in the case of a particular student. Is that
an impossibility? Must there always be a discriminable lifference in the
quality cf outcome between alternative methods? I fail to see any logical
or empirical reason for thinking there must. skinring cats is not
the only activity for which there is more than one equally effeetiAe
strategy. And once we have conceded that there may be two methods of
equivalent "goodness" why not three, or ten, or seventy-eight, or four
thousand and six? There, now, that wasn't so hard to imagine, was it!

But I do find it hard to imagine (almost inconceivable, in fact!) that
Cronbach and Snow, or anyone else who has thought about the matter,
would not have eonsidered this possibility. I must assome, therefore. that
their reason for believing that there must always be a 'best" way does
not derive from the difficulty involved in imagining any other alternative.
We must look elsewhere. it would seem, if we are to understand the
powerful attraction of this point of view. One place to lookand one
that is not too often consideredis at the language in which the ''best
way" hypothesis is typically expressed. For the manner in which people
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talk about something often reveals aspects of thought that do not receive
explicit statement. In the case at hand, for example, the recurrence of the
innocent link? word "fit" i3 especially noticeable and calls for closer
seruti.

Cronbach and Snow posit the existence of an "educational treatment
that fits each (learnei) best."' (italics added) Of course it is possible
that they were not choosing their words carefully and that any of a half-
dozen synonymous expressions could have served as well. But I am
inclined to believe that the frequency with which "fit" appears in similar
contexts in the writings of other educators is not to be taken as evidence
of linguistic sloppiness. Rather, I believe this word is often chosen, albeit
unwittingly, because of the hidden appeal of its associated meanings.

Although "fit" has several definitions, the most common among them
and certainly the one that most easily brings to mind an image of a
concrete event is that which Webster gives as: "To be correct in shape,
size, adjustment, etc., for; as. the coat fits you: also, to make or adjust
so as to fit a person or thing; as, to fit a coat." Coats fit, gloves fit, hats
fit, pieces of puzzle fit. In short, any thing whose physical dimensions are
measurable and fairly stable is capable of being fitted somewhere or of
having some kind of fs covering constructed into which it just fits.
Indeed, the thought of a material object that cannot be fitted in SOME

such fashion is almost inconceivable. Moreover, for every object there
are not several perfect or ''best" fits, but only one.

When we shift to talk of the non - physical the meaning of the word
becomes less precise and is usually reduced to the notion of "the suit-
able." But metaphoric residue, of a sort, seems to drift over from our
knowledge of the physical-sense meaning and adhere to its use in the
new context. In other words, whenever we employ the word "fit,"
whether to talk about physical or non-physical phenomena, the notion
that a ''best' or "perfect- fit does exist seems like a natural, though
unspoken. corollary of its use. To think otherwise would be to violate
our mental image of things that fit.

Obviously when we speak cf an "educational treatment" that "fits"
a student, we have in mind the weaker (I'm tempted to say 'looser")
meaning of the word. Yet the elementary activity of finding or con-
structing a covering that conforms to the shape of an object continues
to lurk in the background of our thoughts. But what is the "shape" of
a student, in educational terms? Hr,w shall we describe him? As a set
of test scores? Asa lower clam Black? As a cross-eyed kid who sucks
his thumb during story hour? What are his characteristics? Which ate
relevant for what purpose? And if we could decide on his educational
shape how do we cut the pedagogical cloth to match it? Now do we
cover tip the bulge represented by a high score on aggression? What do
we do about that sharp edge of slum experience sticking out on the side?
At this point I want to shout 'Block that metaphor!" Enough, already.
Surety nobody, Cronbach and Snow above all, ever intended the concept
of "fit- and of educational tailoring to be taken that fgetiowly!
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But, if not, how could they come to the ap,.iori conclusion that there
must be a best fit? If the word "suitable" were substituted for "fit" each
time it apears, would a similar conclusioni.e., that there must be a
most suitable treatmenthave seemed so logically compelling? I think
not, foi- suitableness is riot such a demanding condition as is "fit." More-
over, it calls to mind no standard visual representation. A suitable act
is indeed one that "fits" the occasion, but not like a glove. It's baggier
somehow.

Lest the reader begin to suspect that my argument is deteriorating
into a nit-picking word game, let me try to show where I am going with
these sorts of tactics. To this point 1 have argued that there is no logical
or empirical reason for believing that there must be a best way of teach-
ing something to someone (This does not deny that there might be such
a way.) In seeking to explain why sonic people might be tempted into
thinking that there must always be clear-cut superlatives in every phase
of educational practice, I have tried to show how some of the surplus
meaning in the language commonly used to talk about these states of
affairs may be one factor in helping to create and preserve such unrealis-
tic expectations. There are doubtlessly others as well, such as an un-
limited faith in the power of science, the implicit acceptance of a mechani-
cal model of education action, an unenlightened view of the concept of
causality in the social sciences, arid so on.

But if there is not necessarily a best way of proceeding in the indivi-
dual case surely the possibility of there being such a condition is suffici-
ent to justify our continued search for it. In other words, so long as we
don't completely rule out the possibility of saying "yes" to our question
about Harold Bateman it looks as though there is nothing for us to do
but get on with the einpirical task of testing alternative strategies in the
hope of finding a winner. In the remainder of my remarks I would like
to chip away at our belief in the possibility of there being a best way.
In brief, I hope to show that what looks to be a straightforward empirical
question is really much more than that. The crucial deficiencies in our
knowledge, it seems to me, are conceptual, not empirical. To support
this thesis it will be necessary to continue looking at words rather care-
fully but I hope these brief comments have convinced the reader that
my concern is not with language per se except insofar as it helps us
to think about this important educational question.

Before returning, however, to a closer look at our way of talking
(and, ultimately, thinking) about the question at hand it may be a bit
of a relief to pause and consider the distinction between consequent and
antecedent knowledge, for it is important to realize that even if a best
way were knowable (i.e., if we could in some sense recognize it when
we encountered it) this by no means implies that it is knowable in ad-
vance nor that it will conform to what we usually talk about as scientific
knowledge. Consider an artist at work, or a scientist in the act of dis-
covery. Or, to make the image more concrete, imagine a poet trying to
finish a poem for which the last line is missing. A solution to his prob-
lem is hypothetically possible, but does it make any sense to speak of
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him as knowing the solution in advance? In advance of what? His
writing it down on paper? Think of a mathematician attacking an
unsolved problem in his field. Can the best way of moving toward a
solution be known ahead of time? If so, why hasn't the problem already
been solved?

These rather prosaic examples are hardly sufficient to prove a point
but they do serve to call our attention to an important fact, which is that
we might at some point be willing to say, "This is the best way of teaching
Harold Bateman," without necessarily implying thit we could have made
such a statement before taking action. Our knowledge, in other words,
may well be achieved as a consequence of what we do in the immediate
situation rather than antecedent to it.

Such a possibility has profound implications for both the design of
educational research and the expectations we hold for it. Can research
ever do more than provide the practitioner with a set of vague direc-
tives? Our answer to such a question cannot he as naive as, "Well, let's
wait and see if it can." Rather, it would seem to depend on our prior
conceptions of what the teaching process is all about and, in part, what
we want it to be. The reason why we have no sure-fire method of
writing a great poem nor any technique of scientific discovery that is
guaranteed to work is not because our research efforts lack sophistication
but because of the nature of practical action. A recognition of this nature
requires us to conclude neither that skills cannot be improved nor that
all strategies of discovery are equally good. It does force us to acknow-
ledge that in many areas of human endeavor it is foolish to hope for
antecedent knowledge of a sort that even begins to approximate cer-
tainty. John Dewey was well aware of this fact when he wrote, "Judg-
ment and belief regarding actions to be performed can never attain
more than a precarious probability. . . . Practical activity deals with
individualized and unique situations which are never exactly duplicable
and about which, accordingly, no complete assurance is possible."' How
precarious this probability must be and how complete the assurance
that research knowledge might someday offer us, are questions for which
we have, at present, no answer but about which it is very easy to raise
false hopes. Let us, therefore, be appropriately cautious as we talk about
the future promise of educational research for those who work in class-
rooms.

Meanwhile, back in the thicket of conceptual confusion in which
our original question (and others like it) is still hiding out, further
problems await us. Recall that we are interested in considering whether
there is a best way of teaching Harold Bateman. Now it is time for us
to ask what the phrase, "way of teaching" (or "educational treatment"
as some researchers prefer to call it) might mean.

Incidentally, the substitution of the expression "educational treat-
ment" for the more homely phrase "way of teaching" is itself worthy
of passing comment. The choice of the word "treatment" like the word
"fie' is, in my judgment, quite revealing of the manner of thinking of

John Dewey, The Quest for Certainty, New York: G P. Putnam's Sons. 1929). p. 6.
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those who use it. Twc of the most common associations to this word
are of a medical and a statistical nature. Doctors prescribe treatments
for their sick patients (the word comes from the Latin tractare which
originally meant "to drag along, haul") and statisticians sometimes
talk about treatments when discussing research designs (the word was
introduced in describing the design of agricultural experiments and was
made particularly popular for educational researchers of my generation
by Lindquist's masterful exposition of analysis of variance models.)
These two associations give to the word an aura of precision and scientific
respectability that makes it especially appealing to those who are out to
systematize pedagogical techniques. An "educational treatment" sounds
ever so much more rigorous than a "way of teaching." It isn't, of course
for the definition of one is no more precise than is the definition of
the other. Rigor, it is well to remember, is a quality of the thought
behind language, not of the language itself.

In actual practice both expressions"way of teaching" and "educa-
tional treatment" are umbrellas under which almost anything that goes
on in the classroom can legitimately find shelter. This would include
contrasting teaching methods, such as lectures vs. discussions, "direct"
vs. "indirect" teaching; curricular strategies, such as a phonic vs. a
"look-say" approach to beginning reading; textbooks and materials
to be used; the temporal and physical setting of the classroom; the
amount of independence granted the learner; and so on. Indeed, it is
difficult to imagine any descriptive feature of school life that could
not with some justification be classified as an aspect of a student's
"educational treatment" or a teacher's "way of teaching."

This being so, it becomes obvious that so long as the terms are used
in their broadest sense the question with which I began these rEmarks
is essentially meaningless. We can never know whether or not there
is a best way of teaching Harold Bateman or a perfect educational treat-
ment for him, simply because we have no way of describing a common
universe of "ways" and "treatments" whose members may be ordered
or classified in a manner that makes it possible for us to select one and
compare it with all the others.

The fact that these terms suffer from a superabundance of possible
referents means that we must query people who use them in order to
find out more precisely what they are talking about. Thus, if a teacher
were asked what treatment he was using with a particular student he
likely would not know how to respond. Instead, he might inquire of
his questioner, "What do you mean? Do you want to know what text
I am using? Whether I typically hold lectures or discussions when so-
and-so is in my class? How often I meet with him? What kind of assign-
ments I give? How willing I am to call on him when his hand is raised?
All of these things? Some of them?"

Our question, in brief, only takes on meaning when it is given method-
ological substance and this can only be accomplished by considering
a very restricted range of the possible alternatives. This fact would
seem to justify the practice of those who would skip the general question
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entirely and move on to the more manageable task of testing the relative
merits of two or more specific pedagogical techniques. We may not be
able to decide on the best method of treating Harold--in the sense of
hitting upon an all-purpose, fool-proof strategybut surely we can
determine whether his work improves when we change his seat from
the back of the room to the front, and things of that order. Can we not,
in other words, discover which method from among a restricted sub-set
is the best, thus salvaging the possibility of an affirmative answer to our
original question, though a badly mauled version of it, to be sure?

But even this possibility, unfortunately, leaves us with difficulties,
for we still must deal with the question of what to do about that insistent
adjective "best" that keeps cropping up as a defining characteristic of the
way of teaching we are seeking. To choose among even a very limited
set of "treatments" we clearly must establish some form of evaluative
criteria. It is to the problems associated with this task that we now turn.

From a distance and at first glance these problems and their solu-
tions look rather simple, as I have already suggested in the beginning
of my remarks. That which is best, educationally speaking, is that which
contributes most to the attainment of a desired educational outcome.
Nothing could be more straightforward than that. Or could it? For we
are still left with the job of deciding what the phrase "contributes most"
might mean. Typically educational researchers circumvent this issue
by settling on achievement test gains (or some variant of them, such
as drop in error rate) as the only reasonable measure of educational
outcome. Once this step is taken it follows logically that the "best"
method is the one associated with the largest gains in achievement per
unit of instructional time. It is of course at once clear that the amount
of educational growth (if we may properly talk of achievement test
gains in that way) is not the only criterion that might be employed,
even staying within the paper-and-pencil test framework. Perhaps the
speed with which a given method operates will prompt us to call it best,
pernaps the question of relative cost, or ease of administration, or
apparent freedom from deleterious side effects will be the deciding
factor. When we rnov2 beyond this "economic" framework and parti-
cularly when we ponder the plight of the individual student our criteria
of educational goodness seem to undergo a qualitative shift and take
on a heightened complexity. To make this point clear we must direct
our attention, for the final time, to Harold Bateman.

Try to imagine, if you can, all of the hundreds of times during the
school year when Harold's teacher looks at him or thinks about him
(even when he is not physically present) and wonders how he, the
teacher, should act. Harold has his hand raised (as do six of his class-
mates) during a social studies discussion. Should he be called on? Harold
seems to be copying from his neighbor during a spelling test. Or is he?
Is that why his progress in spelling seems to be improving? Harold
asks a question in science class that is intriguing but tangential to the
topic at hand, yet this is the first sign of interest he has shown in science
this year. Should class time be used to answer it? Harold's language arts
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workbook is not up-to-date and his handwriting in recent assignments
seems to be sloppier than usual. Harold is very eager to have the lead
in the Christmas play, but he is really far from the most talented actor
in tho class. Harold reads very well but he seems to have difficulty
staying with a book once he has chosen to read it. Is this important
enough to do anything about? Harold looks tired and angry this morning.
Wonder what's wrong? Is it worth asking?

And the list easily could be extended almost indefinitely, for these
few examples do not begin to capture the range and complexity of the
questions that Harold's presence in the classroom is bound to elicit
from any teacher who is even half awake. Most of these questions call
for some pedagogical action (or at least the decision to take no action),
for some form of "educational treatment," if you like. More important,
they call for thought. Harold's teacher, if he is at all conscientious, is
bound to wonder what to do in each of these situations. How is he to
decide?

One fact is clear. The principle of maximizing achievement gains
provides a guideline of dubious worth to the practitioner in most of these
situations. This is not to say that the teacher does not want Harold to
emerge at the end of the year as a more skillful and knowledgeable
person than he was when he entered the classroom in the fall. But such
a concern is not uppermost in his mind during many of his contacts with
Harold. And understandably so. Instead of judging as "best" that which
is most "profitable" or "efficient" or "productive" we want the teacher
in all of these instances to behave in a way that might be described as
"intelligent" or "sensible" or "appropriate," recognizing that the criteria
for judging each action may vary from setting to setting and often may
have little or nothing to do with school achievement as ccnventionally
defined.

Even those who decry this state of affairs recognize that this is the
way things typically work. Cronbach, for example, in an article written
before the report he co-authored with Snow, offered this description
of the teacher at work:

The teacher adapts instructional method to the individual on both the micro
and macro scales. He barely acknowledges the comment one pupil makes
in cla,s discussion, and stops to praise a lesser contribution from another
who (he thinks) needs special encouragement. He turns away one pupil
who asks for help"You can find that answer by yourself if you keep at it"
and walks the length of the elas.:oom to offer help to another, because
he has decided to encourage ind?pendence of the former pupil and to mini-
mize frustration of the latter. On the larger scale. he not only allows options
for a term paper. ;,..t may custom tailor a project for the student with
special abilities or itations.
"Thc significant thing about these adaptatiens," Cronbach continues, "is
their informality. The teacher picks up sorne cues from the pupil's test record
and his daily work, and other cues from rather casual observation of his
social interactions. The teacher forms an impression of the pupil from the
cues, usually without an explicit chain of reasoning. He proceeds on the
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basis of the impression to alter the instruction; the adaptation too is intuitive,
without any explicit theory.'
As a description, so far so good. But now we are coming to how Cron-

bach feels about all this. "No doubt the decisions tend to be beneficial"
he concedes, "but"and here comes the clincher"there is reason to
think that intuitive adaptations of this kind will be inefficient and
occasionally may be harmful. "'' The implication being, of course, that
non-intuitive adaptations at the level of the individual student, what-
ever they might be, are invariably efficient and never harmful.

One of the weaknesses of this way of proceeding, as Cronbach sees
it, is that "When we encourage a teacher to adapt in this way to indi-
vidual differences we are asking him to function as a clinician. "10 But
are we really? When we encourage parents to respond thoughtfully and
sensitively to their children are we encouraging them to function as
clinicians, or merely as good parents? When teachers react sensibly
and humanely to the demands being made upon them must we label
them junior therapists?

But far more important than the name we decide to call the teacher
who behaves in this way is the question of what alternatives there are
to this way of behaving. Cronbach and Snow, as an instance, are forced
to conclude that at least for the time being there are none. When all is
said and done, they concede that, "We can see no short-term solution
to the problems of individual differences save artistic design of alter-
native instructional schemes."" With this conclusion I could not agree
more, though I would certainly quibble about the necessity of including
the phrase "short-term."

Finally, in my descriptions of Harold Bateman. who has now retired
into the nether-world of fictitious characters, I made him an elementary
school pupil, but he could as easily have been a graduate student at a
university (a category of students with which I have had a fair share
of contact). The specific questions he raised in his teacher's mind would
obviously have been different in the latter case, but I believe they
would have led us inexorably to the same set of conclusions. For, in the
last analysis, no matter at what level of education we operate, the
criteria for action in the concrete situation require us to move beyond
the boundaries of those categories of thought that serve us so well in
more abstract contexts, particularly those in which an explicit concern
with means-ends relationships of an unusually narrow sort predominate.
Outside those boundaries our "educational treatment" of the individual
student often does look rather makeshift and haphazard. At times,
however, and quite frequently in the classrooms of talented teachers, it
can look inspired. One of our tasks, as students of education, is to under-
stand how this happens. Research wilt help, so will thought. On behalf
of the late Harold Bateman, let this he a plea for the latter.
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RESEARCH IN READING

Marion D. Jenkinson* Robert K. Jackson* M. Patricia Browne*

PART ONE

The focus of this session will be on reading research and the current
state of knowledge in various fields that relate to reading processes and
the ways in which we teach reading. We shall not be concerned with the
direct implications of this research for the classroom, but running through
all our considerations is the recognition that these studies have direct
bearing on teaching reading.

To present the total gestalt of the three presentations, it is necessary
to envisage research in reading as having a three-pronged edge, or if
you like, there are three major points of departure in our research pro-
gram in Alberta. The first is that of learning to read. This includes: the
discrimination and identification of sound and symbol; the relationship
between grapheme and phoneme; and the labelling of the "black swiggle"
which gives the concept which is presumably already present in the child's
mind. The second area is to look at reading as a learning process. That is,
to look at the comprehension side of reading and to assess the ways in
which meaning can be assimilated from the printed page and the accom-
panying problems. The identification aspect is only the lead-in to this
second major area. In both of these areas we need to examine those
factors which underlie accurate identification and appropriate compre-
hension leading to accomplished reading. The learning to read processes
have assumed major importance in education and we have rarely antici-
pated that the child will assimilate these processes entirely on his own.
Thus, we need to look at the teacher's role and her functioning in the
reading activities of our classrooms.

Although some of our research at the university is in the first area
of identification, we are not going to be concerned with this here, but
will concentrate on the two other aspects of learning to read.

First, I will outline the basic assumptions which underlie the area
with which our first paper is concerned. if we look at reading as a learning
process, we have to recognize immediately that it is part of total language
functioning. We can never separate reading development from the evolu-
tion of language and cognition in the child. It is a truism in psychology
that language mediates learning. Language facilitates learning, but learn-

University of Alberta
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ing in its turn promotes language development. There is currently much
discussion in psychology of the place of discovery learning and the place
of reception learning. In reading we are primarily concerned with recep-
tion learning, yet we should never forget that new discoveries in terms
of novel concepts may be acquired from reading. Although a good deal of
reception learning in schools is oral even in this age of the impact of
other media, the printed word still remains a prime organ for the recep-
tion of ideas. It has been recognized that there are differences between
the spoken and the written word though the manifold ramifications of
these have not been explicated for us by the linguists.

Reading might be regarded as second order learning for just as lan-
guage facilitates learning, reading also facilitates reception learning. We
shall commit a grave error, however, if we only conceive of reading as a
prime area of reception learning. The old cliche of reading as a tool must
be expanded to include reading as an experience. This vicarious expe-
rience may be as efficacious as direct experience in other fields. An exam-
ination of this 'learning-language' process in reading reveals that this
is a complex activity in which many elements are operating. The nature
of the cognitive activity involved in comprehension continues to be in-
vestigated in terms of the physiological and psychological activities that
occur when we read. It is regarded now as self evident that unless meaning
occurs reading has not taken place. But basic as meaning is, there is a
prior question: how is meaning acquired in the first place? A common
word that is used in speaking of both word identification and comprehen-
sion is the term recognition. The etymology of this word gives us some
clues. This is re-cognitionthinking againto know again. But this con-
cept of recognition brings us to a still more basic problem. We can only
"know again" if we recall what we have experienced previously. Ideas
and feelings must be retained and related. Thus we need to understand
how these concepts and ideas as assimilated and retained. Recently psy-
chologists have returned to the exploration of the means by which we
associate ideas, and after a lapse of many years have begun to investigate
again the ways in which memory functions.'

Memory in the reading area has been examined primarily in terms of
word recognition. Two very recent studies by Bannant-, nee and Rodgers3
have examined functioning of long and short term memory in terms of
the word identification. Yet, we know very little about the ways in which
memory functions as we are actually compreherding when we read. This
is a very difficult area for research but a potentially fruitful one, from
which to gain clues for teaching reading comprehension. ;t is this area
which Mr. Jackson is proposing to examine in his doctoral thesis. It is,
however, important to recognize that the ways of testing memory may not
be identical with the ways in which memory functions in the on-going

G. A. Miller, The Psychology of Comtntenication. (New York: Basic Books Inc.. 1967).
c A. D. BannantYne, PsychoSogical Bases of Reading," in M. D. Jenkinson,

Reading Instruction: An International F071011, (Newark, Del.: International Reading
Association. 1967).

a D. C. Rodgers. An Investigation of the Auditory Memory Abilities of Grade II
Retardedunderachieving and Competent-achieving Readers under Conditions of
Re-inforeement and Non reinforcement (unpublished doctoral dissertation, University
of Toronto, 19681.
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process of reading. But by examining the factors that appear to be in-
fluencing this association and assimilation activity, we may be able to
ascertain those elements which are causing problems for readers.

The Role of Reading in Memory Comprehension

Robert K. Jackson
Individualization of instruction has been a goal of teachers of reading

just as it has been for teachers in virtually every other specialized area.
It has probably also been just about as attainable as in other areas of
instruction, However, some of he most fruitful attempts to facilitate
the achievement of this goal have conic from studies which have at-
tempted to make explicit the processes that take place when children
read. Studies of this nature have indicated differences in the skills that
children use to achieve their end products in learning. Such information
is necessary for those interested in individualizing instruction even
if it is not, by itself, a sufficient condition for achieving this end. I would
like to illustrate some of the opportunities and questions raised by such
research for individualizing instruction in reading through reference to
a specific example.

The specific example conies from the area of reading comprehension,
an excellent activity in which to study certain types of learning. A re-
search project is currently being planned and undertaken to examine
at least part of the role memory plays in reading comprehension, an
area which as yet has not received much attention. More specifically,
however, the role of memory in reading comprehension will be exam-
ined from a particular theoretical viewpoint. Since this research project
is not yet completed, what follov:s must be tentative, but will, it is
hoped, serve as an example of the possible avenues for individualization
of instruction that knowledge of the processes involved in learning
open up. In addition, since not all of the facts are known yet, the writer
reserves the right to be wrong.

As indicated previously, a particular theoretical position on memory
was taken for purposes of the study. This position stems largely from
the early work of Miller' in the mid-fifties. According to this view ,two
very important aspects of memory are the ability to impose organization
upon incoming information and the ability to process this information
for .forage by means of learned strategies which are sensitive to par-
ticular cueing systems. The human processor is considered to be able
to group incoming information into cohesive units or "chunks". These
units are then recoded or transformed into another code which contains
less redundancy than the prior code but retains the same amount of
information, This new code, because it is less redundant, appears to be
a more economical means of storing information.'

Previously learned strategies play an important role in this view of
memory. They are involved in organizing the material into units or

4 G. A. Miller, The Pa9chology of Coeuntertiection, (New York: Basic Books 'inc./. 1967.
5 Ibid, A. 6-13.
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"chunks" based upon cues to which the strategies are sensitive and they
are involved in receding information into less redundant, more eco-
nomical codes based upon knowledge of the redundancy of the environ-
ment. The recall of material is considered to be based upon the final
stored code plus knowledge of the relational rules which allow the
recreation of the redundancy previously left behind during recoding."

This particular view of memory has received considerable attention
in the literaturP in recent years. It considers memory to be a dynamic
cognitive process intimately involved in learning acts rather than the
static handmaiden of ]earning.

The proposed research will attempt to examine the role of organiza-
tion of memory processes in reading comprehension. It is believed
possible that the manner in which readers organize information that
they glean from the printed page and the cues to which they are sensi-
tive and use for organization purposes will affect what is comprehended
and remembered. In order to examine this possibility, the free recall
technique will be used. This technique involves the presentation of word
lists to the subject at a fairly rapid pace. Immediately after the presen-
tation of the list, the subject is asked to recall the words that he is able
to in any order that he wishes.'

For the purposes of this study, free recall lists, of twenty-five items
each, have been constructed to exhibit certain predetermined linguistic
and semantic cues for organization. The linguistic cue selected was
part-of-speech categories with five words in each category. The semantic
cue selected was that of conceptual category. A word list was con-
structed which contained five conceptual categories containing five
exemplars each.' Thus, one category may be that of "weather" and con-
tain exemplars such as "cold", "rain", "snow", "warm", and "cloudy".
The lists, as recalled by the subjects, will be analyzed for indications
of organization in memory processes. Such organization will be indi-
cated by the tendency for words from the same category, and presented
randomly throughout the entire list, to occur together in recall.°

In addition to the linguistic and semantic lists, a random list was
constructed by selecting words from a reading article by means
of a table of random numbers. Since no pre-determined rule of organiz-
ation was used to construct this list, it will serve as a comparison to
the other two lists which were constructed with certain cues in mind.

All the words in the three word lists came from a particular reading
article. This article was used for the construction of a cloze test of read-
ing comprehension. The cloze test involves, in this case, the deletion
of every fifth word. By using the words from the article in the free
recall lists, it is hoped that there will be some overlap in the cues
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present for organization in both tasks. The protocols of subjects will
be examined for organizational tendencies in memory processes, as
mentioned previously. The relationship between organization in memory
processes, as exhibited by the free recall task, and reading comprehen-
sion, as exhibited by the doze test, will be examined.

In the event that it is found that organzation in memory processes
does play a role in reading comprehension, and it must be remembered
that there is no empirical basis for such a claim at this time, but, if at
some later date this should be proven to be valid, this finding would
appear to indicate several possible opportunities for the development
of individual skills in students.

It would seem possible that there may be individual differences in
the extent to which learners impose orgz.dzation upon incoming in-
formation as it is processed for retention. Some learners may tend to-
wards organizing events to such a high degree that more cohesion is
given to events than may be necessary. These people may have diffi-
culty in assessing in what way events are dissimilar. The opposite may
also be true. Some learners may impose very little organization upon
incoming events, preferring to leave them in a relatively isolated state.
These learners may have difficulty in assessing to what degree events
share common features. In either case, memory for events and subsequent
thought processes based upon this memory of events, may be affected
by the degree to which the events are organized in memory processes.

It may be possible that individual learners may differ in the type of
strategies that they use for organizing events in memory processes.
The organizational strategies of some learners may be quite abstract
and deal with highly generalized features of the event. Those of other
learners may be fairly concrete and deal with quite particular and
specific features of the event. The organizational strategies of some
learners may be quite typical and bear resemblance to those of many
other learners. Those of some students may be quite idiosyncratic and
bear little resemblance to the organizational tendances of other learners.
Individual differences in the nature and functioning of organizational
strategies in memory processes would probably affect the nature of
what is retained.

It would also appear possible that individual differences may exist
in the nature of the cues to which learners attend and utilize in or-
ganizational processes. In terms of language specifically, there would
appear to exist two broad and poorly defined sets of cues, the semantic
and the linguistic.1° Roughly speaking, the semantic cues refer to words
and their meanings, while linguistic cues refer to the functions of these
words when presented in a systematic order. It would appear possible
that some learners may organize language input primarily on the basis
of one of these sets of cues, largely ignoring the other. If this is so, the
nature of what is organized and can be comprehended and retained may

lo C. A. 1.1111er and S. Isard. some Perceptual Consequences of llogulstIc Rules."
Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior, 11 (1963). p. 217-48.
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be severely affected by the cues used In addition to linguistic and
semantic cues for organization of verbal material in memory, there may
exist other idiosyncratic cues which may fall in neither category." For
example, length of word or alphabetical order may be used as an or-
ganizational principle but would appear to be inadequate for purposes
of deriving meaning. The use of idiosyncratic cues for organization in
memory processes would perhaps have profound effects upon what is
learned and retained.

The possibilities raised in the above discussion would appear perti-
nent to those interested in individualizing instruction in the schools. In
the event that these speculations received empirical confirmation, they
would seem to indicate the existence of a N,ariet,' of learning skills in
individual students. These differences are not necessarily in terms of
"good" and "poor", or "developed" and "undeveloped", many of them
appear to be individual ways of coping with incoming stimuli that lead
to individual ends which may be different from but equally as effective
as other ways of learning,

For the educator interested in individualizing instruction, such
knowledge of the memory aspect of learning skills appears to raise some
questions. Should it be the goal of individualized instruction to retrain
students so that their methods of learning are similar? In order to
accomplish this end, it would be necessary to prescribe varying methods
for different individuals. Or should it be the goal of instruction 1, en-
courage the development of individual skills of learning? To ache ve
this goal it may not be necessary to expose different students to differ-
ent learning events for it may be that learning activities shared by
la. 4.e groups, may also facilitate the development of individual learning
skids as the learner may select from the common units idiosyncratic
highlights. Or should a compromise between the two extremes be
sought? That i.-,, should an attempt be made to both encourage the
individual learning skills present in the student and develop those which
may be less pronounced. Individualized instruction may be used to
achieve all of these ends, so it is crucial to define the goals of such
instruction before it is implemented.

It should be remembered that the examples taken come from only
one small area of cognitive processes in learning. Expanded knowledge
in the total field would raise a further multitude of questions.

Even if such know/edge were available and the questions raised by
it were ai.swered, however, this would not, as indicated at the outset,
constitute a sufficient condition for the individualizing of instruction.
Although such knowledge appears to be necessary for individualized
instruction, it is insufficient in itself, since it leaves such questions as
the means and feasibility of individualized instruction yet to be answered
However, it behoves educators who truly wish to construct an individu-
alized program to be aware of the already existing individual differ-
ences in 0-0- learning skills of students.

It E. 7. Shipstonv. some Variables Affecting Pakt,iii Conception." PsLichologicca Mon-
ographs, LXXIV (1960). p. 1-42.
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PART TWO
Our second presentation is concerned with the teacher's role 3rd func-

tioning in "]earning to read" and "reading to learn." In this area too,
there are basic considerations which are essental to understanding cur-
rent thrusts in this area. Current research knowledge about the teaching
of reading has indicated again and again that the most potent factor in
studies of comparative methods is the variability that can be accounted
for by the performance of the teacher. The results of the first grade
studies" into the various methods and materials used for beginning read-
ing, funded by the U.S. Office of Education, had one finding which was
consistent and appeared in every single study. The greatest variability
in the performance of beginning readers was due to teacher competence.
In all the thirty schools the tcacher was seen to be not only the most
important variable which could not be controlled, but was found to be
the main determinant of success in early reading. this finding occurred
both between methods and within a single method or when identical
materials were used in different classes. Though we have long rceognized
the important part a teacher plays, our ignorance is abysmal as to what
contributes to the successful teaching of teading. What is it that the suc-
cessful teachers do which enables them to cause learning to happen in
their pupils?

The second point which underlies the work we are developing in
research in teaching reading !s aligned with the theme of this conference-- -
the theme of individualizing curriculum and instruction. But perhaps this
theme, which is almost becoming a current educational clich, ought to
be examined a little more carefully. Is it feasible or even desirable to
have indisidualetation in a mass system of education? Indi%idualized
learning has always been with ti but this is vastly different to individ-
ualizing the curriculum and individualizing specific instroetion. What each
child assimilates from ati: learning situation and what he does as a
learner may be unique in combination. but for each learner there is a
similarity of exposure to the passsibilities for lea .-wing. On the other
hand, in our knowledge about learning we have gathared much informa-
tion about tEe importance of reinforcement, though we have as yet, little
informcion of how we can use reinforcing techniques most effectively
in the classroom situation.

Of Ali the areas of curriculum, reading ;vox one of the fir:A to en-
deavor to adapt its curriculum to individual differences. We have Lev':
groping with grouping in reading for many years. Yet we are still grop-
ing because we do not yet know enough about how a group htnctions
in a learning situation, and specifizally in the rending-leetning situation.

Much 4 diitussion of grout) dynamic-3 is in teItns of situations which
ere external to the elasstoorn. Fortunately, within the last decade, more
attention has teen paid to learning dynamics within the elassPoom. It is
within this area, but applied specifically to the redi,ig situation, that

st 0. t. Wald. and 11 103 k s*ra Cc-ant in.too Crett Retelhes
Prarnpaa. Fine! Perot?. Prolte lcuratt ennt.rat Of..d. !la 1. S

Orp3rnaent of Idea!es. tatutatinn and Well are >twiner ran., Vnti-tm-5;t: WrInt..nue,
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Miss Browne is going to do her doctoral research. She will be concerned
with examining the nature of the pupil-teacher interaction in the reading
situation as opposed to any other situation. What sort of climate operates
in the different reading groups within a classroom? Does a teacher
differentiate her method of questioning or her method of directing atten-- lion to specific aspects of comprehension as she moves from one group to
another? When we have talked about grouping in the past, have we only
placed the children differentially with different peers and occasionally
used different materials? Have we ever used differing reinforcement
techniques? Is a different learning climate established for children who
are learning at different rates and who have a variety of learning prob-
lems? It is with such questions as these with which Miss Browne will
be concerned.

Classroom Interae:ion and Reading
M. Patricia Browne

While we insist that anything new in reading instruction be sub-
mitted to the classroom test before we consider it for broader applica-
tion, in the final analysis what happens in actual practice remains rela-
tively unexplored. Too much of what passes for research in reading
instruction is statistical manipulation of the results of average scores
on standardized reading tests. What is forgotten or ignored is that in
its transfer from the drawing board to the practical situation, an inno-
vation must inevitably pass through the hands of the classroom teacher.
Since one may easily support the assumption that these same classroom
teachers will have personalized patterns of teaching behaviour based
upon their prior exper:,inces, then we must be prepared to account for
the fact that any innovation will be reacted to within that context. Not
only may we anticipate that changes will occur but we may speculate
that in some instances what takes place in the classroom will be almost
unrelated to the original proposal.

In an exploratory study, Chall and Feldman" examined the con-
gruency between grade one teachers' beliefs about what they were doing
in the classroom and their actual classroom behaviour. They reported
that there were real discrepancies. Equally important, they found many
differences among teachers who were purported to be using the same
methods for teaching reading. Chall" discusses this problem at some
length but her observations and conclusions have been ignored in the
controversy over her position on the best approach to reading instruc-
tion. It can only he hoped that once the controversy has run its course,
her discussion of the differences in practices across schools and classrooms
will get the attention it deserves.

Harris'' has recently expressed concern about the failure in reading
research to account for the classroom teacher as an important deter-
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miner of the child's chances for acquiring skill in reading. Ile contends
that too .3- Leh effort has been expended upon discovering some "teacher
proof- system kr teaching reading and concludes that since our efforts
have met with failure, we should now get down to the more relevant task
of understanding the processes whereby we can be assured of effective
teachers of reading. Following Harris' concern. the position in this paper
is that a first step would be a more careful analysis of classroom inter-
action during reading instruction. The assumption, simple though it may
be. is that there is much to be teamed about the teaching of wading. and
where improvements may he made, by analyzing the observed behaviour
of reading teachers hi action. In this paper. discussion will miter upon
three areas: procedures for the analysis of classroom interaction: re-
search in reading in this arca: and the implications of both for individual-
ized instruction. The latter is attempted in line with the theme of this
conference.

At best, individualized instruction is yet another organizational ap-
proach to the problem of individual differences in our diverse educa-
tional system. In this context Ileathers'" comments on research into
the efficacy of ability' grouping as an organization plan should be
examined by those interested in the study of individualized instruction.
lie criticizes the studies done because of the vague ways in which
teachers were exps.xted to differentiate instruction when working with
different ability groups. 1k adds that even where the differentiation
was spelled out, usually no objective data were obtained on the manner
and extent of the differentiation as it was at liculated in practice. Since
these data would obviously add much to out knowledge of the educa-
tional process. why- then have such studies been ignored? Why even
now in the case of individualized instruction are few reports available
on the kinds of things that really take place in the classroom apart
from reports on materials and tested results? Of course. part of the
answer rests in the difficulty of carrying out classroom research, for
it is 'troth expensive and time - consuming. To add to the problem. just
getting into classrooms may pose some difficulty- for to many ot*erva-
lion periods have been used for evaluative purposes. nut always from
the desire to help the teacher or to mulct-stand teaching. Teachers have
naturally become suspicious and not without good reason. The question
15, can we get teachers to participate in observational studies where the
intent is the improvement of leaching? Medley and Nlitzel" are optimistic
about the poibilities. pointing out that teachers are willing to participate
if the observer is candid about the type of records to be made. how they
will be used. and that the anonymity of the teachers is assured. This
places a professional obligation upon the researcher which cannot be
ignored.

There are he who woukl argue that the observed class is not
normal class--that the observer distorts the real teaching situation.
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The atgument is valid but as Medley and Mitzel have noted, surely
there is some value in knowing how teachers and pupils behave while
observed than to know nothing at all.

The immediate problem in thinking about the analysis of classroom
behavior is how one can come to grips with the multitude of behaviours
that go on simultaneously in any classroom. Smith" chose to follow
one teacher through his professional day, including the !offee breaks,
staff meetings, as well as in the classroom. He reported that literally
bundles of notes were prepared, indicating the extent of the observa-
tions and that the classificatory problems were immense. Yet, the data
did become the basis for a preliminary step toward the development
of a theory of teaching. Most investigators or teachers interested in
self analysis do net have the resources required for such an exercise.
Therefore, the problem is still that of deciding upon what classroom
behaviour will be attended to and recorded.

n response to this problem a number of category systems have been
developed for the purpose of structuring the situation for the observer.
Under different schemes, specific behaviours are not reported but are
indicated as part of a larger and more abstract behaviour category.
Flandees Interaction Analysis" and Medley and Mitzels' Observation
Schedule and Record (usually referred to as OSCAR) represent two
such systems. What sets these systems apart from rating scales is that
the observer need only judge to which category a particular behaviour
will be assignedhe need not make an evaluation of its goodness or
badness. Observers must be well trained, but when they are, quite reliable
observations are possible. Many of the schemes are adaptable and can
be used for comparing different classrooms under different conditions.
Results thus far do suggest that certain kinds of teacher behaviour may
be related to learning outcomes under specified conditions, but to date
the work is mainly exploratory and no definitive conclusions are offered.
For those who may wish to explore this further, I would suggest Cage's
address at this same conference in 11967.:*

Several studies in the field of reading have made rs, liminaty use
of observational systems for recording teacher -putsil interaction during
reading instruction. Some studies have used standard procedures such
as Flanders' Interaction Analysis or OSCAR. while others have used a
system or systems especially for the analysis of interaction during read-
ing instruction. These studies have been directed at both the social -
emotional aspects of the interaction and the verbal content of the inter-
action. Most of the research to date is exploratory but the ideas presented
are thought pfovolting and raise some new and interesting questions
that we cannot ignore,
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Soar" usng Flanders' Interaction Analysis as one measure reported
greater gains in reading in classrooms where teachers were more indirect
in their teaching methods, although he did not find that conditions of
high hostility hs predicted tecie ric,gaticely associated with reading gains.
Vocabulary gains were consistently higher in classrooms identified as
indirect and having low hostility levels. Considering the relationship
between vocabulary and reading, Soar's findings in both areas ..vould
seem iniwrlant for the reading teacher. Soar tried to explain the incon-
sistency of his findings and made a number of points. one of which is
particularly relevant in teim:; f individualized reading instruction. Ile
proposed that since vocabulary was not taught directly in the classes
visited, it was more dependent upon "inner-directed" learning and that
thir "inner - directed" learning might be exposed to greater influence
by the climate and control characteristics of the classroom. If this con-
clusion were valid, we might ask about the climate and control factors
in the classroom into which individualized ;nsttuction has been intro-
duced. Individualized or not, reading instruction will for some time take
place in the classroom setting.

In another study Morrison" reported on teacher-pupil irteraction
patterns under three different conditions for rending instruction: single
text with one large group; multilevel texts with different ability groups
and a supplementary text form of individualized instruction. A revised
form of 0ScAll was used for the analysis of video-taped samples of
reading instruction in elementary classes. A number of dimensions of
behaviour were examined in the broader study including the climate
of the classroom. The resJIts showed that on this one dimension at least,
the multi-level classrooms and the supplementary-individualized classes
were significantly higher in terms of positive Affective behaviours. The
single text classes were characterized by a greater number of negative
behaviours. While the study may say something about classroom climate
under different organizational plans. it may say even more about the
teachers. Since the r.a.nple of teachers in the study was drawn from
within the same school system. the implication is that each teacher "-as
free to some degree to choose her own organizational plan. This being
the case, the more significant finding might be that "warmer" teachers
attempt procedures which are more likely to meet the needs of a wider
range of children. While the overall differences among classes using
different plans may be significant. ender conditions where all teachers
use the same plat;, intra method differences may be more significant.

Bogenet" used Flanders' Into-action Analysis to examine teacher-
pupil intetactio:I under different reading methods Included in the
teaching methods considered were: i t a: language experience; pro-
grammed reading and individualized reading. The study was made
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possible by the fact that teachers were demonstrating these different
approaches to elementary school principals attending a seven -week
summer workshop. While a number of findings are reported, the same
criticism that applied to the Morrison study is applicable here. For
example. the most direct teacher behaviour was in the programmed
approach, while. the most indirect behaviour was in the language experi-
ence approach. Again it must be asked. did these teachers choose one
or the other of these methods because it WaS adaptable to their individual
teaching styles?

Only one interaction study is included in proceedings of the IRA con-
vention in Boston. Haffner and Slobodian-' using the Reading Observa-
tion Record (ROR) which had been developed by Slobodian for
studying teacher-pupil interaction in reading. tested the null hypothesis
that ". . . teacher-pupil interaction patterns do not vary significantly
when a basal reading approach is used in reading instruction. The sub-
jects for the study were high ability groups working on the Ginn readi-
ness program. The ROR priwidcs five categories for describing teacher-
pupil behaviour. Profiles for each teacher in the study were prepared
and then compared. Two findings were statistleally significant. On both
occasions that the teachers were observed. the predominate behaviour
was "pattern 3" which the authors described as teacher-initiated question
followed by pupil response. Thus. the authors imply that when measured
by the ROR reading teachers rely heavily on question-answer interaction
behaviour. But. since the ROR is made up of only five categories. rele-
vant behaviour could have been lost, thus reducing the possibilities
for differentiating among the teachers studied. The finding itself is not
surprising since the question-response syndrome shows up significantly
in most studies of teacher-pupil interaction and for that reason has
become a unit subjected to more intensive analysis.

Guszak's-' study of the questioning strategies of teachers during
reading instruction is a fine example of the kind of analysis that can
be done. Proceeding on the assumption that prescriptions about what
should happen in the classroom should be based in part upon what is
happening. Gustak collected and analyted samples of the kinds of
questions asked during reading lessens. The findings suggested that
despte the carefully planned questioning set forth in basal series
manuals. it was not readily possible to determine to what extent. if
any, the teachers planned their guided reading questions." On the
basis of the data. Glistak concluded that teachers tended to emphasite
recall thinking about reading; to indite Several controlling actions to cue,
clarify, extend. or shut-off pupils' thinking or Answering: to MiSS many
opportunities for putting questions together into clusters that would
extend thinking. In view of the emphasis on questioning as an insttue-
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limal technique, this finding is important and should be explored
further. If we speculate upon the implications of this study for indivi-
dualized instruction, the first question must obviously be what kinds of
questions will the teachers pose during the reading conference? As the
child develops expectations about the teachers' questioning behaviour,
is it not possible that his reading, for all the merits of self selection will
become structured by those questions? What should be said during the
conference must have a high priority in future research in individualized
reading instruction.

In keeping with these kinds of questions, consider the implications
of the following study which looked at mathematics instruction rather
than reading instruction. Zahorik2' carried out a case study analysis
of one teacher's behaviour under two teaching conditions: total group
instruction and one-to-one instruction, and found a significant difference
in the quantity of teacher verbal behaviour and pupil verbal behaviour
in the two teaching situations.

In the individual lessons teacher talk amounted to 89 percent of the total
talk and the pupil talk amounted to 11 percent. In the group legions the
teacher talk was 78 percent and the pupil talk 22 percent.

Are these findings simply representative of the idiosyncratic behaviour
of the one teacher? Possibly, but barring that, consider what the finding
means if this is not the case. The amount of teacher talk under both
conditions is high but, if the amount of teacher talk actually increases
in the oneto-one situation, what does this suggest about the fete -e-fele
characteristics of the individualized reading conference? Are we pre-
pared to concede that some teachers may need special guidance in
dealing with the one -to -one situation? The point surely cannot be ignored
in the study of individualized reading instruction.

By way of conclusion, and following upon the points made thus far,
my own research, which is in the initial planning stage will deal with
an indepth analysis of teacher-pupil interaction in primary reading
classes. It is hoped that the study will examine both the affective and
cognitive aspects of that interaction. At one level. Flanders' Interaction
Analysis or one of the modified forms will be used to determine the
differences if any in the social-emotional climates of high, average, and
low reading groups within the same classroom. The assumption is that
it is important for us to gain some insight into how teachers may vary
their behaviour when interacting with ehiklren at different ability
levels. Only when we know the variations can we hope to understand
the behaviour that may be best under different conditions.

The second level of the analysis will examine the specific content
of the teacher-pupil verbal exchange during reading instruction. Essen-
tially, it is hoped that it will be possible to identify the kinds of behaviour
that leachers solicit from pupils during reading instruction, the nature
of pupils' responses. and the teachers' reaction to those responses. At the
most elementary level, emphasis will be on describing and analyzing the
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kind c.,f corrective feedback teachers provide pupils during reading
instruction. The major questions will be, how do teachers confirm fnr
the child that his behaviour is acceptable, or, if it is not acceptable, how
does the teacher help the child modify his behaviour appropriately?
For example, if the child makes an error or miscue in his oral reading,
what does the teacher do? Does she tell the child to look at the next

-ird? Does ill(' ask another child to provide the answer? At a more
general level, do teachers have a set of behaviours that they call upon,
and how closely do their instructional reactions match the specific
nature of the child's difficulty at that time? On the whole, we know
very little in this area and yet :he problem is a very real one for the
teacher. For, while the usual F. oltwes of ideas give many suggestions
about the kinds of behaviour to ;nitiate. the kinds of questions to ask,
there is little specific direction as to what to do when the child's re.:ixinse
has been made.

Lastly. may I add that if nothing else. studies in the analysis of class-
room interz-iction can and have led to the development of analytic tech-
niques that teachers in training and in the field may use for the analysis
of theii own teaching behaviour. The position hoe is that the greatest
improvement in reading instruction will come when each of us is willing
and able to examine. not only our conscience. but our actual teaching
behaviour. with one thought in mind. the children who have no choice
but to trust us.

PART THREE

Cognitirc Processes in Reading

Marion b. Jenkinson

The two previous papers have illustrated some of our current thrusts
into the reading process and teacher performance in teaching reading.
which we are currently undertaking at the University of Alberta. Though
the research into reading comprehension is not as great as that in word
identification, we ere gradually accumulating tr body of knowledge con-
cerning the ways in which comp.-ehension in reading takes place. It
is not my purpose in this paper to summarize the research, but an
examination of ii reveals three significant features. The first is the gaps
within our knowledge which stern from the faihire to relate all the
individual research findings to the nature of the reading act itself. An
attempt has been made in the last few years to remedy this deficiency
by devising models which attempt to explain the reading process. There
have been several of these. but one of the problems is that just as for
years this field has been Plagued by an attempt to find a single best
me (IA of teaching, so researchers seem to be competing to find the
best sink model of the reading act. It seems to me, however, self-
evident that no single model will encearpass all the activities which we
know from past research are operating within the reading ad.
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The second problem arises because, following the pattern of most
educational research, we have bonoed from science the empirical
approach. I would suggest, however, that this is not the only source of
knowledge which may be pertinent to understanding reading. We per-
haps need to look at the etiology and epistemology of reading to en-
lighten us as to the ways in which we can improve our classroom
practice. By doing this we may be able to ascertain more accurately the
exact nature of language activity which is provoked by print.

The thinking which is triggered in the reading act has its own individ-
uality conditioned by the nature of print itself. It should be noted too
that it is only within comparatively recent times that linguists have
begun to explore in depth the differences between the spoken and writ-
ten word. Words are basic to meaning and the understanding of the
concepts behind the words is obviously essential in human communica-
tion. Goethe once wrote" that "ideas are frozen in print." The human
mind has to thaw out the ideas by visually discriminating amongst the
black siiggl2s and then assigning meaning to them. Wit in this process
of thawing out. we are never certain that the meaning the reader obtains
is identical with the ideas the author wishes to present. In a one-to-one
oral commit iication we can check understanding against gesture, facial
expression, vocal emphasis and, if necessary, by asking additional ques-
tions of the speaker. In print, the reader is entirely on his own.

The third problem occurs because not only has there been confusion
about the reading process but we have attempted to translate these find-
ings directly into classroom teaching. The majority of these studies,
however, have been dealing with accomplished readers of comparatively
mature years. Yet the two basic elements of reading comprehension,
language and cognition, we know aro developmental and each progresses
from one level to another in the maturing child. We have rarely looked
at the impact of these twin aspects of c.evelopment upon the reading
process nor have we interpreted our research findings in reading in
terms of these developmental sequences. It is these two aspectsthe
linguistic and cognitive attributes of the reading actwhich we are also
exploring in our research at the University of Alberta. The links between
the developing cognition of children and their language competence and
performance, as these effect reading capabilities, are being investigated.

On the one hand, the intimate relationship between thinking and
reading has long been recognized; on the other, developmental psychol-
ogists have traced the sequences in cognitive growth during the last two
decades. The child proceeds from the psychomotor. through concrete
operations to the level at which he can work with abstractions. But the
ways in which the child transfers his ability to perform certain cognitive
acts while manipulating concrete materials into the receptive act of
reading remains obscure. What happens when the reading matter de-
mands that the child must use his knowledge of conservation, or his
ability to classify, in order to understand the content? It was this that
led Rawson, " in a recently completed doctoral study, to ex..mire the
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relationship of the ability of Grade IV children to perform concrete
tasks involving conservation, classification, inductive, deductive and
probability reasoning with their performance in reading stories which
demanded each of these cognitive activities. The literal level of com-
prehension of these stories was established and then questions were
posed which were designed to reveal whether children could use these
identical cognitive tasks when they .,were reading. These questions, how-
ever, differed from the typical questions posed in comprehension exer
cises, One of the children complained. ''That question is unfair. It does
not tell you that answer." It was very evident that the children were
not used to thinking beyond the literal apprehension of facts.

One of the major findings of this study was the lag between learning
transference from one area to another. We may have to present material
to children which will challenge them and cornpd them to use increas-
ingly difficult cognitive activities in reading. This exploratory study has
opened this area but much remains to be done to ensure that students
will operate with the ideas which are presented in print. Concurrently
with this continuing research, we hope In be mounting some classroom
research which will evolve activities, productive of effective habits and
attitudes in cognitive aspects of reading.

The other area of developing language abilities in children and their
impact on the reading act has also been inveligated. The contribution
from the field of linguistics ha.; been very considerable. One of the most
important concepts is the differentiation the linguists make between
language performance and language competence. As far as reading is
concerned this is a basic distinction which we must consider. Strick-
land.` Ruddell" and others, from their studies, have shown that children
use fairly complex language structures in their speech. yet we have
mounting evidence that they fail to understand these structures fre-
quently when they are receiving them rather than producing them. This
is particularly tree in reading. when the clues to meaning provided in
speech by intonation, emphasis. juncture. are lacking. The greater redun-
dancy which occurs in speech also assists oral comprehension, while the
printed word usually carries a great conceptual load. The printed word
does, however, allow a re-check of the concepts which are presented.
But what happens when thildren use these language structures appar-
ently accurately in their speech, but cannot realize the full import when
Nl csented in print?

The study by Robertson" revealed that as late as Grade VI, never
more than seventy-five pet cent of the children understood even toe
easiest of connectives. The little word 'if' which is phonically very easy
to rt.dinvolves the understanding of a comparatively complex concept
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of condition. These are simple words to "read," but difficult to under-
stand. Yet failure to realise the import of these words will cripple
comprehension.

Another area of linguistic complexity lies in the types of sentences.
Fagan's" recent study examined the number of types of sentence trans-
formationsthat is, how ideas are embedded within sentences. What
are the difficulties which arise in reading because of these sentences?

Thus we are attempting to utilize and apply the knowledge from the
fields of linguistics and cognition to extend our knowledge of the read-
ing process. We must beware, however, of drawing premature con-
clusions. and devising classroom procedures before we have verified
more of this preliminary data.

We must, too, be careful not to close doors in certain research activ-
ities. Though the study of cognition has largely ignored imagination, we
cannot afford to do so when we examine the reading process. Imagina-
tion triggered by reading has special qualities. It must be linked to and
move with the evolving thought of the author. One of the great assets
of language and the fount of numerous insights is not through logic, nut
through abstraction, but through metaphor.

In conclusion. may I repeat the metaphor, that our knowledge in this
field may be compared to a fifteenth century map of the world. It is a
mixture of truth and error. in oar future research we must map the
terrain and chart the seas carefully so that we have cohesive, cogent
thrusts forward rather than sporadic individual forays. Columbus in his
day was assisted in his discoveries by the technological improvements in
the compass and the sextant. On our voyages of discovery we must use
every appropriate technological innovation, and not be afraid of the
mental confluence of researchers and practitioners. Such co-operation
enabled outer space to be conquered but we need to emulate this in order
to ensure that all children enjoy the right to read.
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RESEARCH AND ELEMENTARY
SCIENCE INSTRUCTION

NEIL M. PURVIS

This paper will attempt to show the prirciples which are emerging
in the choice of science curricula for elementary children. These 1.,rin-
ciples concern themselves with the nature of the child and the nature
of science. A careful examination of these two items, the nature of the
child and the nature of science, should mist us in determining some
characteristics of the nature of suitable programs.

May 1, first, briefly highlight the nature of the child's intellectual
development as descriped by Piaget. He claims there are four stages of
development, the order of succession of which is conshnt, but the
chronological ages corresponding to the stages vary from culture to
culture and from individual to individual. The four stages, sensory
motor, pre - operational. concrete operations and formal operations con-
stitute a continuum from birth to adulthood through which every indi-
vidual progesses. We in the elementary school must be sensitive to these
stages and must concern ourselves particularly with the pre - operational
stage, which some children are in when they sun school, the period of
concrete operations, extending from about age seven to eleven (which
constitutes a large part of their elementary school life) And the period
of formal operations which they are usually entering as they leave the
elementary grades.

Each of these stages of intellectual development has characteristics
which have implication for the type of educational experience we should
provide. The pre-operational stage is marked by the beginnings of lan-
guage, of the symbolic function, and, consequently of thought or repre-
sentation. During this stage there is no evidence of conservation; the
child cannot seem to relate different aspects of dimension to one another
and tends to be deceived by his perceptions. Ile has not developed the
ability to mentally reverse concrete experiences. In the stage of concrete
operations, a thought structure, not yet separated from its concrete ccn-
tent, is formed. The operations in this stage are concrete in tile sense
that they operat. on real objects. The stage of formal operations, be-
ginning. on the Average, at about eleven or twelve years of age is char-
acterized by the development of formal abstract thought operations
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with which the child can reason in terms of hypotheses and not only
in terms of concrete entities. The adolescent can identify all factors
relevant to a problem under investigation and he can form all possible
combinations of these factors. He need no longer confine his attention
to what is real.

This theory of intellectual development has implications for the kinds
of science experiences which should be provided for children. The expe-
riences in which the child is involved at any age should be of a type
for which he is ready because-of- the stage of mental growth he has
reached. In addition, these experiences should help prepare him to
advance to the next stage of intellectual development. Before a child
is introducd to a new concept he should be tested to see if he has the
prerequisites for forming the concept, and if he does not, he should be
provided with appropriate developmental experiences. Especially in the
lower grades, concepts should be built from appropriate concrete ex-
periences rather than by the easier, but less effective device of "telling".
To help a child overcome his errors in thinking, he should be provided
with experiences which expose the errors, thus assisting the process
of accommodation which will ultimately help him to cope adequately
with the situation at hand.

Piaget also stresses the importance of social development in the
child. The kinds of experiences he has with his teachers and his fellow
pupils will influence his development from being a largely ego-centric
person to becoming a social person. This consideration has implications
for group work, individual work and the role of the teacher. The child
must have the opportunity to test his ideas on his classmates and in
turn to have his ideas challenged by his classmates without interference
for the teacher. The child must also feel the he can try ideas with his
teacher without any fear of being ridiculed.

The nature of science has been given considerable study and con-
sideration by scientists and educators particularly in the past decade.
There seems to be a growing consensus that science is composed of
two elements process and product. What the scientist does the
"processes of science" and what the scientist discovers -- the "products
of science" are the essential and inseparable constituents of science.
The contributions of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science in the program, Science, A Process Appoach indicate some of
the processes or skills or "things that scientists do". These processes
are divided into two groups; the elementary processes which consist
of recognizing space time relations, recognizing number relations, ob-
serving classifying, measuring, communicating, inferring, and predicting
are considered most suitable for development during the kindergarten
through grade three period and the integrated processes which consist
of hypotheses, operational definitions, controlling variables, experiment-
ing, models and data interpretation which are considered more applicable
in upper elementary grades. This delineation of processes is a very
useful one but it should be remembered that processes do not develop
in those neat packages.
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There are numerous statements of what consitutes product in science.
For purposes of illustration let us look briefly at the conceptual schemes
as proposed by Brandwein:

1. When energy changes from one form to another, the total amount
of the energy remains unchanged.

2. When matter changes from one form to another, the total amount
of the matter remains unchanged.

3. Living things are interdependent with one another and with their
environment.

4., A living thing is the product of its heredity and its environment.
5. Living things are in constant change.
6. The universe is in constant change.
A number of advantages are claimed for organizing science content

around a set of conceptual schemes. Although there is constant change
in scientific content, it continues to support the conceptual schemes or
"big ideas" of science. Conceptual schemes give the student a means of
organizing knowledge in a way that not only make the knowledge more
meaningful to him, but, assist him in extending his knowledge and
understanding it as he incorporates it into existing schemes. This pro-
vides the student with a continuing framework around which to de-
velop an ever increasingly sophisticated set of understandings in science.

Science programs which reflect the nature of science as described
previously and involving both process and product, will have two fun-
damental and inseparable aims:

1. Ole development and use of inquiry skills and attitude as tools
of inves#igation which enable the student to understand and
appreciate better the true nature of science,

2. the development of basic science concepts, generalized from par-
ticular experiences, which gradually fit into a framework of major
conceptual schemes and ultimately provide the student with a
structure of the subject.

The acceptance of these principles has implications for the kind of
experience the individual child should have in elementary science.

The choice of science experiences which provide the child with the
opportunity to !earn both the process and the product of science does
not necessarily guarantee an adequate program. The program must also
be relevant. Problems chosen for study and exploration must be real;
real in the sense that they are part of today's society and meaningful
in the sense that the child can identify as an individual with the prob-
lem. This means becoming involved with community and other problems
which are controversial and which have been considered by many as
unsuitable for study by elementary children. One example of such a
problem is pollution, which some scientists tell us can, if not checked,
bring death to this planet in the near future.
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INDIVIDUALIZING SCIENCE-
PROBLEMS OF IMPLEMENTATION

KENNETH G. JACKNICKE'

The purpose of this paper is two-fold. Firstly, an attempt will be made
to arrive at an operational definition of individualized instruction in
science and to determine the results of recent studies in this area.
A second purpose will be to review some of the practical problems
encountered when trying to implement an individualized course of
studies at the elementary level.

An operational definition of individualized instruction is not easy to
state. In most new science programs, individualized instruction implies
that all students are working individually or in small groups on the
same material at the same time.

To carry individualized instruction one step further, one can state
that children should be allowed to work on individual projects at their
own pace. A second definition of individualized instruction could then
be stated as follows: students working on experiences specifically de-
signed for individual children.

It becomes apparent from these two definitions that there are vary-
ing degrees of individualizing instruction. The difference between these
two definitions appears to be a difference in degree rather than in kind.
Both definitions are concerned with increasing the flexibility of cur-
ricula and thereby giving students the opportunity to investigate prob-
lems that concern them. The majority of newly developed science courses
would fit the first definition adequately, but few could meet the re-
quirements of the second. Some examples might help to clarify this
point.

ScienceA Process Approach,' developed under the auspices of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science, (AAAS, stresses
the teaching of process skills to young children; content is a vehicle
for developing process. Theoretically, the units of work are designed
to provide maximum pupil involvement in order to provide experiences
for children which will enable them to develop the necessary intellec-
tual processes to attain and use knowledge in a meaningful way. How-
ever, Piltz and Sundt have stated that a search of the literature seems
to indicate that the lessons produced so far appear to he fairly struc-
tured. If teachers followed the lessons explicitly, there would be little
chance for children to explore and test their own ideas. Along with this,
there appears to be a lack of structuring of the content which is con-
tained in the lessons. In all fairness to the project, it must be stated

University of Alberta.
1 ScienceA Process Approach, (New York: Xerox Corporation).
2 Alberta PHU and Robert Sur.d, Creative Teaching of Science in the Elementary

School, IBoston: Allyn and Bacon, )968).
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that an attempt was made to develop the content around "conceptual
threads" taken from various scientific disciplines, but a more meaning.
ful organization of content could prove advantageous. It seems apparent
that more is entailed in individualized instruction than involving stu-
dents in experimental situations.

The Elementary Science Study' has developed a large number of
units complete with "kits" in a wide variety of topics for use at the
elementary level. These kits can be easily integrated into a school's
regular science program. All students need not do the same experi-
ments; some may wish to investigate ideas which arose from previous
experiments. Individualized instruction can be enhanced using these
materials, but care must be taken to develop an organized curriculum
by a wise choice of units.

Science Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS)° is developing a
series of units on various aspects of science. It appears they have at-
tempted to integrate product and process to a greater extent than the
two previously mentioned programs. As with most other programs,
SCIS has all of the students working on the same material at the same
time. The lessons however, are not as highly formalized as those of the
AAAS, and could probably be more easily adapted to an individualized
approach.

These are only three examples from among the many new projects
which have been developed to improve the instruction of elementary
science, There is no doubt that projects such as these are potentially
superior to traditional courses. However, one cannot help but reiterate
that by and large the new projects would have to be classified accord-
ing to our first definition of individualized instruction.

There have been a number of attempts to develop more highly indi-
vidualized programs. A few representative ones may serve to illustrate
some of these attempts. Baum' isolated fifty-two skills and concepts
from a science curriculum guide and developed these into ten units of
activities. Each unit contained a pre-test to determine the student's
level of competency, and a post-test to detertnizie growth. Students
worked independently using self-instructional kits. Baum's findings
indicated that the children were able to recognize their own limitations
and worked with greater independence. Differences in achievement were
not noted.

Manning° conducted a one year study using nine groups of fifth
graders and fourteen groups of sixth graders. The students were given
television instruction for one hour per week and the rest of the science
time was spent in individual library research on specialized topics. One
disadvantage of Manning's work seems to be the lack of experimen-
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tation on the part of the students. His findings indicated that the
growth of the fifth graders over their previous year's work was not
statistically significant; the growth of the sixth graders, however, was
statistically significant.

Schiller's' work consisted of dividing two hundred and sixty-six
sixth graders into eleven groups and developing individualized and group
study for the children. Activity booklets and data sheets centering
around six science activities and comprised of twenty-eight experi-
ments were developed. Each science activity was conducted for one
week. Schiller found that eighty percent of the children participated
in the activity experiments. He also found no significant difference be-
tween boys and girls in their ability to interpret data. Little information
on the achievement of the groups was available.

Dutton' attempted to program selected science concepts in which
the children became actively involved in doing science, and compared
this method to a curriculum in which the teacher played the primary
role. As participants. he used four classes of fourth grade children. The
results of this study indicated the individualized groups learned signifi-
cantly greater content and had an increased interest in science as
compared to the groups taught by the teacher centered approach.

O'Toole was interested in investigating the effects of individt.aliz-
ing instruction on; selected problem solving abilities, science content,
science interest, and the student's self-concept. To do this, he adapted
lessons from Science--A Process Approach for individual student use
at the fifth grade. He used three groups of children, one group was
experimental, and two teacher centred groups were used as controls.
The investigation was conducted over a three month period. A signifi-
cant increase in the children's ability to recognize hypotheses and prob-
lems was found. However, no significant change in the science interest,
content, or self-concept in the experimental group was noted.

La Cava" used a tape recorder to individualize instruction for
fourth grade children on the topic of electromagnetism. The children
were divided into small groups from four to eight children, depending
upon their level of competency. Each child had available an individual
headset connected to the recorder for his group. The tapes consisted of
a series of questions and directions for various experiments. The chil-
dren were then required to complete worksheets based on the lesson.
La Cava found that this method reduced the amount of teacher-led drill
thereby freeing the teacher for greater personal interaction with the
students. His results also indicated that the children's attention span
for rote work increased.

Leroy Schiller, A Study of the Effect of individualized Activities on Understanding
in Elementary School Science, tunnublished doctoral dissertation. State University
of Iowa, 1964).
Sherman Dutton, An Experimental Study in the Programming of Science Instruction
for the Fourth Grade, (unPublished doctoral dissertation, Unlverkity of Virginia, 19631.

9 RayMOIA J. O'Toole, A Studu to Determine Whether Fifth Grade Children Can
Learn Certain Selected Problem Solving Abilities Through Indit id nal i zed Instruction,
tunPublished doctoral dissertation. Colorado Slate College, 19661.

10 George LaCava, An Experiment v14 Tape, Science and Children, Ill (October,
1965). p. 10, II.
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A co-ordination of audio tapes and science kits was attempted by
Lipson." A number of units of work were developed, each unit con-
sisting of fifteen lessons. The students were given a pre-test for place-
ment and then allowed to choose a tape, and its corresponding kit, at
the appropriate level. The students worked individually in carrels to
complete the unit. Upon completion of a major learning sequence (which
involved sixty to seventy-five lessons) the children were admin-
istered a tape competency test. Evaluation of the project is not yet com-
plete, but initial results indicate favorable learning and increased in-
terest in science occurring among the children.

One of the most interesting approaches to individualizing science
at the elementary level has bean developed at the Learning Research
and Development Center of the University of Pittsburgh. The project
is entitled Oak leaf Individualized Elementary School Science" and is
being tried out in the Oak leaf School in Pittsburgh. The children work
individually on taped science lessons, specifically prepared to meet their
needs, and then meet in group sessions once a week to discuss the
application of their week's work. The tapes are prepared by the teacher
after he diagnoses the individual strengths and weaknesses of the
pupils; his major role therefore being diagnostic. The teacher acts as
a guide and help-mate rather than a lecturer. Evaluation is not complete,
but preliminary studies are promising.

These investigations into individualization have concerned themselves
with a number of different approaches. By and large, all of these ap-
proaches concern themselves with grouping, either long or short term,
on the basis of a number of individual differences such as: preference
for a learning style, interests of the student, rate of progress, and ability.
They have attempted to help the student become an autonomous learner
by means of a variety of techniques and aids such as: individually pre-
scribed lessons, adaptation of emerging curricula to existing programs,
programming of science content, self-instructional kits, activity book-
lets and data sheets, film loops, and tape recorders.

From the studies mentioned previously, it becomes apparent that
there are a number of practical problems involving implementation of
individualized programs. To have a truly individualized course of
SIITtiltrarttaimient.tq procedures of pre-test evaluation to deter-
mine the child's stage of intellectuala6Vereijament (Inagetian psychol-
ogy), his level of proficiency in handling basic skills and processes (pro-
cess of science), and his competency and level of achievement (product
of science) be developed. Before a program can be developed to enhance
the child's learning experiences, one must first determine where he is,
at present. It will also be necessary to state the desired objectives in
behavioral terms is> order to carry out post evaluative procedures. Ob-
jectives stated as vague generalities become difficult, if not impossible,
to evaluate.
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Another immediate problem related to diagnostic difficulties be-
comes evident, In individualized programs, some type of instruction
and direction must be given to students, either written, pictorial, or
verbal. A problem arises as to whether or not the student fully under-
stands the experiment to be done, or is having language problems.
Perhaps some remedial work in areas other than science will be deemed
necessary.

It becomes obvious that teachers mut,t possess a rich background in
science if individualized instruction is to become part of the general
curriculum. Teachers must be prepared to guide students in . number
of different areas of science. In conjunction with background, teachers
must have more time to prepare lessons for students. Preparing indi-
vidual lessons for a class of thirty students is going to take a great
deal of teacher time. Perhaps, problems such as these indicate an in-
creased need for teacher departmentalization at the elementary level.
It may also prove necessary to make available teacher aids, or some
other type of semi-professional help, in order to give the teacher more
time to work with students.

Physical facilities will have to be improved. Very few elementary
schools have the materials, or the storage space to house them, neces-
sary to conduct completely individualized study. Adequate space for
individual work and projects will have to be supplied. As well, teachers
will be faced with housekeeping problems. Rooms in which individu-
alized instruction is taking place often appear messy and disorganized,
that is, to adults. A great deal of co-operation between teachers and ad-
ministrators will be necessary to alleviate some of these problems.

Regardless of how well we tailor instruction to the individual needs
of the child with respect to his learning style, interest, rate of progress,
and ability, we have not really individualized the experiences unless
they can be associated with problems existing within his community.

Problems of pollution of the air, water, and food materials, syn-
thetic food agents, overpopulation, conservation, and drugs constitute
a number of the present day problems of society. As we think of the
child's role in exploring these problems, it might be useful to recall
Karplus and Thier's13 suggested levels of involvement for the child in
learning, Reading about science i3 considered to be the lowest level of
involvement. Discussing constitutes a higher level of involvement but
has the inherent danger of becoming dominated by the teacher. Seeing
a science demonstration involves the child more, but maximum involve-
ment is only achieved when the student is actively engaged in science
activities. One can accept the impracticality of having students learn
all their science through direct experience. However, maximum involve-
ment in real problems should constitute the starting point from which
children can proceed to the other levels of involvement.

A brief look at the problem of pollution may serve as an example
to help illustrate the direct involvement of the child. One specific

3Robert Karplus, and Herbert Thler, A New Look al Efclaelf tarp SC1700! SCiC71CC,
(Chicago: Filnd McNally & Co . 1369).
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example is the oxygen producing capabilities of the plant life existing
in the waters of the earth. A major portion of the oxygen of the atmos-
phere is produced by these plants. Slowly, but inexorably, the amount
of plant life is decreasing, and along with it our supply of oxygen, be-
cause of the increasing amounts of polluting agents that are being
dumped into water systems. Concurrent with the decreasing supply of
oxygen, there is increasing demand for the essential element in a
highly industrialized society. More cars, more planes, and more heavy
industry, require increasing amount of oxygen.

The degree of relevance of the problem for the child will probably
be determined by his degree of involvement. We should attempt to
give the child direct experience in problems of this type wherever pos-
sible. Involvement of this type constitutes a degree of individualization
of instruction, and probably a very vital one.

It appears that many teachers and schools would encounter great
difficulties in attempting to institute completely individualized instruc-
tion. A partial solution might be to introduce the concept of individu-
alized instruction on a gradual basis. The first definition stated at the
beginning of this paper students working, individually or in small
groups, on the same materials at the same time might be a good
place to start. As teachers and pupils become more adept at solving
some of the immediate problems, the curriculum could become more
individualized. Perhaps with the aid of curricular materials from well
established projects, the transition from teacher-centered curricula
to individualized curricula can be more easily made. Much of the re-
search stated in this paper indicates that individualized instruction is a
feasible and worthwhile enterprise. To be sure, difficulties will be en-
countered, but teachers as professionals, must rise to meet the challenge.
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SOCIAL STUDIES AND THE CHILD
IN CANADIAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

EDNA C. WILSON*

In a recent study of civic education in Canada there is a statement
that "the winds of change have not brought new life to the Canadian
studies classroom."' Nothing could be more true, nor can the statement
be limited to the teaching of civic education. Those of us instructing
potential telchers at the university level in the area of social studies
education are confronted constantly with the stupendous gap between
what research seems to indicate for future trends in social studies, what
we are attempting to have our social studies majors perceive as possi-
bilities in the field, and what these students perceive in the classrooms
they visit, and in those schools in which they come to teach.

This is not intended to be a paper on the comprehensive research
in the field of social studies, This you already know since you are
specialists in the field. It is merely an attempt to look at the general
trend, in both content for the social study, and process in acquiring
both content and the values ensuing from it. It purports also to discuss
with you the tremendous potential of this trend, and to find some means
of implementing the ideas in the form of growth for the individual
child.

Perhaps the most obvious trend is that toward concept development
from the social sciences for content in the social studies, and towards
the inquiry method, using the tools of the social scientists for its pro-
cess. The approach toward content is multidisciplinary, or better still,
interdisciplinary in character. Social studies is not history; it is not
geography; nor is it economics, political science, sociology nor anthro-
pology. Nor, is it all of these fragmented. In order to understand what
social studies really is, I believe we must find, at least as a working
hypothesis, a structure for the social studies. If you contend, as many
do, that social studies is not a discipline and therefore does not have a
structure, I would contend that we can give it one and thus aid greatly
in the integration of both factual and conceptual knowledge of man
and his world.

University of Alberta.
I A . B. Hodgetts, director. National History Project, What Culture? What Heritage?,

(Toronto: Ontario Institute for Studies In Education, Mg), p. II5.
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If we think of a social study as an area of investigation into man,
by men attempting to discover and understand the relation between
themselves and their world, we can give it a structure, We can think
of it as a study of man in transition man in change. Man, experiencing
change, in time, through multiple causation (history); man observing
the things around him, his environment in relation to all that concerns
hint in location, place (geography); man and his interaction in groups
(sociology); man and the evolution of his traditions, culture, values
(anthropology); man and the gap between his unlimited wants and his
limited resources (economics) ; man and his relationship with those
institutions which govern, inhibit, or liberate him (political science).

As the "proper study of Mankind is Man",' so the proper study of
social studies is man. We must put back into this area its central core
-- Man, and eradicate the emphasis on factual recall of dates, chronol-
ogy, population, size, and the like, often isolated from man. The

i

ac-
cumulated knowledge about man is so vast that in factual form t is
impossible of knowing and irrelevant often in terms of new research.
And so we go to the social sciences (and 1 would add my bias -- the
humanities) for concepts of man which will provide the basic frame-
work for the mind, into which all further learning experience, may fit
as part of an integrated whole. And is not this, the whole process of
education to provide the child with a framework of relationships
into which all his experience of himself and his world will fall in an
integrated and meaningful whole? This calls for on-going communication
from all forms of media, human and mechanical. Perhaps the social
studies classroom, where the formal object of study is man, is a vital
place where that atmosphere is provided for the individual child to
explore and build that framework of relationships into which all his
life experiencesin school, at home, on buses, on the ball field, through
books and television, friends, other mass media will find meaning. So
much for content.

As you and I know there is a need for a revolutionary approach to
social studies both in content and also in process. 1..0 us turn to pro-
cess, and especially as we consider individualized teaching in social
studies. The transition demanded of the teacher in initiating a program
of individualized instruction in this area is a serious and difficult one,
The indictment made by the researchers in the recent national history
project leaves no doubt, however, of its urgency, I quote: "seventy-five
five percent of the classes in our Survey were struggling with one or
other of the two most universally condemned teaching methods. In some
cases, the students were 'bench-bound listeners', lined up in rows, sitting
passively while a 'talking textbook' rhymed off material that they could
have read and digested for themselves. More frequently, they were
going through the mechanical, question-answer routine, based on the
discrete, factual recall of a few assigned pages in the textbook."' And

2 Alexander Pope.
3 A, B. Hodgeits. op. cit., p. 116.
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this in the late 1960's! As the report suggests, even if the Eukteet matter
were corrected through new programs, the teaching methods being
used in Canadian schools must be completely overhauled.

What are these strategics, processes, attitudes, and methods re-
quired of the teacher in the transition" We know from research that
children learn hest that which they have a share in selecting themselves,
and toward which they are highly motivated; that they learn best that
which they probe for themselves; that which comes to them through
a variety of experiences engaged ht simultaneously; that which leads
them to reflect on their own findings. Simply stated, this implies one
thing: the child is the agent of his own learning. Hence for the teacher
it demands firstly that she recognize that each child brings to the study
at hand, his own background, concepts, interests, etc., and that she must
recognize and respect thishence she does not serve up the same mate-
rial or technique to all. As Gibran has said, speaking of teaching:

No man can reveal to you ought but that which already lies half asleep in
the damning of your knoledge.1

It is her responsibility then to awaken "that which lies half asleep."
In the words of the same author, she must remember

If he (the te.,,clier) is indeed wise he does not bid you enter the house of
his wisdom, but rather leads you to the threshold of your own mind:.

Hence, the first requirement of the teacher is one of positive philosophy
respect for the individual child, understanding that each child is at

different level of development. This requires discipline on the part of
the teacher; discipline that he not force growth but provide the atmos-
phere, within which the individual child can grow.

Secondly, the transition requires of the tcaeher an understanding of
the bask structures of the various social sciencesthe basic concepts
upon which each discipline is built as well as tL interrelationship be-
twean the conceptual structures of all these disciplines. This is a
necessity if the teacher is to lead the child from the memorization of
facts, often outmoded and incorrect, to the concepts which will continue
to grow long after facts are forgotten and which will gradually form
a mental framework of relationships into which all future learning
may be integrated. At the present time, this transfer of emphasis is not
the responsibility of the teacher alone. but of university faculties to
see that potential teachers have the background: of government de-
partments of education to see that the teachers in service are made
aware of innort.tive methodology and content structure in social studies.

These two transitional requirements are of a general nature. Let us
look now to specific requirements for a change -over from mass edu-
cation to individualizing instniction. New strategies or processes directed
to individual growth demand of the teacher firstly, the gathering in
classrooms or school libraries of a wide scope of materials which will
satisfy the needs of the individual child at whatever level of conceptual
growth he may be. An.ong those available are programmed instructional

Kota GIbtar. Po Pros, Att. iXeir Ycik. Krreol. Stat. P. S6
s- S.
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materials, Educational Development Laboratory kits, Jackdaws, Earth
Science Stream tables, picture files, films and filmstrips, records and
cassettes, artifacts, books conceptually based, etc.

Secondly, in classroom management and practice it demands a dis-
cipline on the part of the teacher to hold back from being the "talking
textbook", to give ample freedom to the children to move within or
without the classroom and to each child the freedom to move at his
own pace a comfortable space for each child. The unit method in
social studies is a flexible enough situation to allow for individual
growth while reaping also the benefits of group instruction. In a study,
for example, of a child's own community, while the teacher must have
in mind those concepts which might develop, and while she must assist
in setting up experiences leading to the development of these concepts,
she must understand that each child will grow conceptually according
to "where he is now". Indeed, many may develop concepts of man and
his relationship of his world quite different from those conceived by
the teacher. A child's concept of a "glacier" developed through reading,
instruction, pictures, etc., may receive a rude shock the first time he
stands beside a glacier, or drives across the Columbia Icgieldsto
give but a simple example.

Thirdly, many teachers in services niay need guidance in planning
programs to meet the individual needs of the child during a planned
project. He may not himself have the necessary skills and must turn
to administrators, fellow-teachers, faculties of education for assistance.
The assistance must be available

Again, teachers must be given the encouragement and support to
throw out irrelevant textbooks and often materials, maybe even teacher
resource books based on necJs of a different time, and must replace
these with a vaiwty of approaches in individual and group research
into the "now" of material. It wore' be more to the point to have even
very young children write history themselvesof their family, their
community, their school, than to have them read the factual, out -of-
dale materials in textbocks. Students from the Northwest Territories
who attended the University of Alberta complained that there was none
of their history in the Alberta textbooks. I told them to throw the
textbooks away, to send the children to the chiefs and elders in the
tribe, to their parents and grandparents, with tape recorders and to
bring the stories back to class for diseus.sion. Let them then write their
history in the form of experience charts. Teach them to distinguish
between myth and reality, or the relctionship between the two. Show
them th..t the myth is part of the culture of a people. In such a situ-
ation as this, lies an opportunity for value analysis. Provide the open
atmosphere where the child can think out loud how he feels about bias,
propa.ganda, and how to distinguish one from the other, without sanc-
tion by the teacher. In this way, the child makes judgements different
from the teacherhe begins to develop attitudes individually. He learns
independence through experimentation.
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This transition requires more work for the teacher, more prepara-
tion, more dedication, and more planning. Much of the unit work now
engaged in, in social studies is more a sharing of ignorance by the
children, Iree time for the teacher, and a monotonous round of report-
ing materials copied from encyclopedia by children, whose inability
to read even their own rzports, indicates the paucity of their learning.
Quite different is the exciting experience of a culmination of an enter-
prise in which each child "does his thing" and through which co-oper-
ation with his peers indicates quite clearly the vast amount of knowl-
edge, concepts, atmosphere gained in a study, followed by an evaluation
by teacher-pupil reaction. Let me recount briefly an experience of this
witnessed last year in a study of life in the medieval world. Concepts
of medieval life were clear and accurate, absorbed and could he role-
played in the atmosphere of the time. All research was dore by the
children with guidance of a creative and enthusiastic teacher.

The special techniques u.;ed by the teacher to transfer from mass
indoctrination, textbook memorization and note-taking could collectively
be classif'ed as inquiry. Massialas and Cox,' Goldmark', and Clements,
Fielder and Tabachnick' have all written at length on the subject.
Goldmark defines inquiry in her terms of reference as "s reflexive, pat-
terned search, which takes questions from the substantive level, to
the criteria level, to the value and assumption level, where new assump-
tions can be posed and new alternatives constructed."" She goes on to
say that this definition is an operational one--it tells us what we do
when we inquire. But inquiry, she says, is not merely cognitive. It is
en affective responseit commits one to doubting, to questioning, and
hPtice to behavingand her conclusion is, "this commitment becomes
the goal of the social studies program based on the inquiry method.'"
Goldmark's model could almost be said to be identical to that pro-
posed in the tentative Course Outline, to be implemented in at least
some of the Alberta schools in September, 1970. Having (1) had the
windows of our eyes opened by the indictment of the research coming
out of the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education; (2) been
provided now in Alberta and hopefully in other provinces with at
least a tentative new Course Outline which provides for priorities in
objectives, flexibility in content with emphasis on comparative studies
even at a very early age and at least one-third of the time devoted
to current social issues of interest to Canadian children; (3) given
the willingness of responsible authorities to provide in-service education
for teachers on the structure, and tools of inquiry of the social sciences
and supporting humanities; but (4) most of all, given the enthusiasm
of leachers h bridge the gap between outmoded methodology and the
building of curriculum, based primarily on conceptual development
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rather than factual recall, and using skills and knowledge to bring
about that kind of on-going questioning which makes for the growth
of values, attitudes, ways of life that lead to the answers to those ques-
tions which man has always asked: What does it mean to be a man?
a man in my society? a man who has personal and social values which
enable him to cope with the speed of change? a man who will force
technology to work fer him and not allow himself to become its puppet?
Given all these things, there need be no worry concerning individualiz-
ing instructionit will look after itself. There 'as never been any
other kind of learning, but individualized learning.

With a revulution in social studies education in the making, there
is hopein the words of Fromm, "to hope means to be ready at every
moment for that which is not,yet born, and Vet not become desperate
if there :s no birth in our lifetime . . . those whose hope is strong see
and cherish all signs of new life and are ready every moment to help
the birth of that which is ready to be born." Let those of us in posi-
tions to affect change, do just that "he ready every moment to help the
birth of that which is ready to be born." To date, the new social
studies" has been a meaningless clieh6, with packaged materials ad
'museumlet us make it for the children now in our schools truly a
social studyan investigation by children, individually, in ,:eer groups,
and through teacher.-rupil interaction into man and his relationship
with his world.

.1.111.11.1
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INDIVIDUALIZING MATHEMATICS EDUCATION:
RESEARCH AND IMPLICATIONS

W. GEORGE CATHCART*

The title of this paper suggests three possible emphases. First, I
could talk about individualization of instruction in general. Secondly,
it would be possible to dwell mainly on research dealing with indi-
vidualization and, thirdly, the practical implications for teaching and
classroom organization could be discussed. A session like this one
could legitimately be devoted to each of these emphases. However,
I have decided not to tackle one at the expense of the others. I would
like to discuss all the emphases which 1 just isolated. This means that

will not be able to cover them as ihorouehly as you would like we
to. For this reason I would like the discussion period at the end of
the session to be a discussion period and not a question period as such.

Definition of Individualized Instruction
Before it is possible to discuss individualization of instruction it is

necessary that we have a common frame of reference. Good definitions
of the term "individualized instruction" are rather scarce. I am not going
to propose a definition this morning but rather describe for you the
components which I feel are essential in any approach to the individu-
alization of instruction.

The first component is the learner. Since the approach is to be
"individual" the learner, his needs, interests, ability, learning style, back-
ground, and so on must be taken int, account in devising learning
experiences for the child. The nature of the curriculum or learning
experiences of the child is, then, the second major component of an
individualized program.

These two components, the learner and the curriculum, are essntial
and inseparable components in any individualized program.

Perhaps at this point it should be said that an individualized pro-
gram does not mean a pupil-teacher ratio of 1:1. This may or may not,
depending upon your point of view, be an ideal situation to strive for.
However, even if we did have a pupil-teacher ratio of 1:1, we still
may not have achieved the goal of individualized instruction. If the
teacher selects the total curriculum or learning experiences his pupil

OMretgit of Alberts
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will have if he selects the topics and presents them in a textbook fash-
ion with little regard to the needs, interests, maturity, and so on of his
pupil, then individualization has not occurred. Individualization of in-
struction does not necessarily mean the interacticn of one pupil with
one teacher.

On the other hand, it is possible to pay much attention to the learner
and still not have achieved individualization of instruction if the cur-
riculum is not interesting, relevant, and meaningful to the student.
Therefore the learner and the curriculum are inseparable. Dun con-
sideration must be given to both of these components in any individu-
alized program.

By synthesizing the foregoing ideas we can define the term "indi-
vidualized instruction" as a learning situation in which each child pro-
gresses at his own rate through a curriculum which is interesting, and
meaningful to him. Notice that this definition says nothing about the
number of people the child interacts with. In fact this will change.
One day he may be working entirely by himself on a project that he
has devised or a problem that troubles himpreferbly a problem which
arose in his daily experience, on other days he may be working in a
small group on something that is of interest to the group, and at times
he may even be a member of a large group.

A number of other key ideas are contained in the definition which
I gave for individualized instruction. First, each child progresses at his
own rate. Some children quickly grasp a concept and they should be
allowed to go ahead to the next topics in the sequence or else to other
topics which will provide enrichment and broaden their field of knowl-
edge. Repharsing this point in more negative terms we could say that
the bright students should not be held back while the slower ones catch
up which is so often done today.

On the ether hand, slower students take longer to grasp a concept
and need a greater variety of concrete experiences to help them with
an understanding of the concept. Therefore, in an individualized pro-
gram we need to set different goals for different individuals. We may
not expect some students to get h?yend rote learning. They may be
able to perform at an exercise level tin y. That is, they are able to do a
number of exercises related to e concept while we would expert other
students to be able to go beyond this level and make applications and
generalizations from a concept. In other words, our goals or expecta-
tions need to be adjusted for individual differences. It a student achieves
to the best of his ability we need to give him credit and not compare
his performance with a student from whom we expect more. If out mathe-
matics program were individualized, each stud?nt would be working
toward his own goals at a rate which is in line with his learning style
and his ability to understand. This would certainly reduce student
failures.

A second key idea expressed in the definition of individualized
instruction is that the curriculum must be interesting and meaningful.
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I el not believe that a curriculum can be interesting to the student
wittiout it also being meaningful or that it can be meaningui without
also being interesting. One reason for children expressing a dislike for
mathematics may be that we are not making the concepts meaningful
to them. We expect children to operate at the abstract or symbolic
level long before they are capable of making the jump from the real
or physical world to the world of symbols.

How can the curriculum be designed to induce more meaning into
it. First, we can attempt to introduce concepts which have some rele-
vance or interest to the learner. Most of the problems in our text-
books are really not the kinds of problems a student meets in his daily
Axperience. What I am trying to say le that students' problems should
be one source for the concepts we teach. If a student or group of stu-
dents has encountered a problem of mathematical significance then we
should provide them with opportunities ti learn the concepts required
to solve the problem even if these concepts are not ccvered in the
textbook until a later grade. Of course, every problem that comes up
will not be relevant to every child. Therefore, in an individualized ap-
proach different students may be learning different concepts.

A second method of injecting more meaning into the curriculum is
to allow students to discover concepts for themselves. What is the best
way of fostering discovery? I believe that discovery comes through the
manipulation of concrete materials, at least in thi elememary school.
Most of what the child has learned by the time he enters school he
has learned through the active exploration of the real world around
him. But when he gets into school we seem to think that suddenly he
doesn't need this anymore and can now operate with symbols. Now
know that most teachers use aids of various kinds. That is good, but
how much of a chance do the students get to manipulate the materials?
The use of concrete visual aids furthers learning but if children can
manipulate the materials themselves then learning may be even further
facilitated. It this connection I believe that there is sonic truth in the
old proverb which is used by the Nuffield project to characterize their
approach:

"I hear and I forget,
I tea old I remember,
I do and I understand."

The definition which I gave for individualized instruction, namely
that it is an approach to learning which enables each child to progress
at his own rate through a curriculum which it interesting and mean-
ingful to him, may not be completely satisfactory to everyone here.
However, I would like to use it as a frame of reference for the re-
mainder of my discussion.

Should tce indiriduaiiie instruction?
The next question which arises is, 'Should we individualize instruc-

tion?" This, of course, gets us into the realm of values where there often
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is no right or wrong answer. However, I would like to present briefly
a little evidence which I think points to the necessity of adopting an
individualized approach to teaching.

The first piece of evidence which points to a need for the individu-
alization of instruction is the variability in achievement levels among
students. John Good lad' surveyed more than ten thousand parents and
teachers in 11 states, eliciting their knowledge of human variability. He
asked what proportion of fourth graders would score between 4.0 and
4.9 in each subject on a standardized achievement test administered in
the middle of the year. Five chokes were provided: less than 20';, 20
to 40!;, 40 to 60(,;, 60 to 80(j, and 80 to 100',;. While the first answer
is correct, respondent's answers formed also a normal curve.

Fitzgerald' at the University of Michigan checked Good lad's re-
sults. He found that not one student out of the 93 he tested was achieving
at his grade level in all four areas of achievement rneasued by the Cali-
fornia Achievement Test battery. Only 9',; were working at their own
grade level in 3 of the 4 subject areas, and more than one-third wete
not achieving at the grade level in any area. Fitzgerald tested a group
of students from grade four throt'gh grade eight and plotted their
growth. He observed a growth pattern which indicated that pupils
within a group continuously become more different the longer they
remain in school. The range in the grade four group was 21/2 years,
while in grade eight the range was 7 years.

Fitzgerald gives another illustration of variability in achievement.
He gave a grade eight class the Hundred Problem Arithmetic Test just
to see how they were performing in mathematics. The results were
bad; the range was from 1 to 62 correct on a 100-problem test. So he
decided to spend 3 weeks of intensive study in the fundamental con-
cepts related to fractions, decimals, and percents. After 3 weeks, he
gave them the same test again. He had given them much specific
practice in areas where they were weak. The range of scores on the
second test was from 14 to 84 correct. The range had been 61 on the
first test. After 3 weeks of intensive practice he was able to make the
range 70. So, while he was actually trying his best to make these grade
8 students more alike he was actually making them more different.
Again, one of the fundamental principles of child development is that
if you put pupils in a healthy school, then you should expect them to
become more different as a result of the experience. Such variability
strongly suggests that we need an individualized approach to learning.

There is evidence which suggests that individuals differ in their
cognitive tempo or speed. The impulsive-reflective continuum put for-
ward by Jerome Kagan' is a meaningful way of considering cognitive
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tempo. Impulsive students are those who are quick to answer ques-
tions, complete a project, etc., while reflective people respond and work
more slowly, at least in situations involving some uncertainty. As teachers
we are prone to consider the child wlio is quick to raise his hand or
quick to respond as bright whereas the child who hesitates before re-
sponding is considered to be dull. This may be true but Kagan's re-
search has shown that it may also be a false inference. The reflective
student is slower in giving a response than the impulsive student but
he is also brighte1 intellectually and usually achieves at a higher level
than the impulsive student. The reason for this is that the impulsive
students put down on paper the first thing that conies to their mind
and they often can't be bothered to check their results. Consequently
they make more errors than the reflective students, who, while they
may take longer, reflect upon the quality of their answers or statements,
evaluate them and consequently end up with a better quality answer.

While Kagan's research was conducted within the framework of
reading it seems that his results can be generalized to mathematics
At the University of Alberta a small study' was conducted to determine
the relationship between cognitive tempo as defined by Kagan and
arithmetic achievement. It %%as found that the reflective students had
higher I.Q.'s than the impulsive students and that the reflective sub-
jects were achieving in rnathematics at a level significantly higher than
the level of achievement of iinpulsive subjects. The variability in learn-
ing styles and cognitive tempo also points to a need for an individu-
alized approach to teaching.

A third factor which points to A need for individualization of in-
struction is the differences which exist in the attitudes of students to-
wards mathematics. Capps and Cox' report a study in 'which they found
that students tended to either like mathematics very much or else
greatly dislike the subject. This has been confirmed by some action
research which is presently being carried on by two teachers in one
Edmonton school. A survey was given at the beginning of September.
Students in grads three and four were asked to list their best liked
subject and their least -liked subject. In addition they were asked to
rank nine subjects in order of preference. In grade three 9.6`I chose
mathematics as their best liked subject compared to 43.6 percent who
chose it as their least-liked subject. At the grade four level the respec-
tive percentages were 28.6 and 23.2. Why does the difference between
grade three and four exist? This was puzzling especially in view of the
finding by Capin and Cox that attitudes towards mathemptics generally
deteriorate as the grade level increases. However, in the Edmonton
survey it was observed that many of the grade four students had had
a number of experiences with a mathematics laboratory and individual
activities the veal before. While correlations of the above type do not
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infer cause -Ind effect relations, there is a possibility that the better
atttiudes towards mathematics was a result of the individualization
which occurred in the laboratory activities. In fact the stated purpose of
this action research was to compare attitudes towards mathematics at
the beginning and the end of the school year when considerable use
was made of individual and small group laboratory work with concrete
materials and other activities such as mathematical games. The results
will be compared with changes in attitudes over the year in another
school where presumably the teaching is more textbook and paper and
pencil oriented. While this is not a rigorous study, the results when
reported at the end of the year, may be interesting and have some
implications for the individualization of instruction in mathematics.

Approaches to the Individualization of Instruction
If we agree that there is a need to individualize our instructional

program in mathematics, the next question to be answered is, can we
individualize instruction? This is not as trivial a question as it may
appear on the surface because the term "individualized instruction"
has been bandied about for many years and the fact that we are still
talking about it today implies that we have not yet achieved individu-
alization of instruction.

I am not going to answer the question, "Can we individualize in-
struction?" with a simple yes or no answer. 1 think that what we've
got to do is to take steps in the direction of individualization of instruc-
tion and then hope that our approaches will be modified and improved
so that they become better attempts at individualization of instruction.
I doubt that we will ever find a "one-best method."

There are a number of current approaches to individualization of
instruction which have some promise of at least partial success as they
become more and more refined. I would like to discuss just two of these
approaches this morning, present a little research on each and then
draw out some implications.

Computer-Assisted instruction (CAI)
In its simplest form, CM is a computer - connected typewriter. Under

this arrangement all the interaction between student and computer
is by tyepwritten material. The student inputs his answers by depressing
the appropriate keys and the computer responds by typing relevant
messages and information. This form of CAI is best suited for providing
drill materials to students. Mathematics presents many opportunities
for presenting material of this type. Several good programs are now
available. Drill materials can be logically sernienced with branches to
accommodate individual differences. Material can be presented on the
basis of a student's past performance and the student may set his own
level of difficulty.

A more sophisticated form of CAI makes use of a number of presen-
tation modes including printed, audio, and vis-ual and a number of re-
sponse modes including typing, audio, and light pen selection. This form
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of CAI makes use of more equipment than the first form. In addition to
the typewriter terminal, the student has a cathode ray tube on which
instructions can be printed and graphics displayed, an image projector
for displaying pictures, a light pen for inputting answers, a microphone-
to-tape recorder device for audio response, and earphones for audio
stimulii. This form of CAI is also suitable for providing drill-type
materials but, in addition, new concepts and, in fact, whcle courses can
be presented because of the visual and audio features. Instantaneous
feedback, unlimited analysis of student performance, a wide variety of
branches to accommodate individual differences in learning speed and
strategy, and s variety of reinforcing and diagnostic techniques can be
built into the program to make it interesting and meaningful to the
student and helpful to the teacher in assessing student performance.

The computer can be used in different ways.r. The most common use
is the author-controlled mode. In this mode the programmer or teacher
structures the program or learning experiences the students will have.
Students simply call for the program and supply answers to questions
as they are requested. The three levels of student-computer interaction
which Suppes calls individualized drill and practice systems, tutorial
systems, and dialogue systems are examples of the author-controlled
mode.' Another use of the computer is in gaming or simulat'on. This
mode has promise but has been used very little for instructional pur-
poses in education. A third way of using the computer is as a learn-
ing tool. In this method students construct algorithms to solve their
problems, check their algorithms on the computer and revise them if
they didn't work. This procedure allows for the development of real
understanding of concepts involved in problem solving.

How can the computer assist in the individualization of instruction?
I think there ate two major ways. The first is the tremendous branch-
ing ability which can be utilized in designing a learning experience. An
introduction to a concept can be presented in which each learner's back-
ground knowledge of the concept is AFssessed. On the basis of this
assessment, each student can be branched to a level which is suitable
to his ability. Within any level a student need not go through an
entire lesson. If he catches on quickly he can be branched ahead to
more advanced material and if the learner does not seem to understand
the material at the level he was assigned then he can be branched to
some more remedial type activity. The only limit to the amount of
branching is imposed by the ambition and ingenuity of the programmer
and by the memory capacity of the computer. Because of this capa-
bility to adapt the material to the needs of the student it is quite pos-
sible that 30 or more students could be working on the same set of
lessons but each one working at a different place and at different levels
of difficulty, yet each student has the feeling that he has complete
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coati, if his learning experience. This certainly meets the fiat cri-
tei rn t individualized program which was that each student should
be 'e to progress at his own rate.

A cond way in which the use of the computer can help to indi-
vie! i! ..tistruction is that it can free the teacher from many lower
Ivvel 'sl - so that she can impend more time working with individuals

st groups and also developing new approaches to concepts which
will ' ..arringful to a group of students. I do not believe that the
comp,It, ll replace the teacher but I do believe that the computer
can cl, ,011,e things just as well as the teacher can. One of these is
provi HQ, drill and practice. By taking over these kinds of activities the
tcachi -hould have more time to do some of the more professional
actiiti ssociated with individualized instruction. Some teachers may
argue at °ley must provide the drill bemuse they need to know how
the students are performing. Here, too, the computer is a great aid
because it , an be programmed to keep as much or as little information
on eo(e, child as the teacher wants and will gise it to the teacher in
the form she wants.

So rcearch has been done on various features of CAI. However,
the app ch is new and is still only in the experimental stage. Conse-
qu nil lost of the work has been exploratory, and highly tentative.

ms to me that enough experimentation has bean done on
the naiveness of the computer when it is used in the drill and
pract. node to indicate that the computer can be used effectively
in r erg drill And practice.* If students who use the computer
do not 'litve at a higher level than pupils who are instructed by the
tea het lois is not grounds for ref ding the use of the computer. If
tl 1, a ,r can be given more time to work at truly professional tasks,
such a individual students, this is a worthwhile achievement
in itself.

The Computer-Assisted Mathematics Program (CAMP) at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota' was designed to test the following hypotheses:

1. The computer is an effective laboratory tool in solving mathe-
matics problems.

2. The computer is an effective instructional aid for demonstrating
and reinforcing mathematical concepts.

3. The computer is an effective tool for testing algorithms devised
by students; programming the computer furthers the development of
problem-solving ability.

4. The use of n computer is a means of building computational skills.
According to the project directors the results indicated that the

computer was an invaluable device not only for calculating but also
for demonstrating and reinforcing mathematical concepts. In particular,
there were many limes when, since the drudgery of computation was
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removed, a mathematical concept became much more apparent, and
the students could concentrate on the process or procedure, which was
often the real goal of the lesson. This feature is of great significance in
working with low achievers, who often find concepts or procedures
hard to understand because the necessary computation is too tedious or
difficult. All students must be given more opportunity to solve problems
and make decisions in mathematics and other subjects. Providing
students with computer facilities and appropriate instruction may enable
us to do a more effective teaching job.

In addition they felt that using the computer helped reinforce con-
cepts. The most significant use of the computer was, according to the
CAMP directors, in the area of problem solving where students designed
an algorithm for solving a problem and then tested it on the computer.
This frequently led to a better understanding of the algorithm and
the concept. Since this project was conducted at the secondary level
I will say no more about it.

Actually the role of CAI in individualizing instruction is in need of
considerable research. If we are interested in individualizing our
mathematics program we need to know what kinds of students will
benefit most from exposure to CAI. We also need to know what aspects
of the curriculum if any are most suitable for presentation on a CAI
system. We also need more information on the instructional strategies
which can be used in CAI. How can the discovery method be used in
CAI? Then of course we need a synthesis of these ideas. That is, we
need to know what types of students will benefit most from what
instructional strategy when used with CAI.

Since the ability of the computer to branch is the key to using CAI
for the individualization of instruction we need to know much more
about different branching techniques and especially the criteria upon
which branching decisions are made. If all the above problems can be
overcome and the questions answered, then I am confident that the
computer will be a tremendous help in the individualization of in-
strueiron.

Mathematics Laboratories
A second approach to individualizing instruction in elementary school

mathematics is the use of the laboratory method or the activity approach
as it is sometimes referred to. In this approach the students are given
the opportunity to discover concepts and solve problems by their own
ingenuity. That is, students have a problem which has been constructed
by the teacher with the interests and needs of the pupil.; in mind or else
the problem is one which the students have encountered in their daily
experience. The latter is the preferable situation because the problem
should be more relevant and interesting to the students if it is their
problem.

There are two essential features of a mathematics laboratory. First,
the students work individually or else in small groups on their prob-
lem or concept and secondly, there is a strong emphasis on the use of
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concrete materials or manipulative aids. The basic philosophy is learn-
ing by doing. Students are active. For example, :f a group of students
is working on linear measurement then it is highly probable that they
will be out of their seats measuring the length of the blackboard, win-
dows, etc. It may be that some students are measuring the length of
the hallway. It is even possible that some pupils will be outside measur-
ing the dimension of the playground.

Another emphasis in the activity approach is learning by discovery.
Generally discovery takes two forms. Sometimes nupils will be expected
to discover concepts or relations between concepts without any assis-
tance from the teacher. In this approach the teacher simply poses a
problem and the students must analyze the problem, consider different
methods of attack, try various methods until they are able to solve the
problem. The teacher doesn't completely withdraw in this situation but
gives advice and encouragement where it is needed.

A more common approach to learning in an activity setting could be
termed "guided discovery". In the guided discovery approach the stu-
dents are given a series of questions or activities to carry out. The
answer to each question or the result of each activity is one step in
a logical sequence which should lead the child to a discovery of the
concept or relationship you want him to learn.

Not everyone in the class need 1.:c working on the same problem or
concept at the same time although it is possible that at some time all
the students may have a common problem. It is also possible that every
child will not cover the same topics as every other child because the
topics a child covers are ones he needs or wants to investigate on his
own.

The assmption underlying this approach is that if students are able
discover concepts for themselves they will learn them better, retain

...ern longer, and perhaps be able to use the concepts to discover other
concepts. It all comes down to the matter of meaningfulness. When
children discover concepts for themselves then the concepts should be
more meaningful to them.

Another feature of the laboratory approach to mathematics learn-
ing is that learning becomes interesting. When pupils are able to manip-
ulate objects, go outside to meaure the playground, etc., they become
interested in what they are doing which is something we can't say for
the "sit-in-your-desk-ard-do-these-problems" approach.

I think you can see from what I've said about the activity approach
that it fits the definition of an individualized program well.

Many claixns have been made by advocates of the activity approach
as to the Effectiveness and benefits of this approach. Some of these
claims have not been investigated empirically. I would like to report
on two studies of mathematics laboratories, both of which were con-
ducted with grade seven and eight students.

Fitzgerald and others"' conducted a study over several years in
to Fitzgerald, op. cit.
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which grade seven and eight pupils were allowed varying deg., s of
self- selection of mathematical materials. In one year students were
allowed to select materials full-time. On the first day, students were
told that they would determine their mathematics program during the
year. Each day when they entered the classroom, students selected
the materials they wanted to work with and when they completed a
task they presented it to the teacher for marking.

Some of the conclusions of the experiement were:
1. Bright students did not learn as much in the self-sele lion as they

did in the conventional class.
2. Slow students learned as much in the self-selection class as they

did in the conventional class.
3. The 7th grade students and the slow girls developed better atti-

tudes toward mathematics in the self-selection class than they did in
the conventional class.

4. Slow students were more likely to be observed as industrious
than were the fast students.

Another study by Vance" was designed to investigate various aspects
of learning in an instructional setting in which students worked in
small groups using physical materials and written instructions. The
problem was to determine what benefits accrued to seventh and eighth
grade students as a result of using 25'r: the time allowed for instruc-
tion in mathematics to participate in a program of lab activities. In this
context, answers to the following questions were sought: To what extent
are students able to learn a new mathematical concept through per-
forming a lab activity? Can students transfer or apply knowledge and
experience gained in the lab to related but new situations? How is
achievement in the regular program affected by reducing the class
time devoted to it in order that students may work in the lab? How
does laboratory experience affect student understanding of and attitude
toward mathematics as a discipline of study? What is the reaction of
students and teachers to lab learning? To what extent can objectives of
the lab method be achieved in a regular classroom ietting which the
teacher demonstrates with concrete materials?

Three experimental groups were randomly selected from 14 classes
of grade 7 and 8 students in one junior high school in Edmonton. The
mathematics laboratory group were given the lab progrun in which ten
activitity lessons were held on a once-a-week basis in place of the regu-
lar math class. Thus the lab program was an adjunct to the regular
program.

In order to assess the unique effects of the lab experience on stu-
dent behavior, a second experimental setting was established in which
the ten lab activities were adapted as special "discovery" lessons and pre-
sented to classes of students by their teachers who used the concrete

1s James Hinman Vance. The Effects of a Mathematics Laboratory Program in Grades
7 and 8An Experimentat Study, (unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of
Alberta. 1969).
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materials as instructional aids. The group was called , Class Discovery
Group.

Students in control classes were not exposed to the experimental
lessons, but continued to study the regular course for the full time
allotted for instruction in mathematics.

In the lab setting students worked in groups of two. Partners were
chosen on the following criteria: same sex, able to work at about the
same speed, and they should be able to get aljng without being too
"friendly". Each lesson was 50 minutes long. Near the end of the
period each student completed a review sheet which covered the ideas
contained in that days lesson.

The class discovery group had the same lesson in terms of the ideas
covered but the teacher demonstrated the concepts. In terms of Bruner's
theory the objects used in this way served to permit the learners to
form mental images, hence the concepts were presented in what could be
considered a type of iconic mode. In the lab the learners' initial contact
with each new idea was at the enactive level.

Some of the major findings in Vance's study were the following:
1. There were no significant differences among the three groups at

either grade level in achievement in the regular mathematics program.
In other words, the time lost by the lab and class discovery groups
did not interfere with their learning of the regular material.

2. On many of the achievement tests used by Vance the class dis-
covery group scored significantly higher than the mathematics lab
group. This was true at the grade 7 level. At the grade 8 level the dif-
ferences tended to be nonsignificant. Also on a higher level thinking
test the class discovery group were significantly higher than the lab
group at grade 7 but at grade 8 there were no significant differences.
On a test of creativity there were no significant differences between the
lab students and the class discovery students.

3. No significant differencs were found among adjusted group mean
attitude scores ootained by the lab, class discovery, or control groups,
although the attitude scores of the control group declined while the
scores of the students in the other two groups were stable over the
three month period of the study.

Vance also divided each of the experimental groups into three achieve-
ment levels on the basis of a pretest. Where there were differences be-
tween the mathematics lab subjects and the class discovery subjects
it was usually at the low and average achievement levels. There tended
to be no significant differences between the two groups at the high
achievement level. This result is similar to what was observed by Fitz-
gerald.

Much research is also needed on the role of mathematics labora-
tories in the individualization of instil tion. The effectiveness of the
lab approach over a longer period of time is needed. Ten periods may
not allow enough time for students to become familiar enough with
their greatly changed role to benefit from it. The finding thzt high I.Q.
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and achievement level subjects tended not to benefit from a lab ap-
proach suggests that we need considerable research to find out what
kinds of students learn best in a mathematics laboratory setting and
what kinds of children may benefit more from a class or group dis-
covery approach which is guided by the teacher.

Certainly we need research on mathematics laboratories at the
elementary school level. Very little research has been done at this level
although it is at the elementary level where children may benfit most
because they probably need the manipulation of the actual materials
to a greater extent than students at the junior high level.

Some implications of an Individualized Program
At this point I would like to mention just briefly a few implications

of the approaches to individualization which I have discussed. I would
like to mention a few implications relevant to the elementary classroom
and also some which are relevant to the university classroom.
The Elementary Classroom

I think that one implication of the possible future use of CAI in
the elementary school is that teachers will be much more involved in
curriculum building. It will not be enough for a teacher to tell a com-
puter programmer that he wants a unit on the addition of fractions.
Rather the teacher will need to spell out in great detail the sequencing
of ideas, criteria for branching, the kinds of activities that will go on
at each of several levels, and so on. Consequently, teachers will be
more actively involved in building curriculum which is suitable for
their students.

Another implication for the elementary classroom is that the adop-
tion of a CAI system should tend to place more emphasis on instruc-
tional strategies. Different approaches to developing a concept can
easily be tried. What I am saying is that there may be less chance for
a child to be exposed to only one method of instruction because of a
teacher who is in a rut.

A number of implications arise out of the use of the laboratory as
an instructional strategy. It will force the teacher to think more about
the needs and interests of each individual student than when the entire
class is being instructed as a whole.

The use of mathematics labs should also force the teacher to be
more of a curriculum builder than when she ties herself to a textbook.
Designing of mathematics laboratory activities requires one to be famil-
iar with the mathematical concepts and how they can be logically de-
veloped.

Another implication of mathematics labs arises from the fact that
the total learning situation is different than in the conventional setting.
Students are out of their seats moving around, discussing ideas, and
generally making more noise than ni the conventional setting. This
will require some adjustments on the part of teachers and supervisory
personnel who presently feel that no learning can take place unless
children are all quietly working in their seats.
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The University Classroom
There are also some implications arising out of the future use of

CAI for preservice and inservice training of teachers. Prospective
teachers need to be made aware of the potential of CAI and also the
problems and limitations so that if and when they encounter it in their
school system they will not just stand back in awe but rather will be
able to use it in the wisest possible way. The same reasons could be
given for acquainting practicing teachers with the features and capabil-
ities of CAL

With respect to mathematics labs, it is even more important that
we pass on to the prospective teachers in our classrooms and to the
teachers under our supervision, the philosophy of the activity approach
because it is an approach which teachers can use right now as one
further step towards the individualization of instruction.

Prospective teachers need opportunities to create an activity setting
and also to observe the approach in action. Those of us at the university
and in supervisory positions with school boards need to take the initi-
ative in providing work shops and other experiences for practicing
teachers for the purpose of demonstrating how activities can be mean-
ingful for students and how they can be used as a method of individu-
alizing instruction in mathematics.
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CLASSROOM TASKS AND
CHILDREN'S LANGUAGE

Patricia A. McFetridge, Peter Evanechko, 0. J. Hamaluk,
and Lloyd Brown*

Introduction
It is a privilege for me to join with three of the doctoral candidates

in our Department in describing to you an investigation of classroom
tasks and children's language. The focus of our presentation is the
influence of task upon the child's language. The research to be reported
was a study of the language, oral and written, as it is used for differ-
ent learning tasks by students in grades two, four and six. A variety of
measures of the children's language performance was employed for the
purpose of inferring their linguistic competence. Let me take a few
minutes to remind you of related factors from four recent language
studies which set the stage for the report of a study we conducted.

In the early 1960's there were interesting developments in the study
of young children's language competence. Brown and Bellugi' in a
fascinating case study of Adam and Eve, between the ages of 18 and
36 months, drew some interesting conclusions. They found, by exam-
ining the language produced, that these children were attending to syn-
tax; that they were classifying words for distributional reasons and that
some obligatory rules were being observed. For example, articles and
demonstratives were being separated from the global modifier class.

The Brown and Bellugi study is important both for its identification
of these stages in the progression towards linguistic competence, and
for the authors' hypotheses about how children acquire syntax. Brown
and Bellugi suggest three factors important in the acquisition of syntax:

1. Imitation with reduction is one factor. This is the child's syste-
matic abbreviation of adult speech which preserves word order and the
higher-information words.

2. The second is imitation with expansion or the adult repetition of
the child's speech which restores function words to the utterance and
expands the utterance to provide the context through, for example,
tense. Thus, the adult-child conversation becomes a cycle of reductions
and expansions.

A report of a study carried out under the guidance of Dr. McFetridge as a doctoral
Proiect in language education al the University of Alberta.

I Roger Brawn. and Ursula Bellugi. "Three Processes in the Child's Acquisition of
Syntax." Harvard Educational Review, XXXIV (No. 2, 19641
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3. The third factor is very significant to me. Brown and Bellugi
conclude, from the presence in the children's speech of utterances not
likely to be imitations, that the "child processes the speech to which
he is exposed so as to induce from it a latent structure."2 The child
who says, "I digged a hole," is probably not imitating. He is likely over-
generalizing what he knows of the regular past inflection. Our question
then becomes is this also true of language acquisition in older children?

Another influential study also done early in this decade is 1VIenyuk's'
investigation of syntactic structures in the language of children.
Menyuk, using transformational grammar, wrote a grammar of the lan-
guage of young children based on extensive sampling of their speech.
One of her most interesting findings was that the forms unique to
children's grammar can be identified as omissions of restrictions that
are obligatory once an optional structure has been selected. Thus, the
children she studied tended to move from a beginning awareness of a
syntactic form, through a stage in which errors resulted in the appli-
cation of a rule, to the mastery of the particular form. She gives this
as an example:

When the child begins to use the irregular form of verbs, for example,
past experience tells him that the addition of the "ed" is the rule for trans-
forming present to past. If he is trying out a new verb in past form, he may
use the regular past form and produce the verb "standed." He may then use
the irregular past form plus the regular past to insure its "corrections." For
example, he says "stooded." After repeated trials, he may then acquire the
concept that past forms of some verbs do not require the regular inflectional
ending, and he finally can produce "stood."'

Are these characteristic cycles found in the language of the elementary
school child?

Two studies of the oral and written language of elementary school
children also provide background for the investigation to be reported
here. Walter Loban' studied the same children from kindergarten
through grade twelve to investigate the development of language com-
petence. He reported the elementary school phase of the study in 1963.
Some of the most influential findings of his study were:

1. that the length of communication units increases over the years;
2. that children rated as skillful in language reduce both their in-

cidence of mazes and the humber of words per maze;
3. that not pattern but what is done to achieve flexibility within the

pattern proves to be a measure of effectiveness and control of language
at this level of language development.

The findings reported here were based only on oral language. (Loban
did only a superficial analysis of written language). The oral language
protocols collected for study resulted from stimuli presented in a con-
versational situation. No other stimulus situations were considered.

2 Ibid, P. 144.
s Pav1a Menyuk, Syntactic Structures In the Language of Children," Child DeveloP

ment, XXXIV (1963). P. 407.422,
Ibid., D. 419.

s Walter IX Loban, The Language of Elementary School Children, (Champatgn. Illinois:
National Connell Teachers of English, 1963).
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Hunt° reported a study of the writing of fourth, eighth and twelfth
graders. The language sample collected here was not as homogeneous
as that Loban used. Hunt allowed the samples of writing for any indi-
vidual to range over many topics and situations. He collected the first
1,000 words to be written by each subject in regular classroom periods.

He devised a method of analyzing what he called Minimal Termin-
able Units (T-units) which correspond to the C-unit identified by
Loban. Hunt found that T-unit length is tied closely to maturity and
that the major growth in T-unit length occurs in the nominal structures.
Another identification of maturity is the lessening of redundancy within
the T-units.

These findings and those of other studies influenced our thinking.
My own interest in the topic of our investigation grew over the past
four years as I examined the differences in the creative and practical
writing of the same individual and as I examined the ways in which
children of different ages expressed their ideas in oral and written
forms. Thus, I suggested as the major project for our doctoral course
last year a study of the interactions of oral and written language with
different language tasks. We wanted to compare both modes for the same
children and standardize the stimulus situations in which language
was collected.

Dr. Glaser's comments on the importance of investigating task and
learner interactions seemed significant to us. Also, his emphasis on the
need to define the dimensions of both task and learner would suggest
that we are working toward the right goals. Dr. Bolvin's comments on
the need to measure the input of learners in order to individualize in-
struction relates to the necessity of devising better measures of lan-
guage performance. In addition, the practical elements of yesterday's
major presentations will lead us to consider how and how much to indi-
vidualize instruction. For example, the Brown and Bellugi study points
up the importance of children taking in much datalanguagein order
to internalize grammatical structures. The study suggests too, that much
of this data, the expansion of child language, must be somewhat more
mature than the child's own speech if he is to grow in his use of syntax.
Interaction with peers and with adults seems essential to language ac-
quisition. How much, then, do we individualizeor perhaps how do we
individualize is the more pertinent question?

Problem
This study was concerned with several questions regarding the de-

velopment of language competence in children. These formed the basis
for the collection and analysis of the data.

1. Is there a significant interaction among the independent variables
of grade level, language task, and language measures?

2. What are the effects of grade upon children's oral and written
language at the elementary school level?

6 Kellogg W. Hunt. Grammatical Structures Written at Three Grade Levels, (Cham-
paign, Illinois: National Council Teachers of English, 1965).
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3. What are the effects of language tasks upon children's oral and
written language?

4. Are there identifiable differences between children's written and
oral language at the elementary school level?

Design
This study was based on a subjects by treatment design. The sub-

jects were a cross-section of the students in grades two, four and six
selected to represent the three major levels of language competence,
low, average, and high. Treatment was the expression of ideas within
different communication task settings: informal, formal, and creative.
Researchers have often claimed that language tasks affect the nature
and quality of expression. Loban' believes that in different situations
". . . the findings on vocabulary, usage, and style might differ consid-
erably: certainly the structure of Language would vary." In this study,
then, the factor of the stimulus context was controlled.

Measures of performance were largely the same as those used in
the Loban and Hunt studies quoted by McFetridge in her background
and related research for this study. Some modifications of the Type Token
Ratio (TTR) technique have been made. These were somewhat arbi-
trarily divided into four classes of measures: Fluency, Complexity,
Grammar, and Semantics. The items within each of these classes serve
to define them.

The Measures
Fluency

1. Communication unitA group of words which cannot be further
divided without loss of essential meaning, e.g. I know a boy with red hair.

2. Average number of words per C unit.
3. Type-token ratioThe proportion of new words in fifty running

words of discourse taking the first and last twenty-five.
4. MazesIn oral expression, a series of words or initial parts of

words which do not add up to meaningful communication, i.e. a false
start, e.g. /In the morning/. . . Yesterday morning I went to school
early.

5. Pausein oral expression a break in the flow of ideas often
filled with a meaningless sound such as "uh".

6. Average number of words in a maze.

Complexity
1. MovablesWords, phrases, or clauses that may take more than

one position in a sentence without changing its essential meaning. e.g.
Yesterday he attended all sessions/Yesterday '

2. Subordination index ---A value assigned to the individual's attempt
to show complexity through subordination of elements within a sen-
tence. Three orders of subordination are considered:

t Walter D. Loban. The Language of Elementary School Children, (Champaign. Illinois:
Natk.nal Council Teachers of English, 19631. p. 53.
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(a) one point for first order subordination e.g. I went downtown
because I wanted to buy a gift.

(b) two points for second order subordination e.g. I went downtown
because I wanted to buy a gift, which was appropriate for Torn.

(c) three points for third order subordination e.g. I went downtown
because I wanted to buy a gift, which was appropriate for Tom,
who is an acquaintance.

3. Number of subordinations.
4. Number of sentence patterns--The number, out of a possible

seven, of different patterns used by the child.

Grammar
1. Grammatical errorsCommon grammatical errors eg. tense.
2. Sentence patterns
(a) Pattern 1Noun, linking verb, adjectiveHe is sick.
(b) Pattern 2Noun, linking verb, adverbBill is here.
(c) Pattern 3Noun, linking verb, nounHe is a man.
(d) Pattern 4Noun, verb intransitiveBirds fly.
(e) Pattern 5Noun, verb, transitive nounBoys eat apples.
(f) Pattern 6Noun, verb, noun, nounHe gave Bill the ball.
(g) Pattern 7Noun, verb, noun, nounWe elected Jack president.

Semantics
1. FactsStatements reporting facts.
2. InterpretationThe child's own conception of the idea.
3. Persona associationThe child's associating a personal experi-

ence with some experience or event external to the situation being
communicated.

4. TentativenessThe child's expression of concepts indicating a
willingness to withhold judgment.

5. Generalizations The abstracting of a common characteristic from
two or more instances of an event or experience.

6. IrrelevancesStatements having no logical relationship to the
information being expressed.

7. QuestionInterrogative statement or intonation pattern.
8. FigurativeStatements using figures of speech such as a simile,

personification, metaphor.
9. NominalsA word or group of words that pattern as a noun in

a sentence.
10. VerbalsA word or group of words that pattern as a verb in

a sentence.
11. AdjectivalsA word or group of words that pattern as adjec-

tives in a sentence.
12. AdverbalsA word or group of words that pattern as adverbs

in a sentence
13. ConnectivesFunction words which link or join sentences or

elements of a sentence.
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In all measures a weighting factor was applied to reduce all values
to proportions. This procedure tended to militate against longer passages
and became one of the limitations of the study. Nevertheless, it was
felt necessary to establish some common basis for measurement.

Data Analysis
Data were analyzed using available programs in the Department of

Educational Research Services of the Faculty of Education, the Uni-
versity of Alberta. Statistical techniques, appropriate to the design,
and not used in other similar studies, were employed to determine the
significance of findings and provide a means of better determining rela
tionships among variables. Since the study was concerned with deter-
mining the degree of variation in behavior between and within groups,
the analysis of variance technique was the basic analytic tool. This
method determines whether observed difference in variances between
groups is due to treatment effects or occurs by random fluctuation, i.e.,
chance. Correlations between measures in the two modes were also
computed to determine the nature of the relationship between oral and
written language.

The Sample
One school in the town of Leduc, Alberta, whose students were

believed to be representative of the school population of the district,
was selected. The grades two, four, and six teachers in this school
chose six pupils from each grade on the basis of performance in oral
and written language. Two pupils representing each of the performance
levels, high, average, and low, were thus identified for each grade. The
total sample, therefore, consisted of eighteen students. This small sample
becomes one of the limitations of the study, i.e., regarding generaliz-
ability.

Procedure
To obtain samples which were typical of the language used in the

classroom, all data collected by the classroom teachers, under the direc-
tion of the researchers, were produced in three common language situ-
tions ordinarily found in elementary classrooms. They were categorized
as informal, formal, and creative.

In the informal task the teachers introduced the topic "Hallowe'en"
to the class. (The topic was appropriate in respect to the time of data
collection). Following a discussion, children expressed their own expe-
riences orally to the class. Each individual was recorded. For the
written sample comparable to the oral language sample, the children
wrote a letter to a friend telling them about the same situation they
had discussed orally. The writing activity took place at least one day
after the oral presentation to minimize the influence of one mode of
expression upon the other. To maintain a normal classroom atmos-
phere thereby preventing contamination of the language sample, teachers
were requested, in this and the other two language tasks, to make the
activities a part of the normal Language Arts program.
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The formal task was considered to be one in which factual informa-
tion is transmitted. To provide a sample of this kind of expression,
teachers assigned reports in social studies to all students. Pupils were
given guidance in the form the report should take and were allowed
adequate time for its completion. To provide a sample of formal oral
language, teachers recorded pupil presentations of the same report
previously prepared in Written form. The oral presentation followed the
written report by at least two dais.

To provide creative language expression the teachers presented the
film "Rainshower" a two part color film without narration. The first
part served as a stimulus for the oral presentation. After a discussion
of the film the children were encouraged to express-their own ideas
about the scenes depicted in the movie, weaving their impressions into
an original and personal description. For the written language sample,
the second part of the film, shown a day or more later, was used as
motivation for a personal interpretation of the events depicted.

The samples were collected over a period of two weeks in the first
term of the 1968 school year.

The researchers marked the language sample according to predeter-
mined criteria. Informal checks on the reliability of the marking by the
three markers indicated an adequate degree of agreement.

Results
The tables indicate the amount and extent of interaction among the

independent variables in the language production of elementary school
children.

FIGCRE 1Three-Way Analysts of Variance.: Grade-laskMeasure for Oral and
for Written Language
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FIGURE 2--Subjects Language Performance: Two-Way Analysis of Variance
Differences Within Grades Between Tasks Over Measures
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FIGURE 3Correlations: Written-Oral Language Performance in all Tasks and
Measures Over Grades
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From Figure 1, we see that significant interactions occur among
glade, language task, and language measures in both oral and written
modalities of language production.

The two-way analysis of variance reported in Figure 2, indicates
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some significant interactions occur between tasks and measures within
grades. Different patterns of interaction are noted for oral and written
language.

A computation of correlations between all measures in %.titten and
oral language was also carried out. A level of .01 was used tt, determine
the significance of all correlations. As seen in Figure 3, not all measures
correlated, while nuny positive and negative correlations also appear
in patterns so complex as to require an analysis beyond the scope of
this study. These complex patterns of correlation are probably due, in
part, to the powerful interaction effects noted.

The one-way, analyses of variance indicate the differences between
grades within each task, and within each measure for oral and written
language.

The written and oral language in each task will be considered for
each of the four categories of measures; fluency, complexity, grammar
and semantics. Some conclusions and implications of the findings for
each category of measurement will then be presented.

FindingsFluency Measures
Figure 4 presents the findin,13 in relation to fluency measures. The

arrows point in the direction of the highest mean.
The varying pattern of significance differences between the grades

in the three tvritten tasks indicates a fairly distinctive task variable.
In the informal task there is growth in fluency from grade two to

grade six. but few differences between the grades studied.

4101:RE 4One-Way Analyses of Variance Differences Between Grades Over Tasks
Within Measures of Fluency
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In the formal task, the number of communication units, and the num-
ber of new words used as indicated by the rni, increases between
grades two and foul, and four and six, and increases across the grades,
from two to six. 'There are no significant differences between the grades
in development of the C unit in terms of average number of words per
C unit.

In the creotire task there is overall development of fluency with
most of it occuring between grades two and four.

In oral language we find no significant differences in the informal
task.

In the formal task there is growth in fluency across the grades, with
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significant increase in vocabulary (i.e. TTR) between the grades. The
length of the oral presentation as represented by the number of C units
tends to increase most in the upper elementary grades. There is ari in-
crease in mazes up to grade four, then a marked decrease. Older children
tend to use fewer pauses.

DiscussionFluency Measures
In written informal and creative tasks we observe a readiness to

develop the C unit in terms of the average number of words per C
unit, but this does not occur in the formal task. Perhaps the nature of
the ideas expressed does not permit much variation in the method used
to express them, or children attend to the ideas more than to the method
of expression.

In the oral expression we find almost the reverse. There appears
to be more attention paid to the expression of ideas in the formal task.
The less formal tasks du not reflect the growing fluency found in the
formal task. Perhaps we are not allowing enough lime for thought and
planning of ideas, and means of expression prior to the presentation.

FindingsComplexity
Figure 5 indicates that in written language, the most differences

occur between grades in the informal task. The children increase the
complexity of the C unit by using more subordination, and embed sub-
ordinate elements within other subordinate elements as indicated by
the subordination index.

FIGURE SOne-Way Analyses of Variance Differences Between Grades Over Tasks
Within Measures of Complexity
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In the format task. older children use more subordination. but not
in as much depth, indicated by the lack of significant differences in
the subordination index. as in the informal task. There were no differ-
ences in either task in the number of movables and different patterns
used.

In the creative task there were no significant differences.
In oral language, we find significant differences on all measures in

the formal task. Complexity, reflecting increasing linguis':e competence.
increased between and across the elementary grades studied. Although
the younger children appear to be using more movables., it is doubtful
that they are aware that this structure can be moved within the sentence
without changing its essential meaning. They used movables in a stereo-
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typed manner. Moveables may be a valid measure only after the child
is aware of its characteristics.

The oral inform/ and creative tasks do not reflect this growing
linguistic competence. Although significant differences occur in the
number of sentence patterns used. this is probably an artifact of the
limited number of patterns available in relation to the total length
of the oral presentation.

DiscussionCon/plc:cif:,
Again we need to strive for an appropriate balance between ideas

expressed and means of expressing them in all written and oral tasks of
the children.

Another factor may account for the differences, or lack of differ-
ences noted. Werner and Kaplan' report several studies where the
audience to whom the communication is directed produced significantly
different levels of complexity in the language used.

Do we, in the classrooms, seriously allow for the audience variable.
or is everything the student writes and speaks directed at the teacher.

Findings Grammar
This section should perhaps have been treated as part of the com-

plexity measure. but since it has been statistically treated as a separate
measure, it will be reported accordingly. (See Figure 6).

6- One-.Way Analyscl. of Variance Differences Mixt-en Grade Over Tasks
Within Measures of Grammar
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In the written formal task. the decreasing number of "grammatical
errors" reflects the chiklren's growing awareness of the rest, actions in
the use of structures of language. The lack of significant differences in
"mechanical errors" would also indicat2 that they are paying more
attention to the "correctness of usage". The use of pattern four (noun.
verb intransitive) suggests the importance of action to elementary school
children.

The decrease in mechanical type of errors in the informal and creative
Mira Werner. and Bernard K,t4an. Sp.-Are Fro-mein*. :Stir Yew*: Wiley and
scow 11431.
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tasks further corroborates the children's attention being directed to
correctness of usage.

The decreasing use of pattern three sentences (noun, linking verb,
noun) in the informal task indicates a decrease in classificatory state-
ments, but there is no indication as to what type of statements replace
these.

In oral language, grammatical and usage errors decrease as could
be expected.There is no indication as to why the sudden increase of
errors in the informal task between grades four and six. This may be
related to new forms being acquired and all the restrictions of their
use have not been learned yet.

In their oral formal task, use of pattern four (noun, verb intransitive)
indicated that younger children tend to be more action oriented than
older children. They also put more emphasis or. ordering dements in
space as shown by use of pattern two sentences (noun, linking verb,
adverb).

Discussion Ora mina r
It would appear that we place an inordinate emphasis on usage,

but may not be directing enough attention to the various aspects of
the stimulus, and developing the language appropriate for expressing
them. We should re-examine the teaching of usage relative to other
aspects of language within the elementary grades.

FindingsSementica
A note of caution in regard to facts and generalizations may be ap-

propriate at this time. The form of the C unit may appear to be a gen-
eralization, but the user may be treating it as a fact learned from some
source. Our decision was based on the structural form of the C unit.
(See Figure II)

In the written informal and creative tasks we find a decrease in
the reporting of facts, but do not know what kind of statements replace
them. Since these are more personalized experiences being reported
it is surprising that use of interpretation and personal associations, as
well as other types of statements do net appear to be significantly dif-
ferent between grades.

In the wri,ten formal task, there is an increase in interpretation up
to grade four, and a concomitant decrease in generalizations. The true sig-
nificance of these findings is not known since this could be accounted
for by the specific formal task in each grade. flowerer, they do indi-
cate that students are capable of making such statements, but fail to
do s.c in the informal and creative tasks.

In the oral informal task we find that younger children tend to
make more factual type statements. We do not know what type of
statements older children make in place of the factual ones.

In the creative task, as children mature, they tend to replace factual
statements with interpretations. When they report more facts they
also interpret them.
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FIGURE 7One-Way Analyses of Variance Differences Between Grades Over Tasks
Within Measures of Semantics
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In the oral formal task we find no significant differences on any of
the semantic statements. However, when we look at the TTR (i.e. nom-
inais to connectives) we find that younger children in the formal task
use more adjectivals, indicating more attention being paid to the simple
attributes of concepts. Older children may be using phrases and clauses
to describe attributes, but their increased use of verbals would tend to
indicate more concern with the function of concepts. These differences
can also be accounted for by the different stimulus for each grade within
the formal task.

DiscussionSemantics
In developing the linguistic abilities of children in the elementary

school, we must analyze the performance task to identify the appro-
priate semantic form of express;on within the task and develop the use
of that form of expression. This also requires that we carefully select
stimulii appropriate to the ebility of the group and individuals in using
the various means of expression.

Summary of Findings For Fach Modality
To briefly summarize the findings for each modality, from Figure 8,

it would appear that in the written language of children, their increas-
ing linguistic competence is not reflected in all tasks. Except for mea-
sures of fluency, abilities that are applied in the informal and formal
tasks often are not applied in the creatire task. Since the readiness to
use these abilities is present to a lesser or greater degree, it is incum-
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R --One-Way Analyses a' Variance Differtfices Between Grades Over
Written Taiks Within Language i'vriconlance NIcasures
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bent upon the teacher to make certain all aspects of language are de-
veloped up to the child's abilities in each written task of the child.

In the or language, Figure 9, we find that except in semantic
measures, children utilize their maturing language ability in the formal
task, but not to the same extent in the informal and creative tasks.

Furthermore, the abilities present in the oral formal task are not
utilized to the same extent in their written work. This may be just a
matter of oral language developing before the written, but in any event,
readiness is there.

Comparison of Oral and Written Modalities
1. On measures of fluency in the informal task, abilities displayed

in written work are not found in oral work, while the reverse is true
for the formal task. Approximately the same abilities are displayed in
the oral and written creative tasks.

2. Oral language appears to be more fully developed in the formal
task, while the same is true of the written informal.

3. Both oral and written modes elicit approximately the same lan-
guage output (i.e. little variation) on grammar and semantic measures.

Summary and Discussion
In the introduction to this report it was pointed out that the study

was concerned with answering four questions regarding the develop-
ment of language competence in children, and that these questions
formed the basis for the collection and analysis of the data. The sum-
mary and discussion will take the torn. of answers to these questions
and a brief statement of the key findings.

1. Is there a significant interaction among the independent vari-
ables: grade, language task, and language measure?

Yes, the results show that there are significant interactions among
these variables. If there were no interactions, there would be a consistent
pattern in each measure for each task across the grades. This. how-
ever, is not the case, for there are significant differences in less than all
of the cells of any particular level. That is, a certain variaMe will affect
another variable only at certain times. In figure 1 we notice, for example.
that task has an influence upon performace because it interacts with
language measures.

2. What are the effects of grade upon children's oral and written
language at the elementary school level?

Children show a consistent gowth in language ability through the
grades. Their expressions become more fluent and complex with a
corresponding decrease in grammatical errors. mazes, and pauses.

The results from the semantic measures show a decrease in the use
of simple factual statements with some indication of en increased use
of statements to express abstract concepts and relationships. It appears
that growth ol semantic cotnpetence does not proceed as consistently
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as linguistic competence. It may be that teachers put more emphasis
on structural control than on semantic control. At least the former seems
to precede semantic control according to the results of this study.

3. What are the effects of language task upon children's oral and
written language between grades?

Task does produce a differential effect upon language performance
in both oral and written expression. In the written mode the informal
and the formal tasks produce the greatest difference in performance,
while in the cral mode it is the formal and the creative tasks which
produce the most grade differences. It appears that the task (the formal
task) which imposes the greatest number of restrictions (external
demands) on students in each mode is the one which produces the
greatest number of differences between grades. However, in writing
the informal task appears to impose more restrictions than it does in
oral expression, whereas, in oral expression the creative task imposes
more restrictions than it does in the written mode.

We feel that the more natural way of communicating informally
is through speech. That is, informal communication belongs to speech,
is almost inherently speech. Thus the less mature child is not as able
as the more mature one to make the transition to written expression.
This results in significant differences in fluency and complexity be-
tween the grades.

On the other hand, the creative task in the oral mode does not per-
mit the use of much time for planning what one has to my in terms of
its semantic quality. So it is that the more mature pupil performs sig-
nificantly better than the less mature one by stating proportionately
more interpretations of experience and fewer simple facts in the oral
mode.

Many desirable qualities of expression are either nct used exten-
sively, or their use does not increase significantly across grades. Refer-
ence is made here to personal association, generalization. interpretation,
tentativeness, and figurative language. And these are the elements of
expression that give it personality, vigor, and interest.

4. What are the effects of language task upon children's oral and
written language within grades?

Task in the written mode produced within grade differences only
in grade six, mid only in fluency and complexity. In other words, our
study shows that only in grade six is a pupil's written expession likely
to be significantly influenced by task, and that only in two measures:
fluency and complexity.

In the oral mode task produces more within grade differences. Grade
two shows differences between tasks on complexity. grammar and
semantics. Grade four shows difference's between tasks on complexity
and semantics. Grade six shows differences between tasks on grammar
and semantics. So each task within a grade in the oral mode appears
to require a different treatment, to demand a different kind of attention.
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Why is there this difference between modes? The written mode pro-
duces fewer differences between tasks within grades perhaps because
the individual, in translating his thought into writing, has to attend
more to the mechanics of expression. And it is not until the later ele-
mentary years (grade 6) that he is capable of differentiating his written
performance according to the demands of a particular task.

5. Are there identifiable differences between children's written and
oral language at the elementary school level?

The answer is yes. Computation of correlations between all measures
in written and oral language showed that not all of the measures were
correlated, and that some showed a negative correlation. This finding
indicates that language performance in the written mode is unlike
language performance in the oral mode. The task variable introduces
still more differences in language performance with the informal task
showing the least correlation and the creative task showing the great-
est amount of correlation in the two modes. The differences are extreme-
ly complex and defy a simple statement of definition due in part to
the powerful interaction effect with task.

Key Findings in This Study
I. During the child's elementary years growth in language compe-

tence occurs according to these aspects:
(a) Fluencyall measures
(b) Complexity as measured by subordination
(c) Grammar as measured by a decrease in number of errors
(d) Semantics as shown by a decrease in factual statements and an

increase in interpretive expressions.
2. Expected growth was not observed in semantic behavior, par-

ticularly in the use of personal responses to experiences; e.g., Interpre-
tations, personal associations, tentativeness, generalizations, and figur-
ative expressions,

3. Task-mode interaction is an important determiner of language
performance. The task variable produces within-grade difference in the
measures for most groups in the oral mode indicating the presence of
a wide-ranging linguistic competence. Task variation in the written
mode is limited to fluency and complexity measures and these variations
occur only in grade six. The child appears to possess a linguistic com-
petence which he can express in the oral mode but not in the written
mode, indicating that competence moves from oral to written.
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INDIVIDUALLY PRESCRIBED INSTRUCTION-
CURRICULAR ORGANIZATION AND

RESEARCH FINDINGS

John a Bolvins

As we consider the general topic "Individualized Curriculum and
Instruction" and more specifically this topic as it relates to a particulat
program, Individually Prescribed Instruction (IPI) we should keep
in mind that individualization is only a means to an end. The end it
this case is to develop a more effective instructional program for each
student. If this is the case then, we should probably start our discussion
with a definition of the term "effective instruction." Since the exam-
ination of this idea is one of the major foci of the Learning Research and
Development Center of the University of Pittsburgh and will take
many years of research and development efforts to clarity, the best we
can hope for today is to speak of effective instruction in somewhat
general terms. When talking about effective instruction we first of all
are looking at instruction in terms of an individual learner at any given
time. This implies that the instruction center:. around pupils as indi-
viduals not groups of students. It implies that plans for instruction
must begin with individual long- and short-term plans for each s.torlcitt,
Additionally, it implies that the resources to be utilized in the inAruc
tional program must be geared to individual styles (whatever that
means). rates. needs. previous experiences. and interests of the learner.
In short, effective instruction means adaptibility to the child.
adaptibility we imply: (1) at times letting the student follow the topi.
he wants to follow; (2) providing additional time in certain subject
areas and less time in another (e.g., cutting down on mathematics and
permitting or assigning more time in reading): or (3) perhaps just let-
ting the child do nothing.

Bearing these factors in mind then. this means that to plan effec-
tively for instruction the teacher must have: (1) a (complete specifi-
cation of the learning objectives for each course: (2) a knowledge of
the student's background and entering behaviors that relate in any
way to a given course.: (3) the resources. instructional techniques. and
neemtary instructional settings available to meet the needs of each

Iltrftt lift of Pittsbetits.
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student; and (4) he must have the techniques and instruments for
assessing student performance as he moves toward the desired goals,

The IPI Project represents one approach at building an educational
system for individualizing instruction along these lines. 1 his Project
which began in the Fall of 19U4 in co-operation with the Baldwin-White-
ha;I School District, in addition to the goals implied abovethose of pro-
viding for individual differences of learners.also includes developing
mastery, of subject matter as the child moves through the curriculum,
developing self-directed and self-initiated learners through self-selection
and self-evaluation, and all of the more general goals and aims usually
associated with the goals of "good- education. These all represent com-
ponents of effectiveness. It should be stated at the outset that effective
ncss of instruction as implied here cannot he measured by a single
instrument or to date even a battery of instruments. The technology is
not yet here.

As far as providing for individual differences among learners, in IPI
we have not systematically tried to measure and study all of the dif-
ferences possible. Rather, we have attempted to develop a system that
can ultimately permit investigation and provisions for many of those
differences. To date we have been concentrating our emphasis on certain
selected and more obvious differences that can probably best be de-
scribed in broad categories. These include:

1. Providing for differences in level of achievement among pupils
within a given class,

2. Providing for differences in rate of learning toward certain fixed
goals,

3. Providing for differences in gross learning styles by having avail-
able a limited variety of resources and materials,

4. Providng for those individual differences among students that
relate to student-teacher interaction,

5. Providing for individual or differing goals of learning for selected
students, and

6. To a lesser degree, giving some attention to individual differences
relating to differences in attitude and motivation of the learners
toward learnng and instructional tasks.

Closely related to the provisiom: for individual differences is the
goal of mastery of subject matter. The assumption we have made con-
cerning mastery is the same assumption that many educators have been
making, that mastery of subject matter is a desirable goal and is help-
ful if not necessary for a great deal of later learning. In our program
we define mastery as a specified proficiency level at a given time plus
retention over a longer period of time.

To operationalize the other two goals mentioned previously, that
of self-direction, self-selection, and active involvement on the part of
the learner, we have spent a great deal of time developing materials and
a system for utilizing materials that permit self-study, self-scoring, and
self-manipulation of the materials.
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To approximate these goals a model has been developed which con-
tains the following components:

1. Sequentially established curriculum objectives in each of the
subject areas with these objectives stated in behavioral terms;

2. A procedure and process for diagnosis 6f students' achievement
in terms of the objectives of the curriculum;

3. The necessary materials for individualizing instruction to pro-
vide a variety of paths for attainment of mastery of any given
objective;

4. A system for individually prescribing the learning tasks, the
materials to be studied, the techniques of instruction to be em-
ployed, and the standard of performance expected as an outcome
for the specific objectives that the student is ready to learn;

5. Classroom management procedures for information feedback to
provide the student and 'eachers opportunities for continuous
assessment of student progress, and strategies for information
feedback to provide the curriculum designers information rela-
tive to the effectiveness of the curriculum and instructional de-
sign; and

6. Information feedback to provide the student and teachers oppor-
tunities for continuous assessment of student progress, and
strategies for information feedback to provide the curriculum
designers information relative to the effectiveness of the curricu-
lum and instructional design; and

7. The reorganization of the environment of the total school doing
away with the arbitrary boundaries of grades or tracks and pro-
viding the necessary flexibility in time, space, and resources.

The curricula being followed in the IPI program represents a con-
sensus of recent thinking in each of the areas of mathematics, science,
reading, and related language arts curricula. Members of the
project staff, including teachers, psychologists, and subject-matter
specialists examined a variety of curricula presently being
offered in each of the fields to define a sequence of learning
experiences which could provide the necessary flexibility involved in
individualizing instruction. Since it is important that stacle.its be able
to work through the sequence with a minimum of teacher direction,
it is necessary to express the curricula in carefully defined objectives
with each succeeding objective built upon what preceded. These ob-
jectives would tend to insure that lessons would be directed toward
specific student competencies in order that more precise evaluation
devices could be developed to determine pupil achievement. Each of the
curricula is divided into levels, units, and objectives or skills. A level
consists of a set of operational tasks grouped into categories and repre-
sents a level of achievement at the end of a large sequence of work.
Each category within a level is called a unit. Within each unit the sub-
tasks needed to master the unit are called objectives or skills.

At the present the mathematics curriculum is divided into 13 areas
and eight levels. The areas represent counting, addition, subtraction,
etc., while the levels approximate very roughly a grade level in most
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Table 1
NUMBER OF OBJECTIVES IN EACH AREA AT EACH LEVEL

OF THE IPI MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM

Area Level

A 13

Numeration 12 10 8 5 8 3 8

Place Valise 3 5 9 7 5 2

Addition 3 10 5 8 6 2 3

Subtraction 4 5 3 1 3

Multiplication 8 11 10 6

Division 7 7 8 5

Comb. of Processes 6 5 7 4 5

Fractions 3 2 4 5 6 14 5

Money 4 4 6 s 2

Time 3 2 10 9 5 3

Systems of Measurement 4 3 5 7 3 2

Geometry 2 2 3 9 10 'i

Special Topics 1 3 3 5 4

FIGURE 1General Breakdown of Reading Phases in IPI Reading
Grades K 3

Phase I Phase 2

Reading and Reference Skills
Decoding

Phase 3

Directed and Independent Reading

programs. Table 1 is the organizational chart of the IPI mathematics
curriculum. Generally a student progresses through the curriculum
by mastering the objectives in each area at Level A then moving to
Level B., etc.

The reading program consists of three different phases referred
as Beginning Reading or Decoding, the IPI Skills Continuum, and Di-
rected and Independent Reading activities. (see Figure 1)

For the Decoding portion of the Reading program we have adapted
the McGraw-Hill published Sullivan Associated Programmed Reading
Series emphasizing the blending approach to decoding. The Skills Con-
tinuum is organized similarly to that of the mathematics curriculum
with levels and areas as shown in Table 2.

The third phase, that of Directed and Independent reading activities,
consists of approximately 300 reading selections divided into levels
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coded to the levels in the Skills Continuum from E upward based upon
the skills of the continuum, interest of the students, and a variety of
types of reading materials (e.g., biographies, fiction, anthologies, (AO.
The students begin the reading progi am with the emphases on the De-
coding and upon completing approximately 20 of the Sullivan Books
they then move into the Skills Continuum and Independent reading
with approximately one-half of tts-qr time devoted to each of these
two phases.

Table 2
NUMBER OF OBJECTIVES IN EACH AREA AT EACH LEVEL

OF THE IPI READING CURRICULUM

Area Level

E F G H I

Structural Analysis 11 12 6 3 3 3 4

Vocabulary Development 3 3 5 2 4 2 2

Literal Comprehension 3 4 4 5 3 2 3

Interpretive Comprehension 3 4 5 6 6 5 9

Evaluative Comprehension 5 4 4 5 4 2 6

Library Skills 2 4 6 5 5 2
Reference Skills 4 7 7 7 6 4 2
Organizational Skills 7 5 4 7 5 6

The curriculum structure for the science program is somewhat
different inasmuch as it emphasizes the process of science with less
emphasis on the science content. Presently, about three levels of the
curriculum have been developed emphasizing sorting, classification,
elementary measures, and inference. Figure 2 gives some idea as to
the mixing of content in each of the levels. Students progress through
the curricult:m by units beginning with A unit on classifying by colors.

Diagnostic Tests
Once the sequenced objectives in each area have been stated, diag-

nostic instruments are developed to measure the specific tasks to be
learned. As presently operating, there are four general types of instru-
ments in use: placement tests, pre-unit tests, curriculum-embedded
tests, and post-unit tests.

Placement tests are usually given to new students at the beginning
of each year to determine general placement in each of the units of each
curriculum. Students that have beon in the program usually continue
in September where they left off the previous year. Once the general
placement has been determined, the teacher assigns each child to a pre-
unit test for a particular unit. These pretests measure each skill within
a unit. Ma- tery of any of the skills within a given unit means that the
child can skip these particular skills and concentrate upon the skills
within the unit for which there is lack of mastery. Once the child has
been assigned work in a given skill and indicates from his manipula-
tion of the tasks that he has mastered that skill, the student is given a
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FIGURE 2IPI Science Units for Levels A through C
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curriculum-embedded testa test which measures the particular skill
which he has been assigned. Mastery on this instrument indicates that
he is ready to move to the next skill within the unit. When a child has
completed all the work assigned within a unit and successfully indi-
cates mastery on the curriculum-embedded tests, he is assigned a post-
unit test covering all of the skills. The posttests are, in essence, an
alternate form of the pre-unit tests which the student took prior to
working on a unit.

Materials and Resources
Materials for WI have been selected and developed to teach each

of the skills. These materials, for the most part, must be developed
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for self-study, leading the child from what he knows to what he must
know next to progress through the curriculum. Presently there is con-
siderable reliance upon worksheets, tape and disc recordings, program-
med materials, individual readers, and manipulative devices. In some
instances it is necessary and desirable for the teacher to present new
ideas and processes in each of the subject-matter areas and this is done
individually, in small groups, or in large-group discussions.

The basic materials for each of the subjects have been organized
according to each of the objectives in the curricula. One of the goals of
the program is to provide a variety of materials to assist the student
in mastering the objective. At present there is a limited number of
alternatives with the understanding that teachers should feel free to
prescribe any materials they have available if the stated alternatives
do not seem appropriate.

Student Prescriptions
Another feature of the IPI program is the individual student lesson

plan or prescriptions. On the basis of the teacher's diagnosis of students'
abilities and placement in the curriculum, a prescription for each child
is developed which lists the areas to be studied, materials to be used,
and the instruction techniques to be employed. Generally the teacher's
diagnosis includes such factors as: (1) the achievement of the student
as it relates to the curriculum; (2) the age or maturity of the child;
(3) the student's ability to read and understand discussions; (4) the
independence or dependence of the student; (5) the ability of the stu-
dent to generate his own prescriptions or plan. These daily prescriptions
reflect the more long-term plans for each student. As the teacher de-
velops the short-term plan he does so in relation to where the student
will be in six weeks, six months, or a year later. It should be pointed out
at this time that even though the prescriptions are written for individual
students, this does not mean that the student will necessarily be working
alone. (see Figure 3)

Groups of varying sizes are formed by the teachers at different
times for different purposes. For instance, there are certain learning
goals for which it is more economically feasible to teach small groups
and then there are certain students, especially in the lower levels, who
cannot yet manage their own instruction to the degree needed to study
independently.

Since groups are formed for a short period of time, it is necessary
then for the teacher to plan for these groups before class begins. This
leads into the next element of the system, that of classroom manage-
ment.

Classroom Management
The management of the classroom begins with the pre-planning on

the part of the teachers as a group in organizing the materials and
resources so that they are readily accessible to the students when they
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FIGURE 3Mathematics Prescription Sheet

JSTUDENT
NAME

STUDENT
NUMBER

SCHOOL STAMP

GRADE ROOM UNIT

CURRICULUM TOOT

SC'S
INIT

WORKED
IN

SKILL

'11iPRES
DATE NIT.INIT NO

PAGE
NO

INST
TECH

COOLS
SCORE

MAX
PONTS

PART 1 PART 2

SCOPE '''.., SCORE 'I

CODES INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUE CURRICULUM -TEST

OI TEACHER TUTOR
EsNKTIT

NUMBP
PLEA

PER SKILL l'''. i02 PEER TUTOR

03 SMALL GROUP 12-101

OF LARGE GROUP 111-UP

OS SEMINAR

06 CURE. TEXTS

07 OTHER TEXTS

OS FILM STRIPS

OS REC0c01 TAPES

10 RESEARCH

11 TUTOR OF OTHERS

12 OTHERS

need them. This transfer of responsibility for acquisition of inater'als,
etc., from the teacher to the student is essential. Individualization can
only work when students are permitted to assume some responsibility
for their own learning.

A second aspect of planning that relates to classroom management
is the general class planning that results from the individual student's
prescription. To assist the teacher in this stage, he is provided with a
summary of the current activities of each member of his class. From
this summary he can plan for the necessary small-group activities,
seating arrangements to enhance peer-tutoring, and the teacher aides'
tasks for the day.

Once the class begins the teacher must follow his plan rather care-
fully allowing time for: (1) general supervision and assistance to stu-
dents working independently, (2) meeting for specific periods of time
with small groups, (3) providing tutoring when necessary, and (4)
counseling with students who are ready to move into new areas of study.

If adequate time is to be found for all of the needed activities for
all of the students, it becomes necessary for the teachers t3 co-oper-
atively plan and instruct. This co-operative arrangement usually in-
volves three or four teachers teaching at a given grade level or adjacent
grades, planning together regularly so that students can be grouped
across grade or class lines for limited periods of time. This team of
teachers usually has several teacher assistants assigned to them to
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assist in the planning as well as the classroom work. These aides are
an essential part of this system freeing the teacher from certain tasks
to perform others that are now demanded because of individualization.

Information Feedback
An essential ingredient of the IPI program is provision for moni-

toring each student's progress as he moves through the curriculum. Data
collected for this purpose is necessary for student and teacher decision-
making as well as for curriculum evaluation and modification. To assist
in this proces' we are presently developing a computer management
system to provide the most current information to the teacher right in
the classroom and as he {the teacher) demands it. Our present system
is a mixture betv,een manual and computer systems but this is actually
too slow a process to meet the teacher's needs.

The Changing School Environment
As you probably have surmized by now, IPI does have an effect on

the total school. Teachers are forced to plan with other teachers and
teacher assistants. Students are permitted to continue with a sub-
ject regardless of the grade level. Students can begin a subject or a
unit at any time. Students in the same room can actually be studying
a variety of subjects and can continue studying the particular subject
as long as each individual should. All of these factors tend to abolish
the old grade lines, the concepts of retention and promotion, and even
the idea of the classroom as such. Students are given more responsi-
bility but likewise more freedom. Teachers become involved more
heavily in diagnosing, planning, and instructing but they seem to work
harder. The principal becomes more of an instructional leader but he
loses some responsibilities to the teacher teams.

In summary, individualization of instruction, as represented by the
IPI program, requires many changes in curricular structure and in the
resources and environment to support the curricular changes. From
the result of our first five years of experience, we are now going back
to the drawing board to redefine and restructure the curricula based
upon our own and other people's experiences in individualizing. Now
let us turn to the evaluation and some of the findings related to this
project.

Evaluation
As has been pointed out above, IPI is a long-term developmental

project and therefore most of the evaluation activities associated with
the project are for purposes of providing feedback to the developers
that can be useful in making the necessary improvements in the sys-
tem. This evaluation work is carried out in co-operation with the Phila-
delphia Regional Laboratory {Research for Better Schools, Inc.) and
the network of schools involved in the program. RBS is one of the 15
Federally-funded Laboratories involved in educational innovation and
educational change. The Learning Research and Development Center
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carries on its research and development work to.; IPI in the Oak leaf
School where intensive studies of the program can result in almost
immediate modifications to the program. If the modifications suggest
improvement, RBS in co-operation with the Center, then field-test these
changes in their network of schools all of whom have agreed to par-
ticipate in these developmental efforts. The data from these schools is
used by RBS for purposes of monitoring and controlling the implementa-
tion while we use additional data from the schools to determine the
relative effectiveness of the system in the various srAtings.

To determine the relative effectiveness of the program, we are con-
cerned with: (1) whether or not we are approximating our basic goals,
and (2) indicating operations and aspects of the program where im-
provements are needed.

One of the major goals of the IPI Project is to develop an educa-
tional program which is maximally adaptive to the requirements of
the individual learner. To date, the findings would suggest only that
the Project is adaptive to the individual learner. This is supported by
such evidence as represented by Tables 3 and 4.

Table
NUMBER OF PUPILS IN THE OAKLEAF SCHOOL AT SUCCESSIVE LEVELS

IN THE IPI MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM AT THE END OF
THE 1967-1968 SCHOOL YEAR

Grade
Number of Students at Each Level

B1 C C2 D1 D Ej F/ G H1
Median
Level

10 4 17 2 4

II 4 9 10 1 2

III 1 11 8 11 1 D2

IV 10 5 13 3 4 2

V 5 17 8 9 3 1

VI 4 5 9 4 3 3 1 F1

To nearest Integral.

Table 4
MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION, AND RANGE FOR NUMBER OF WI

MATHEMATICS UNITS MASTERED BY OAKLEAF PUPILS AT EACH GRADE
LEVEL DURING 1967-1968

Grade N Mean
Standard
Deviation

Minimum
No.

Maximum
No. Range

I 37 4.16 2.84 1 11 10
II 24 8.67 2,06 4 12 8

III 32 9.03 2.89 3 14 11
IV 36 9.47 2.43 4 15 11
V 42 8,33 3.24 2 17 15

VI 29 9.93 3.16 5 18 13

1. At any given time during the school year, students in the same
grade and in the same class are working at various levels and in a
variety of units in a given subject area.
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2. Students assigned to a given class and a given teacher are being
given different assignments and tasks to assist them in reaching mastery
of a unit.

3. For any given unit in each of the curricular areas the number of
days to reach mastery varies within a given class and between classes.

It should be pointed out that the data in Table 3 gives the tested
as well as the working level of each student. By this I mean that the
four first graders in Level D, have had to show mastery one one of the
assessment instruments, either Placement Tests, Pi etests, or Unit Post-
tests, prior to being assigned work in D, units.

In addition to the instruments developed as part of the IPI system
we have also made regular use of standardized tests to help us in
evaluating our progress. It is important to note that we are not interested
in developing a system that has as its primary function the improvement
of results on standardized achievement tests. In fact, an analysis of the
various standardize.' tests we have used indicate that these instruments
test from 25,; to 40(,; of the content in any one of our curricular areas.
However, the standardized tests do give us some information that is
useful for examining relative progress of our students in relation to
relative progress of students in other comparable schools. In general
most of these studies give results similar to those presented in Table 5.
In most of the sub-test scores there is very little difference between
the two groups of students. Although these results are not outstanding
if you are interested only in improving achievement test scores, how-
ever, we find them somewhat supporting since they are obtained in a
a system where students are working at their level of achievement and
are actively involved in this learning. Rather than using these tests as
yardsticks to determine how successful we have been we prefer to
analyze these results to determine if we are missing content, if our
procedures for retention are effective, and other similar questions.

It should be mentioned here that in these same schools as repre-
sented by the data in Table 5 we have administered the IPI Placement
Tests at the end of the year as Achievement Tests. As you might expect
the IPI groups did significantly better in 11 of the 13 areas of study
in mathematics.

In addition to the Achievement Test results we have also been in-
terested in other ways that IPI might affect the students. One of these
is attitude of IPI children toward school. During the Spring of 1969,
RBS administered student questionnaires to the students involved in
the field-testing of IPI. Table 6 is a summary of this questionnaire for
the same schools as represented in Table 5 data. The findings are
consistent with those of the other schools reported. addition to
these data, the principal of this school also reports that after imple-
menting IPI, the number of police contacts related to school disruptions
decreased from an average of 137 per year before IPI to an average of
one per year since. Also, broken windows once a serious problem is
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no longer a problem of concern to this school while it still remains
a problem to other schools in the same system.

Another related goal of IPI is that students should become self-
directed and self-evaluative learners. Although this more general goal
has yet to he realized, the system does provide opportunities for stu-
dents to become involved in activities related to this goal. Two of these
activities, student self-scoring and student self-prescribing, have been a
part of the system from its beginning. Table 7 is a comparison of the
degree to which these activities are being realized today compared to
the second year in operation. The major reason for this improvement .
is the improved organization of the materials and procedures over the
last three years.

Table 7
PERCENT OF STUDENTS INVOLVED IN SELF - PRESCRIBING AND

SELF-SCORING AT OAKLEAF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Self-Scoring Self-Prescribing
Grade 1965 1969 1965 1969

III 20% 50% 0% 40%
IV 35% 70% 0% 50%
V 60% 90% 30% 75%

VI 80% 100% 60% 95%

Table 8
NUMBER OF STUDENTS TESTING OUT OF EACH OBJECTIVE

FOR TWO DIFFERENT UNITS

Unit

ElNUMERATION

Objective No. Testing Out

E-MULTIPLICATION

1 160
2 140

3 100

4 80

5 60

6 60

1 60

2 60

3 100

4 80

5 50

6 60

7 40

8 40

9 30

10 10

Another basic goal which we take seriously is that the IPI Project
has as a part of its model to develop an instructional system involving
continuous gathering of data on performance of the system for purposes
of finding its weak spots and improving them. One of the advantages
of most individualized instruction programs is that this type of instruc-
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tional system generates large qualities of data just to make it operational.
The key then is to develop techniques and procedures for generating
data in a form that is both useful for system operation and for develop-
mental improvement. Tables 8, 9 and 10 are examples of lest data used
for system improvement. The data in Table 6 would be helpful in de-
termining possible sequencing of the objectives in a given unit. NVhereas,
the data for E- NUMERATION supports the ordering of the obinctives,
the data for E-MULTIPLICATION would suggest a careful investi-
gation into the present ordering. Tables 9 and 10 dealing with Curriculum
Embedded Tests (CET) and Posttests provide information relative to
trouble spots in the curriculum. Based upon the number of students

Tate 9

NUMBER OF STUDENTS REQUIRING INDICATED NUMBER OF
POSTTESTS FOR SELECTED MATH UNITS

Unit 1 Posttest 2 3 4

D-NUMERATION 70 12

D-SUBTRACTION 49 5 2

D-COMB. PROC. 40 10 2 1

D-TIME 15 4 1

D-SYSTEMS OF
MEASUREMENT 39 10 3 1

E-NUMERATION 65 33 9 2
E-PLACE VALUE 24 4

Thb le 10
PERCENT OF STUDENTS REQUIhING INDICATED NUMBER OF TESTS

BEFORE SHOWING MASTERY OF EACH OBJECTIVE IN
TWO SAMPLE MATH UNITS

Unit OW et
Passing

CET I
"} Passing

CET 3 or More
. Passing
1st Post

'1 Passing
3 or More Post

0-ADDITION 2

3
I

80
75
80

0
0
0

5 SO 13

$ 72 0
7 64 7

a 61 0
All 76% IS%

E-MULTIPLICATION 1 50 0
2 140 0
3 100 0
4 80 0
5 0 33

a so 4
7 V 8
8 1)0 0
9 50 21

10 GO 11

All 681 2V
114010101....111
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needing two or mere Curriculum Embedded Tests (CET) and Post-
tests it would indicate that the objectives are improperly stated
or organized, or that the materials are not appropriate for these
objectives or it could be that the tests are poorly written. These data
do not suggest the answer but they do help in quickly identifying
units and objective:, that are areas of difficulty.

In summary, the findings to dale for the IPI Project would indicate
that the system does seem to be a workable system but the major em-
phasis should now be focused on the content and structure of the cur-
riculum, revision and expansion of the present testing program, and
that better management procedures need to be incorporated. I wish I
could be as optimistic as the report makes out, but maybe five years
from now when Mark II is developed, we can.
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AN INSTRUCTIONAL ORGANIZATION TO
FACILITATE INDIVIDUALLY

GUIDED EDUCATION

HERBERT J. KLAUSMEIF,R*

The development of a self-renewing system of elementary school
education is a continuing effort of the Wisconsin Research and Devel-
opment Center for Cognitive Learning. Out of this effort have come
ideas and practices called Individually Guided Education in the Multi-
unit Elementary School. A brief review of how these ideas come into
being will be considered first. Next the Multiunit organization for in-
struction will be described. Then individually guided education that be-
comes possible with the new organization will be given a quick over-
view. The present status of the development and the results of formative
evaluation of the Multiunit organization will be dealt with last.

The Emergence of the Multiunit Concept
The Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognitive

Learning was started in 1964.1 At the outset, we started research and
development projects in seven elementary schools. A careful analysis
of the situation in these elementary schools revealed several needs. The
usual elementary school organization and the undifferentiated roles of
teachers hampeted the school people and the Center staff in their co-
operative efforts to improve educational opportunities for children. The
usual elementary school had a building principal and a number of cer-
tified teachers, each being equally responsible for the instruction of
about 30 children, and each being involved with children throughout
most of the instructional day. The whole staff spent most of its energy
and time in keeping school going, scarcely any in curriculum improve-
ment and in the related research and development that are essem;a1
for continuously improved educational proctices.

Three limitations of the usual elementary school environment for
the improvement of educational practice merit brief attention. First,
time was not available during the school day for teacheri to engage in

university of Wiseadirs.
A trxwe Complete &want of the Wisconsin R a t) Center Is liven in Riausrneiet.
H. J. and °Hearn. t3 T. eds. Research rad Dertiopneelt ?aryl the Itaprortint*I
Ot fdlretti011, I Nad4r.11: Gernbor rdutatioral Research Set-Ores, W. p. 145-114:
and RIavisnekr. H. J. Feinth Year Rotel: Wisconsin Research and Dere/omen*
Center for Cornitict Learnicit," Await of Rendre% via DereloPisest iw fdireatios.
i AIM). p. Wet
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instructional improvement efforts. The teachers were involved with
children throughout the school day and did not have time individually
or as membors of groups to share in identifying innovative or develop-
ment actiities or in planning, implementing, and evaluating them. At
the same time the teachers, nearly all of whom are members of organized
educational associations or unions. properly recognized that little work
could be done before or after 5, chool hours as an unpaid overload. A
second !imitation was that the teachers were unable to ca.ry out dif-
ferential responsibilities that took into account differences in their in-
terests, experience. and capabilities. Differentiated roles had not been
worked out whereby some teachers could lake greater initiative and
responsibility than others for working with larger or smaller groups of
children, for instruction related to various subject matter areas, for
research and evaluation, for planning the instructional program, or
any other activity. Third, no mechanism had been established in an
elementary school building that would enable the principal and teachers
of a building to plan, implement, and evaluate an educational program
for the children of their building. taking into account both the cnarac-
teristics of the neighborhood and any requirements of the total school
system or the state. Most building staffs seemed to expect the central
office, or some other agency, to decide any changes to be made in the
curriculum, to provide the inservice education, to evaluate the efforts
of individual teachers, and also to evaluate the building program. For
example, many schools in 1964-65 had moved only partially from tradi-
tional to modern mathematics after ten years of effort: and some teachers
in the building were still using the methods of 1925 with the textbooks
of 1965.

Thus, in 1964-65 many elementary school people were sincerely in-
terested in improving educational practices. However, the total system
of elementary education, not having changed much since 1900, impeded
educational improvement. The institutionalized system, rather than in-
dividual teachers or principals. was responsible for the lack of progress.

Administrators and teachers from four school systems working with
the R & D Center staff attemptea to develop a more effective total
instructional system for an elementary school building, starting with
the organization for instruction and the related differentiated roles.
Al the outset the system and the organization were designed not only
to facilitate children's learning but also to make passible the research
and development activities that are essential to continuous educational
improvement. What has emerged after four years in an iterative cycle
of development. testing. and revision is called Individually Guided
Education in a Multiunit Elementary School.' It is still being developed
and refitted by large numbers of local schools. the Department of Public
Instruction of Wisconsin. teacher-education institutions of Wisconsin.
a nonprofit agency. and the Ii & I) Center.

rhe theteeristies el the MvIthinil Ele-exture e--4 the emeree41 en81.
eeeheerty "awed tducalfron ire eve 1,kled el it evrew kr. H. . Wrrow. .1 N. and Wallet.

E 11411-OrtPno Gymfed fovea tat Ike Mlva.% heel G114111,1 ter barer-
en ell Wee*, M -disrn Ittleerisers Research and Derehversetit Center tot Catmire

alnirle. rl6Ii.
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The Multiunit School Organ /wain
The Multiunit Elementary School organization may be thought of

as an invention, designed to make possible continuous educational
improvement by the staff of a school building. The best practices re-
garding horizontal and vertical organization for instruction, role dif-
ferential. and group decision making are incorporated in it.

Figure 1 illustrates the prototypic organization of a Multiunit School
of 600 students. The organizational hierarchy of the Multiunit School
consists of interrelated groups at three distinct levels of operation: At
the classroom level is the Instruction and Research tI & R) Unit, at
the building level is the Instructional Improvement Committee (IIC),
and at the system level is the System-wide Policy Committee (SPC).
Each of these is described further.

riGuRE lOtganizational Chart of a Multiunit School of 600 Students
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I Tea:hers

[Central OfficT1
A4,iniltr etc,/
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The 1 & II Unit
The nongraded I & R Unit replaces the age-graded self-contained

classroom concept. We call it a Unit rather than a team because it
includes the students and also it has other features not usually present
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in team teaching. In the prototype shown in Figure 1 each I & R Unit
has a Unit leader cr lead teacher, four regular staff teachers, one teacher
aide, one instructional secretary, one intern, and 150 students. Thus, in
the prototype there are five certified teachers and three noncertified
personnel for 150 students. In actual practice, some Units have as few
as 75 children and others have as many as 200. Also, the number of
instructional personnel in relation to students varies from one school
system to another, and, within a school system, it varies from inner-city
to outer-city. The ratio of certified teachers to noncertified personnel
also varies among school buildings. The number of aides, secretaries,
and teaching interns does also. Some larger Units have two aides and
a secretary. Many Units that do not participate in preservice teacher
education programs have no interns.

Each Unit has three primary functions. (1) It plans, carries out, and
evaluates the instructional program of the Unit. (2) Each Unit also
engages in some on-the-job inservice education. (3) Some Units are
also involved in planning and conducting research and development not
directly related to the instructional program and in the preservice
education programs.

Unit meetings are held once weekly and more often if necessary. A
Unit meeting may last from 30 minutes to a half day. At least two
hours per week appears to be necessary during the first year. A variety
of means have been used to secure this time.

The children are placed in Units primarily on the basis of years of
school attendance; the range in age within a Unit is about four years
when two usual grade levels are combined into one Unit. There is some
interchange of students among Units for part of the instruction. In the
prototype, grade lines are completely abandoned as children partici-
pate in one-to-one, small group. class-site group, and Unit-size instruc-
tional activities. In practice the shift from age-graded instruction to
class-site groups to individually guided education usually proceeds
according to broad curriculum areas and takes two or three years to
accomplish.

The instructional program in each Unit is planned and carried out by
the staff co-operatively. Similarly. developing new methods and mate-
rials of instruction or carrying cut a research project are co-operative
activities. The Unit usually has consultants from the central office or
elsewhere to assist them in planning both the instructional program
and research and developtnent projects. The consultants* time is used
efficiently in the Unit inasmuch as the meetings are during regular
school hours and for clearly defined purposes related to the Unit's
program and children.

Routine tasks (preparation of materials, etc.) are performed by the
instrudional and clerical aide. These paraprofessionals ere directed and
provided inservice education primarily by the Unit leader. They work
directly with the staff teachers and children.
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The Instructional Improvement Committee
At the second level of organization is the IIC of the building. This

is a new organization that had not been identified in any elementary
school of Wisconsin prior to 1966. It becomes possible, and also essential,
when a whole school building is organized completely into Units, or
teams. As noted in Figure 1, the prototype IIC is comprised of the
building principal and the Unit leaders. Also, other building staff, such
as the director of the instructional materials resource center, meet
quite regularly with the Committee. Consultants from the central office
meet regularly with IIC when a curriculum area such as reading or
mathematics is given major attention in the building. The IIC meets
weekly; the agenda for the meetings are formulated by the principal
in consultation with the Unit leaders.

The three main functions of the IIC are (1) interpreting and imple-
menting system-wide and statewide policies that affect the building
program; (2) developing the broad outlines of the educational program
and other activities for the building; and (3) co-ordinating the activities
of the Units, including the use of facilities, time, material, etc., that the
Units do not manage independently. It thus has development and co-
ordinating, but not supervisory functions. Supervisory functions re-
main with the principal and with the central office. Policies and guide-
lines developed within the IIC are transmitted to the Unit staff by the
Unit leader. In turn, the highly significant decisions regarding an ap-
propriate instructional program for each child are made within each
Unit and are carried out by the certified teachers of the Unit. They,
too, carry out the instructional procedures in an experiment, collect
necessary information, and the like.

Decision-making is at an appropriate level within the building as
it relates to each child's program in this way. (1) Teachers decide the
program for each child within the broad limits of the Unit. (2) Each
Unit determines the program for all the children of the Unit within
the building context. (3) Each building operates within the require-
ments of the whole school system and the state. The net effect is to
reduce the influence of both a central office person or other outside
agency and also of a single teacher in determining the instructional
program for a particular child and to increase the influence of the IIC
of the building and of each 1 & R Unit therein.

The System-wide Policy Committee
The substantial changes required to move from age-graded self-

contained claxses to the Multiunit organization require central office
co-operation and support. The SPC is at the third organizational level.
As noted in ripre 1, the prototypic committee, chaired by the super-
intendent or his designee, includes consultants and other relevant central
office staff and representative principals. Unit leaders, and teachers. It
meets less frequently than either of the other groups but its operation
's important to the success of the Multiunit School. Its members are
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selected in terms of having the specialized knowledge and decision-
making power essential to the success of the Multiunit organization. Four
decision-making and facilitative responsibilities of the SPC deal with
identifying the functions to be performed in the Multiunit Schools of
the system, recruiting personnel for each school, providing instruc-
tional materials, and providing relevant information within the system
and community.

In connection with these responsibilities, a decision may be made that
one function of the Multiunit Schools is to adopt and evaluate a new
science program for the entire school system. The staff of at least one
Multiunit School must share in this decision-making. After the decision
is made, the SPC makes sure that tne necessary materiel and human
resources are made available to the school and that the project is
properly interpreted to the school board and community.

Differeutintcd Rotes
This Multiunit organizational pattern implies a new role, that of the

Unit leader or lead teacher, and also changed roles for the building
principal, staff teachers. beginning teachers. and instructional and
clerical aides. It does not preclude the identifi. alion of other new. spe-
cialized roles, such as those connected with the instructional media or
neighborhood relations. It does assume, however, that the key individuals
in the instructional system are the lead teacher and the staff of the
Unit who work directly with the children and their parents. Time
permits only a brief examination of the role of the lead teacher, the
staff teacher, and the building principal.

The Unit leader, or lead teacher, is the new key role. The Unit leader
is a member of the !IC, the leader of a Unit, and also a teaching member
of the Unit. The role is one of leadership. not administration or super-
vision, and is thus a career position in elementary leaching. As a mem-
ber of the NC, the Unit leader contributes te planning the entire pro-
gram of the building, primarily by defining the program of his Unit
in relation to other Units. As head of a Unit and when not teaching.
the Unit leaders does four things. First, he plans or formulates the
Unit program with the assistance of teachers and others. Second, he
co-ordinates the efficient utilization of the Unit staff members, mate-
rials. PTA resources. Third, he serves as a liaison between the Unit staff
end the principal. consultants. parents. and others. Fourth, he teaches
members of the Unit, including beginning leachers and instructional
a1des. The Unit leader teaches children not less than SO percent or more
than 80 percent of the regular school day, the proportion depending
upon the size of the Unit and the amount of research and development
and teacher education being performed in the Unit. Ile 15 a model
teacher of children, taking initiative in developing and trying out new
materials and instructional procedures in the Unit.

Certain rewards ate associated with the kind of responsibilities
assumed by Unit leaders. The Unit leader receives a higher salary than
the regular teachers because he carries out expanded professional re-
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sponsibilities; knows more about instruction, research and development,
and teacher education; and works more hours per week and more weeks
per year. It should be apparent also that the Unit leader must con-
tinually improve his professional capabilities by pursuing further edu-
cation and gairri zg relevant experience during the school year and sum-
mer. Many teachers who are committed to a career of teaching will
qualify as Unit leaders if they desire to assume the additional respon-
sibilities and are willing to secure the requisite graduate education.

The role of the staff teacher is also changed somewhat in the Multi-
unit School. The Unit teacher plans with other members of the Unit
when not teaching, works with a large number of children in the Unit.
and performs more professional and less routine work. The higher level
of professional activity is illustrated through participating in research
and development activities, inservice and preservice teacher education
within the Unit, and in carrying out several components of the instruc-
tional system, such as formulating objectives for each child, assessing
each child's characteristics, using new materials and equipment, and
trying out new instructional procedures. The most important rewards
to the Unit teacher are participating in all the relevant functions of
the instructional program, engaging in decision-making about all com-
ponents of the instructional program, making a maximum contribution
according to his strengths and interests, being relieved of nonprofessional
activities by aides and secretaries, and having a stimulating learning
and teaching experience.

The role of the principal in the Multiunit School is chang'tI in two
ways. First, he assumes greater responsibility (or various functions that
are not common in the elementary school today. Thus, he takes more
positive leadership in connection with developing improved educational
practices, managing the preservice and inservice teacher education
activities in his building. and administering the research and develop-
ment projects. Second, he organizes and chairs his building committee,
arranges for its meetings, and sets the agenda of the meetings in con-
sultation with the Unit leaders. The 11C. in turn. prov ;des the mechan
ism and communication system through which the principal provides
administrative leadership in connection with the three functions of the
school, It is not assumed that the principal is the expert in any subject-
matter field, in research design, or in teacher education. However, he
utilizes the knowledge of his staff and consultants, delegates responsi
'Allies, and assists the 11C in arriving at group decisions which can be
implemented effectively.

This brief description of the structure of the Multiunit School and
its staff implies several operational characteristics of a successful Multi
unit School. First. decisions are made by individuals and groups at the
four appropriate levels in the organizationteacher-child, unit, building,
and system, Second, leadership of the staff is properly provided for at
two levelsunit and building. Third, clearly defined roles provide (or
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teacher activities in accordance with interests qnd capabilities and
thereby lessen friction among the staff. Fourth, communication flows
freely among teachers, administrators, and central office staff, and also
between school people and parents and others in the local community.
Fifth, the personnel of each Unit carry out the instructional, research
and development, and teacher-education functions co-operatively. The
combination of all these features produces a facilitative environment
for carrying out a program of individually guided education and for
the related long-term development and evaluation activities that are
essential to a self-renewing system of elementary school education.

A System of Individually Guided Education
Individually guided education as outlined in Figure 2 is a system

for formulating and carrying out instructional programs for individual
students in which planned variations are made in what each student
learns, in how he goes about learning, and in how rapidly he learns.
These variations are based on knowledge of the characteristics of each
student and the educational objectives and program of the school. Thus,
the explicit instructional objectives and the related program of instruc-
tion for each student take into account both the school's objectives and
the characteristics of the student.

In attaining instructional objectives each student normally partici-
pates in one-to-one relations with a teacher. aide. or student. in one-to-
one relations with instructional material, including during independent
study, in small-group activities. in class-size activities, and in large-
group activities. The amount and relative proportion of each of these
kinds of activities for each student are dependent upon the character-
istics of the student, the objectives to be attained, the nature and quality
of the instructional material, and the cost of the instruction. Each of
these can be illustrated.

One student, because of emotional problems, a physical handicap, or
some other characteristic, may require more one-to-one instruction from
an adult than does another child, Second, achievi ig certain objectives
requires different kinds of activities. For example, assessing a child's
oral reading skill is done best in a one-to-one relitionship, developing
ciunrnunication skills is accomplished in small grout s, and certain games
are played only in larger groups. Third, some instructional materials.
more than others, permit students tvho can read and who have acquired
bask concepts to learn with independence. Other important subject
matter is not incorporated in Instructional material and students require
much assistance from the teacher. In connection w,th cost, the smaller
the group that is led by the teacher the greater is al cost of instruction.
Therefore. in order to keep cots at a reasonable level, larger groups
are used whenever possible and differentiated stiff, including lower -
paid aides, are employed.

The principal and instructional staff of the school building deride the
educational program for the building, taking into t ccount any system-
wide or statewide guidelines. The instructional stall resw.asible for a
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group of children makes the decisions regarding each student's pro-
gram. Each student participates in decision making about his own pro-
gram as he sets individual goals in consultation with the teacher. Care-
ful assessment is made of each student's characteristics, progress in
learning, and final performances upon completing a lessoa or unit. Thus,
in individually guided education a complete instructional program com-
prised of many kinds of activities is developed for each individual stu-
dent and he is continuously guided by a professional. A quick walk
through the components of the system in relation to the instructional
organization will clarify the components and their relationships.

Content
The IIC of the building, with the consultation of experts and build-

ing teachers and within local and state regulations, decides the broad
curriculum areas for the school building. Particular attention is given
to the needs and characteristics of the children in the budding rather
than to an average mythical child or to the middle 60 or 80 percent of
the children of the school system. Each Unit then identifies the relevant
subject matter in much more detail for the children of the Unit, Teachers
and children as individuals or in small groups identify the specific sub-
jec matter :appropriate for each child.

Objectives
A statement of broad educational objectives for the school building

is developed by the IIC in sufficient detail !o guide program development
and evaluation within and across Units. Each Unit then develops a
more complete outline of objectives for the children of the Unit. The
teachers and children use the Unit objectives when setting the learning
goals that each child will try to attain. In turn, each child with teacher
guidance sets his own goals. A considerable amount of time is spent
by teachers and children in goal setting.

Readiness or Entering Behaviors
The IIC identifies measurement tools and procedures that will be

used in the building to assess children's characteristics and readiness.
The readiness of each student in relation to each set of specific learning
tasks or activities is assessed by Unit personnel. Each teacher ...:on-
tinuously observes the child to assure that his readiness, goals, and
learning activities are properly matched.

Materials, Media, Supplies
A large variety of audiovisual and printed materials is surveyed

and evaluated by the SPC. (It will be recalled that this Committee in-
cludes principals, Unit leaders. and teachers.) From a system-wide
listing of possible materials the !IC and other building staff select that
which is appropriate for the building. Each Unit selects that which
is appropriate for each child. Equally important, teachers are encour-
aged and given time to develop teaching materials and refine them as
necessary. In addition, recommendations for mate!i..ls are initiated at
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any levelthe teacher, the Unit, and the IIC. Thus chileien in an inner-
city school may use many materials that are different from those in
the suburban areas.
Student and Teacher Activities

The IIC of the building outlines the general Wails for arranging
one-to-one, small group, class-size group, and large group activities in
terms of the school's educational objectives. The staff of each Unit co-
operatively designs and carries out an individually guided educational
program for each child through these primary activities: (1) develop-
ing and clarifying instructional objectives; (2) developing and using
appropriate measurement tools and evaluation procedures; (3) moti-
vating children; (4) supplying models to imitate; (5) selecting and
sequencing subject matter properly; (6) arranging appropriate learning
activities including use of material and equipment, size of group, etc.;
(7) guiding initial pupil effort; (8) managing practice and activity ef-
fectively; (9) aiding children to apply and use newly acquired knowl-
edge, skills, and attitudes; and (10) providing feedback and reinforce-
ment.

Students participate in one-to-one, small group, class-size group, and
large group activities to achieve objectives appropriate for each indi-
vidual child. Some objectives can be met with some children only as
an adult is able to work individually with the child. Some skill objectives
in reading, mathematics, and other subject fields can be achieved by
some children through interacting with printed material; other skill
objectives can be handled better in small groups, led by a teacher. Some
citizenship objectives, such as associated with communication and co-
operative planning, can be handled best in small group discussion, work-
shop, and seminar groups. Those children who can read reasonably
well and have already acquired some basic concepts in mathematics,
science, and other areas can learn through independent study, inter-
acting primarily with instructional materials. Many students may be
be placed in large groups for independent study. Information giving,
and some art, music, and physical activities may also be conducted
with large groups.

The concept of individually guided education rests on three main
propositions related to teacher and student activities: First, achieving
socially valid educational objectives with children of elementary school
age requires many kinds of teacher and student activities, only a
small part of which can be incorporated in instructional materials that
require reading; second, not all children can achieve the same objective
by the same means; and third, the activities of children and educational
personnel, including aides, can be organized in such way that each child
can attain goals relevant for him with only a modest increase in the
cost of education.
Placement of Students

Earlier, the nongraded Multiunit organization was outlined. The IIC
takes responsibility for the initial placement of children in Units The
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staff of each Unit decides the initial placement of each child in appro-
priate one-to-one, small group, class-size group, and large group activ-
ities. The Unit staff also makes daily decisions about the placement
of children in instructional activities.

Flexible Use of Time, Space, and Equipment
Each child's time is allocated in terms of his instructional objec-

tives. Variation is found among children in the amount of time spent
in connection with subject fields and also with respect to one-to-one,
small group, class-size group, and independent study activities. The time
of all instructional personnel is planned by each Unit within the guide-
lines established by the HC. Variation is found in the amount of time
spent by instructional personnel according to subject fields, in one-to-
one, small group, and other, activities and in planning and development
activities away from children.

Pods of varying size and shape that accommodate 75 to 200 children
permit one-to-one, small group, class-size group, and total Unit activities.
A large flexible space with proper equipment is designed for noisy and
vigorous activities, such as music and gym. Large central instructional
resource centers are used for all types c f instructional resources, and
multimedia presentations. Also, individual carrels are available for
independent study. The computer is used at a beginning level to manage
components of the instructional system.

Other School Personnel
Personnel from the central office, special teachers, and others work

during school hours with the IIC and individual Unit personnel in
interpreting and implementing system-wide policies and in designing an
instructional program for each child. Resource personnel from outside
the school system also work with Unit leaders and other staff during
school hours in connection with instructional and other functions of
the school.

Home and Neighborhood.
Home and neighborhood are given major attention. Instructional

and clerical aides are drawn from the neighborhood. Unit leaders and
teachers develop a systematic program of parent-school, teacher-home
visits. Reporting involves teacher, parent, and child. Parents are brought
frequently into the IIC and into Unit meetings to contribute their ideas.

Measurement and Evaluation.
Standardized and teacher-developed tests and procedures are used

systematically to assess the child's readiness related to each set of
learning tasks so that each child may be properly placed initially.
Similarly, measurement tools and procedures are used systematically
to assess each child's progress, to provide informative feedback to the
child, and to provide information to the teacher for monitoring student
progress. The same information and others is used to improve the
instructional system, including the components.
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The 1i:eceding describes the prototype of the system of individually
guided education. In practice, the system is working reasonably well.
The major problems that are only partially resolved involve measuring
the child's progress reliably and developing better procedures for iden-
tifying which objectives can be achieved by children of what character-
istics through one-to-one, small group, class-size group, and large group
activities.

Continuing Developments
Many schools are moving into the Multiunit organization in Wiscon-

sin according to a statewide model. Also, plans are underway to develop
graduate programs to prepare Unit leaders and principals. Inservice
teacher education instructional materials are being developed. A man-
agement system is under development. These are now described briefly.

The Wisconsin Statewide Model
The first isolated I & R Units were formed with support of the R & D

Center in a few schools of four systems dur;ng the recond semester
of the 1965-1966 school year. In 1967-1968, the first seven elementary
school buildings of three school systems were completely organLed in
Units and the idea of the IIC took form. In 1968-1969 there were 17
school buildings operating in the Unit pattern in eight school systems
of Wisconsin, some of which also had excellent functioning 1ICs. In
September of 1969-1970, some 27 buildings of Wisonsin were totally
organized in this manner and in 23 systems and another 24 schools had
at least one Unit but were not completely organized.

After 1967-1968, the R & D Center maintained close working rela-
tionships only with the '.irst seven buildings. Starting in 1968-1969, the
Department of Public Instruction of Wisconsin and four teacher-edu-
cation institutions assumed responsibility for setting up eight lighthouse,
demonstration schools throughout the state. The statewide model for
demonstration and testing that went into operation in 1968-1969 is
shown in Figure 3.

It may be seen that there is a statewide co-ordinator in the Depart-
ment of Public Instruction. Curriculum supervisors of the Department
of Public Instruction work directly in each of the eight schools. Each
teacher education institution provides an intern to each Unit cf the
two buildings it deals with and also has a staff member in each build-
ing for about one day every two weeks.

Other teacher-education institutions are involved with other schools
at present. Proceeding from printed information of the Center and visits
to Multiunit Schools, other groups have established Multiunit Schools
in California, Iowa, Minnesota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and New York.

Preparation of Unit Leaders
Present Unit leaders are being recruited from the teaching staff of

the school system. They are provided some but generally insufficient
inservice education by the staff of the local school system with assis-
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Individually Guided Education

tance from the Department of Public Instruction and the various teacher-
education institutions. This is not a desirable permanent solution. In
1968-1969 five teacher-education institutions banded together with the
Department of Public Instruction to start to deve'op graduate programs
for lead teachers and building principals. A special Education Profes-
sions Development Act grant was received in Summer 1969. Additional
federal support is being sought. These model graduate programs in five
teacher-education institutions should result eventually in a larger sup-
ply of lead teachers and building principals. At this time also, two pre-
service elementary teacher education programs that incorporate the
concept of individually guided education and differentiated instructional
roles have been funded by the U.S. Office of Education for the second
phase prior to becoming operational. These are the Ohio Consortium
and the Wisconsin Elementary Teacher Education Project.

Inservice Instructional Materials
At present, relatively little instructional material is available for

use by a school staff concerning Individually Guided Education in a
Multiunit School. Two practical papers and 17 videotapes have been
prepared by the Wisconsin R & D Center for use in inservice education
in Wisconsin. A large nonprofit agency is now producing a package of
printed materials, sound motion pictures, and other audio and visual
materials based on the original material. These are projected for com-
pletion in May of 1970 and will then undergo quality verification.
Teacher education institutions, the Department of Public Instruction,
and larger local school systems will participate in their quality verifi-
cation during 1970-1971.

Management of Instruction
Die co-ordination and management of all the components of the

instructional system are also under development. A vexing unresolved
problem is to assess children's achievement level reliably on one day
and have this information available to the teacher, and also poslible
alternate means of instructing the child, within a reasonable time period.
This must also be accomplished at a reasonable cost. At present, clerical
personnel are being used in developing a management system in reed-
ing. Some experimenting is now being done with a teletype terminal in
a school building tied to a central computer at the University.

Formative Evaluation and Refinements
It is too early to report any definitive results regarding the Multi-

unit organization. However, as each of the three levels in the organiza-
tional hierarchy becomes refined and operates smoothly, as differentiated
staff roles become clarified and practiced, and as individually guided
education takes form in two or three subject fields in 20 or 30 buildings,
a substantial field test will be possible. This is projected in Wisconsin
for 1970-1971. The Technical Development Section of the R & D Center
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has developed an evaluation design and is securing information syste-
matically concerning the original seven Multiunit Schools and their
controls.

From the outset information has been secured on student achieve-
ment in I & R Units, cost of instruction, and interrelationships and other
matters associated with the differentiated roles.

Student Achievement
The Center has secured information as to how well students achieve

in Units of the seven schools.' Standardized educational achievement
tests have been used to assess student gains in Multiunit Schools and
to compare the level of educational achievement with that of students
in control schools. The earlier Units to which the Center gave consid-
erable attention and also provided relatively more inservice education
showed dramatic gains. The comparative results between experimental
and control schools thus far are that gains in achievement are higher
than in prior years in both the Multiunit and the control schools. Edu-
cational gains favoring either Units within a Multiunit School or its
control after one year of operation are about equal. In this regard, we
do not expect achievements to be higher in a Unit than in a control
situation until the Multiunit School has had at least one year of smooth
operation and is in its second year without large changes in personnel.
We predict substantially higher achievement within three years after
a Multiunit school is functioning well. In fairness to the Multiunit con-
cept, it should be pointed out that five the seven Multiunit schools are
the most inner-city schools of the three different school systems. They
have higher student turnover and at the outset had significantly lower
achievement levels than did their controls in the same system. Also,
these seven schools are where the Center staff does its development
work. This diverts some teacher time from working with children to
working with R & D staff.

Costs
A model for determining the costs of instruction in terms of student

achievement is being fcrmulated by personnel in the Department of
Public Instruction. No such cost estimates are yet available. However,
data are being collected by the school system each year to assess costs
in terms of pupil-teacher ratio and this information is made available
to the Center. Federal Title III funds are going into only three of the
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More complete information can be found in the following publications of the Wis-
consin Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning: Cook, Doris M.,
Wardrop, James L , Tagatz, Glenn E.. & Quilling, Mary. Research and development
activities in R & I units of two elementary schools in Janesville, Wisconsin, 1%6-67,
Technical Report No. 45: Quilling, Mary, Cook, Doris M., Wardrop, James L., &
Kiausmeier. Herbert J. Research and development activities in R & I units of two
elementary schools of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 1966-67, Technical Report No. 46;
Klausmeier, Herbert J.. & Quilling. Mary. eds. Research and development activities
in R & I units of four elementary schools of Madison, Wisconsin, 1266.67, Technical
Report No 48; Elausmeier. Herbert J., Quilling, Mary, & Wardrop, James L. eds.
Research and development activities fn R & I units of five elementary schools in
Racine, Wisconsin, 1966-67, Technical Report No. 52; and Morrow, Richard G.,
Quilling, Mary R . & Fox, Frank. Student achievement and attitudes in instruction
and research units in two elementary schools in Janesville, Wisconsin, 1967-68,
Technical Report No. 76.
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14 schools of three systems closely affiliated with the Center. All other
Multiunit Schools are on the same pupil-teacher ratio as are the other
schools of the local school system. In each of these three school systems
formula have been developed for determining the equivalent c..f instruc-
tional aides, clerical aides, and teaching interns in terms of certified
teachers. Thus, the general pattern is to operate a Multiunit School at
no increase in cost, We recommend, however, one additional aide per
Unit during the first year or two.

Unit Functioning and Role Differentiation
The Center for Advanced Study of Educational Administration at the

University of Oregon started a longitudinal study in 1968-1969 of the
I & R Units and some other patterns of organization. Some excerpts
from a report prepared by Pellegrino are instructive with respect to those
matters for which the Multiunit organization was invented, namely (1)
interdependence relationships; (2) division of labor; (3) authority, de-
cision-making processes, and influence; (4) operational goals of teachers;
and (5) job satisfaction and environmental climate in Multiunit Schools
in comparison with their control schools of the same Wisconsin school
systems.

1. Interdependence Relations. Figure 4 diagrams the interdependence
relationships in a Multiunit School of five Units. (A dotted line indi-
cates a dependent relationship but not an essential one, whereas a solid
line indicates an essential relationship.) It may be seen that each of the
five Units of the school Lonstituted a cluster of interdependence rela-
tionships. The members of a Unit depended heavily upon other members
for the successful performance of their work. On the other hand, inter-
dependence relationships across Units did not appear in the choices.
This means that collaborative work effort was confined essentially with-
in the Unit.

Pellegrin found also that the interaction network of the Unit included
instructional and clearical aides. Nominations of these aides by Unit
leaders and teachers were frequent, and the relationships were often
considered essential ones. Aides were therefore important figures in
the network of interdependence relationships within the Units of these
schools.

Figure 5 diagrams the interdependence relationships in a control
school. The patterning of relationships was quite different from that of
the Multiunit School. The principal was the obvious focus of nomina-
tions, with 10 of the 23 being essential relationships. There were few
interaction clusters among teachers. In every case where self-contained
classrooms exist, there were few interdependence relationships. The
cluster of relationships at 10 o'clock on the chart is a team-teaching

Roland J. Pellegrin, Some organizational characteristics of tnuttiunit schools. A
Paper Presented at a meeting of the Multiunit School personnel. May 8, 1969, at
the Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning, with
responses by Allen T. Slagle and Llo Yd N. Johansen. Wcrking Paper from the Wis-
consin Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning. the University of
Wisconsin, and the Center for Advanced Study of Educational Administration, the
University of Oregon, 1969, No. 22.
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FIGURE 4 Interdependence Relationships in a Multiunit School

situation; that at 6 o'clock involves a special ungraded class to which
all three teachers are assigned. With the exception of these special
situations, interdependency relationships between the teachers were few,
rarely essential and usually related to grade level taught.

Pellegrin made a few generalizations that extended beyond the two
schools in the figures:

First, the pattern of relationships in the control school shown in Figure 5
is almost identical to that of the other control schools in our sample. Indeed,
the pattern is very similar to that of other elementary schools we have
studied elsewhere in the country. If anything, the control schools show more
Interdependence relationships than are usually encountered, owing largely
to the presence of team teaching and other collaborative undertakings
that are not found in the typical school characterized by the self-contained
classroom. The fact is that the traditionally organized elementary school in
the United States has a primitive division of labor and differentiation of
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FIGURE 5Interdependence llelationships in a Control School
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functions in its professional staff. Grade level is the only consistent basis
for distinguishing among teachers. Emphasis is on the functions universally
performed by teachers, not on the coordination of effort or any form of

2. Division of Labor. Collaborative instruction, planning, and evalu-
ation are called for by the Multiunit system. The specialization that
Pellegrin observed from his interviews may be summarized very briefly.
First, a substantial amount of this specialization was conventional in
nature; i.e., teachers specialized by subject matter area. Also, in espe-
cially large Units, there remained considerable specialization by grade
level and some teachers worked primarily with certain ability group-

5 Mid.
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ings or spent much of their time with small remedial classes. Second,
specialization in the Multiunit School was not confined to these con-
ventional forms: new and often novel kinds of specialization were be-
ginning to emerge in the Units during their first year of operation.
Three of these more no forms merit attention. Some teachers devoted
most of their time to working with individual pupils, while others
worked mainly with small groups or class-size groups. Some teachers
reported spending 75 percent of their time working with individual
students, while ott.ers said they devoted the same proportion of their
time to small groups up to classsize ones. A few teachers took special
responsibilities for working with even larger groups than the usual
class-size ones, usually at the beginning or end of study units.

A second kind of emerging specialization is that some teachers serve
as expert advisors to their colleagues. The most obvious case where
this occurred was when a teacher with special competence in some sub-
ject served as the Unit expert. Even when specialized competence was
lacking, a teacher was asked or volunteered to take the responsibility
for learning about developments pertaining, for example, to certain mate-
rials or media and for keeping his fellow teachers informed on the sub-
ject. Other teachers in the Unit volunteered for other topics.

A third type of specialization relates to special assignments not di-
rectly related to instruction of children. In several Units, teachers were
given special responsibilities for planning units of instruction. The logic
of this procedure was extended in one instance to the entire instructional
process; in one Unit, the teachers planned the different phases of the
instructional units, with each taking responsibility for one or more
phases of the total process. According to Pellegrin this type of division
of labor offers opportunities to get jobs done that could hardly be ob-
tained in a more permanent and f :7ed division of labor.

3. Authority, Decision-making Processes, and Influence. Pellegrin
found that the Multiunit organization produced changes in decision-
making processes and the status of hierarchy. Fewer teachers in the
Multiunit Schools saw themselves as making decisions individually than
was the case in control schools. Substantial numbers of teaches indi-
cated that decisions were shared with others in a group decision-making
process. Decisions were being made by the leader and teachers, usually
in a collaborative situation. In the control schools, the influence hier-
archy was dominated by the principal.

4. The Operational Goals of Teachers. Pellegrin developed a ques-
tionnaire that listed the following operational goals that teachers set
for themselves: encouraging creativity among students; maintaining
an orderly and quiet classroom; enriching the course of study or cur-
riculum of the classroom; giving individual attention to students; ex-
perimenting with new teaching techniques; diagnosing learning prob-
lem:: of students; co-ordinating classroom activities with other parts of
the school program; insuring that students learn basic skills; solving
perGonal problems of individual students; developing student ability in
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analytical reasoning and problem-solving; and developing the aesthetic
potential of students. Each teacher indicated the three which he con-
sidered most vital or important in his work as a teacher.

In the Multiunit Schou', 'giving individual attention to students" and
"diagnosing Icarning problems of students' ranked first and second in
importance In contrast, teachers in the control schools renked "insuring
that students learn basic skills" first, followed by "developing student
ability in analytica: reasoning and problem-solving." As teachers stated
their objectives, individually guided education and diagnosis of learning
problems were seen es the primary goals to be pursued by teachers in
the Multiunit School.

5. Job satisfaction mid Euironmental Climate. Pellegrin also reported
Tome of the soda: psychological dimensions of organizational analysis.
In one part of the study, teachers responded to a ten-item job-satistac-
tion se.!e, For three items, the proportions reporting that they were
"highly satisfied" were only slightly greater in the Multiunit than in
the control schools. A comparison of the other seven items reveals con-
siderable differences, all in favor Jf the Multiunit School. The seven
items, together with the proportions responding "highly satisfied" in
Multiunit and control schools, are as follows: satisfaction with progress
towards one's personal goals in present position, 26% and 15';; satis-
faclion with personal relationships with administrators and supervisors,
61% and 39:(,; opportunity, to fecept responsibility for one's own work
or the work of others, 61', c and 43(,;; seeing positive results from one's
efforts, 36% and 15%; personal relationships with fellow teachers, 73%
am! satisfaction with present job in light of one's career expeeta-
tations, 56'; and ;19,;; and the availability, of pertinent instructional
materials and aids, 60% and 27%.

SII mut ry
In summary, A Multiunit organizational pattern has been developed

to encourage a sell-reaewing system of elementary school education. The
I & R Unit is the basic organization for instruction that replaces the
age-graded self- contained classroom organization. The main features
here are nongrading and continuous pupil progress, co-operative de-
cision-making and instruction by Units, and differentiated staff roles
and other features that make possible individually guided education. At
the building level an organizational component called the lie ha been
developed. It is comprised of the building principal and lead teachers.
The 11C, rather than tie building principal, a collection of individual
teachers, or a central office staff member or committee develops the
broad outlines of the educational program for the children of each build-
ing. At the system level, an SPC has been developed. Its role is to
facilitate and co-ordinate educational programs of buildings. rather
than to prescribe an identical set of instructional materials and pro-
cedures for all children, varying only the rate at which individuals pro-
reed.
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The first isolated I & R Units were formed in a few elementary
school buildings in the second semester of the 1965-1966 school year.
Today there ere 27 buildings in Wisconsin totally organized in the
Multiunit pattern. Assistance in the changeover in Wisconsin is being
provided by the Department of Public Instruction and various teacher-
education institutions according to a statewide model. An instructional
package for inservice education and graduate programs for preparing
lead teachers and building principals is being developed. Results of
initial small-scale field lest;ng are encouraging in terms of student
achievements, teacher morale, and costs. Plans are being formulated to
assist interested personne, outside Wisconsin to adapt and refine the
statewide model. Thus, individually guided education in the Multiunit
Elementary School provides a realistic alternative to the age-graded
self-contained classrooms.
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RELATING INNOVATIONS IN READING TO
INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION:

In Administering New Organizational Patterns

JEAN E. ROBERTSON

The purpose of this paper is to -liscitss the relating of innovations in
leading to individualized instruction. This paper, directed mainly to
those who are not specialists in reading, will focus on problems of ad-
ministering new organizational patterns. Brickell' commented that the
most important effect of any innovation is a change in learning, "the
kind of learning prized in the school." An innovation in reading if it
merits the name does make changes in the established reading program
and whether these changes are in method, materials, or organization,
the)' should ensure that the child learns to read better and that he
does read.

In bryology, one branch of botany, an innovation is defined as a new
annual growth upon an old stem, a definition which communicates basic
understandings useful in the discussion of reading instruction inno-
vations. One is the recognition that with the innovation there should
be growth in ability to read which can be observed and measured in
some form against last year's gain. Innovations should be continued only
if they ensure this growth in reading skills, habas, interests, and atti-
tudes of the children. It is not implied though, that all desirable learn-
ings can be assessed in one year or that they must be. Furthermore,
this definition recognizes that the new growth is based on former growth.
An innovation in reading should not be so different in method, materials
or organizational pattern that it disrupts the child's progress in reading
and makes it difficult for the child to see how the instruction associated
with the innovation relates to his former instruction in reading. If an
innovation facilitates a new annual growth in reading ability for a
child, the instruction has met the child's needs in some measure at
least and to that degree can be termed individualized instruction.

The educational milieu influences the particular organizational pat-
terns adopted in the reading instruction program. Tremendous growth
of educational systems designed to keep the masses of children in school

l'nfTetsity of Albedo
t Remy m -ArycylstrIt the Meets ot tretorsticets Local Schools,- in

roeltehosr Fey Adel. Netr Mcits. the Siitty-ele'1111 Vratbook ow the
ranee al Society foe the Study dot rducstioh. ?art U. NO, P. 761464.
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and committed at the same time to the development of each individual
makes individualization less and less possible.' The teachers' attempts
to reconcile both facts are seen in the variety of organizational patterns
of reading programs designed to meet the individual reader's needs in
group situations. This basal reading program, still the most popular
reading approach, forms instructional groups comparatively homogen-
eous in reading achievement and attempts to individualize instruction
within the smaller group whilc individualized and programmed readng ap-
proaches form groups of one, the individual reader, and use small group
instruction less frequently for the development of skills. Organizational
patterns vary but both focus on the child and his need for individualized
instruction and both utilize group instruction.

To use patterns of orgmiLation in reading programs which combine
instruction in both group and individual settings is reasonable and
realistic but not necessarily effective. The child is and works in both
individual and group settings and he should learn how to give and re-
ceive in groups as well as how to pur-ur his own individual interests
apart from the group. The formation of an instructional reading group
with one, ten, or twenty children, however, does itot of itself ensure
that the instruction will meet the needs of group members, Individu-
alized instruction need not be the isolated instruction of one stmient
nor does a one to one relationship of stuck. t and teacher ensure indi-
vidualized instruction. Neither do groups larger than one student
hinder effective individualized instruction. Whether children benefit
from instruction in groups or in individual settings is more a function
of whether they and their teacher have something to teach each other,
whether each is willing to learn from the other, and whether they can
communicate with each other. If the one teaching meets the needs of one
or more in the group, the insituction has been individualized for those
class members. The critical aspect is the successful adaptation of in-
struction to the child's reading needs and his acceptance of it.

Open area centres in schools provide facilities for instruction of
individuals it_ .arrells as well as for instruction of groups of students.
Self-contained classrooms also permit work with both individuals and
groups. The particular architectural plan imposes limits upon the tern,
of organization the reading programs can assume but very kw school
buildings seriously hinder teachers from working in both individual and
group settings. Usually the organizational pattern chosen for reacting
instruction can facilitate in some measure individualized instruction
in both individual and group settings.

Before proceeding to the identification of selected administrative
problems of organizational patterns in reading instruction a classifica-
tion scheme which describes some characteristics of these organiza-
tional patterns of reading instruction is offered. Sartain' describes these

to.thara S Crytebf1e14. leveltrt the Inc !tetanal In (wafts* Maine." W Neat,
Arreoeeltes to ktfirittatiriltp tastriretioa, A Report el a Conference. (Priwetot.
N J FehpeatleAal Testate Sett lee, 11131. P. 13

* Harry W. Saristrt. Orgiftt %Omit Patterns of &boob and CU_ foe Retdint
1nstreetIon," On leototarion a*, ft* t* Reoliat lartnerbas, Silb-moth
Yearbook a the NMond gc* lett foe The Stilt* et Mx-0o%. Part N. Mk IN. !A.
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patterns according to their degree of polarity on one or more of four
continua. The first continuum ranges from one teacher to a number
of teachers working in some co-operative (team teaching) instructional
arrangement. Continua two tc four follow:

1. From one teacher to multiple teacher instruction of children
2. From selection of children by random assignment to ability group-

ing (i.e. from heterogeneous grouping to homogeneous grouping)
3. From uniform instruction of children to differentiated instruction
4. From directed study to independent study
A particular form of organization used in a reading program can be

placed somewhere along each of these four continua and a profile drawn.
That profile, however, may vary nut only with the particular teacher
of the reading class but also with his daily lessons.

The diversity of profiles may be shown with examples of how two
teachers use basal readers. In the first instance. one teacher is directing
the program (first continuumone teacher) and he has assigned the
children to one of three homogeneous groups according to their reading
ability and the instruction is uniform in each group (continua two and
three). All children are reading in the same basal reader but the best
readers are on page 110. the students in the second group on page 85,
and the poor readers are on page 48. The speed with which the children
progress through the basal reader is the most obvious difference. The
lessons are highly structured with the teacher comcientiousl asking
the questions set forth in the teachers' guidebook. He phrases and re-
phrases his questions until the children give him the answers he wants
from them (strong teacher directioncontinuum four). This could be
one organizational pattern for a reading instructional program.

A second teacher using the same set of basal readers and related
materials works with children in a number of different groups as their
needs indicate. Homogeneous groups are formed on a general reading
achievement basis but other groups form to meet special need of one
or more children regularly. The instruction is differentiated for the
group members and continual progress is made toward independent
reading. Questions directed to students reflect the teacher's conscious
attempt to train young people to ask themselves questions to guide
their own thinking end thus free themselves from the questioning of
others. 'the two classroom organizations fellow a similar pattern but
the profiles drawn from positions along the four continua suggested
by Sartain are different.

Any one organizational pattern of reading instructions offers more
opportunities for individualized instruction, however, than most teachers
capitalize on. Teachers are the k?y people in reading instruction and
when they use their insights and understandings of both children and
reading, they can modify organizational patterns to individualize in-
struction.

Problems that arise in administering organitational patterns of read-
ing instruction are complex and stein from a number of possible
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causes but because they can hinder or prevent desirable changes from
being made in reading instruction if they are allowed 1,3 dictate how
teachers teach, areas of concern are identified here:

1. The freedom of teachers to use their preferred instructional ap-
proaches. Although we recognize that teachers develop their own teach-
ing styles, in practice some teachers believe that they should prefer
newer organizational patterns in reading even if they cannot instruct
as effectively with them. Teachers have their own preferred ways of
instructing and if they can use methods, materials and patterns of or-
ganization which focus on their personal strengths, they proceed more
efficiently and effectively in their reading programs. Children too, ap-
pear to have their preferred ways of learning ar 3 they learn better
and with less tension when they are allowed to proceed according to
these preferences. This means that some teachers should not teach in
open area instructional centers because they are more effective in self-
contained classrooms. Some children learn better in them too. Schools
of flexible design rot only accommodate structurally to both teachers'
and students' teaching and learning preferences but also offer those
involved in self-contained classrooms opportunities for contacts with
different learning situations of the open areas, and those working in
open areas with self-contained classrooms. If some teachers and stu-
dents are made to feel that they have chosen less well if they prefer
materials, methods, and organizational patterns different from those
others have adopted recently, an unfavorable school climate for learn-
ing is established.

University students during their teacher education years and during
internship periods should have ample opportunity to work with differ-
ent organizational patterns to identify their own best teaching ap-
proaches. Practising teachers also should be permitted to explore new
approaches without fear of incurring the displeasure of administrative
personnel and peers if they decide against further participation in a
venture and elect to return to a self-contained classroom.

2. The timing of the introduction of innovations. A problem may
arise if changes in the organizational patterns of the schools and the
school system are introduced before appropriate materials needed by
teachers and students in their reading programs are available. A new
school building may permit greater flexibility in instructional ap-
proaches but if the materials and the equipment needed to take advan-
tage of the opportunities are not supplied. the teachers and students will
be restricted to approaches not compatible with the facilities. The inge-
nuity and adaptability of teachers and students may help to overcome
this problem but personnel often work under marked tensions.

3. The evaluating of individualized instruction outcomes. Erxellent
teachers of reading spend cursiderable time during the first months of
a school year assessing their children's progress in reading and planning
their reading program for the school year. At the end of the school year
though, they will feel betrayed if they are required to give tests to
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their reading classes which do not reflect the reading objectives of their
classes but which instead tests progress on a common reading program
followed by the majority of teachers. Teachers who have not followed
a particular basal reading program closely, for example, should not hf..
required to administer the final test associated widi that series to their
classes at the conclusion of the school year. Part of the problem may be
that the teachers do not make available to the school administrator suf-
ficient data concerning their reading programs in September and
throughout the school year to enable the administrators to support them
by assuring central office personnel that careful planning and appraisal
is continuing.

Growth in some areas of reading instruction mulct be assessed at
the end of a year or even two. Even though a particular innovation in
reading should "pay as it goes" in areas specified by teachers and admin-
istrators in September other areas such as the child's sustained in-
terest in reading require continuous assessment over a period of years.
Innovations in reading should be continued over a suitable period of
time according to a plan agreed upon prior to implementation even
though the plan itself undergoes continual refinement.

The reverse of this problem is not unknown. This is the problem
which arises when reading materials and equipn-,ent are introduced
that are unsuitable for the rchool plan. its facilities and organization at
that time, and are introduced before either students or teachers are
ready to work effectively with them.

4. The visibility of instructional miscues. A number of the 1142 organ-
izational patterns used in reading programs bring teachers out from
behind the walls of the self-contained classroom and make their instruc-
tional expertise visible to their peers. This emergence from a cocoon-
like existence is painful for some teachers. Those in administrative
positions can help teachers torus attention more appropriately on the
children by acknowledging that too little is known about lessons which
are most successful with large groups. for example. or about the prob-
lms of adjusting teaching materials to students with particular learn
ing needs. Miscues in instructional presentations are unavoidable because
experimentation must go on. When new innovations in reading are plan-
ned, teachers need time to plan together well in advance of the intro-
duction of that innovation. Many instructional miscues can be avoided
by teachers if they can observe others who have already experimented.
More careful records of successful reading lessons in particular organi-
zational patterns should be kept by teachers in anticipation of future
discussion sessions with leachers about to innovate.

To complement both teachers' and students' ;Ards to know how to
work together better both need to become more proficient in diagnosing
individual needs so individualized instruction can follow. Teachers often
return to a strict adherence ta a prescribed reading program because
they are rfot sufficiently acquainted with formal and informal testing
and observation techniques.
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5. The development of individual student responsibility. A particular
problem in organizational patterns of alt kinds which are dedicated to
individualizing instruction is that of training young students to be more
responsible personally to participate effectively in reading groups and
in individual work. There are problems in open instructional areas and
in schools where special rooms exist for specific instruction such as the
library in which inordinate amounts of time are consumed in moving
groups of children from one place to another and in the work area. The
greater student and teacher freedom has potential for effective individu-
alized instruction but only if each student assume:, a measure of personal
responsibility commensurate with the freedom he enjoys.

Other problems include the ineffcient personal work habits of stu-
dents. When students are set individual tasks the teacher assumes the
student has the necessary reading work-study skills to complete the
assignment successfully. This assumption cannot be made, Discipline
problems of school classes may stem from this unwarranted assumption.

Only five problems of administering new organizational patterns in
reading have been identified but these and others may be so great that
good innovations in reading may be withdrawn because school personnel
cannot resolve them. The solution lies not in the abandonment of these
innovations but in the identification of the problems associated with
them and their subsequent attempted solution.

RELATING INNOVATION IN READING TO
INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION:

In Methods And Materials

MURIEL A. AFTLECK*

In attempting to relate reading innovations to individualized in-
struction, this paper will deal only with the relationships between the
innovative methods and materials and the problems in individualizing
instruction. Before suggesting some of the emerging innovative trends
and the contributions these can make in bringing about the individu-
alization of reading instruction today, a brief review of the nature of
recent innovations in reading instruction will be presented and certain
reservations stated concerning reality factors restricting both innovative
attainment and the individualiralion of reading instruction.

rievats t £4statke.
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Probably no ten-year period in reading instruction on this continent
has witnessed as many and as varied efforts to innovate as has the past
decade. By far the greatest number of these instructional innovations
have been for children beginning to read; in fact few of them have
occurred in reading instruction beyond the primary grades. Each of the
innovative programs and approaches to beginning reading instruction
have presented a vigorous challenge to one or another aspect of the
traditional basal reading programs which, since about 1930 to the middle
1950's, have reigned supreme as the most generally accepted and "best"
method of teaching beginning reading. Into these composite-eclectic
basal reading programs reading specialists incorporated the applications
of ideas resulting from the findings of the scientific investigations in
reading which were carried out during the productive period in reading
research following the first World War. The nature of the programs was
largely determined by the thinking of such giants in the reading field
as William E. Gray, Arthur Gates, Paul McKee, David Russell and
others. These outstanding authorities were in general agreement on cer-
tain principles which have recently become labelled, largely through
the writings of Chall, "the conventional wisdom of reading instruc-
tion". Following closely on the heels of Rudolph Flesch's publication
of "Why Johnny Can't Read" and the launching of Sputnik, one inno-
vation after another has boldly questioned each of the principles tion
which the "conventional wisdom" of reading instruction was based.

The nature of these criticisms can be illustrated by drawing examples
from that part of the conventional program which has come under most
vigorous attack. This much-debated aspect of the traditional basal
reading instruction is the conventional word recognition program which
contains phonics as an integral part of its structure but uses it as only
one of several types of word recognition dues. The slow, easy start
advocated at the grade one level, puts the major emphasis on phonics
at the grades two and three levels and extends the word-analysis and
word-study in the program over the six grades of the elementary school.
This program employs an inductive approach to the teaching of phonics
which involves the anaylsis of words learned in the sight vocabulary
and is aimed at assisting children to discover the sound-symbol rela-
tionships from guided inspection of selected groupings of known words.
In this method sounds are never "drilled" or practised in isolation
from the connected meaningful reading of sentences and stories. Gen-
erally the "new" phonics programs introduce more phonics earlier and
teach it more directly using isolated sounds and blending these sounds
into words. In many cases, deductive techniques foi synthesizing words
from letter sounds are suggested to replace the traditional inductive
word analysis processes.

Likewise a spelling-regularity principle for the control of svcabulaty
is proposed to replace the meaning- frequency principle which supports
vocabulary selection and control in the traditional materials. In like
manner innovators are closely scrutinizing and questioning each prin-
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ciple upon which the traditional basal reading programs are founded
and are suggesting many other different kinds of programs and tech-
niques for teaching reading today.

Although proponents of these innovative reading programs generally
claim theirs to be "new" as well as an improvement on the existing
conventional approach, many of the "new" teaching methods being sug-
gested often resemble rather closely some much older programs that
had been discarded long before the basal reader approach gained its
supremacy. For example, the languageexperience approach which uses
records of children's own language as first reading material, was first
proposed by Lamoureux and Lee in the experience chart method of the
1930's. The synthetic phonic systems had their hey-day at the turn of the
century arising about 1880 as a reaction to the word or "sight" method
introduced by Horace Mann in 1840. Literary materials. very like some
of those revived today, were an important part of the sentence and story
methods popular about 1910. Some of the new linguistic decoding pro-
grams are reminiscent of the old alphabet and spelling methods of the
Neu. England Primer and the Blue-Backed Speller which were typical
of 18th and 19th century readers. Even "individualized reading instruc-
tion" had its beginnings in the Dalton Plan and in Washburne's Win-
nelka Plan of the 1920's. In fact individualized reading was characteristic
of the old American Panic Schools arid, throughout the years since
then, emphasis on individual instruction has reappeared at intervals.
Nevertheless, whether they are new or not in method, these innovative
programs in beginning reading continue to challege the traditional and
conventional basal reader approach and are providing a great many
new and varied materials for teaching reading.

In addition to questioning the actual "newness" of many innovative
suggestions, educators will also be aware of the fact that the mere
existence of innovative proposals and materials does not necessarily
bring about innovative teaching in the schools. Only teachers can
that. At the present time, relatively few classrooms are using innovative
materials and these. in most cases, are still in experimental :Ines. A
large percentage of teachers continue to rely on basal reading materials
even though many express some dissatisfaction with them. In the 1969
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education, innovation
and Change in Rending Instruction, Wittick, when suggesting new direc-
tions for classroom practice in the teaching of reading. predicts that
basal readers will continue to be used in many primary classrooms with
some changes in content and with the earlier introduction of leiter iden-
tification and letter-sound association.

Certain reality factors concerning the practicality cf individualizing
instruction in reading must also be considered. S..)tne reading specialists
continue to express gravy doubts about whether. in actual practice.
complete individualization of instruction is either desirable or possible.
Clearly there is a need to specify the kind and degree of individualiza-
tion contemplated. Children can be alike in their differences and may
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fall naturally into small groups for skill development. Individualization
may be only a partial answer to the problems of teaching and learning.

Neveitheless, keeping in mind the foregoing reservations about (1)
the alleged "newness" of many innovative methods, (2) the extent to
which these are actually affecting changes in teaching practice and (3)
the desirability of complete individualization of instruction, educators
must recognize the fact that there are emerging some obvious inno-
vative trends which can make important contributions to the further
individualizing of instruction in reading.

Innovations have been focussing on one or other of three new direc-
tions in reading instruction. In method, the stress is on early teaching
of letter identification and letter-sound association. In content, tin.,
changes vary from new materials that make use of the children's own
talk, or that include multiethnic settings and literary themes, to those
materials which omit meaningful connected content in an effort to
concentrate on letters, sounds or spelling patterns and use as content
only unrelated words and sentences formed from these units. In organ-
ization for reading instruction, individualizing reading appears to be
the most general trend at present. "Individualized reading" as a special
innovative approach, deals largely with organization and management
rather than the development of a special or different teaching method
and does not result in the production of new materials in the same way
that other new programs do. Yet ;ndividualized reading gains impetus
from the developments in methods and materials of other innovative
programs. It is the opportunities provided by the whole innovative pro-
duction that can contribute most significantly to the individualizing of
instruction in general practice in schools. Some of this new potential
for individualizing reading instruction is generated by conditions that
have come about during, and because of, the recent period of innovative
effort and production.

The variety of methods provided by the different innovative ap-
proaches offers the teacher a number of alternate routes to the develop.
ment of reading competence. Some of these routes may prove to meet
more adequately than ever before the needs of different types of learners,
may also satisfy their different interests and expectations and be more
appropriate for the demands of different school teaching situations.
With the introduction of a greater variety of different ways of learning
to read, teachers can now provide differentiated instruction to fit the
perceptual modes and learning styles of different individuals. Although
teachers have in the past been aware of individual differences in learn-
ers, methods and materials for differentiating instruction have not
always been available to them.

Today, teachers and educators are in fairly general agreement that
there is no one method that is necessarily the best for teaching all
children to read. In practice, it is just as obvious that different reading
methods emphasize and teach different skills as it is that different
children often learn to read in different ways. Each method has its
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special strengths and its particular weaknesses. No single method is
sufficient to early the whole task of teaching children to read for read-
ing is too complex a process to be taught, or learned, through any one
simplified appn.lacly The search for a Shangrila in reading methodology
is, at least temporarily, halted. Controversies over the best reading
methods hove dwindled to the more basic issue arising from attempts to
over-simplify what is actually a very complex process. The old con-
tra% 2rsies ovti pbonica vs. "look-say" in beginning reading seem
irrelevant whc,, ti ( real problem becomes one of selecting, from among
many possibk inlitt-s to reading competence, the different ones that
seem best for d.t.ferent individuals and small groups.

The existence ,,day of an impressively large variety of different types
of teaching and 1c.,rning materials for reading is another condition
created by th-- recent flood of innovations. This also is ail :tnportant
factor conti ibuti,.- to individualization, in that it too make. differen-
tiation in read truction both more possible and more likely than
ever before. A.:(ithilized reading programs have grown out of the
wealth of 's literature and the abundance of materials for inde-
pendent study vet) as from the desire to serve the individual more
directly with IT I ect to reading preferences, needs and pace. Larger
library colk ,i,s, teaching machines, varied practice materials, kits,
filmstrips. Si 1,lings, different types of basic readers, literary readers,
supplemental,. .,d enrichment readers, programmed materials, even
amomated itcrs (for those who can afford them) all provide the
means by h teachers can get appropriate materials to provide for
different ea( needs, interests and abilities. Content appealing to
children v it fierent social and ethnic backgrounds offers materials
suitable for 1., readers whose needs previously were either ignored or

t With the abundance of lxioks available through the
new mater; I- t deduced in different innovative program:, self-selection
can become a reality in all schools.

Both the abundance of teaching and learning material:: produced in
innovative programs and the variety of different methods suggested by
the innovators supply the teacher with the necessary resources from
which to draw in order to provide much more flexible and individualized
reading programs for children. Sequencing and pacing of both instruc-
tion and learning opportunities can suit the different experiences of
learners and more adequately meet their individual needs. Phonics can
be introduced in different wf.ys and at different times depending on
what is meaningful to the different learners. Some beginners appear to
be more ready and eager to begin to write before they attempt to read:
some are more satisfied to begin with spelling rather than with reading
at first; some are most eager to learn the alphabet: while others who
are quite able to recognize whole words are not yet able to hear clearly
the speech sonirds that the letters spell. Different children reveal nerds
to develop specific reading and language skills at different stages in
learning to read. The teacher who is sensitive to these needs, selects the
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method and materials that will develop the skills necessary at that
particular point in the child's progress toward reading competence.

Revelations of recent research point to the teacher, not the method,
as the key factor in any readirg program. If the teacher is to accept
this degree of responsibility for the success of the program then she
should also have the privilege of selecting and evaluating the methods
and materials she is to use. A teacher to use a method effectively must
be convinced that it will do the job she wants it to and that it is
compatible with her philosophy of teaching. The teacher also is the
one person who would be most likely to know the individual children
well enough to diagnose their reading abilities, needs and interests, and
thus be able to provide programs sufficiently differentiated to meet
the needs of each child. The greatest impetus and the most significant
single contribution that the recent quantity of innovative production
today can provide for the individualizing of reading instruction arises
from the abundance of materials and the wide variety of methods it can
supply for the teacher to investigate in selecting those most suitable for
herself and the different children she teaches.

The history of reading instructon together with the recent research
seems to support what wise teachers have always known intuitively
namely that a wide range of methodological tools is the best answer
to the problem of providing adequately for the diverse learning styles
of different individuals.
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THE GENERATION -
PARTICIPATION GAP IN SCIENCE

WILLARD F. REESE*

I promised myself in your behalf that we would not begin this ses-
sion with a lengthy dissertation on the need for more and better science
education in the elementary schoolnor will I extol! the virtues of a
general scientific literacy for all citizen of our modern world. You've
undoubtedly heard these arguments before and your physical presence
in this section indicates your interest in science education. I would,
however, propose to accomplish two objectives. The first, is to point
up it neglected aspect of the problem faced by science educators; and
the second, is to indicate what has been done in terms of individual cur-
riculum and instruction in elementary science. I will leave it to my
colleagues and to you whether or not the present research indicates a
solution or even an awareness of this aspect or the problem. For want
of a better name, I have entitled this problem The Generation-
Participation Gap.

In fairness, let me first point out that I believe that today's school
child is more than likely exposed to a far better elementary school
scielice program than that which his parents received. Further, the
multimedia of leisure time pursuits (TV, radio, movies, newspaper, etc.)
along with improvements in reading and language instruction in school
have made today's child the most lucid and knowledgeable in history.
He not only verbalizes with more fluency and less inhibition but his
thought processes appear to be indicative of a more rapid maturation
than children of earlier generations.

This may be considered all to the good and can be chalked up on
the positive side of the ledger. However, in terms of actual out-of-school
experiencesexperiences r.f the type which most of today's scientists
and technicians claim to have been vitally important in deciding and
shaping their careersI believe this generation's child is being short-
changed.

I regret that I have no statistics to offer but it seems appeart to me
that there has been a significant drop in the number and variety of out-
of-school responsibilities. Too few children today have the opportunity

University of Alberta.
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to help dad on the farm or in the store, or for that matter, to be con-
sistently responsible for tasks at home.

Active recreation has become highly structured and usually inhibited
by adult guidance or interference of some type. Our increasingly urban
population diminishes the access and the opportunities for children to
investigate nature or even to get very far away from other people.

Previous generations placed more emphasis on the talented hands
and creative imagination of the craftsman and the jack-of-all-trades re-
pairman. In today's affluent culture some of the products and appli-
ances which we buy have built-in obsolescence. When something fails to
function properly it is repaired by a specialist or simply thrown out and
replaced by a newer and better model.

The automobile is a classic example of what I'm talking about. Most
of today's scientists and technicians have spent may happy hours
tinkering over an old car. Inspection requirements plus city council
ordinances against keeping inoperative automobiles within the city have
cut down this resource. Certainly an o/d car can be an eyesore but my
point is that it it also a valuable individual learning aid.

Even the lowly junkyard which served as a readily accessible source
of equipment and supplies and thereby a facilitator and originator of
many a budding scientist's creative projects, is now located far from
residential areas and has become another impersonal big business op-
eration which no longer encourages the browsing young "penny shop-
per" of yesterday.

The same could be said of our modern pharmacies and hardware
stores. Have you tried to buy a nickle's worth of nails lately? Well, I
haveand you can't. They come in plastic containers and the smallest
size usually sells for 69 cents. This too can discourage a would-be
impoovisor.

I have only taken time to site a few of the aspects of this problem.
Now let us see if the present research in individualized instruction is
coping with or even cognizant of this changing factor in our affluent
environment. Baum' prepared materials to test the feasibility of indi-
vidualizing science experiences for fifth-grade pupils. He devised a
series of pretests of skills and knowledg-. so that pupil deficiencies could
be identified. Each pupil was then ass;gned a kit specially designed to
help him acquire the skill or competency shown to be deficient on the
tests. This method was found suitable for helping pupils achieve cur-
ricular goals in the area of science. Evaluation was carried out by ob-
serving pupil reactions to this instruction, and through the evaluation
was subjective, the strengths of the program in terms of desired out-
comes clearly emerged.

OtToole2 compared an individual method with a teacher-centered
approach in the teaching of science to fifth grades. He found no signifi-

1 Ernest A. blunt, Report of the individualization of the Teaching of Selected Science
Skills and Knouledgcs in an Elementary School Classroom with Materials Prepared
by the Teacher. (unpublished doctoral dissertation, C lumbla. 1965).

2 Raymond J. O'Toole, A Study to Determine Whether Fifth-Grade Children Can Learn
Certain Selected ProblemSolving Abilities Throi.oh Individualized instruction, tun-
published doctoral dissertation, Colorado State Collece, 1966).
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cant differences beween his groups in achievement, problem-solving
ability, or science interest. The teacher-centered program stressing prob-
lem solving as a major objective was more effective in developing the
ability to identify valid conclusions while the individualized program
wa.3 more effective in developing the ability to recognize hypotheses and
problems.

It is likely that group methods of instruction will develop some out-
comes more effectively than individualized methods, while other out-
comes will develop more effectively in an individualized situation. This
study was the only one which attempted to identify what some of these
outconie differences might be.

Schiller3 used activity booklets and data sheets to individualize in-
struction for sixth-grade pupils. The materials were designed to give
children an opportunity to complete some science experiments and other
activities which were in addition to the formal instructional program.
Much of the evaluation was subjective, but students were eager to par-
ticipate in the activities and seemed to gain from them,

Other attempts at individualizing instruction were undertaken by
La Cava' who used the tape recorder as an aid in individualizing, Carter
who developed a science experience center, and Lipson° who developed
an individualized program by co-ordinating audio-tapes to simple science
kits. These studies, in general, support the contention that individualiz-
ing instruction is possible and educationally desirable at the elementary
level. To date, however, evaluation has been highly subjective.

A more rigorous evaluation of an individualized program was under-
taken by Gleason! He measured pupil growth in areas of general
science knowledge, liking for science, and learning to generalize. Al-
though he found no specific advantages in favor of individualized self-
study activity in science, pupils learned as much content by themselves
as they did when taught by a teacher.

An important project related to individualizing instruction is dis-
cussed by Lindvall and Bolvin.° The Oakleaf Elementary Salmi is used
as a laboratory for testing the feasibility of individualizing instruction,
developing suitable programs, and evaluating the effects of such in-
struction.

The above cited studies are representative of the recent research in
individualized instruction in science. There are, to my knowledge, no
studies designed to correct or even indicate that a Generation-Partici-
pation Gap exists.
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s Leroy Schiller. A Study of ti.e Effect of Individualized Activities on Understanding
in Elementary School Science, (unpublished doctoral dissertation, State University
of Iowa. 1964).

I George La Cava, "An Experiment Via Tape." Science and Children, III (October.
1965). p. 1031.
Neal Carter, "Science Experience Center," Science and Children, V (February, 1967).

a Joseph 1. Lipson, An Individualized Science Laboratory:. Science and Children,
IV (December. 1966).

z Walter Gleason. An Examination of Some Effects of Pupils Self-Instruction Methods
Compared with the Effects of Teacher-Led Classes in Elementary Science of Filth-
Grade Pupils, (unpublished doctoral dissertation, 1965).
Maurltz C. Lindvall, and John D. Bolvin. "Individually Prescribel InstructionThe
Oak leaf Protect," University of Pittsburgh, Learning Research and Development
Center, February, 1966.
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If the lack of easily acquirable equipment and supplies, along with
the inaccessibility of a relatively untouched natural environment, con -
.,titutes a real problem in science education; then I propose that we do
the following:

1. Set aside large areas near all urban centers for the purpose of
outdoor education. I woul 1 make a distinction between recreation
and education in this context. Some of these areas might have
facilities for students to live in for short periods of time, but all
should be made accessible by adequate and easily obtainable
transportation.

2. Schools, libraries, and community centers should consider the
feasibility of establishing computer-assisted public study labo-
ratories which would serve as equipment and materials suppliers
as well as workshops and loan agencies.

Tomorrow's Thomas Edison should be able to check out an oscillo-
scope to use in his home laboratory. If he doesn't have a home labo-
ratory, then he should be able to book time and space in the area's
Science Centre.

Naturally, these facilities and services would have to be highly
subsidized, but so are amateur sports. The rewards to our society from
such a program could be tremendous. We must consider the ways and
means by which we can close the Generation-Participation Gap.
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SOCIAL STUDIES, INDIVIDUALIZED
INSTRUCTION AND HYPNOSIS

JOSEPH M. KIRMAN*

Individualized curriculum instruction is a goal that often is as elusive
as it is worthy. Certainly, there are no easy answers to most educational
problems, if any at all. If we are seeking to incIividualize within the
educational structure then it is a question of one to one where learning
is to be promoted. But, we do not have the manpower to supply X
number of children with X number of teachers. At best we can supply
XY teachers to fulfill the need of our children. And this brings us
to the nexus of the problem: How do we utilize the available teachers
to most efficiently meet the needs of the children?

If we know what those needs are, then it is a matter of methods and
logistics. Those that design curriculum are expected to decide upon
the needs, taking what must be considered into their decision. It is not
the purpcse of this paper to describe such needs, but to anticipate the
methods needed to teach them. And it should be added, method might
be considered the most difficult side of the curriculum-method coin. In
the former, one need only prescribe, but in the latter, prescription must
be carried into effect.

With changing times, educational methods have changed. The class-
room of a century ago certainly differs from the classroom of toda,. One
need not belabor this point. However, it might be pointed out that the
difference lies more in the nature of the available aids of .1 technological
society, a less authoritarian and hopefully broader view of differences.
Yet, the situation of one teacher with a class of approximately 30 stu-
dents participating in group activities with the teacher as leader and
resource person is still a common denominator between the class of
one hundred years ago and now. This is not to say that such a situation
does not work. It certainly does. But the question arises: Is there the
possibility that certain techniques might be employed to radically alter
the system of teacher-student interaction that we now depend upon for
a learning situation? Surely, the easily distracted, the test anxious, and
the child with poor work habits should be dealt with in a more efficient
manner than now exists. And what about the child who has tremendous
potential, but doesn't work up to his levelcan't something be done

University of Alberta.
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for him? It is here that a new approach in individualized instruction
may well be attempted.

In 1962 an article appeared in Education magazine asking that some
attempt be made to investigate the educational potential of hypnosis.'
It was a plea, surprisingly, from a mother in Fairfield, Illinois. Not a
scholarly article, mind you, but one showing some familiarity with a
few research items in the field. What was significant about it was that
it was written by a layman, and may have been expressive of the think-
ing of others outside the field of education whose children are the re-
cipients of the fruits of educational research. And in 1965, a scholarly
article advocating the use of educational hypnosis was published under
the joint authorship of Mirowitz and Tremontione the Director of
the Southwest Psychological Clinic in Dallas, Texas, and the other the
Chairman of the Department of Education of Loyola University in New
Orleans, Louisiona.2

With the above introductory remarks serving as a taste of what is
to come, certain questions must be answered. First, what is hypnosis?
While there is no theory of hypnosis that is totally satisfactory,2a a
working definition for our purposes might be that employed by Krippner
using Hull's definition that it, ". . . is generally defined as a state of
consciousness characterized by a heightened responsiveness to direct
suggestion."'

The second question that must be answered is, whether hypnosis can
be used in education. In this regard, Mirowitz, Tremonti{ and Krippner'
claim that it is already being used without being labeled as such. Each
mentions it is conjunction with pep talks and attempts to relax a class
previous to an examination in addition to dramatizing a situation using
audio-visual aids. Indeed, Mirowitz and Tremonti go so far as to quote
Kroger in claiming that the mechanism of hypnosis is, ".. . not different
from the tools which Lady Macbeth used on her husband, which Cassius
used on the honourable Brutus, which Iago used on Othello."6

The third question that arises is that of any dangers involved. Weizen-
hoffer states that, "hypnosis per se is no more dangerous than natural
sleep . . . the danger lies in . . . the mismanagement of subjects."' Kost
notes in an article on the dangers of hypnotism, "The dangers that are
involved in hypnosis occur through ignorance, over zealousness, lack
of understanding of the bases of interpersonal relationships, and the
irresponsible acts of those who would use the technique for entertain-
ment."8 It might be noted that these views are typical of the attitude

W. Beatrice Ziegenfuss. "Hypnosis: A Tool For Education," Education, LXXXII
(April, 1962), D. 505-507.

2 Jack M. Mirowitz, and Joseph D. Tremont', "Hypnosis and The Educative Process,"
The British Journal of Medical Hypnosis, XVII (Spring, 1966). p. 2-9.

L'a David B. Cheek, and Leslie M. Le Cron. Clinical Hypnotherapy, (New York: Gruen
& Stratton, 19681 D. 10.

3 Stanley Krippner, "Hypnosis and Reading Improvement Among University Students."
American Journal of Clinical Hypnosis, V (1963). D. 187.
Mirowitz, op. cit., p. 5.

s Krippner, op. cit., p. 187.
Mirowitz, op cit., p. 4.

7 Andre M. Weitzenhoffer, General Techniques of Hypno (New York: Grune &
Stratton, 1957). p. 4.

PI P. F. Kost, 'Dangers of Hypnosis." International Journa. of Clinical and Experi-
mental Hypnosis, XIII (1965). p. 220-225, reported In "Abstracts," American Journal
of Clinical Hypnosis, IX (July, 1966), p. 86.
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found in the literature, and compare with the dangers that could arise
through mismanagement of anything in general. It might be added as
an afterthought that the misuse of aspirins poses a far greater threat
to a child than hypnotism ever could. There is yet to be an accidental
fatality or permanent damage from hypnosis.

The next question that should be answered is: Can the method be
used with children? Meares claims that, "As a general rule, children
are easily hypnotized."'i And Ambrose has stated that, "Hypnosis is not
only a short-cut method of dealing with tension and anxiety in children,
but should be used for re-educative purposes.""' Sparks reports the use
of hypnosis for dealing with enuresis, stuttering, tics and nail biting."
Indeed, this writer saw hynotherapy applied to an elementary school
age girl to permanently cure her from nail biting. It thus appears to
be applicable to children.

Hypnosis experiments have been reported in Brazil involving peda-
gogy and pediatrics;" in Denmark to overcome pre-test anxiety;" in
Japan under grants from the Japanese Ministery of Education. (It may
be noted that the Faculty of Education of Kyushyu University instituted
lectures on hypnosis in 1962);" in the Soviet Union involving hypnosis
and sleep learning; in Italy involving pre-examination mental blocks;";
among other countries including Canada, the United States and Eng-
land This serves to present the fact that research in the field of educa-
tional hypnosis is world wide, and that many feel it has an application to
pedagogy.

Let us examine some of the literature that has been published in
this field. McCord and Sherrill claim that under the influence of hyp-
nosis a subject was able to significantly increase his speed in solving
a calculus problem," and Lodato claimed that he hypnotically relieved
test anxiety in a subject who "froze up" taking examinations." Gray
in an experiment on learning to spell with hypnosis did not obtain suf-
ficient results for a positive conclusion, but found "that learning does
take place readily under the influence of hypnosis."" Eisele and Hig-
gins used hypnosis to successfully deal with changing the attitudes of
subjects in regard to examination tension, concentration and study
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habits, and insomnia among students:2' As attempted to utilize hypnosis
to aid in recovering forgetten language knowledge," and Mellenbruch
has stated that with the use of hypnosis he has alleviated student
problems concerning concentration, study habits, and mental blocks."
Summo and Rouke make similar claims and also discuss hypnotic time
distortion to be applicable where the "problem is one of reduced reading
speed."23 Rosenberg made use of hypnosis in causing changes in atti-
tudes and concluded that ". . . it seems col,ceivable that hypnotic tech-
niques have been used (in combination with other procedures) for the
production of large scale affective-cognitive reorientation of the sort
demonstrated in the confessions of the accused in certain totalitarian
`show-trials'." Oetting has reported using hypnosis to improve study
habits"' as well as Hartman who claimed that "steady progress has been
noted for all clients.' Donk and others" in addition to Mutke have
attempted to use hypnosis for reading improvement. In both cases
success has been reported.

Others have reported that hypnosis was not able to aid their sub-
jects in learning situations. Edmonston and Marks found that motiva-
tional instructions on kinesthetic learning, "was unaffected by the ex-
perimental conditions," and Egan and Egan'') using hypnosis claimed
that there were no improvements in the subjects' academic performance
when compared with their control group. Fowler was also unable to
obtain widespread scholastic improvement in his subjects with the use
of hypnosis."

One can see that agreement as to the use of hypnosis as an effective
aid to learning is by no means universal. In this regard three articles
critically examining research in this field are of interest to the serious
student. Uhr,32 Barber,33 Treloar," found various flaws in the research
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examined. In general such flaws fell into the following categories:
1. Specific case study or too few S's that could not be generalized

upon.
2. Failure to use controls.
3. Where controls were used, variables were confounded either with

the S's or the control. For example, using S's that were tested to
be easily hypnotizable, but not so testing the control. Confound-
ing variables was a common occurrence.

4. Failure to take into account a desire of S's to please the examiner
where S's were their own control.

5. Filing to take into account the motivation of the S's to partici-
pate in the experiment.

Treloar concludes his article with the observation that the "analogy
to the seven blind men and the elephant still holds for researchers in
!earning under hypnosis . . we find a continuum running from stauch
defenders . . . to equa'y staunch antagonists. We have only to place
our trust in human achievement and in the abilities of current re-
searchers and to hope that upon further examination of the elephant,
arguments do not become intensified but instead ale squelched as we
approach a scientific understanding of the true nature of the phenom-
ena."35

We see that the question of the effectiveness of hypnosis as a tool
for education is wide open. This means that a controlled experiment
taking into account the variables that could arise might provide the
answer. In this regard, I have been active with Dr. Harvey Zing le of
the University of Alberta's Department of Educational Psychology in
preparing such an experiment, with the added hope that if successful,
the method might be applied to specific subject areas with certain modi-
fications.

Such an experiment would have to have the following characteristics:
a large enough population from which to draw results for the general
population; a control taking into account both the influence of hypnosis
per se as well as the Hawthorne effect. This would entail at least two
additional control groups; the use of identical methods for hypnotic
procedures; checking for personality factors on the part of those doing
the hypnosis; keeping all factors except the independent variables equal
in both the controls and the S's; a valid measure of the achievement of
the S's based upon pre and post-examinations administered to the con-
trols as well as the S's; and subjecting the experimental design as well
as the progress of the experiment to external examiners. In such a man-
ner an experiment to determine once and for all the effectiveness of
hypnosis in regard to education can be carried out. Let us assume that
the results are positive. How can this influence the question of individu.
alized instruction?

First, the question of motivation of reluctant scholars may be over-
come with hypnosis, the disciplining of problem children might be a

35 !b4. P. 731.
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a simple matter of post-hypnotic techniques and the nervous scholar
may be a thing of the past. The exact manner of utilization of the tech-
niques would be an item that would have to be developed. However,
we are now interested in the speculative application of such techniques
and can thus take for granted a sufficiently developed plan of operation.
One can therefore see benefits in all subject areas. But for the purposes
of this paper, let us examine one specific subject area, social studies. and
see how hypnosis might be utilized in the school of the future.

Role playing is a standard device in social studies lessons. Without
appearing to present a validated version of Brave New World, it is
entirely conceivable that with the use of recorded materials to induce
a state of hypnosis and presenting the student with a programmed series
of selected information for his age and experience, to have him visualize
vividly and apparently participate in experiencing various events. Such
a situation can be envisioned by having the child role play the experi-
ences of a child in another region. The technique could be so used that
the student might even feel the cold spray of salt water on his face
as he hypnotically participates in a fishing trip off the coast of Nova
Scotia.

And if we are thinking about developing empathy concerning the
world's less fortunate, how about allowing a well fed middle class child
to fee] the effect of hunger through hypnotic inducement. Quite an
answer for teachers who worry about how far a lesson on Biafra sinks in
with youngsters who have never experienced hunger and hopefully
never will. In this same vein a white child might experience the feelings
of discrimination by being placed in the shoes of an Indian or an Ameri-
can Negro.

A critic might claim that there are other methods that can be utilized
right now to provide the above results; however they all depend upon
group activities and are not geared to individualized instruction. In
the case of the hypnotic techniques, they can be recorded and used as
needed individually. Indeed, the effectiveness might be even more
dramatic given the fact that a student is actually made to believe that he
is standing in another's shoes. If the shoe pinches he will feel it.

Let's talk about research projects. Johnny may be a slow reader arid
consequently has turned himself off when it comes to social studies re-
search projects. His refusal to do much reading has the effect of
eliminating reading practice on his own, This in turn keeps him at a slow
pace in a vicious circle. With the use of hypnotic time distortion, one
hour can be made to seem like fifteen minutes, and much more work
could be accomplished. Here we have a direct utilization of hypnosis for
an individual problem that will allow Johnny to do a bit of social studies
research and practice his reading as well

One can even see the utilization of hypnosis in evaluating the reten-
tion of factual knowledge by students. The ability of the student to
painlessly recall information would render it possible for the teacher
to know the extent of the pupil's subject knowledge. This would be
without complicating factors of pre-test tension, misunderstanding of
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instructions and the need to "cram" for memory purposes liefore the
test. Of course, for evaluation of the ability to work with such informa-
tion, hypnosis might not be applicable. This is due to the belief that
such cognitive process should he exercised under waking conditions,
which would correspond to the actual situation. Then again, it might
be argued that with the use of hypnosis the teacher might actually be
able to heighten a sense of reality.

But, we are working in the speculative realm and could claim many
things as being possible. All of this will have to wait for valid experi-
mental evidence. However, the potential is there. And if Canada Council
or some other well funded agency can give us the financial backing,
Dr. Zing le and this speaker, hope to give you that evidence. Either that,

.or lay to rest once and for all any notions about hypnosis and education.
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INDIVIDUALIZING MATHEMATICS LEARNING
THROUGH DISCOVERY

THOMAS P. ATKINSON*

The theme of the present conference has been "Individualized Cur-
riculum and Instiuction" and after more than two days of exposure to
a multiplicity of ideas, I hare come to the conclusion that the concepts
held by the participants as to what individualizing means are in them-
selves individualized.

It has been evident over the past few years that the role of educa-
tion is changing. and must change. In his opening address Dr. Tyler
suggested two emphases for the schools of the seventies. First, they
should prepare a person to manipulate social forces to his own purposes
rather than to prepare him to fit an existing society. Second, the schools
should gauge a person more according to his achievement than according
to comparisons with his peers. Projecting these ideas to the consideration
of the means of developing persons capable of independent individualis-
tic thought and action, I deem it natural to examine discovery as one of
those means. Several educators consider discovery as a technique for
fostering productive thought.

Dienes' has identified three stages in the process:
1. A preliminary somewhat groping stage in which activity is un-

directed and more or less random.
2. A second more structured stage in which conscious mathematical
activity can take place.

3. A third stage consisting of insight, usually followed by the desire
to analyze what has been learned and 19 practise the newly formed
concepts.

Holmes' lists discovery as one of three methods of instruct,on, the
other two being "explanatory" and "guidance". She describes discovery
in much the same way as Dienes does,

'Discovery methods for teaching mathematical conceots are procedures
that are used to ena'le, boys and girls to achieve new understandings inde-
pendently. The korner is given the opnortunity to explore. physically and
mentally, an environment arranged b) the teacher to ensure the greatest
possible insights Oh the part of the child. Questions are presented to the
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!earner to guide his exploration. A follow .up activity, either oral or written,
enables learners to demonstrate their understaanding."
Bruner' characterizes any domain of knowledge in a three-fold

manner:
1. A set of actions appropriate for achieving a certain result (enac-

tive representation)
2. A set of summary images or graphics that stand for a concept

without defining it fully (ikonic representation)
3. A set of symbolic or logical propositions drawn from a symbolic

system that is governed by rules or laws for forming and trans-
forming propositions (symbolic representation).

At the risk of oversimplification. may 1 use the familiar process of
determining the area of a rectangular region as a vehicle for illustrating
what Dienes. Holmes and Bruner are saying. For convenience, assume
that the length and the width of the rectangle are whole numbers (of
inches). Now consider the following sequence of activities:

1. The child is given a rectangular piece of cardboard and sufficient
pieces of cardboard ont, inch square to cover it. With a minimum of
instruction and after a certain amount of manipulation. the child will
arrange the square pieces of cardboard into rows to cover the rectangu-
lar piece of cardboard. (enactive representation)

2. The child can represent the rectangular region by a drawing and
show diagrammatically the rows of squares covering it. The number of
rows is one measure of the rectangle and the number of squares in
each row is the other. (ikonic representation)

[
1

3

S

3. The child can write a mathematical sentence to expvess his con-
clusion. One form is 5 x' 3 a. (symbolic representation)

The discovery method has advantages:
1. The active participation gives practice in productive thought
2. Motivation tends to be high and interest is generated through

successful discovery
and disadvantages:

1. Students must have confidence in their own ability and p"rse-
verance. Otherwise they will give up easily.

2. The generation of new ideas from a situation demands a quality
of comprehension that children do not acquire at an early age.

3. The learning process tends to be slow and there is no conclusive
evidence that greater understanding and retention results.
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However, I suggest that the method is more conducive than the explan-
atory methods towards producing the product of the schools of the 'in
suggested by Dr. Tyler.

The role of the teacher is an exacting one. She must set the stage so
that there is some direction to the children, yet she must refrain from
saying or doing too much. She must be alert to the progress of each
child or group so that the first stage of random activity is not prolonged
to the point of disinterest or frustration. Here, she must truly have con-
siderable knowledge of individual differences among her pupils. She
must be skilled in evaluation because the point of attainment of the ob-
jectives she has in mind will vary, again according to individual dif-
ferences.

Avital and Shettleworth,' have presented a framework for analyzing
teaching objectives for mathematics consisting of three distinct levels
of thinking which they call:

1. recognition and recall
2. algorithmic thinking and generalization
3. open search.
The third level has many of the characteristics of the discovery

method.
"Behavior on this level emerges when the student's repertoire is not con-
fined to operations and the solution of problems Br which he has learned a
straightforward procedure. He can re-arrange or restate the parts of a
problem and see among them new relationships which are relevant to the
sought -for solution".
They go on to say "Poincare distinguished three stages in solving a

t.iew and different problem: preparation, incubation and illumination."
Are not these in a sense the three stages of Dienes or the three aspects
of knowledge described by Bruner?

Avital and Shettleworth state that the difference between algorithmic
thinking and open search is essentially the same as the difference be-
tween reproductive thinking and productive thinking. Their examples,
set in the form of multiple choice test questions, are drawn from sec-
ondary father than elementary school mathematics. However, I feel
that the spirit of their presentations is exemplified in this situation
which is relevant to elementary school mathematics.

Suppose a child was permitted to manipulate four pieces of flat, rigid
materials as pictured here individually and in a single configuration.
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What inferences might be drawn? From our position of sophistication,
what might we say about the basic ccmcept?

Even in the matter of simple practice in computation cr.. in problem
solving, it is possible to inject some of the essence of discovery. Many of
the ideas contained in the Math Workshop materials of Wirtz, Hotel,
Heberman and Sawyer, in the Madison Project materials associated with
Davis and in Mathex from Encyclopedia Britannic::, to mention only
some, are of the discovery kind. May I use an example, the pattern of
which, though not the detail, is borrowed from an Encyclopedia Britan-
nica film featuring Dr. Wirtz.

"A school supplies counter in a store offered pencils at 6 cents each
and erasers at 4 cents each. If a customer spent SO cents on pencils and
erasers, how many of each did she buy?"

There are numerous problems to be considered with respect to the
discovery method. apart from the lack of consensus with respect to its
effectiveness. Suppose we examine a few of them:

1. Are all children capable of learning mathematics by discovery?
I must confess surprise was my reaction to Dr. Glaser's quote from

Bereiter and Englemann to the effect that culturally deprived children
are poorly equipped to handle the learning of adaition based upon real-
life concepts and that they can proceed as rapidly from an approach
which deals only with numbers and their relationships. 1 feel that such
children should have more experience with real materials. not less, prior
to any attempt to have them learn the abstractions of number, operations
and relations. Dr. Cathcart's summary of the research by Vance indi-
cated that the study showed that the group learning Grade 7 and 8
mathematics did not suffer as a result of devoting one fifth of their
mathematics class time to laboratory work rather than to conventional
instruction.

2. Now much of the content of a K-3 mathematics program can be
learned through discovery?

The Nuffield materials from England, the book by Biggs and Mac-
Lean,' and the workshop materials previously noted advocate the dis-
covery approach for numerous concepts but none professes to be a com-
plete program. Holmes avers that the explanatory method of instruc-
tion is necessary for teaching the conventions of language and notation
as well as many principles and computational rules. However, she says
the explanation can come from sources such as text-books and other
children as well as from the teacher.

3. Assuming that a major portion of the program can be handled in
the discovery manner, where does the teacher obtain the ideas and
materials?

Some teachers strongly believe that the individual teacher should
generate and continuously revise the ideas and the materials for her
specific group of pupils but we all wonder how she can find the time
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for such an undertaking. Hopefully Dr. Bolvin's Individually Prescribed
Instrucion materials will be a solution or at least provide some direction.

I do not think I have given you much in the form of guidelines but
I hope to have stimulated some thinking. In an attempt to practise what
I preach, I want to place all of you into a discovery situation. I searched
for some problems that would have appeal to elementary school children
and to you and I hope I have found some. As you tackle them, ether
individually or in groups, perhaps you may note your going through
the stages identified by Dienes:

1. initial random action
2. development of some structure
3. insight and concept development.

MATHEMATICS BY DISCOVERY: SUMS OF SERIES
Problem 1: To discover a quick method of finding the sum of 1+3+5+

7+ ... for any specific number of terms.
Definitions: I. A set of numbers such as 1+34-5+7 is a series.

2. Each number is a term of the series
3. We will use S with a subscript to indicate the sum of

the series. The subscript will indicate how many terms
are used to produce the sum. Example: S, 1+3+5+
7 16.

Procedures: 1. Use the dots as a guide for developing a geometric pat-
tern to represent the successive terms of the series, from
which some insi,hts may be obtained.

2. Develop a technique for determining a term when you
know its position in the series or for determining the
position when you know the term.

3. Develop a technique for determining the sum of any
number of terms.

Example diagrams:

91 A C) 0
Ailah 0 LA0 0 0 or 0 a o 0 0

Problem 2: Proceed in a manner somewhat similar to that of Problem
1 to find the sum of 1 4-- 2-f 3+ 4 +. . .
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INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION IN
ART EDUCATION? WHAT'S NEW?

JAMES B. LOMBARD'

When the theme of this conference was announced a few months ago,
it recalled to mind a number of teaching concepts which have come to
the attention of educators as deserving of special emphasis for improv-
ing the quality of educational practices. Some of these concepts, including
the emphasis on individualized instruction, were valued in the art teach-
ing act long beforr: they came to the special attention of other educators.
The use of audio, visual and tactile experiences have long been valued
by art teachers as means of making students critically aware of and
sensitive to learning experiences and as learning reinforcers. The use
of visual aids, in particular, have played a significant part in art learn-
ing experiences because art is primarily concerned with the visual as
a means for information gathering and communication. With the upsurge
of interests and research in creativity in the late 1950's and 60's, in-
creased value was put on art activities because the emphasis in art
instruction had long been on innovation and creativity. Increasingly, new
school buildings are being designed around open instructional areas;
a physical feature of any well-planned art instructional facility in ele-
mentary or secondary schools. Art educators have long professed that
the ideal learning environment in art should include a facility which
has differentiated art making areas, a variety of visually exposed art
learning resources and art making materials, and individual and group
work stations. And as for individualized instruction in art, the question in
the minds of you who are art teachers may well be "what's new?" You
can rightly claim that individualized instruction has long been an in-
herent part of the art teaching act, because art is concerned with the
individual's reaction to and the interpretation and expression of his
ettvironment.

As I see it, the relationship and implications of the theme of this
conference to art education should not be on "what's new?" but rather
on exploring the known values derived from individualized instruction.
There is a difference, after all, between being aware of the value of
individualized instruction and being perceptually sensitive to th,: under-
lying educational bases for individualized instruction and the teaching
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skill required for achieving optimal benefits from this kind of an in-
structional operation. In general, art teachers have, explicity or im-
plicitly, displayed their reluctance to dissect and analyze the art teach-
ing or learning acts. For some, it is claimed that it would add nothing
and may very well detract from what they consider is done adequately,
if not well, intuitively. For others, the claim is that art making or teach-
ing is an "holistic" experience, and the dissection of this experience
would not be possible without the elimination of the "true" meaning of
the art experience (yet. many of the proponents of this philosophy dis-
sect their curriculum in other ways).

Underlying these attitudes is probably the age-old posture of main-
taming the dichotomy between science with its emphasis on the rational
And the analytic and art with its emphasis on the irrational and emo-
tional. However, the "holistic," intuitive approach in art making may be
of personal worth to some individuals, but it has no place when working
with children: Mistakes made in the employment of the trial-and-error
method in teaching children cannot be covered over or discarded as
they can in art making.

One way in which I am in agreement with those who hold to the
"holistic" posture is their insistence that a part of an experience can-
not be fully appreciated outside the context of the experience. Likewise,
the signifance and value of individualized instruction cannot, be appre-
ciated to any real extent without knowing on what rational or empirical
ground it rests and its implications for the teaching and learning acts
in art education. In order to do justice to the topic of individualized
instruction, one would have to draw heavily on the theory and research
in the behavioral sciences and art education. To reduce to a few minutes
of talking the volumes which have been written about, or which have
direct implications for, individualized instruction is an impossible task.
With this in mind, it is hoped that what will be said in the next few
minutes will disturb rather than fortify any concepts you have about
individualized instruction. Any comment made relevant to individual
instruction as it is related to the art teaching or learning act should be
viewed as a verbal vignette whose boundaries are not definitive but
fade out to the infinity of the unknown. The illustrative cameos em-
ployed in the text should be seen as having suggestive implications
rather than as examples of proof of a particular point of view. What I
want you to go away with at the end of this session can be summed by
quoting the opening statement in a monograph on communication.'

Perhaps all stories should begin with the word "and". Perhaps they should
end with the word 'arid" too. It would remind us that no expeCience ever
begins; there was always something that preceded it. What really began for
us. was our awareness of something going on. At the end, the word and
wou'l remind us that no story ever really endssomething more will happen
after. "nut,, it may be said that we live in the world of "etc." There is
always mote to start with than we can take into amount. There is always
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more to say than we can possibly say. There is always more to end with
than we can imagine. You are now invited to enter the world of etc.
Directly following this statement in the monograph is another com-

ment which may have relevance to this session. "Man", it has been said,
"is the only creature on earth who can talk himself into trouble."2

Two assumptions were made in organizing this talk: the first assump-
tion was that I could talk myself out of trouble, and the second was
that it makes no difference what is taught or how it is taughtlearning
will take place individually. Only the latter assumption has any real
signifiance to the theme of this conference. In order to pursue the sig-
nificance of this assumption, the complexity and implications of indi-
vidual differences will be considered in the light of (1) individual over-
all readiness for a learning experience, (21 individual psychological
reactions to a psychological learning environment, (3) individual abil-
ities for visual-information-handling, and (4) different motivations indi-
viduals have derived from environmental and cultural experiences and
the relationships between these motivations and creative work. Woven
into this discussion, the complexity and implications of individual dif-
ferences will be considered in relation to the various components of
the art teaching act.

Each participant in a group of people in any learning situation will
be in different states of readiness for the learning experience. In part,
an individual's total readiness to perceive or perform is governed by
his habitual tendencies to resi d in certain ways to things in his
environment. The culture or sub - culture an individual belongs to, how
he relates to his life space, his "openness" to new experiences, and his
perceptual development are some of the contributions to the individual's
state of readiness.

An individual's state of readiness is determined by his past experi-
ences with his environment. To a very real extent each individual's
historical contact with his environment was different from any other
individual. Every fleeting, fractional moment of an individual's life, he
is experiencing something that is not like anything he has experienced
before nor will experience again. Nor will this experience be like any-
one else's in their lifetimes. Physical. mental, and rsychologicai growth
is now seen not as something that happens in isolation but as a result
of an interaction with the environment: that is. what happens within
the skin is determined in a large part by what happens outside of the
skin. Does it not seem reasonable that parts of ite whole organism
develop, in a sense, independently, yet at the same time are indepen-
dently related?

There is empirical evidence to support variable rates of growth
among the physical, mental, and psychological factors of the human
organism. Supporting evidence has come mainly from longitudinal
studies in which developmental rates of different menial and physical
trails were studied and compared over a long period of time. Nancy
Bay)ey has reported on a study in which forty children were observed
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and tested at regular intervals from birth to age 21.3 Development of
intelligence as measured by I.Q. tests and physical development were
specifically attended to. The major finding was that few children follow
consistent growth patterns with each factor developing at the same rate
throughout their development,

Lester Sontag and others at the Fels Research Institute on Human
Development followed the development of 140 children from two-and-
one-half to 10 years of age.' They observed the development and rela-
tionship between I.Q. personality, and physical growth, incorporating
measures of dependency, independency, and need to achieve or enter
competition. It vas noted that the rate of intellectual growth is not
the same throughout childhood. There is a greater dependency and a
deceleration of development during periods of stress and anxiety and
an acceleration of growth when the children felt independent and had
a need to achieve.

In spite of the general acceptance that individual differences do exist
and that these differences may be quite varied among any group of in-
dividuals, little is done to recognize these differences during instruction
including art instruction. There are innumerable factors which can
mitigate against the exploitation of individual differences such as
teacher-pupil load, time, curricula requirements, and lack of adequate
teacher training, however, T. will refer to only one phenomenon which
has had the most detrimental effect on individualized instruction.

Oddly enough, this influence originated with the same group of
people who have given us so much insight into and understanding of
child developmentthe behavioral scientists. I am referring specifically
to age-based patterns of growth. or more commonly referred to as de-
velopmental levels. The emphasis in the study of developmental levels
is on the "normal.' or the average. There are real problems in relying
on age-based averages, such as average vocabulary, reasoning, compu-
tation, and eye-hand co-ordination. Often the average level of growth is
seen by teachers as the ultimate to achieve or at least a yardstick with
which to compare student performance. The result is that children are
often "pigeon-holed" at a particular level of ability which they often
accept as a permanent limitation on all of their abilities. Thus. for some
children, the commitment and energy that they give to learning is
stifled; in other words, a "below-average" child will be "satisfied" to
accept and maintain this imposed limitation throughout his education
and life span.

The trouble with averages and norms is that they obsecure changes
in rate of growth, size of deviations, and the independency of different
factors of growth. Furthermore, the validity of predictions based on
"averages" is highly questionable. The validity of such perdictions would
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have to be bed on the assumption that the world stands still and that
human behavior is not dynamic or capable of being modified. If this
were true, then research procedures which incorporate comparative
learning treatments would be valueless as would be any innovative
teaching design.

Yet, influential writers in art education who have been identified as
leaders in the field continually come forth with advice for art teaching
based on growth averages and developmental statements in print and
they are generally accepted as the "gospel-truth". The teacher will not
introduce design or abstraction to children until the upper elementary
grades; they will not attempt to make children aware that the sky and
ground meet at the horizon until a certain age; they will not allow chil-
dren to use scissors trail they have adequate muscle control; and they
will not try to get children to be more visually aware because it would
interfere with "natural" growth plIterns. There is no reason why any of
these learning activities and concepts cannot be introduced to a three-
year-old. There just is not any evidence to the contrary. After all, skills
and abilities are developmental; that is, you develop skills and abilities
and do not wait until they have been acquired some other way. Children
have not been educationally challenged nor have their potential for
learning been really testsed, and until this is done, the exploitation of
individual differences will never be fully realized.

As with almost any psychological issue, it is possible to find extreme
points of view on the role of learning on individual development. At one
extreme is the pure empiricist, exemplified by the philosopher Jon
Locke. For Locke, the mind is at birth "tubula rasa", a blank tablet, on
which sensory input leav"s its imprint. Not quite so extreme is the
nativist position exemplified by the philosopher Des Cartes, who held
that certain basic phenomena. such as perception of space and motion,
are innate, though properties of other phenomena may be acquired.

The nativist-empiricist controversy has had a great deal of influence
on psychological theory, though in contemporary psychology the con-
troversy is largely one of emphasis. It is agreed that to defend one of
these extreme positions today would be futile and vacuous. A frighten-
ing possibility is that man may now have the knowledge and know-
how to make mandkind behave in whatever way he wishes. We need
only to look at the results obtained in advertising or the more extreme
results of "brain-washing" to catch an inkling of what might be. How-
ever, the concern at the present time is directed at how the learning
effects from historical contact with the environment result in the great
difference among individuals in their perception of a learning experience.

The Audio-Visual Department at the University of Alberta puts out
a "blip" to their students which states that ftli; of what we know of our
environment, and thus what tve are as individuals, is obtained through
our eyes. Evideae to support this contention is lacking because the
investigator who made this claim died without leaving any trace of his
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study.' Admittedly, I am biased when I say that I believe this percentage
to be very close to the truth. It is further considered that very small per-
centage of this knowledge is obtained from the written word. Further-
more, the visual information, sans words, received by most people
represents only a very small part of the visual experiencing and is gen-
erally received by the brain in a biased and confused state.

We have been shown experimentally, over and over again, by in-
vestigators in the ps)chology of perception that we react to a very small
part of the visual information which ceaselessly pours in upon us from
all directions. In a way, we "select", by what some psychologists call
pre-cognitive sorting, that part of the world that we want to experience
at any one time. Because we choose one experience to attend to, we
cut ourselves off from others. Since no two people can be in the exer''
spot at exactly the same time, all of our experiences are, to that exi
different. Many of our problems of communication in teaching a.;..x.
because we forget to remember that individual experiences arc never
identical.

We have also been shown, experimentally, that most people have
impoverished percepts of their environment; that once an object is
identified as desirable or something to be avoided, further visual in-
vestigation and analysis ceases. Furthermore, these percepts are further
impoverished by sorting them into a limited number of categories.

Bruner postulates that the psychological organism is always in a state
of readiness enstellung -- -to respond to its environment long before
specific features of it have been apprenhended.4 This attentive readiness
is composed of an aggregate of "hypotheses" that have been a result of
previous experimental encounters. Thus prior learning acts as a predictor
of how a particular stimulus will be understood, reducing in a large part
the degree of "surprise" in the environment and the load of perceptual
"work" that must be cognitively handled to make sense of our environ-
ment.

One way reduction occurs, is by categorizing. Bruner states: "To
categorize is to render discriminably different things equivalent, to
group the objects and events and people around us into classes. and to
respond to them in terms of their class membership rather than their
uniqueness."'

When one considers that our eyes are capable of making more than
7 million separate color discriminations, were it not for some kind of
cognitive information-handling process, we would, in Bruner's term,
be "slaves to the particular". Certainly, in this regard, cognitive infor-
mation-handling is a benefit that is crucial to the operation of human
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intelligence. The drawback, however, is that this operation within our
cognitive life can become largely habitual, taking the line of least re-
sistance. The problem is that many individuals use stereotyped processes
for gathering and interpreting visual experiences. The result is that
generalizations are made about much of the visual experiencing and
little relationship and only a superficial insight and understanding is
achieved from visual experiencing. Not only is it difficult to break old
habits of attending to the visual environment, but it needs to be empha-
sized again, the individual differences of gathering and interpreting
visual experiences.

A term often used to describe an individual's readiness for learning,
and one which holds promise as a means of establishing a learning
situation which would allow for the recognition of individual differ-
ences, is the learning set. Such concepts as attitude, expectancy, meaning.
hypotheses, and tuning have all been used to describe an individual's
readiness for a learning experience. The one concept which seems to
include most of these which at the same time is relatively neutral is
"set ".

With the introduction of learning "set", I will turn my attention to
individual reactions to the psychological environment in an art learning
experience.

As early as the 1930's, it was recognized that "the instructions given
by the experimenter could be shown to be the source of reactions, as-
sociations, judgments, or thoughts.' The subjczt having been given a
task, had adopted for the duration of the experiment a task attitude.
This bit of information is not particularly startling, because we expect
our students to follow instructions and to assume the proper learning
attitude. However, the potential of establishing a learning set is gen-
erally not exploited; that is, the kind of information and instructions
given at the beginning of a learning experience generally lacks the
depth and breadth which would maximize the establishment of the de-
sired attitude, and the assurance that individual differences would be
accounted for so each individual in a gluup could relate to and under-
stand the nature of the task. What is being suggested is that a learning
set can be established which could potentially make all individuals in
group ready for a particular learning situation irregardless of their
individual states of readiness. The justification for this position lies in
the fact that at the percent time we can only estimate in the most gross
way what individual states of readiness are at the inception of a learn-
ing experience. The recommendation, then, is that much talking, looking,
discussing, analyzing, interpreting. etc. should be used to initiate a learn-
ing experiencemuch more than is commonly employed in the art
teaching act today.

It needs to be pointed out, however, that the response to the intro-
duction can produce not only unexpected results but also undesirable
ones. The nature of the verbal aryl visual cues given and the psychological
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effect of the classroom environment in which the teacher's personality
plays a dominant part determines the success of the learning experience.
It has been shown experimentally that two different sets can produce
differing percepi: ,ns of the same stirnulus.9 As an illustration I will
relate the results from one such study.°

The subjects for the experiment were students in a psychology class.
The experimenter came to their classroom and told them that their
regular instructor would be replaced that day by a "substitute." So that
they might know what kind of person to expect, they were given a brief,
written description of the new teacher. For half the subjects, the in-
structor was described as a "rather cold person, industrious, critical,
and determined." for half, the word "warm" was used instead of "cold."

The substitute teacher then appeared, conducted the class discussion,
and left. At this point, the students were asked to give their impressions
of the person, both in a free written description and by responding to
a check list of traits. The results were that the "warm" subjects described
the instructor as "more considerate of oiliers, better natured, more
humorous, and more humane" than did the "cold" subjects.

The students had also behaved differently toward the instructor, de-
pending on their initial set. The subjects who had received the "warm"
description participated more in the class discussion than those who had
received the "cold" description. No'.v, if we could only get university
students to include the word "warm" in their staff evaluations, staff
members could look forward to in-coming students as having a more
agreeable attitude toward learning. Seriously, ambiguous or multiple
sets can defeat the achievement of learning goals, and probably all of
us have reaped the "rewards" from ambiguous instructions.

The question is still left begging as to how we can be assured that
the objectives of a learning experience are achieved to some degree by all
members of a group and in spite of individual differences. It can be
stated, first of all, that individual experiences can be nearly identical;
that is, the succession of events wilich take place during the act of ex-
periencing enable us to agree upon what we have experienced, even
though the experiences are individually different. If this were not so,
effective teaching and communioation would be nearly impossible.

We experience our world in a fragmentary way; yet, the sequence and
continuity of these fragments flows together and we sense the world
around us as a cotinuous flow of events. However, when we try to
communicate about this flow of events, we must dissect and fragmentize
and this is when we run into trouble. This is especially true when we
to make children understand a new learning experience. Much of the
difficulty in introducing new learning----and much of the very human
resitance to changearises from the fact that it is the learning what to
experience in the events one experiences which determines the degree

9 0. L. Langwill, "A Study of the Significance of Attitude is Recognition," British
Journal of Psvcoloou, XXVII/ (1937). p. 12-17

to H. H. Kelly. "The Warm-Cold Variable in First Impressions of Persons." XVIII (1950)
P. 431-439.
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of success of the learning experience. Successive experiences whose se-
quences are nearly the same can enable children finally to rcognize the
sameness of the sequence of experiences, even though individually they
are different.

To some extent learning through successive experiences is achieved
in the teaching of art processes, but not so when the art program consists
of offering "cafeteria - style" a multitude of unrelated activities. Further-
more, the employment of successive and related experiences are gener-
ally not carried over to other kinds of art learning.

Successive and related experiences can establish a set for getting-to-
know the limitations and potentialities of various art forms. Between
most art forms there are three common variables which can be manip-
ulazd for experimental and exploitation purposes: the instrumern, the
surface, and the medium. Successive and related experiences can estab-
lish a set for gathering sensory information from one's environment.
To this end, the utilization of the five senses and kinesthetic experiences
can lead to a common approach for gaining understanding and insight-
fulness into any experience. And successive and related experiences of
objectively describing an event can lead to a set for making meaningful
interpretations and valuing of the event.

The employment of learning sets in teaching can be justified for
another reason: the explosion of knowledge. As examples of this ex-
plosion of knowledge it has been reported that the amount of research
carried out in one day in medical science surpasses all the medical
research accomplished in the 19th century." And it is claimed that one
person reading through 24 hours could not complete the reading of
just the titles of research reports from one year in bio-chemistry. Like-
wise, the increasing volume of art processes and media, the variety of
or styles and movements, and the influence of technology in the visual
arts makes it impossible for the teacher, let alone the student, to know
and comprehend the visual arts in a comprehensive way.

Another important reason for establishing learning sets is the trans-
ference of learning. It has been often claimed that learning in one dis-
cipline is transferred to another discipline or that it is employed in
other kinds of behavior. Writers in art education have made many such
claims. However, most research results from investigation in the trans-
ference of learning do not support these claims. But there is a substantial
amount of evidence that learning transference is possible.

Bruner, hypothesizes that in learning the structure of a discipline
one learns how to /earn." He goes further by proposing that when one
goes beyond the information given, one does so by virtue of being able
to place a new given (information, experience, perception, etc.) in a
more generic coding system and that one essentially "reads off" from
learned contingent probabilities or learned principles of relating mate-

II The National Association of Secondary School Principals and IDEA, "How to En-
hance Individuality In Ltarning," A Report of the International Seminar, (Dayton,
Ohio: I/D/E/A Inc., 1961).

12 Jerome S. Bruner, Process of Education, (Washington, D.C.: Harvard University
Press, 1960).
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Hai," Much of what has been called transfer of learning can be con-
sidered the applying of learned coding systems to new events. Positive
transfer happens when an appropriate system is applied to a new array
of events, negative transfer is a case of either misapplication of a coding
system to a new event or the lack of an applicable coding system. It
follows from this that it is of the utmost importance in studying
learning to understand systematically what it is that an organism
learns. Bruner says there are four conditions affecting the acquisition
of a coding system: (1) set or attitude; (2) need state: (3) degree of
mastery; (4) diversity of training.

Set and degree of mastery can be dispensed with quickly. One's set
or "attitude" toward learning, whether a transient or an enduring thing
will determine the degree to which one is equipped with coding systems
that can be brought to bear on new situations. I have dwelt at length on
the importance o' set arid need not pursue this condition further. The
degree of mastery means more than repetitive exercises in a particular
area of inquiry. Learning often cannot he translated into a generic form
until there has been enough mastery of the specifics of the situation
to permit the discovery of lower-order regularities which then can he
recombined into more generic coding systems; that is, the teacher must
specify the conditions for searching out a generic coding system. In
practice, this does not take place in an art program when it consists of a
series of differentiated art activities: it requires meaningfully structured
depth studies. Bruner's other two conditions for acquiring coding sys-
tems for the transfer of learning and going beyond the information
given needs fuller consideration.

It was previously noted that some art educators believe that certain
kinds of information and art experiences should not be introduced until
individual children profess a need for such information or experience.
Assuming that a teacher can recognize a child's need, or the child can
recognize his needs, the need is generally inimediaie. Immediate needs
produce a condition of high drive and under this condition a path to a
goal is generally learned as "this path to this goal" and it is not coded
as an example of a more generic coding pattern, "this kind of path to
this kind of goal." In consequence, when a new situation arises, the driven
child does not have a generic cod;ng system that permits him to go
beyond it "insightfully." individual needs are different and they arise
at different stages of children's development, if zt all. But we can be
assured that the skills and thought needed for satisfying these needs
are developmental, and that these skills. and thinking required for
satisfying these needs must be introduced and dex eloped to sonic extent
before individual needs arise

The problem which often exists when art activities are offered
"cafeteria - style" is that the relationships between the various activities
are not noted and stressed nor is there any extensive relating beyond
the task at hand. Diversity of training means much more than a series

/3 Jerome Bruner. "Going Beyond tho Information Cognition: The Colorado
Symposium. (Cambridge: lialvard Press. 1957) P. 1-74.
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of unrelated art activities. Unless one is exposed to some changes, gen-
ericizing does not seem to be stimulated. In order to understard the
nature of something is to try to change it or to relate it to other things,
for only in the face of changes in events or noting relationships of events
does one begin to have the information necessary to abstract generic
properties.

It has been stated that in order for children t-, relate individually to
a new art experience it is necessary to enrich the introduction to this
new art experience by looking, discussing, analyzing, and giving many
illustrative examples. In addition, possibilities for the transference of
learning can be meaningfully structured into the teaching act by noting
relationships between this new art experience and other experiences.
Again, individual differences among children require that relationships
between experiences be extensive and varied to maximise the possibility
that most children, if not all, will be able to gain a basic understanding
as to how learning acquired from a particular art experience is trans-
ferable to other experiences.

Learning through art should be free-wheeling, dynamic, meaningful,
yet art educators have probably more "hang-ups" than teachers in other
subject areas: "hang-ups" which mitigate against and inhibit the devel-
poment of individual potential. I have already drawn attention to the
problems of relying on age-based levels of development in art instruction.
I will briefly attend to some attitudes which are detrimental to individual
development.

It is often said or written that art instruction should be conducted in
a non-threatening environment. Teachers often interpret this to mean a
happy "free" expressive experience; yet, there is evidence that
under conditions of some threat, levels of concentration are enhanced
and more learning takes place." I think I can safely say that a challenging
art v.,perience is to some degree a threatening one to all individuals in a
learning situation. The question I ask of you is, "How do we develop
individual potential without challenging experiences?"

Enjoyment is often stated to be an important ingredient of an art
experience and it 's not rare to hear that enjoyment should be the
primary objective fo an art experience. It is nice to think that there is
enjoyment in the process of learning; yet, evidence, let alone reasoning,
does not support the hypothesis that there is a linear relationship be-
tween enjoyment and learning. The only supportable hypothesis is that
the degree of relationship between learning and enjoyment, in process,
decreases as the degree of learning difficulty increases; there is no sig-
nificant linear relationship between real learning in process and enjoy-
ment. Does not the real enjoyment come from the satisfaction of accom-
plishment and having teamed the skills for achieving desired entb?

It is often stated or written that it is important that children have
many success experiences. It is also put forth that art making is intro-
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versive in nature, and thus, it is more important to have success expe-
riences in art than in other subject areas. Personally, I would say that
faibires in any subject area hurts just as much as in art; however, the
point I want to make is that this attitude is the antithesis of creative,
artistic development. If a child is truly experimental and innovative in
his work, he will have "failures." Is it not the obligation of an art teacher
during the process of individualized instruction to show children how to
deal with "failures" and how to learn from these "failures?" Is there
such a thing as a complete failure in art making anyway? How about
this?

You will often find in art education literature, statements to the
effect that you should not expect a child to verbalize about his work,
because he may not be able to express himself verbally. If this were the
case, then the child needs special attention but not by the classroom
teacher. After all, we live in a very highly socialized world and the verbal
language is a basic requirement or most of our daily communication. A
teacher would be remiss in her teaching obligations by not seeing that
the child received special attention.

I would recommend that children be encouraged, and indeed, pres-
sured within reason, to verbalize during and after an art experience.
The value of verbalization is set forth well by McFetridge.15 She points
out, "For example, language is used to explore relationships such as
cause and effect. The child's understanding of cause and effect is en-
hanced as he learns the language structure to express it: /f this happens,
then that must follow! An understanding of the if-then construction
allows him to express tentative hypotheses which he can verify." And
again, "children require many opportunities to explore their thinking
verbally, to say it in order to know what they think."

The value of verbalization is especially significant during information
handling which will be considered in a moment. Let it be noted that
there are many more examples than those cited of attitudes which mit-
igate against an enlightened art learning environment and the exploita-
tion of individual potential. It is well past the time for analyzing and
re-evaluating the rhetoric which has been so much a part of art education
philosophy for the past twenty-five years.

Although, I will dispatch the consideration of individual abilities for
visual information-handling quickly, it does not mean that it is less
significant for individualized instruction than what has been dwelt on at
length. Information-handling is the process which so many researchers
in the behavioral sciences are interested in. To this end, researchers
have devised tests for eliciting behavior which would reflect this in-
formation-handling process. Examples are tests or intelligence and
creativity. However, I want to emphasize the importance of being aware
of the on-going process of information-handling during the art expe-
rience. It is important for both the teacher and the child to recognize
and identify the individual differecnes which exist during information-

is Patricia A. MePetridae, ''The Uses and Nature of Language." Elements: Translating
Theory into Practice, 1 (October, 1969), p. 1.
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handling. For the teacher, the identification of different ways that in-
formation is hi ndkd is required before meaningful individualized
instruction can take place. For the child, it is not only important that he
realizes information is (and can be) handled differently and creatively,
but also become perceptually aware and sensitive of the process.

Another quote from the monograph on communication will give
flavor to the dynamism of on-going information-handling during an art
experience."

Instead of thinking of yourself as a 'thing" in a world of "things"you
are immersed in a great ocean of happenings. The inter-r, 'ions between the
'happening" that is you and the "happenings" that are not you, are the
raw, basic stuff we try to communicate about. When you talk or write about
something (or make art), what you are describing is those inter-actions
that happen inside of you--not just what happened outside of you.

In the light of developments in art today, till.; quote is a contemporary
way of describing the dynamic, fluid, continuous process which a child
experiences during an art experience.

I wish to make two points. First of all, the child is not generally
considered aware of the information-handling process: he is not con-
sciously aware of the choices, decisions and verifications he makes during
an art experience. Furthermore, learning is taking place but not in an
emphatic way. The child needs to know that he is making decisions, and
that he is learning. He needs to become aware and understand the
information-handling processjust as much, if not more so, as the
various art processes he is introduced to. He needs to become aware of
these things in-process; that is, when they are happening. Secondly, and
realizing that a teacher cannot and should not insist on continuous
conscious awareness during the art experience, verbalizing should be
encouraged for the reasons already stated. In the way of an observation,
I do not believe that the obstruction to verbalization during the art
experience is due to the inability of teachers to pose appropriate ques-
tions as it is to their inability to pose the first question.

Finally, a few brief comments about the different motivations individ-
uals have derived from environmental and cultural experiences and the
relationships between these motivations and creative work. We. are all
aware of the cultural fads and stereotypes that children bring into the
classroom. I think it is safe to say that most teachers ignore or criticize
these fads and try to impose "good" taste on the children (that is, the
teachers' personal values and taste) . It is sound learning theory to begin
with what the children "know." Who can define "good" taste anyway?
What the teacher can do is to get children to analyze objectively their
fads and stereotypes. Th- interpretation and valuing must remain an
individual concern, however. Furthermore, we do not know what chil-
dren's aesthetic needs will be upon maturity, and it would be meaning-
less to impose a set of values on them no matter how worthy they may
seem. This is not to say that a teacher should not guide children through
art experiences alien to their likes and dislikes. The teacher would be

lc Fabun, op. cit., p. 5.
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remiss in her teaching obligations if she did not employ her art expertise
and understanding of the children's present and future needs to broaden
their concept of art and its influence in cultures.

Furthermore, teachers need to be critical of the kind of influences
that they bring into a learning situation. It is generally true that a
teacher teaches as she has been taught, and if her art experiences have
been limited or of a single, narrow orientation, then it will probably be
reflected in the teaching act. If this is so, many children may find it
difficult or impossible to relate to the art learning experience. Regional-
ism still exists, not only geographically but also in different art and art
education departments.

As much as I am committed to the development of visual literacy as
a prerequisite to the development of creativity and aesthetic sensitivity
whatever they might beI realize that there are other important ob-
jectives of learning through art. If, for instance, we accept the fact that
most children will be consumers of art and not art makers, then it be-
comes important that children become sensitive of materials as materials
and not just as materials for art making,

There are other kinds of cultural influences which seep into the class-
room such as the impact of the hippie culture, social issues, and innova-
tions in the art world. Op and Pop Art, Happenings and Environments
can contribute to art experiences. Not that Op and Pop Art should be
taught to children, but rather the significance of their underlying philos-
ophy or their value for achieving particular goals should be exploited.
Op Art can be employed, for instance, to disorient stereotyped and
habitual ways of perceiving; Op Art has to be seen for what it is and
not for its utilitarian value or as a representation of something else.
The point is, that there is no single art teaching orientation or any
particular group of art activities which would assure maximum iden-
tification and relating by all children within a group.

In summary, what is being suggested is that we offer art experiences
rather than art lessons. There should be more looking, discussing,
analyzing, interpreting and valuing. There should be more experiences
in the nature of information gathering by the utilization of the five
senses and kinaesthetically. These should be seen as stimulation rather
than motivation because motivation is identified as being goal directed,
and this is not the purpose of these kinds of experience; at least not in
the beginning. The purpose of stimulation experiences is more than for
the arousal of interest and excitement; it is for the purpose of informing
and enriching; it is for the purpose of maximizing the possibility that all
individuals will be able to relate; it is for the purpose of making children
aware that the learning obtained from the art experience is related to
learning in other areas or to other kinds of life and environmental expe-
riences; it is for the purpose of establishing a common state of readiness
for the art experience. However, it needs to be pointed out that stimula-
tion experiences need not be relegated just to the introduction of the
learning experience; it can be meaningfully structured throughout the
art experience.
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It is from these stimulation experiences that children arrive at and
are motivated to pursue individual art programs or problems: individ-
ually, the children can set up a sequence or sequences to pursue for
learning through art.

It is being suggested that art teachers must be aware of unreasonable
inhibitions to exploiting individual differences to the maximum. There
is a need for more verbal interaction between child/child and teacher/
child in-process, so that both the teacher and the children become aware
of their individual differences and so more meaningful individualized
instruction can be devised. More thought must be given to the kind of
art experiences offered to children: why and for what purpose?

This kind of thinking needs to be carried over into evaluation.
Evaluation, sans grading, should not be limited to feed-back. It, too, can
be a learning situation, in which the learning that took place in-process
is recalled, shared, and reinforced. Evaluation should be seen as an
opportunity to relate more fully to the art experience. It should be a
time when the learning from the art experience is elaborated on and
extended and related to other areas of inquiry so that the possibility of
learning transference is optimized. It is a time when one looks ahead to
up-coming art experiences so that what has been learned can be utilized
and accumulated for future art experiencing. In other words, the con-
tinuing nature of learning needs to be emphasized; children need to
understand that no experience ever begins or ends. Children need to
understand and value the fact that learning is an individual matter.
Children need to understand and value the information-handling process.
Children need to become consciously aware that the major limitation on
learning how to learn is the energy and the committment that they have
for exploiting their potential for learning.

Teachers of art need to be concerned more with the dynamics of
individualized instruction. They need to do more in the way of devising
learning sets and coding systems and put forth more effort for improving
learning transference. Teachers of art must become accepting of the
fact that the science of teaching, an contribute and, indeed, complements
the art of teaching.

Attending to my opening remarks, I have no other way to "end" but
to append "and" and "etc."
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CHILDREN- LOVE 'EM AND LEARN 'EM

PART IJEAN BRAITHWAITE*

There is an old saying that time waits for no man, and it is equally
true for the child. As becomes evident, the new born infant is no stylised
baby picture, but an active vital noisy being, asserting his vitality in
many ways and in areas of his home, by revealing new dimensions in it
for exploration. Hence man as a parent is forced to attend to, ani wait on
his children, to adjust his adult ways of behaving to meet these imposed
demands by the young children in his home. By the stage, when the
young child is really dogging his footsteps about the house and mirroring
in his play behavior, adultness, as he sees it, the parent has had time to
acquire some degree of competence in survival in the domestic scene.
In the main, adults as parents, only respond to the gross data of a child's
behavior. To cope with their inextricable involvement in this human
relationship they respond to demands by the child (often unspoken but
well expressed), by designing or acquiring cultural artifacts, which com-
promise their human offspring to his mum and dad. Witness a child in
a play penhe's enclosed there, and ever so happy we perceive, because
we toss in a toy or two, some cushions, or some odd peculiar things that
evoke what we perceive as happy noises from the said infant.

If time waits for no man, I contend that our western encultured child
is given virtually no time nor even space, before the clamps of the adult
come down on him with the bits of western technology to make him a
bearable and biddable domestic appurtenance.

And I see current procedures in schools for young children far too
frequently adopting this parental adult view. Clamp him in a confined
space, be it school room or desk and throw at him for his indulgent
enquiring nature, toys of a type that have a form of mediocre uniformity,
books with words in them, that offer ,iim a vicarious source of informa-
tion about the world, and a teacher who far too often talks at him. He has
little choice to escape this treadmill except by his imagination, but even
children's literature is currently dominated by functional prose on Fred
the Fireman, or Nurse Nancy.

The theme of this conference is individualized curriculum and in-
struction and this I interpret as the procedure by which organized educa-
tion feels it can, within an administrative framework of one sort or
another, organize experiences for children which recognize them as
individuals. In the field of early childhood education it would seem that

Unlversity o! Alberta.
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the human young exhibit more expansive individualized learning pro-
cedures than we as adults are prepared to concede. Our view of the child
is inclined to gloss over the fine details of his behavior and magnify
certain gross features of it. If we focus on, say, any child in a home, the
range of experiences he sets for himself, from his early vocalization
efforts, to his persistent physical endeavors for mobility, pulling himself
up and falling down, up again ar.d so on, till he propels himself forward
with a few staggering steps, only to fall down again, far exceeds any
schedule an adult might set. The two or three year old chases the
birds who continually fly off, but the chase continues with no bird ever
being caught as a reward. The adult sees no inherent reward in this
activity but only the possibility of the bird being caught, which is im-
possible considering all the factors, so it is generally considered childish.
Yet the child persists, in this apparently futile pursuit and we as adults,
in the name of extending his experiences, present him with what are
commercially classified as sense training toys, scientifically designed
toys, to suit his level of development. Watch a crawling child on a kitchen
floor; he is capable of picking up every chocolate sprinkle, or dead bug
neatly killed with D.D.T. Observe him pulling wings off flies, consistently
and methodically. This is surely more demanding than the wooden shape
discriminatory toys which we give him in a kindergarten. What I am
saying here is that the individualized learning patterns exhibited by
quite young children, far exceed, the imposed gross discriminatory
exercises and games activities currently exhibited in many early child-
hood education institutions. I am suggesting that we should focus on the
t. atural learning behavior exhibited in many forms by different young
children and from these develop and extend the child's exhibited learn-
ing patterns.

This notion then commits us to lay heavy emphasis on observing the
child as he exists in an environment where he exhibits these behavioral
endeavors, and reconciling these into a societal venue. Society still tends
to view Pducation as the acquisition of defined skills, bodies of knowledge
and acceptance of certain beliefs. The implementation of thinking as an
educational objective cannot proceed while a static view of thinking, as
a process, is held.

While the assumption is maintained that reflective thinking cannot
take place until a sufficient body of factual information is acquired, or
another equally unproductive assumption that thought is an automatic
by-product of studying certain bodies of knowledge. Then the develop-
ment of teaching strategies designed to stimulate productive and crea-
tive thought will be inhibited. Established curricula are seldom or-
ganized to focus on active discovery or the use of abstract ideas. Class-
room learning experiences are not commonly designed to fit a framework
for the motivation of thought, but rather they are designed for the im-
posed logical structure of the subject matter. Hence one observes con-
siderable underachievement in the development and mastery of auton-
omous disciplined thought processes and a subsequent tendency by
children in schools to follow recipes in solving problems instead of
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analyzing them, assembling the relevant given information concerning
the problem, searching for generalizations that they might plan a mental
attack on such problems.

Teachers have seen this problem, and one perceives a tortoise-like
advance in this area. However, the evidence now assembled on the rela-
tionship of the earliest years of a child's life as being vitally significant
to his later intellectual competencies makes it imperative that young
children before the age of five should encounter experiences which will
facilitate later competencies. While a minority of children are by chance
exposed to appropriate experiences in a domestic setting, it seems that
if society has adopted mass education as an inbuilt necessity, then that
society cannot ignore the weight of evidence in this area on young chil-
dren's development and it would be blind folly for society not to in-
corpordte educational provision to meet this evidence. Many existing
early childhood educational programs have been forced into existence
by social pressures. The English factory system certainly promoted the
English nursery schools, and a social problem certainly facilitated such
early childhood education programs as Head Start. However good or
bad they may be, this is not entirely a valid reason why early childhood
education programs should be established. These programs really funda-
mentally meet a social problem and by co-incidence some of them meet
an educational need, but it is as a by-product rather than in built
design. I feel that early childhood education programs are the base
structure from which all education must proceed as a superstructure.
Later elementary education and secondary education are at best only
offering refinement of processes of learning styles evident in young
children, or at worst a consolidation of bodies of knowledge and infor-
mation deemed appropriate for the socialization of the child. Early child-
hood education facilities as I conceive them should not bear the imprint
of a downward extension of any now recognized format of schooling
children. There is sufficient evidence that by exposing children to a
variety of experiences he will, not only in the confines of any later
schooling, but as an adult, exhibit thought processes that may enhance
the society. Further, the home, no matter how materially well equipped
is not necessarily the best place for this type of exposurethe hone is
vital for obvious reasons pertinent to other basic needs of a young child.
However, we are just on the verge of recognizing his intellectual needs,
and some form of intervention by society in organizing educational pro-
vision for young children would seem to be the most logical solution.

Later my colleague Mrs. Pforr will outline a physkal environment
currently conceived as endeavoring to meet the individual young child's
learning needs. It would seem too, that at this stage, tolerance must be
exhibited by society, as the professional teacher explores programs for
young children, and that a diversity of programs would obviously be
developed as this new notion is pursued. Further complicating the issue
is the eradication of the traditional notions on children's education, for
long held theoretical assumptions concerning the child in a school. There
the profession is attempting to make a divergent directional change on
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is the tendency to persist in the habitualto place our children in Pay
pens or the like, with an imposed set of cultural artifacts called toys
and books, which effectively often impede their learning ever getting
beyond the format which has tended to be encouraged and rewarded
by the society and its culture. His thinking is coerced into an alignment
of one brand of thinking, say western thinking, and that his full poten-
tiality as a thinker encompassing and appreciating many modes of
thought forms is not realized.

Novelists frequently discern aspects of childhood not perceived by
the experts in a field. Consider Peanuts and his blanket and observe
a baby feeling a familiar shawl. Insert a foreign alien feeling shawl,
rug or blanket near him and that self same child will, on quite fine
discriminatory criteria, reject the substitute shawl. We have not exploited
this inbuilt discriminatory capacity exhibited by quite young children.
We tend to utilize, too early certain avenues of the culture. Such things
as reading, are being ushered into early childhood education programs,
with an almost complete rejection of the child's own self demand schedule
and developing his sensory skills. I have yet to see the kindergarten
which reinforces the child's perception of persistent physical shapes be-
yond the immediately observable. Our technology has put a man on the
moon; the world looks a little different from that perspective. Shape
identification of physical objects is fairly fundamental knowledge for
quite young infants. If you go to a fun fair and look in the concave and
convex mirrors, you can be amused by your perceived shape in the mir-
ror. You know that your stable body form persists, but this slightly de-
ranged format never fails to amuse one. It's fascinating to see a luminous
neck tie or shirt walking along a darkened pavement. We, as adults,
assume in fact insist we know that there must be a human about some-
where whose shirt or tie it is. The exposure of children to these amusing
but sound phenomena of relationships could be explored in programs
for young children. Their visual perception of stable physical forms
could be extended in a kindergarten program where such an object as
a ball or block could be demonstrably perceived to maintain its stability
under exposure to different colour light beams. The density of wood
is rarely examined in water play, as we tend to accept a fairly indul-
gent play format in this medium, so that I feel the possible increase in
competency of the child as an observer is not developed. Even my
favorite childish play indulgence of mud pies is not so currently in-
Iii1;ed in by our contemporary children. We've tended to remove
children from the basic elements, which are fundamental to our having
survived as a species for so long. Nowhere is this more apparent than
in North America, where the cultural artifacts are so refined as to im-
pede the child's exploration of the basic physical and chemical sub-
stances pertinent to our habitat.

The language symbols, the manufactured plastic blocks and toys, all,
from my observation, effect a divorce for the child from his immediate
eq,/unment. Further as teachers we are too inhibited to utilize our de-
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veloped technology to explore the real physical world. So, as with the
wooden slatted play pen, the alphabet letters enclose the child in a
series of experiences to prescribed design and adult imposed forms.

The elementary school teachers have long paid lip service to making
provisions for individual differences among children. In the main these
have consisted of little more than a grouping together for instructional
purpose of children who are roughly similar in say age, ability, or
achievement. There have been relatively few changes in the curricu-
lum, though some changes in the physical format of school rooms
may facilitate program flexibility. Elementary teachers are also handi-
capped by the historical significance of their professional education,
which has largely meant in practice, that administrative structures have
often tended to intercede between them and their client the child. Forty
years back North America exhibited evidence that elementary schools
did not cope with the individual child, and the child centred movement
had its day. The pendulum swung away from this for a variety of rea-
sons, but the solid core of realism on this same issue has perpetually
retained a foothold in professional considerations, and is emerging now
with more professional dignity. The notion is being transmitted to the
educational administrative offices, that a body of elementary teachers
feel their practices in some mass education processes are professionally
hypocritical, and that the individual child cannot really intellectually
survive.

Teaching procedures by which competence can be exhibited by a
child, can be easily structured, even by utilizing a well programmed
teaching machine. It is comforting then, that a report emanating from
a recent school administrator's conference viewed the child as being a
self-motivated student, surrounded by well developed learning material,
with teachers available as resource persons rather than having them as
directors of the process. This prediction was voiced by Dr. J. H. M.
Andrews, Co-ordinator of Research. and Associate Director, Ontario
Institute for Studies Aucation. Schooling in the past, he maintained,
has involved grades, a . prese.ibed curricula, and teachers who have
been the central initia In the future, even in the near future, it
appears that the school gram will be built upon the presumption of
a student who is, at leas .n a large measure, self motivated.

N...mt concentrating thi clot back to early childhood education, and
my initial remark that children are not given time to indulge in their
self motivating learning in our western society, it is of vital concern
that if administrators are receiving enough feedback from one source
of another, concerning the unsuitability for older children of such stylized
and limited teaching forms, then it behoves us to make the point most
emphatically that it a grade and age system is on the way out for older
children, it would be wasting money to transfer such notions to edu-
cating younger children. It is unrealistic thinking that any proposed
downward extension of age for school entry will support a system for
younger children, already found and exhibited to be unsuitable for
older children.
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There is no mystique about young childrenwhether they be under
six or over six, whether they be 3, 4, or 5. They are unique, stemming
from their genetic endowment, cultural exposure. and perceptual pro-
cesses. Current social format lends h..?avy pressure that they must he
all treated alike, at least physically, and that if your child eats a cer-
tain brand of breakfast cereal his future is assured. This theme is re-
petcd up to the age level to hair creams, deodorants and tooth paste. It
has a degree of relevance to what occurs in the same societal provision
of education for all children--it's a packaged unitreflecting an under-
lying belief that the overt similarities of human beings should be cap-
italized on in turning out the satisfactory junior adult. In other words,
I perceive that, in what we term the more developed countries, there
has been "a shift from the need of an individual to learn that everyone
agrees he wishes to know" to what Margaret Mead calls "the witl of some
individual to teach something which it is not agreed that anyone has
any desire to know". This is one dilemma of curriculum design. Modern
western society seems dedicated to raising children's expectations be-
yond those of his parents, so that a longshoreman easily conceives of
his son as being a dentist. Such dedication, stemming from who knows
where is to some quite perceptible degree somewhat disruptive to our
society, in that it assaults the base unit of the family. Nominally by
mechanisms, ingrained in our culture, we still work with t)-e frame-
work of the family as being a main agency of education in its fullest
sense. The school has been set up as an accredited agency to transmit
the on going culture, and the onset or cut off point by which this same
agency fails to fulfill its obligations to a specilk group in the society
by virtue of age, either young or old, is a cultu:al inconsistency. Our
society for survival is vitally interested in education.

Further the case for a downward extension of society's nominated
age levels has been made, not only from the now extended detailed in-
formation on young children, which recognizes the importance of the
early years of a child's life experiences in relation to his later develop-
ment, but that soeio-economic factors, particularly pertinent to the
woman's role and participation in society predispose an extension of
the operative areas of education to cater for children well below the
age of six. From my perspective these are not, child minding centres. to
facilitate the movement of parents either economically or socially, but
would be facilities having central to their purpose, the involvement of
children in an educationally profitable exposure. That two needs of
society may be met, is net inconceivable. Provision of educational facil-
ities for young children, name it what you will, ate as they are cur-
rently emerging, in dire danger of collecting some of the worst features
of the Western educational heritage. Firstly, there is predisposition to
utilize reading as a means of /earning Learning is extended in our cul-
ture by reading, but there is ample evidence from less materially develop-
ed societies that learning can proceed with equal stress being laid to
activities involving different application of the skills of watching and
listening. Education has withdrawn in our society from a real encounter
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with life, and the child is too often, in a kindergarten, given a tricycle
to ride, whereas, if observed, the child can be seen to turn the tricycle
upside down and direct his attention to the wheel itself. I frequently
have also observed classes for young children below the age of six being
really dug into basements and halls, devoid of aesthetic satisfaction, but
expressing overtly a "don't let's talk about this yet symptomania." They
then surface at six into that light well ventilated first grade area, that
appears to be well able to cope with children if they perform satisfac-
torily in an exam, the readiness test. What folly, the very children who
exhibit "at risk" symptoms in a basic skill performance are at once
rejected back into the environment from whence they came, and which
might well be a causative factor in their low rating.

Secondly, there is an attitude to leave this areas of education to the
private sector of the economy. Education is not a quick return of profits
field, and the interest of an investor to make a profit, are at odds in intent.
If one is to profit economically from schools then the cost structure has
to be pruned to facilitate this occurring, and if this, and the capital in-
vestment is limited, then it could well result in a second rate form of
education being offered to this section of our youngsters. The cost of
education of young children does in fact bear no relation to the size of
the child. Rather the proportion is an inverse one, for the education of
young children requires an additional battery of services and equip-
ment. The cost per child for a half day program at the Lady Cowrie
Centre in Sydney, Australia, offering a reasonably satisfactory set of
educational experiences for a child. is roughly the same as the cost per
day of maintaining a student in a full time university course.

Hence, I feel that any society which gives incentives for the private
sector to expand into an area of education where the cost structure is
almost predestined to invoke compromises in educational procedures, has
not fully examined the implications to the total structure of education.
The necessity for the young child to be exposed to experiences which
will facilitate his potential as a thinker being realized, in an institution
offering adequate physical and mental comfort and security, is most
worthy of consideration.

I think that a school for young children might well involve him in
activities from which his patterns of individual learning are observed
and from which his instruction may be structured. 1 see the promotion
of attitudes to learning being established in an early childhood education
program so that our current school phobia and drop out figures would
diminish. It should be possible that the child could be inducted into
individualized programs and instruction without ever meeting the norm
who so doggedly intrudes on our view of the school child.

The oft expressed fear of an overlap into the contemporary recog-
nized grade one level program should be of little importance. It ill be-
hoves such administrators who voice such doubts that they see the
grade one teacher as an individual obsessed with some specified level
program, to the extent that she will not meet variations in the earlier
experiences of children in relation to her program.
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Surely her involvement in any program be it called grade X or
grade one has not dulled her sensitivities to children so that she can
no longer recognize them as individual humans, and respond accord-
ingly. It is ridiculous that any organized school systam should per-
petuate a sharp distinction between a program for the five year olds
and the six year olds.

I see a self-motivating involved learner emerging from an appropriate
early childhood education program into the elementary school of the
future, if we must still cling to that terminology. Programs of
the elementary school are currently, of necessity, being revamped in
an endeavor to meet the needs of individuals, and individualized
instruction and curricula are only professional procedures by which
individualized learning can proceed.

PART IIJANIS BLA.KEY*

We need to ask ourselves what schools must be like if we are going
to encourage the self-motivated learners Mrs. Braithwaite spoke of.
When Walter Bill. an architect, asked young children what they thought
would make a good school. one child responded "Make it so we can walk
around because we were born flee ".

Mr. Hill was to design some new schools for the Boston Public School
System. He felt he should see what his clients, young children wanted
in a school.

Another response was "It has a sign on everything that says PLEASE
TOUCH!"

And then there was the little girl who wrote "If you Jet us, we'd go
to school at nightif you made school right for us . .

"If you made school right for 14s." That little girl's statement should
be a challenge to us as educators. It's time we really looked at children.
At their nature and their needsthen de' -'lop a flexible curriculum and
a school that is just right for them. Too many schools are designed to
fit the needs of the teacher and the idea that young children had better
jolly well fit into the school if they expect to fit into society.

This attitude must change for there is too much potential in young
children. Research by developmental psychologists, such as Piaget. has
shed new light on how and when mental skills develop in young children.
The research confirms the intuitions of educators such as Froebel, Dewy
and Montessori.

The research shows that young children have innate styles of learn.
ing. We also know that up to the age of 11, children cannot learn by
being told. They mast be activoly involved in the what and how of a
problem in order to grasp the si..hy.

Research is indicating shat mcny educators have said for years
education must begin early. We now know that approximately fifty
per cent of a child's learning is obtained by age 4 and two-thirds of
his knowledge by age 7. The evidence indicates that during the first

Lntittsity of Alberts.
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four or five years of life many personal behaviours, attitudes, language
patterns, values and even ways of learning are formed and that these
patterns remain with an individual throughout his life. We have been
losing out on the best years of a learner's life by postponing in-school
education until a child is six.

The education of young children is a grave responsibility. These
children are full of life energy and imagination that must be preserved.
If these qualities are suppressed, our human resources will be lessened.

Many of you may be planning programs for young children and here
is where I would like to give you a word of caution.. Programs should
be based not only on our knowledge of cognitire learning in the early
years, but also on rationally examined values? These values should
reflect a quest for a 21st century in which life is more humane and
secure; a 21st century in which there is fess confusion and violence,
less need for stimulating drugs; a 21st century in which each individual
feels secure enough in himself to realize that he has the power of aware-
ness.

Early childhood education is rapidly becoming a "jurep-on-the
bandwagon" movement. Everyone wants a piece of the action. There
seems to be basically two big wagons or movements.

One movement is the basement, or church annex movement. The
community has to provide kindergartens, so they find semeone who loves
childien and give her a place where she "Can love 'em-.

The other movement is what is known as the "intellectual pressure
cooker for children." The pressure cooker appioa:h is getting results.
It is claimed that an eight point 1.Q. gain can be made in a six month
period. But is I.Q. so important that the learning must be forced? Where
is our understanding of children? We realize at long last that a teacher
is a facilitator of learninglet's not move backwards and make her a
forcer of learning.

You may be tempted by all the force learning materials that are
flooding the market, but Beware! Think 21st centurywhat kind of
world do you want to create? 19!84 is just around the corner. It is going
to be the Brave New World of Iluxleyor something different? The
decisions you make texlay about programs for young children will help
determine the kind of life they will have in 1984.

Young children are susceptible, pliable and unique. That's why
you can't Just love 'cm, it's not enough. You can't just learn .em--there
is too much internal power Prat may be suppressed and destroyed. You
need a combination of bothand this combination must be based on
childrenon their nature and their needs. Such a program &mends
a special kind of teacher, a teacher who knows about young children
one who understands and loges them: a teacher who can evaluate the
strengths and weaknesses of children and who can utilize their individual
learning styles.

(A slide presentation of children from the Campus Kindergarten
was made. Comments concerning child growth and develepment accom-
panied the slides.)
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PART IIILORENE EVERETT*

From the comments of Dr. Tyler and those of my two colleagues,
it is obvious that society is viewing the years from three to eight as
increasingly important. It is now realized that the years before six
aren't just a "waiting period' or a "readiness period" for that big adven-
ture of school attendance, but rather a period of optimum learning when
the young child develops more than half of his intellectual potential.

In the not too distant past many people assumed that "anyone can
teach little children". You just had to love 'em up a bit! However, since
recent studies have shown that the early years of a child's be are the
most impressionable, it is of primary importance that these youngsters
are provided with the very best programs possible. To accomplish this
requires highly qualified teachers who know young children and what
is best for them.

Unfortunately, young children are in an extremely vulnerable posi-
tion. for they can have little effect on a society that refuses to provide
suitable programs for them, nor do they have much influence on changing
a poor program already in existence.

On the other end of the educational scale we get high school and
university students clamoring for smoking rooms. swimming pools,
subsidized housing, grants and loans; and they get it! It seems unjust
that elaborate swimming pools are built for high school students, who
are all capable of riding the bus to the local YMCA for a swim, while
so many young children are not even provided with adequate learning
centers or playgrounds in their vicinity. Therefore, it must become the
responsibility of concerned educators to see that our most valuable
resourceyoung children is not neglected.

It is lime we stopped thinking that some kind of pre-primary experi-
ence in a church basement operated by a well meaning grandmother is
good enough. IT IS NOT! In fact it may be more harmful than none at
all.

If the amazing potential of young children is going to be capitalized
upon, we are going to need teachers who not only can provide rich
learning experiences, but those who can safe-guard the right of the very
young and insure that they are provided with programs that will pro-
mote optimum learning end living.

As Janke Blakey noted the nature and needs of young children,
Bruner's statement came to mind that "any concept can be taught in
some intellectually honest way to a child at any age." Assuming that
we agree that young children can benefit from appropriate experiences,
how can we be sure that the activities in which young children are
engaged are suitable?

The obvious answer is a superb teacher who not only loves. but
knows and understands young children. Just because some teacher can
operate adequately in the rather formal upper elementary grades, does
not mean that she will be suitable for working with young children.

University ni Alberts.
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Older children are so different; they can concentrate fo.. longer periods
of time, deal with abstract ideas, gain knowledge through reading:
whereas, young children !earn best through actually becoming totally
involved with concrete materials and ideas.

To qualify as a superb teacher, the person working with young
children must possess many skills common to all educator:. However.
"first impressions- are often lasting. so it is of paramount importance
that a child's first exposure to learning in a school setting. is bath
meaningful and satisfying. Perhaps the most significant learning in a
child's initial contact with school, is how he comes to view himself in
relation to his ever broadening peer and adult group. The teacher must
value each child as an individual and insure that the child develops a
positive selfimage that will enable him to participate in rrofitable
learning experiences throughout his life. The teacher must help children
become independent by providing materials and activities appropriate
for individual pursuit, yet know her youngsters well enough to discern
that crucial moment when the problem stops being challenging, and
without some assistance may result in frustration. Children are eager
for intellectual stimulation so it takes a person skilled at involving
children in problem solving and answer-seeking activities, as well as
one having a broad backgreund of knowledge herself, along with a
seeking spirit that can match the young child's enthusiasm. Through
encouraging and accepting a variety of uses of materials. answers and
approaches to seling problems, the child's creative, as well as intellec-
tual nature can be fostered.

Every tea cher must develop f. sensitivity to the needs of young
children which may be expressed verbally. but often nonverlially Their
physical needs require a capful baianee between quiet and active
periods. where children have opportiinities to interact with their peers
as welt. as times to he by themselves "away from the maddening crowds".

Later, Jane PForr will outline in more detail some of the ways teachers
can meet the needs of individual children, so now I'd like to comment
on some of the characteristics of teacher education programs that are
necessary if we are going to have a positive influence on a person's
becoming an effective teacher of the yeung child

The importance of the role of the teacher as key facilitator of learning,
especially with young children, recently led the United States Office of
Education to look closely at teacher education.

In 196/, they issued a request fur proposals for comgrehensive
undergraduate teacher education programs.' Profit the SO proposals
received, a great wealth of ideas on general teaeber preparation can be
gleaned. Throughout, there seemed to be a stress on flexibility within
programs to allow for individual nerds and itteress; encouragement
(et students to become self-directed in their studies, as well as salf-
renewing so they can keep up with the rapidly changing workl today;
along with real opportunities to try out ideas though graduated steps

teeth A. Winiar1, h it.. ea,. teat-tit Tivertiol Modelt, Jarmo/ of Pesesect
reittloceti to titeatiot. II Spring. 1,e).
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of professional practice, from working with individual students to be-
coming responsible jot as entire class while still under the close super-
vision and guidance of experienced personnel.

At approximately the same time as the United States Office of Educa-
tion survey, two other studies on the preparation of teachers for early
childhood education were underway.

With the initiation of so many new programs for young children
across the North American Continent, the demand for qualified persons
to work with young children has far exceeded the supply. In 1967, in an
attempt to find a solution to this very real problem, seven national
organizations concerned with the education of the teachers of young
children, joined with the Association for Childhood Education Inter-
national (ACED, the National Education Association (NEA), Depart-
ment of ElementaryKindergartenNursery Education, and the NEA
National Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards,
in a study of the preparation of nursery and kindergarten teachers'

The second study took the form of a survey and analysis of exemplary
early childhood education (FCE) programs throughout the United States.
The results are summarized in the form of guidelines to help direct
centres either wishing to establish or improve their programs.'

Throughout the conference, the need to individualize programs for
students has been stressed. Backed by many of the statements made
here, and the studies I've just referred to, 1 contend that it is imperative
that we view our students in university as individuals and atempt to
provide programs suited to their special needs and interests.

All too often a person who wants to work with young children aged
three to eight, has no alternative but to follow the regular elementary
program with a course or two devoted to the study of and working with
young children tacked on the end of the program. For example, esti-
mates prep..red last spring by the associate dean's office at the Univer-
sity of Alberta indicated that over 25'; of the students entering the first
year of education in the fall of 1969 would be ECE majors. Although
this represented over a quarter of our new student boily, we have only
two courses designated as ECE. We are fortunate in having excellent
support courses offered in other areas, but it still provides little eppor-
tunity for the ECE major to select courses pertinent to his area of
specialization.

We are not alone in this respect, for the study on teacher prepara-
tion by ACE1 discovered that this pattern is common to Most Ecr pro-
grams on the Notth American continent. Students subjected to these
programs are certainly not being allowed any individuality to do "their
thing", but rather being fatted to pattieipate in programs designed for
quite a different clientele. if we recognize the tight and importance of
high quality programs for young children, then we must support the need
for special programs to prepare personnel to implement them.
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Although little previous investigation had been carried out, when
experts in the field of ECE were consulted last year, they were unani-
mous in their agreement that certain characteristics should be incor-
porated into early childhood teacher education programs. Furthermore.
they strongly felt that inadequate teacher education programs could
be more damaging than none at al/.

After discussion with some of my colleagues. and careful considera-
tion of the findings of recently published reports on teacher prepara-
tion for ECE, I wish to put forth the following eight recommendations
as being basic for the adequate preparation of personnel who shall be
working with young children.

First, a student's professional experiences must be both ontinueus
and varied throughout the undergraduate program. They must be
exposed to a variety of excellent teaching styles so they realize early
in their career that theory and research can be implemented in various
ways and still produce optimum learning. They must be allowed to
try out theoretical practises and innovative ideas under the guidance and
encouragement of experienced personnel. Too often our students imitate
exacly what was done with them because they lack the courage to experi-
ment with new ideas for fear ley wilt 'botch" things up.

As long as this continues we are perpetuating out-moded, inapprop-
riate approaches. This is especially serious when dealing with young
children for many of the practices in even superior elementary schools
are not suited to the nature of three, four, five, six and seven year olds.
Furthermore, not all teachers are suited to work with young children.
The boundless energy. insatiable curiosity and tremendous zest for life
young children have, can be rewarding and stimulating for some, but
too demanding for others.

If provided suitable opportunities to be with young children, many
students can determine for themselves whether or not they have chosen
the right age group. On the other hand, it may become epparent to
supervising teachers and instructors that a student is not suited for
this particular age group. Through individualized guidance and coun-
selling each student can find what he is best suited to do before he has
expended several years in the program. This may sound expensive, but
what a waste of time, effort and money on the part of students, instruc-
tors and taxpayers. if, only at the end of four years it becomes apparent
that a person is not suited to what he's been prepared to do!

Secondly, if we are going to expect teachers to individualize instruc-
tion in the schools, training during their undergraduate program must
likewise reflect some individualization. Over the past two days we've
been exposed to several definitions and comments on individualized
ins.truction. I st-ish to refer to one put forth by Gorman at the University
of Pittsburgh:

"Individualited instruction consists of planning and conducting with each
programs of study and day-to-day lessons that are tailor-made to

suit his Waiting requirements and his characteristics as a learner.N
a Charles J. Gorman. "The Vritrersite of Pittsburgh Model of Teacher PraintrIg foe

the andleidisalbsOott of Instruct/oh." foorsal of Peetareti god Dire formes( to fgotit-
hog'. II I &fete*. IMP).
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If we hope to accomplish this, even in a limited way, it is going to
be necessary to have low enough staff-student ratios so that instructors
can come to know each student as an individual,

The third premise I wish to make. is that teachers working with
young children must have a broad background of knowledge. Young
children have not yet been molded into conformity, and may ask almost
any question, at any time. of any person handy.

"Why did the men walk so funny on the moon? Where do babies
come from? What will happen to my dead cat ?"

To give an honest yet satisfactory answer, requires an extensive
fund of knowledge along with an understanding of young children.
It often takes a great deal of tact and experience to remain calm and
controlled when a young child asks the visiting resource person, "Why
don't you have any hair?"

However, we must not forget that teachers are individuals too, so
we must guarantee. that as they are gaining diversified knowledge
needed to help each child pursue his particular interests and talents,
they too must have the freedom to choose courses that will be satisfying
and related to their special interests and aptitudes. Therefore, in addition
to a basic core of professional courses in ECE, students must have the
freedom to select courses to net individual needs and interests.

Yo Lig children Are pretty %vise, and their questions indicate that
they know our ,vorld is one complex integrated unit without the artificial
boundaries that wr so often set up in school-20 minutes of science,
15 of health, CO of re.,.ding and 35 of mathematics. After all, if they are
measuring out one-half cup of sugar into a dean measuring cup, adding
it to egg whites beaten stiff by an electric beater, to make a topping
for the custard they're going to have for refreshment time, who can say
that this is a lesson on foods and nutrition, and ignore the fact that
mathematical concepts are involved in measuring. and scientific concepts
as they saw egg whites change consistency and color as they were beaten
by a complicated mechanical device?

The methods courses at universities and colleges often become so
specialized in one subject area that students can see to way ni integrating
them in the classroom. I wish to cite an apt example of this from my
own language methods course. For last year, even though I thought I
had stressed the integration of language into every aspect of the school
program. I had a student come to me after she'd been out student
teaching a couple of days and say. -I really can't do that assignment
which asked me to evaluee the language competencies of three students,
because the teacher doesn't have a language period!" Therefore, as a
fourth guideline, it seems to follow, that in preparing personnel to work
at this level. separate subject matter courses be either replaced, or
suppkmented by. courses and field work that would facilitate students'
understanding of the interrelateckess of subject areas, and provide for
unity in children's learning.

As young children are still very family-oriented. it is impossible
to prepare teachers to work with them as isolated entities. Parents
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and teachers both want the best for their children, but often the relation-
ship between these two parties is strained and tense. We've probably all
experienced the traditional parent-teacher interview, either as a parent
or a teacher, that was a real ordeal and yielded little helpful information
to either party.

It does not have to be that way. But if teachers are going to be com-
petent at initiating fruitful contacts with parents, they need opportuni-
ties to observe and participate in programs where satisfactory parent-
teacher relationships have been developed, with the teacher better
understanding the child because of increased knowledge of the home
background, and the parents better understanding the purposes and
programs of the school. This is especially important where children come
from backgrounds quite different from that of the teacher. So, as a fifth
consideration, I contend that it is necessary to provide some guidelines to
prospective teachers in effective communication skills.

As one looks at emerging family patterns, it is obvious that many
young children have little contact with a male figure. There are in-
creasing numbers of one-parent families. and it is usually the mother
who is responsible for raising the family. But there are also many two-
parent families where "father" is so busy with his work or organized
recreation, that his children rarely have an opportunity to come to know
him. Margaret Mead states that:

In most parts of the world, the boy learns what men do from his father,
learning with his muscles and his eyes long before he can pull on an oar,
play a violin, drive a car, or draw a straight line on a drav,ing board.
In the light of what psychology has found, we can be reasonably

certain that Mead is accurate in her statement. The young child is busy
forming basic attitudes towards the world and the peoplc in it. The
subjection to a women-dominated world is undoubtedly going to have a
profound effect on his later development. Therefore, it is highly desirous
that male figures become a frequent occurrence in programs for young
children.

It is unfortunate that the group representing early childhood educa-
tors today is all female, because there are some very fine men who have
devoted a life-time to the study of young children. One of these men is
Dr. James Ilymes of the University of Maryland with whom I worked
this past summer. lie was just as effective with a group of four year olds,
as he was with a group of university students.

An experiment at the University of Hawaii introduced high school
boys into a pre-ptimary program. Aftet the initial apprehension. the
boys gained a great deal of satisfaction from their experiences with the
youngsters, and there was never any doubt about the joy with which
the children received the men.'

I am convinced that yoing children would benefit immensely and
early childhood education would be enriched by having men participate
in its programs. Therefore, a sixth component of an exemplary program

s Will Itysellca. 'Towne Mut In a NAtstrt School.- Childhood I-digest/IA. 'January.
11641.
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for the preparation of early childhood educators would be the involve-
ment of men in work with young children.

As there is such diversity in community facilities and programs
offered for young children. it is advisable that demonstration centres
be operatAl as models of good practice. In order to expose students to
some of the most recent and acceptabL practices, these centres must
work in close cooperation with the teacher education programs, and
be easily accessible to both studcnts and staff. These centres could also
provide opportunities for closely supervised field experiences.

Again, in reference to the ACM report, ECE faculty members at
institutions housing their own children's schools, were unanimous in
their supiort of these facilities. Consequently, t! o seventh guiding
principle would be to ensure that an integral part of the teacher educa-
tion preservice. be observation of, and participation in, exemplary pro-
grams for young children.

As well as obsening and interacting with children in regular school
programs. it is important that students have an opportunity to observe
and Aork with children in a variety of situations.

These might include specialized classes where children with physical
or mental handicaps are receiving appropriate experiences to help them
deal with their problem. It has been my experience that these centres
are most anxious to have teachers preparing to work with young children,
visit their classes. so they can be aware of the symptoms of disabilities
and spot them while the child is still young enough so h can be given
maximum help.

Many local organizations share with educators, a very real interest
in the care and welfare of young children. Teachers-to-be should be
familiar with the operation of day care centres, recreation programs,
the role of social workers and public health personnel. as well as the
objectives of local and national associations such as the Canadian Com-
mittee on Early Childhood. and the National Association of Education
for Young Children. How much more economical in terms of time and
money if all groups of people concerned with provic:ing rich environ-
ments for young children, work together ni a concerted effort to improve
the lot of the young!

Although there are more criteria of exemplary programs for pre-
paring teachers of young children, if the eight recommendations just
mentioned were used as the basic guidelines, I feel a satisfactory pro-
gram could be established.

PART IVJANE PFOR11.
As a recent graduate from an early childhood teacher education

program, perhaps 1 ran give you an immediate view of how this has
affected my involvement in putting into practice the knowledge one
gains from this type of background. May I first say that I believe the
classroom atmosphere is a reflection of the teacherif she is rigid then

VnktrtIts et Arbetio.
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so are the children made to conform to this mold. However if she has a
basic respect for the individual as well as learning, then so shall the
children relate to this warmth and the result can be a setting in which
many learnings take place, which were not in the day's program. Her
ultimate goal should be to help each child achieve new perceptions and
understandings, as well as seeing himself as a learner.

What seems to be as important as the physical setting is the climate
for learning. From the pupil's point of view this includes attitudes to-
ward each other, the teacher, and learningthis can be made possible
by a teacher who possesses both understanding and effective skills. Her
understanding can promote positive attitudes toward persons, which
foster feelings of worth and status, as well as wholesome attitudes
toward differences promoting feelings of belonging and acceptance.
Finally the teacher's skill of being receptive toward discovery enhances
a child's enthusiasm for learning.

Given a teacher with these abilities to foster a learning climate
what type of school setting is necessary to carry out a program for the
individual? Rather than go into a lengthy listing of materials, it may k e
more beneficial if we have an idea for criteria materials must meet in
order to be valuable. Since it seems the central task of a school desiring
individual instruction is to help the child discover his own constructive
potential we should create conditions through which this may be
developed.

Let us first consider the facilities and furnishings. Primarily they
should promote flexible use. By this I mean furnitur( which can be
rearranged easily for individual or group work. Secondly the facilities
should encourage interaction and permit a variety of undertakings.
Through the arrangement of centers of interests, teachers are providing
a variety of opportunities for learning. One such center may be a con-
struction area, which encourages experimentaion and free expression
in art and craft activities. A good example would be homemade
easels. They have the qualities of being both easy to handle and inex-
pensive. Within this area there should be easily accessible storage for
paints, crayons, many kinds of paper, clay and as many scraps as possible
for inventive projects. If the library nook is well supplied with a variety
of books it encourages new avenues of interest, as well as a place for
quiet reflection.

Many items are included in a listening and music center. A -, '-tno
enables this child to search for pleasant, as well as unpleasant sounds.
Close at hand is a record player for individuals to experience the joys
of listening to their own selections. Simple instruments such as drums
can be meaningful to the individual as he becomes part of a group. In
yet another area a tape recorder is used by a child to hear his own
creation. These are but a few of the centers which can be developed to
give children a meaningful choice in their activities.

As well as providing inviting furnishings a school needs adequate
space for movement without interfering with another individual's work,
for storage of materials and projects, and for group meetings to discuss
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and evaluate. The program which is planned using such an environ-
ment needs to be as flexible as the furnishings. It also needs to en-
courage interaction and give value to a variety of ways to learn. Primar-
ily the school day should have adequate time and timing. By time I mean
long enough for individuals to finish their tasks, and by timing I mean
some rhythm of activity, alternating between vigorous and relaxation.
This general schedule is needed by younger children especially to re-
direct their energy for a variety of tasks.

Possible resources for learning which need to be considered for young
children are first of allhuman resources. Such children need tangible
things on which to base their interpretations of the world; what better
source than an adult who is skilled at something they are interested in.
Our own class has had several experiences with cooking and their
interest was keen on the process. Therefore a mother of one of the
children was brought in to demonstrate a native dish of her country.
This one experience provided yearnings in the areas of mathematics,
science, social studies and perhaps nutrition, as well as above all
human relationssince it was hoped the result was a pleasant experi-
ence with a woman of another culture.

Another resource should be firsthand observation and experience.
This may range from bus trips to zoos, museums or art galleries, all
the way to having a puppy visit the classroom. By whichever means,
children need to see and do in order to grow in their understandings,
and have a basis for later abstract thought.

In the classroom materials needs to be both exploratory and experi-
mental, so that children can adapt them to clarify their ideas of the
world. Simple materials such as unit blocks provide an unstructured
medium through which many learnings can be gained. Mathematics
materials can be as simple as rubber bands stretched on nailed boards.
Yet this child can find still another use for these unstructured materials.

Somewhere in the program provision must be made for materials and
opportunities for self-expression. Your kitchen corner allows children
to take on both grown-up and animal roles; such as the child on the
floor playing a dog and the girl standing, assuming the mother's role.
This is but a small part of how dramatic play can be expanded to include
many facets of the real and imaginary world.

The ultimate test of resources for learning is their usefulness to the
individual learner. If they have the following qualities the chances are
good that they will prove useful. The r.sotirce needs to foster an active,
inquiring role for the learner. Raw materials often provide an innate
open -endedness, such as a lady-bug, lichen, play-dough, or waterwhich
children use to make new discoveries and seek new interests. Resources
and materials can be thought of as highly desirable if they help to estab-
lish a wholesome, enriched environment in which the individual is
given maximum opportunity fur discovery and development.
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INDIVIDUALIZING PHYSICAL EDUCATION

STUART ROBBINS*

"The essence of teaching is 'individual learning'. Learning is always
the affair of the individual. No one can learn for somebody else."'
This must be true of courses in physical education. We are constantly
searching for methods to facilitate learning by the individual.

There are perhaps three areas in which progress has been made. I
will mention them and then we will look more fully at one of these in
the form of a demonstration.

First, individualizing might imply a ratio of learner to something.
Fortunately in teaching the ratio of pupils to teacher has reduced over
the past few years. A teacher is, however, still faced with a 25: 1 ratio
and is perhaps always likely to be. It is only in areas such as remedial
reading, or counselling that there is any semblance of individual ratios.
Efforts have been made in the classroom in using computer assisted
learning. The ratio now becomes one machine to one student, with the
teacher freed to consult, motivate, and relate to individual children as
the situation demands.

Secondly, material may be presented in different ways. At one time
the teacher was the sole source of information and he dictated personally
each aspect of the lesson. Many teachers are now presenting material
by means of task cards in programmed learning. Mosston gives some
examples of these in his book. The child works through a series of tasks
at his own rate. Research in Chicago, Denver, Utah, and New York
indicates the value of such programmed learning in education.

Penman has developed a programmed learning outline for physical
education for college students.2 Some subjects it would seem, are more
easily divided into separate independent parts that can be learned in
order: reading and mathematics would be examples in general education
and fitness activities might be an example in secondary physical edu-
cation. However, it would appear that many physical skills cannot be
learned in this programmed way. Programmed learning implies that
the sum of the parts is equal to the whole or that each whole progresses
to the next whole. The teacher must ensure that these basic premises
are true if physical skills are to be programmed.

University of Alberta.
1 Muska Mosston, Teacklh:r Physical Education: From Command to Discovery, (Colum

bus. Ohio: Charles Merrill Books, 1966),
2 Kenneth Penman, Phusicnt Education for College Students, (St. Louis, Mo.: C. V.

Mosby Co., 1£64 I .
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Some activities, furthermore, are best taught to groups of people.
There is not much fun in an individual drama class. Music is not very
productive or enlightening with individual attention as a regular
diet. These activities demand interaction, co-operation and communica-
tion in order to obtain the fullest results. I would like to suggest that
physical education is such a subject which demands group interaction
and therefore possesses great potential as a means of social integration.
To teach a physical activity to an individual in many instances reduces
its effectiveness, although in some cases it may be beneficial. You cannot
play a team game by yourself. There is not much fun in dancing by
yourself!

It is, therefore, in the third area that I would like to place emphasis.
This is the area of teaching method. Maybe we must accept that
the group in physical education is important and that we must
change our methods in order to individualize our teaching. There have
been many names attached to these methods ranging from guided
discovery and problem-solving to movement education.

We are going to look at some ways in which a task can be set allowing
children to respond in their own way. In the modern idiom they can
"do their own thing."

Let us look at some of these in practice.
(Following the presentation of this paper, Miss Joyce Boorman,

Faculty of Physical Education, University of Alberta, conducted a
demonstration with a group of elementary grade children.)
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THE SCHOOL LIBRARY:
ITS MATERIALS AND PROGRAM

LAURENCE G. WIEDRICK*

Several years ago, some audiovisual specialists claimed that educa-
tional television would eventually replace the classroom teacher. School
librarians have never believed that the materials and media in school
libraries would supplant teachers. They have only claimed that by the
year 2000 the entire school will be one big library and every teacher
will function as a school librarian. In spite of this grandiose view of
the school library's future, there has always been agreement that the
school library exists solely to help achieve the objectives of the
school of which it is a part. The library, as a supporting agency, func-
tions to provide service to the entire school. However, a tenet of school
librarianship is that the library must be particularly sensitive to the
objectives of the school's curriculum, because this is the area in which
it has the greatest potential to contribute to the education of children.

The decade beginning in 1960 has witnessed a curriculum reform
movement in the elementary school. The major changes taking place
in elementary school curriculum may be summarized as follows:

1. The former emphasis on the memorization of factual content is
being replaced by an emphasis on understanding the structure
of subjects and learning to use the modes of inquiry employed
by scholars in discovering knowledge;

2. An increase in the use of independent learning activities is ac-
companying the instructional emphasis on the use of discovery
techniques;

3. A tendency to study fewer topics than formerly but to deal with
each topic in depth is common to many of the new curriculum
designs.

The purpose of this paper and the one that follows will be to examine
the implications of these new curriculum designs for the collection of
instructional media, the program, the physical facilities and the staff
which is needed for the elementary school library. I shall discuss the
first two, that is, the collection of media and the library program, and
leave to my colleague, Professor Wright, the implications of curriculum
change for the school library's physical facilities and staff.

University of Alberta.
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First, then, what role does media have in the new curriculum de-
signs? Is it more or less important than formerly? Certainly the role
has changed. The stress on the desirability of inquiry, experimentation,
investigation and problem solving reduces the emphasis on "book learn-
ing", and involves the student in more direct personal experience inso-
far as this is practical in the school setting. The student is now en-
couraged to explain the phenomena observed by hypothesizing, guessing
and making predictions, and then testing procedures and examining and
analyzing data to confirm or disprove his hypothesis. He then attempts
a valid generalization, which needs to be verified by consulting author-
ities, either face to face or through reading or other media.

The foregoing pattern will vary depending on the subject and par-
ticular topic of study, but usually the student will not utilize media until
he has reached a point where he is seeking answers to his questions.
These are meaningful questions for the student. By placing media at
the right point in the learning sequence, that is, toward the end, the
new curriculum designs have increased the effectiveness of media in the
learning process, and have thereby increased the importance of their role.

What material should he provided in the elementary school library
to assist in implementing the new curriculum designs? A general
answer is that the library should have the instructional materials which
will help students gain an understanding of the structure of each of the
subjects of the curriculum. To perform this function a wealth of mate-
rials are needed which define, explain and illustrate the concepts and
concept clusters relevant to the fundamental ideas on which the cur-
riculum is based. It would seem particularly important that the library
have material on those concepts which cannot be developed by the
school through first-hand experience.

Since students approach the library with specific questions to be
answered, the library needs a good stock of the print media, including
books, periodicals and newspapers. But as Bruner' points out, knowl-
edge is represented in three forms, which he calls the enactive, ikonic
and symbolic; the first two, that is, action and image, must precede
symbolization, or the symbols will not be meaningful. He states that "if
one wants a sequence that is going to produce powerful learning, avoid
premature symbolization. Do not give them that word to parrot before
they know what it is about either by manipulation or in images."2 By
means of a collection of audiovisual materials the hi:nary can help the
classroom teacher develop the store of images needed to give meaning
to the words and concepts in books.

The most valuable non-print materials for inclusion in the library
collection are those which lend themselves to individual pupil use in
the inquiry process. These include filmstrips, flat pictures, tape and disc
recordings, filmslides, overhead transparencies and single-concept 8 mm.
films. Other special items should be stocked because they meet the

I Jerome S. Bruner, Toward a neon, of 17,1truction. (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard
University Press, 1967), P. 30. 11.

2 Jerome S. Bruner, -Needed: a TheorY of Illstruction," Educational LcadershP, XX
(may, 1965).p. 531.
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needs of inquiry in certain subject areas. For example, original source
materials, especially documents, reports of investigations, diaries and
artifacts are needed for inquiry in the social studies program.

The needs of the new curriculum make it desirable that the library
collection be supplemented with locally produced materials. The anal-
ysis and representation of data often involves making charts, graphs,
maps, tapes, slides and transparencies. Some visual material is more
useful when dry mounted or laminated. After these materials have been
used for their initial purpose they should become a part of the library
loan collection.

In recent years the school library has been accused of being too
print-oriented. The problem has not been that too many books, pam-
phlets, periodicals and newspapers were stocked, but that not enough
non-print materials were provided. While one may agree with those
who criticize this imbalance, there is evidence that the book will con-
tinue to be the heart of the school library collection which is designed
to meet the objectives of the new curriculum. Although recordings,
films, books and other media all share in forming concepts, concepts
must be expressed in words, and it is only my means of language
that generalizations can be formulated and tested. Language is essential
for both abstract thinking and the advanced forms of problem solving.
The Chinese proverb to the effect that one picture is worth a thousand
words, can be turned around, states Bruner, to read that "for certain
purposes one word is worth a thousand pictures."'

The emphasis on independent study as a part of inquiry requires that
both the print and non-print collections be capable of providing for a
wide range of individual differences among students. The concepts to be
developed in the curriculum will need to be presented at varying levels
of difficulty through more than one media if provision is to be made
for both individual learning abilities and individual learning styles.

Much of the new elementary school curriculum has been developed
by scholars in the disciplines, and therefore incorporates the latest
knowledge and theories of the disciplines. To assist in implementing
this type of curriculum, the elementary school library will need an up-
to-date collection of materials which are authoritative and accurate.
The ruthless discarding of out-of-date and inferior materials has never
been more urgent.

In the new curriculum the emphasis on the structure of the indi-
vidual disciplines seems to indicate that few materials are needed which
deal with subjects in an interdisciplinary manner. However, some cur-
riculum specialists believe that disregard for the interrelationships of
disciplines is a weakness of the new curriculum. Bel lack states that
"there is a need for a broader context for curriculum planning than
the separate disciplines, and the broad fields of knowledge furnish a
useful framework for this purpose."' A case could be made for the

p. 530.
I Arno A. Bel lack, The Structure of Knowledge and the Structure of the Curriculum,"

In Stan Dropkln et al., eds. Contemporary American Education, (New York: Mac-
millan Co., 1965), p. 372.
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library stocking materials which show the relationships between dis-
ciplines in order to assist teachers in dealing with this aspect of the cur-
riculum.

The size of the library collection should be related to a number of
curricular factors. Because many of the new curriculums emphasize
in-depth study of a limited number of topics, school libraries will need
a large collection for topics included in the curriculum, but should not
need to stock materials on all aspects of each subject.

Whether the curriculum prescribes textbooks or packages of mate-
rials, or neither, is a factor which influences the size of the library
collection needed. Many of the new curriculum designs do not have
textbooks, which tends to increase the use of library materials. The
provision of packages may have a variable effect on the use of the
library depending on what materials are included in the packages,
whether they are integrated with the content of the curriculmn to
form an instructional system, and whether they are part of a prescriu-
tive course designed to be "teacher-proof". In the latter case the package
may attempt to provide all of the instructional materials which the
teacher and students are to use. The danger with a "teacher-proof"
curriculum is that insufficient provision and encouragement is offered
to the teacher' to adapt the curriculum to the locality in which he
teaches and to the individual differences in abilities and interests among
the students in his class.

However, some valuable packages of instructional materials have
been designed for new curriculum units by the scholars who designed
the curriculum. This type of integrated package has been developed to
accompany a new social studies unit for grade five, entitled "Man: a
Course of Study".° Packages of this type frequently include lists of
print and non-print materials which may be purchased to supplement
the package. School libraries should consider purchasing a copy or
copies of those materials in packages which meet the library's selection
criteria.

Wolfe and Smith° have described the program at the Nova Schools in
Fort Lauderdale in which learning activity packages have replaced
textbooks. These are not packages in the usual sense: each is a mimeo-
graphed booklet with sections on objectives, study guides, readings,
suggested resources, and self-evaluation. A learning activity package is
an individual learning plan in which the student chooses which library
materials he will use to realize the objectives of the course. This type of
program places a heavy demand on library resources and services, but
has the advantage of making provision for individual differences among
students.

In view of the new elementary school curriculum designs, how large
a collection of library materials is needed in the school library? The
standards of the Canadian School Library Association state that good
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school library service requires at least 20 books per student, and that
the minimum collection needed in any school library is 5000 volumes.
Although no quantitative measure is given for the non-print collection,
the standards suggest that schools spend two to four dollars per student
per annum for this type of material. The further claim is made that the
school's collection should be supplemented by a central school district
library which has special collections of materials, including those too
expensive for the individual school to purchase, such as 16 mm. films.

Although these standards are useful as a guide, they cannot accurately
predict the need for media in a particular school. The most important
factor determining this need is the school's library program, that is, its
plan for using the library's resources and services in achieving educa-
tional objectives. Although the principal and librarian will need to pro-
vide leadership, the library program should be developed by the faculty
as a whole in order that it may reflect the aims of the teachers, and be
integrated with their classroom activities.

Library programs may be expected to vary from school to school.
For example. a different type of program is needed in a school where
teachers make use of independent study than in a school adhering to
more traditional practices. Usually, however, provision should be made
for at least these three functions: reading and reading guidance, refer-
ence and research work to enrich the curriculum, and instruction in
the use of libraries and library materials.

A major consideration in the reading guidance program as it effects
the library is the extent to which an individualized and/or a basal
reader approach is used to teach reading. Although both approaches
require a good supply, of leisure reading books and provision for the loan
of a changing collection to each classroom, the individualized reading
program requires many more library books than when the use of the
basal reader is emphasized. Early attempts at individualized reading
programs were hampered by a shortage of library books for the primary
grades, but in recent years many suitable books have been published.

From the viewpoint of tl-e school librarian, one of the continuing
problems in leisure reading programs is that schools, although accepting
the objective of developing a permanent interest in reading for pleasure,
rarely implement the type of program needed to realize this objctive.
Daily, teachers tell their students that when they have all of their work
completed they may read their library book until the end of the period.
As this is the only time provided for leisure reading by many teachers,
students are likely to conclude that reading for pleasure is the least
important and valuable of their classroom activities.

i education for leisure is important, then we have somehow to per-
suade teachers that they should prepare students for a world in which
ineaning can be found in leisure as well as in work, and that reading
and other leisure activities are valuable for then own sake. The work
ethic is still strong among many teachers. They make what should be
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a leisure time activity into an assigned task. The child is told to read a
specified number of books and is required to report on each of them.

The greatest impact of the new curriculum on library programs has
resulted from the emphasis on the inquiry approach and the importance
of independent study. This makes it more important than eve.. before
that the school have a library program which provides maximum ac-
cessibility to library materials and services. There should be provision
for individuals, small groups and entire classes to attend the library
when needed. Classroom loans of materials should be made whenever
materials will be needed for an extended period of time. Particularly
important is that the teacher be able to send to the library those stu-
dents who can benefit from a program of enrichment. When the rapid
learner has mastered the content of a unit he can often benefit from
related individual or small group library projects. By reporting his
findings to the class he can provide enrichment for all students.

For libraries to serve as centres for inquiry and enrichment, the
library program should make provision for frequent consultation be-
tween the librarian and the teachers. Teachers can then avoid frustrat-
ing students with library assignments and projects for which no infor-
mation is available, or for which information can only be obtained
which is at too difficult a level for elementary school children.

Library skills may enter into the inquiry process at a number of
points, such as when collecting data or when attempting to verify an
hypothesis by consulting authorities. The library program should make
provision for students to acquire the library skills they will need to use.
These skills may be taught jointly by the librarian and classroom teach-
ers. Instruction should be provided at the time when the student needs
to acquire the skill in order to use it. Both individual and group instruc-
tion will be needed.

If teachers are to fully utilize the library in implementaing the new
curriculum, they must themselves have proficiency in using libraries
and library resources. From a survey of 4,170 United States college
seniors enrolled in a student teaching course at a teacher-training insti-
tution, Perkins concluded tha# "prospective teachers are not capable of
using library materials adequately, and their knowledge of the available
library resources is limited."' There is evidence thtat Perkin's general-
ization applies to teachers as well as to student teachers. Nordin' found
that in eight Alberta high schools more than half of the teachers were
seriously lacking in knowledge of library fundamentals. There are
implications here for teacher-training institutions. The findings also
imply that school library programs should include provision for the
in-service education of the staff in making use of the library and its
resources.

To return to the question of how much media a school library needs,
one must conclude that an answer can only be given in terms of the

7 Ralph Perkins, The ProsPective Teachers Knowledge of Library Fundamentals, (New
York: Scarecrow Press. 1965), P. 198.

s Adelaide Louise Nordin, High School Teachers' Altitudes Toward the School Library,
Unpublished master's thesis, University of Alberta. 19681, 11, 11-90.
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extent to which the school develops a library program which utilizes
media in achieving curriculum objectives. But the new curriculum de-
signs, by emphasizing inquiry and independent study, have made the
role of library materials more important than formerly, and provided
the opportunity for a closer integration between the classroom and the
library.

To realize the incteased potential which library has to serve the
cut riculum will require that teachers and school librarians co-operatively
select a collection of materials which will be useful to students in con-
cept development, in grasping the underlying structures of subjects,
and in meeting individual differences in learning abilities. Then the fac-
ulty and the librarian will need to plan a library program which en-
courages and directs students to use library resources when appropriate
in the inquiry process.

THE SCH001_ LIBRARY:
ITS FACILITIES AND STAFF

OR

HOW MUCH LAND
IDOLS A SCHOOL LIBRARY NEED?

301IN O. WRIGHT*

The initial react:on of administrators to the extending space require-
ments recommended by school libtorians in both Canada and in the
United States reminds me of l'obloy's lainous short story in which a
farmer's obvp.ssion for more land tventually secures him enough for his
own grave. Without stretching the analogy past belief. I think that
ever these same administrators would agree that, had the farmer been
living today, he would have been riding a tractor instead of walking,
and would by this means have encircled a correspondingly greater area.
In the same vein then, the increasing sire of the library in today's school
is evidence of a response to the changing demands that the curriculum
places upon it. The question, put properly, is not "how big?" but how
big in relation to the programme it must support and the staff it must
have to maintain it. It is from this viewpoint that I wish to examine
the hbrarls staff and facilities

Vrtrettett of Albttia.
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Reduced to a mathematical formula, the library's programme potential
or horsepower is the product of facilities, materials, and risers, and
the quotient of its staff. As in any formula, the answer is affected by a
change in any one of the factors in the equation. Size, for example,
considered in isolation, has very little to do %.ith efficiency. A small
library can be as effective or es ineffective as a big one; but viewed in
relationship to the number of users to be served, or to the number of
staff to maintain it, bigness or smallness an be a crippling factor. There
are on the prairies many a chromium-plated eight-cylinder educational
chassis operating on a four - cylinder library engine, and as long as no
undue strain is put on it, the librar, will continue to function indefin-
itely,. A concerted effort, however, t.) extend individual reference and
research activities will be more than these engines can manage. Most
of the friction in library engine performance is not caused by lack of
sire, but by lack of horsepower.

Neither is there any dearth of manuals specifying the components
of the library's programme potential. Of ilwse, the prescriptions issued
by education authorities at the local and provincial levels affect it
most directly. While they usually recognize the library function, and
assist with its establishment, they exercise a restraining influence on
size and staff, both critical factors in programme performance. Libraries
in new schools tend to benefit more., while those in older buildings
requiring renovation benefit less. The chief %veakni....s of these prescrip-
tions is that, in aiming at a common denominator in education, they fail
to provide incentives necessary for ary school to achieve excellence.
In addition to basic support, such regulations should include some bait
for an unward leap, bait that will exploit the unique capacities of a
particular school situation.

Descriptive guidelines, on the other hand, such as those issued by
the Canadian School Library Association' in 1967, and the recently
revised Stondords for School Media Programs' issued by the American
Association of School Librarians in 1969, provide much more detailed
information about the library r:nd its programme. They recommend
rather than legislate, and the %%.eight of their authority rests solely in the
professional expertise of their makers. That each successive revision
raises the level of library performance is a significant indication of
their sensitiveness to current curriculum charges A library' failing to
meet their requirements may not be less efficient in its operation, but
it cannot meet the same performance standards for :is users.

In planning a library, therefore, it is essential first to establish its
relationship to the total teaching programme. To what extent will the
library and its materials constitute a resource centre for students and
teachers? What kind of resources will it house! At any one time how
many students will be engaged in individual research or in casual
browsing? Row many will be collaborating in small group projects that
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require discussion as well as reading? How many classes accompanied
by their teachers will require library instruction with regard to major
assignments? What other places in the school will there be for students
to go to when they are not under formal instruction? Will there be
facilities for open area instruction or for team teaching?

A careful study of these questions will reveal how difficult it is to
be arbitrary about the size of the library. When compared to the recom-
mended guidelines, it is evident that, in most schools, the library's
potential has been greatly underestimated. Whatever the guidelines may
say, however, the size of the library is fundamentally an administrative
decision to be made by the principal and his staff. It is a decision that
must be based on a professional appraisal of the education programme
in the school for the next decade or longer. Once te matter of pro-
gramme has been settled, then the librarian can begin calculating the
floor space for the library's technical services, its materials, and its users.
The key figures will be the projected size of the library staff, the pro-
jected size of the collection, and the projected maximum number of users
at any one time.

Users, of course, will need the most space, and the most important
thing to remember about them, apart from their numbers, is their
mobility. Unlike classrooms, where movement is usually restricted in
a back and forth direction between rows of desks, the seating in a library
must permit movement in all directions at all times. In addition to this
very considerable traffic flow, there are various kinds of seating arrange-
ments of which the following are most typical:

1. Standard library tables and chairs seating 50 percent or more of
the users at 16 square feet per student.

2. Individual study carrels, all, or t of which should be wired for
listening and viewing, and which should seat up to 30 percent of
the users at 20 square feet per student. Unless an electrical grid
is provided in the floor, these carrels will have a fixed location,
often along one wail. Study tables without wiring, of course, can
be easily moved from one 'oration to another. The partitions
around these carrels should provide for 1111iXiMIM visual privacy
when the student is seated at them.

3. Small conference rooms, each comprising 150 square feet and
seating tram 6 to 8 students. These rooms may be separated from
each other by movable partitions for the occasional use of larger
groups.

4. A browsing area making use of casual chairs, lounges, and low
tables.

5. A story-telling area for primary students where they may it on
small chairs, cushions, or a carpet, and where the picture book
collection is shelved for their convenience.

6. An adjoining elamoom of 600 to 800 square feet for class groups
reporting with their teachers for library instruction or for rmign-
merit a.istarx-e. This room can be used for viewing and listening
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purposes for larger groups than can be accommodated in the
conference rooms.

The library classroom and the browsing aicia may be luxuries for the
small library. but each prays an important part in a fully developed
programme. Some schools may wish to accommodate more pupils at
carrels and fewer ai tables and chairs. One of the conference rooms
may be set aside for the use of leachers, and may house the professional
literture. The revised American standards allot 40 square feet per
student for user accommodation. a figure that includes open shelving
for materials, the circulation and entrance area, space for the library's
catalogues. indexes, and open pamphlet files, and for student seating.
It makes no provision for the library's technical services, nor closed
storage for periodicals, books, audiovisual equipment, and audiovisual
materials.

Ellsworth estimates that one square foot of floor space is required
for every 15 volumes. a ratio that provides for shelf space, access aisles,
and some room for expansion. A more common rule of thumi, is ten
books per foot shelf, a figure that excludes both access space and expan-
sion. Standard guidelines recommend basic collections of 5.000 volumes
with expansion for up to 20 books per student. Elementt ry schools can
accommodate a higher ratio of books per shelf, but the irregular size
of picture books which are seldom shelved beyond the second tow, and
a book stack limited to five feet in height tends to reduce the advantage
gained by small sited volumes. Pamphlets. recordings, and filmstrips
may be accommodated in special filing cabinets readily accessible to
students: large charts, maps, and multirindia kits need bins or shallow
drawers. Audiovisual equipment to be used at the carrels must be housed
in bins or drawers where their circulation can be easily supervised.
Some of these materials may be h9used in the library workroom or in
adjacent storage rooms.

The initial impact of good design, attractive furniture, and tasteful
decorating is hard to e.,7timate. Various surveys indicate that the site of
the library, the adequacy of its collection. and its IIMPSsability during
school hours highly correlate with a student's opinion of its value. His
freedom to go there when he needs materials, the space for him to work
when he gets there. and the availability of the. materials he needs all
significantly affect his response to its programme. Possibly because they
so seldom have any other library experience on which to base compari-
sons, most students readily adjust to any library's site. They are usually
more vocal, however, about the rules and regulations governing her use
of it.

When the conventional library provided for one one type of seating
at tables and chairs, and no conference rocans, the recornmcaded square
footage e,f 30 square feet pet student used to include the library work-
room The increased site of the library staff, the need for more storage
for larger collections, the establishment of libtary service centres, the
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availability of commercial processing services, and the library's relation-
ship with expanding audiovisual programmes are some of the reasons
for considering technical services as a separate figure. There should be
a minimum of 300 square feet for I. workroom, but additional space may
be necessary if all the processing and cataloguing is done in the school. A
librarian's office of 150 square feet is recommended when there are two or
more full time personnel. Storege rooms for audiovisual equipment, for
periodicals and other books will also be needed. Track storage in these
areas will be an asset. If there is no provision elsewhere, an audiovisual
production room of at least 300 square feet for preparing overhead
transparencies, posters, and pictures should be nearby.

All these technical services cannot be managed by a librarian who
is expected le serve students and teachers every period of the school
day. The smooth operation of a fully integrated library and audiovisual
centre requires clerical personnel working under professional direction.
For this reason, many school boards now provide library and audiovisual
service centres which assume a large portion of these tasks from the
individual school. Librarians without this kind of service require more
clerical staff than do their more fortunate counterparts. Technical ser-
vices, therefore, depending upon the size of the school, may need from
500 to 1,000 or more square feet of space.

An examination of the activities carried on in a modern school library,
the types of accommodation provided, and the special services performed
by its staff, are clear evidence that it is no longer the oneman show it
used to be. White its services remain essentially the samereading
guidance. reference, and library instructionthe types of materials, their
c,uantities, and the numbers of users make additional staff necessary.
Many tasks, particularly in such technical arras as circulation, acquisi-
tion, and processing, use skills that can be taught to aides, clerks, and
other nonteaching assistants, Such personnel create categories of speci-
alization for which job classifications can be prepared. The following
types of personnel are now being employed in school libraries:

1. Teachers with professional library and or audiovisual degrees who
are employed as directors or supervisors at the system level. or
as head librarians in larger schools. Librarians without teacher
training are also employed for technical services in large service
centres.

2. Teachers with at least undergraduate library and.Or audiovisual
classes who are employed as librarians in schools of various sites.
Many of these people are providing integrated library and audio-
visual services, particularly in smaller schools.

3. Library technicians with two years of training after high school
who can provide a range of highly technical services. and who can
supervise other clerks in a library or audiovisual department.
They may specialize in such areas as library management, graphic
art, photography, radio and television, and a variety of production
techniques. Most such personnel are employed M library and
audiovisual centres serving all schools in a school system.
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4. Library assistants who are teachers -in- training or librarians-in-
training. They work under the supervision of the librarian while
fulfilling teacher training requirements.

5. Teacher-aides who, with the benefit of in-service training, can
perform a number of useful services. With a variety of back..
grounds, these people may assist 012, librarian and the teacher by
working wish small groups of students in the classroom as well as
in the library.

G. Library clerks who are assigned to the library for a range of
clerical duties that do not require formal library training. Years
of experience make these people extremely valuable, especially
in small libraries with only one professional person in charge.

7. Library aides or student as.sistants whose roles in the library can
be a form of exploitation or a valuable vocational experience.
In most libraries, these students perform a limited range of clerical
duties under the librarian's supervision. In other schools, these
students are involved in additional activities such as book dis-
cussions, library visits, book selection, and library promotion.

Of all the components in computirg program potential, the quality
and quantity of the staff are the most significant. In addition to the
necessary training, a rare commodity in itself, there are qualities of
heart and mind that make Ali enormous difference. tar from being a
recluse, the effective librarian must respond readily to a variety of
temperaments and interests among his users. A commitment to serve
people with an imagination to match the many vague aad off-centre
requests for assistance are essential. People of this calibre do not wish
to bury themselves among the files in the workroom when the challenge
of mind and matter is out at the reference desk. To keep these librarians
in constant contact with teachers and students should be the aim of
every sensible adminisrator. The Canadian School Library Association
recommends one full time librarian for every 300 students, and one
clerical assistant for every 500 students or major fraction thereof. This
is a conservative recommendation when compared with the American
standards of one media technician rind one media clerk for every full
time professional serving 250 students.

Very few administrators will quarrel with the desirability of these
recommendations, but not many find it easy to implement them.
Vie dilemma between how much we want, and how much we can
afford frequently places the administiator and his librarian in oppoite
camps, the former waving the regiilations of the local or provincial
education authority, and the librarian waving his professional standards.
It i5 a happier resolution to collaborate on a common statement of ob-
jectives, and to present a united front to their board and its community
about the facilities their school program needs to do the best job of
educating the men and women of tho next generation. how much land
does a school litrary need? It needs enough to do the job you want it
to do; you should ask for no more; you should not settle for lei.
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INDIVIDUALIZING CURRICULUM
AND INSTRUCTION:

IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHER EDUCATION

NIYER HOROWITZ'

We have heard a number of things about individualization since
Wednesday evening. I hope you are not disappointed that you haven't
been given simple answers for the specific problems which you face.
But perhaps we can begin to recognize guidelines which will enable us
to develop some solutions.

This morning I shall first attempt to explore some key concepts that
I think are involved in individualizationlearning, teaching. curriculum.
Next, I shall review some of the important principles and procedures
which have been discussed (at least those which I think Are important).
And, finally, I shall suggest what I consider to be relevant implications
for teacher education.

An Analysis of Key Concepts
I shall deal with a model which was developed during the last six

years with the help of many of my undergraduate and graduate students
in courses in curriculum. We tried to simplify a very complex and im-
portant concern without too much distortion. The model consists of four
rather obvious elements: the learner, the teacher, the content (which I
define rather broadly --all of the goals wh:ch are considered to be legit-
imate for school;), and the environments in which learning takes place
the :lassroom environment that we have heard about in many of the
sessions, the school environment which Dr. Klausmeier emphasised
yesterday, the community environment to which Dr. Tyler referred in
his opening remarks.

We can start with any of these four elements. I think it is appropriate
that we begin with the learner. Of course, you and I are rarely concerned
with a learner, and this reality is something that should be emphasised
from the outset. We are concerned with learners, and you and I are
involved in the learning that takes place on the part of the learners. The
second element is that of leather. And 'learner and teacher interact with
each other. (See Fig. I.) On other occasions we could take much more
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lime to talk about the nature of this interactionthe breakdowns which
so often occur: the breakdowns for which we must accept major respon-
sibility and those for which learners must accept major responsibility.

You and I are involved in an interaction process about some very
particular things which I prefer to label the f.lnient. In Fig. 2 we see a
teacher and a !earner interacting with each other, and they are inter-
acting about some very specific objectives, goals, and tasks of the school.
And I have put arrows at the ends of the lines to try to make the point
that we must be very concerned about the learner when we think of
content. To be meaningful, content must be related to the learner and to
the teacher. The same comment could be made about the other two
elements.

The element which is often neglected, but gladly is being included
more and more, is what I have labelled the environments of learning
the effects of the social setting, whether we are thinking of the social
setting of the classroom or of the neighborhood community. Environ-
ment has important impact on the learner, on the content, and on the
teacher.

In Fig. 3 I am trying to show that the four elements of the model are
closely related to each other. I suggest that as we move, as we did during
these last three days, from learning to instruction to curriculum, we
ccntinue to be concerned with the very same four elements, but we. look
at schooling from different points of view.

We are focussing on the learner in Fig. 4, and I suggest that in doing
so we are concerned with learning. learning on the part of a learner.
Learning has to do with content, with teacher, and with the environment
in which learning takes place, but learner is at the core. In Fig. 5 we
look at the story a little differently. Here we are considering curriculum
content at the focus, but content interacting with the learner, the teach-
er, and the environment. And finally, if we focus on the teacher (see
Fig. 6), we ere considering teaching or instruction from the point of
view of the teacher.
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suggest that when we consider Individualitation, we are cenc*rnecl
with the important changes with regard to the behavior of teachers, the
selection of content, the kind of environment or climate we create in
schools and in classrooms, and, most important of all, the very important
changes in relation to the learner.

A Symtkcsis of the Majot Pretentatiotit
(In the middle section of his remarks, Dr. llorowitt reviewed what he

considered to be the highlights of the major papers. The structure of
this section follows:
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The Learner
1. Education for all
2. Learners are people
3. Different learners are different

The Teacher
1. Teachers must care
2. Teachers need to explore
3. Teachers have particular tasks
4. Teachers should be thoughtful
5. Not only teachers can teach
6. New teacher roles

The Content
1. Explosion of knowledge
2. Intellectual tasks
3. Dimensions of growth

The Environment
I. Schools are part of the community
2. Parent involvement

Learning
1. Readiness for learning
2. Styles of learning
3. Grouping in learning
4. Competitionwhat value? what price?

The Ct4 rricutum
I. New approaches to new content
2. Dille: entiated curriculum
3. Updated material

instruction
1. Loneliness of isolation
2. One best method?

In developing each of the above topics., reference was made to one
or more of the main speakers: Drs. E3olvin. Glaser, Jackson, Klausmeier
and Tyler.)

An Application to Teacher Education
Our learners, the student teachers, have to learn about individualiza-

tion. They have to learn that learners differ; they have to learn how to
diagnose problemsboth by observation and by testing; they have to
learn how to assess learning; they have to learn how to behave as teach-
ers; they have to learn about the structures of the disciplines which are
the basis of learning; they have to learn about the processes of thinking
in relation to the different disciplines; and they have to learn about the
homes and the communities from which their learners come.

In planning a program in teacher education we are concerned with
man! important conventional matters: When do we introduce profes-
sional education? Now much work should be included in the foundations
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of education? Which foundations? What is the relationship between the
foundations of education and curriculum and instruction? How much
practice is desirable?

Now these are all very important questions, but I think we can make
numerous changes in the number of courses, in the placing of courses
in the total program, in the duration of coursesand still there may be
minimal change, and perhaps even no change at all.

In answer to my question Thursday afternoon, Dr. Glaser said exact y
what I wanted him to say: "Teach your students the way you would like
them to teach theirs." But what does this statement mean? Would Drs.
Glaser and Jackson agree on the way we should teach our stu
dents? Would Drs. Jackson and 13olvin expect the same of teacher educa-
lois? They would differ because they have different concepts of what
learning and teaching are all about. It may be too simple for us to say
that we teach out learners the way we want them to teach theirs.

Universities aren't elementary schoolsthat is obvious. Eighteen and
28 and 48 year olds aren't 8 year olds. I'm not sure, however, what the
major differences are. Certainly, there are some, but I have difficulty
locating many important ones. The procedures that wojked for me in
the elementary school where I started to teach, with very slight modifica-
tion, are still those that bring me most success, as I perceive success, and
certainly the highest satisfaction.

If we are serious about individualization in the elementary school,
we had better expose our learners to curriculum and instruction that
approaches individualization while they ore learners. Since each of our
speakers had his own concept of teacher, why not make available to stu-
dent teachers of different motivations, different interests, and different
abilities, alternati.es in teacher education. Must we substitute one pat-
ern for 4,000 with our new concept of that which is best for all 4,000?
The "task" approach doesn't excite me, but 1 would be very happy if a
program were developed along the lisps of no 'yin's Individually Pre-
scribed Instruction or Klausmeier's Individually Guided Education for,
say, 60 student teachers. Let's try H and see what happens.

At the other extreme we might want to involve another 25 or SO in
perfecting counselling and human relations skills. Perhaps it would be
appropriate to design a program which mould enable learners to spend
all their time for one or two years in a clinical teaching setting. Their
formal instruction would consist of small group seminars with their
clinical profmors and cooperating teachers and principals -wand these
seminars could be held in the school bukling.

If we have the courage (some would say the foolhardiness) to attempt
to approach differently learning at the university level, we should come
up with a number of alternatives. In our attempt to prove that any
innovation i5 worthwhile, I maintain that we must avoid the very limit-
ing approach by which we set out to determine whether Method A is
superior to Method 13 for all featnen, Jackson was right when he argued
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that there is no one best program for all learners. Our research, there-
fore, should help us to determine the conditions which enable learners
with particular characteristics to benefit from a specific pattern.

I have thnlight about programs in teacher education for a number oc
years. In my lodgment there are crucial implications for teacher educa-
tion of our discussions during the past three days. Let me enumerate
some of these without developing them fully.

1. Our learners are peoplewith feelings and fears and
inierests and motivations. Individuals resent being treated as
just another one of 2,000 or 4,500.

2. Our learners need contacts with their peersto ver-
balize their experiences; to challenge each other; to suppo..
one another.

a our learners need opportunities to learn about them-
selves.

4 Our learners need to get involved in their own learn-
ing and to evaluate their own progress.

5. Our learners need to learn from professors in schools
of education, but they have much to learn from the per-
sonnel in the schools, from professional staff in teachers'
rasociati; s and departments of education, and from people
in all Wa tk of life in the community.

G. Our learners need to learn how to work with other
people.

7. Our learners need to explore, and to search, and to
discover, and to make mistakes, and so to learn.

8. Our learners need to learn in part by thinking, and
then b, doing and, perhaps most important of all, by
thinking i.' nut what they have done.

9. No matter how appropriate their present iogram, how
relevant their learning experiences, how successful they
are in the acquisition of the desired attitudes, skills and
understandings, our learners must learn that they must
continue to learn and to be learners as long as they remain
teachers.

We in the Department of Elementary Education are taking seriously
the need to meet individual differences. During the last few sears we
have been exploring new programs for students who have completed
their university degrees before embarking on professional preparation.
Just this year we have Introduced what can become an important mod-
ification of the field experiences and student teaching. Our students will
be doing their student teaching over a two year period and the division
of the requirement over two years can have interesting effects on the
kind of curriculum and instruction courses that are offered. We are very
much involved with OW colleagues in other departments in a major
revision of the teacher education program which should become effective
in September 1910.
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Conclusion
And so on Monday we return to our classrooms and our schoolsyou

to yours, and me to mine. Inevitably we shall discover that too much
remains unchanged since last Tuesday or Wednesday. There will be a
shortage of resources, limited facilities, inadequate materials, and an
unfortunate teacher-pupil ratio. Only you know what you can and should
do in your attempt to meet more completely the needs of your individual
learners. Examine the possibilities and the limitations of your particular
setting and then set realistic goals for yourself. I say that it is not possible
to teach individuals all of the time, and those of us who were unable to
perform this magic when we taught in elementary schools, and who
would be unable to do so now if we were to return, must be careful not
to confuse the public and to frustrate the teaching force. But even if it
were humanly possible to individualize all of the time, we would have
to ask ourselves whether some learning doesn't depend to a large extent
on feedback from peers as well as from teachershuman and otherwise.

I don't know about youbut my goal for Monday is to try to be a
little more successful in meeting the needs of a few more learners. And
when Monday gives way to Tuesday I shall be terribly dissatisfied that
I will have done too little, bui I bt.all know that the modest beginning on
Monday will enable me to progress even further on Tuesday.
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